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ABSTRACT

The relationship between bilateral trade and political conflict/cooperation is highly debated 

in the international political economy literature as to whether political relations drive trade flows 

or trade flows drive political relations. Even among those who advocate that trade flows drive 

political relations, some state that trade causes bilateral cooperation, others argue that it causes 

bilateral conflict, and a third group claims that trade may cause either bilateral conflict or 

cooperation.

This dissertation investigates the causality between each of 10 categories of disaggregated 

bilateral trade as well as total trade, and conflict/cooperation in 16 dyads for the time period from 

the early 1960s to the early 1990s. The evidence shows that Granger causality runs both ways. 

The dissertation then develops a micro-founded simultaneous equations model of bilateral trade 

and conflict/cooperation. Consumers and producers are assumed to distinguish between products, 

among other factors, according to bilateral relations, and governments are assumed to choose 

conflict/cooperation according to a tit for tat strategy while taking bilateral trade into account.

Both economic and political data are used in the empirical tests of the model. Political 

relations data are based on splicing the two events data sets of COPDAB and WEIS which are 

widely used in the literature. Trade and other economic data are from the United Nations, the 

International Monetary Fund, and the European Commission for total trade and five categories of 

disaggregated goods. All trading pairs formed among the U.S., China, the (former) Soviet 

Union, Japan, and (West) Germany are investigated separately on each dyad and for each good as 

well as for total trade.

The results demonstrate that bilateral political relations and international trade are indeed 

highly interdependent. Bilateral cooperation causes a rise in bilateral trade demand and supply 

volumes. No specific directions are found, however, for the effects of cooperation on bilateral 

trade values or those of bilateral trade on political relations. From trade flows for specific goods, 

the volumes of trade in high technology goods and fuels are found to increase with cooperation.

A rise in the volume or price of these goods generally causes conflict sent from the importer to 

the exporter.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

International trade requires a peaceful environment. Yet, political conflicts among 

nations are pervasive. Recently, trade has been increasingly used as a foreign policy tool. 

Some countries encounter frequent disputes on trade and others face occasional impositions of 

trade sanctions. Yet, pure economic models attempt to explain international trade ignoring 

altogether bilateral political conflict/cooperation (CC). In this literature, conflicts are viewed 

as irrational or anomalous, and therefore, not worthy of formal analysis as criticized by 

Bergeijk (1994:chapter 5). While trade among countries tends to have inertia and often takes 

place regardless of nations’ political rivalry, the effect of political variables on trade patterns 

is at times large and crucial, especially as exports and imports become increasingly important 

for every country. The political science literature has been more attentive to the relationship 

between international trade and CC.

For countries in peace, politics affects bilateral trade (BT) through protectionism and 

political pressure groups. For countries in a hostile environment, politics sometimes stops 

trade, though even very hostile countries sometimes continue to have economic relations. For 

example, hostile trading pairs or dyads, such as United States-(former) Soviet Union, United 

States-China, India-Pakistan, and Greece-Turkey, continue to trade, albeit on a different scale 

and using different types of goods.

The interaction between international political and economic variables has been a 

major topic for classical economists (e.g., Smith, 1776; Ricardo, 1817; Mill, 1840), Marxists 

(e.g., Lenin, 1916; Kondratieff, 1935), Keynesians (e.g., Keynes, 1919, 1936; and numerous 

others), and political economists (e.g., Hobson, 1902; Hirschman, 1945; Schumpeter, 1954; 

Tinbergen, 1962; Kindleberger, 1970). In a few studies that employ trade gravity model 

which includes political variables, as in Aitken (1973), Sapir (1981), and Brada and Mendez

1
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(1985), trade is assumed to depend on bilateral politics.1

The idea that free trade is a fundamental cause of peace originates in the nineteenth 

century. David Hume believed that '’free trade is the vital principle by which the nations of 

the earth are to become united in one harmonious whole” (Burton, 1946: 521). Similarly, 

Smith (1776) and Ricardo (1817) stressed the link between trade, based on absolute or 

comparative advantage, and international harmony. Countries that engage in trade will be 

peaceful, according to Angell (1911), because trading partners do not want to face a potential 

reduction, due to a political conflict, of welfare gains from international trade. Montesquieu 

(1900:316) succinctly states that "peace is the natural effect of trade,” because trade is 

motivated by national essentials and creates mutual gains to both partners.

There is also a literature that proposes that trade increases the level of political 

conflict. Lenin (1916) and Choucri and North (1975) are two such examples. The reason for 

conflict stems from the fact that trading nations compete over limited markets and scarce 

resources. Furthermore, trade may generate opportunities to exercise political power by 

potential foes, as exemplified by Hirschman (1945) for Nazi Germany.

The link between BT and CC is at the center of the recent international political 

economics literature. Since Polachek’s (1978) seminal paper, the debate on the relationship 

between trade and conflict is mostly empirical. Researchers like Polachek (1978, 1980, 1992, 

1995), Gasiorowski and Polachek (1982), Gasiorowski (1986), Sayrs (1988, 1989, 1990),

Vries (1990), Pollins (1989a, 1989b), and Bergeijk (1994) pool data of many dyads and 

estimate models that include CC and BT.2 While some studies use BT as the dependent 

variable, others instead use CC as the dependent variable. The choice of the dependent 

variable is, however, made arbitrarily, simply by assuming so.

The literature has well established that BT and CC are related. What has not been
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clearly established, however, is whether it is BT that diminishes or increases CC or is it CC 

that inhibits or encourages BT. Authors like Polachek (1980:65), Gasiorowski and Polachek 

(1982:721) and Pollins (1989a:751) repeatedly admit that causality has not been properly 

established in their models but rather assumed. Many researchers have expressed the need 

for a formal causality test between trade and CC. Sayrs (1990:19) summarizes well: "some 

important results have emerged but many issues remained unresolved. Perhaps most 

important are the causal linkages between trade and conflict."

Moreover, most of the studies on BT and CC have pooled trade and political data of 

many dyads so as to increase the sample size, implicitly assuming that the relationship 

between CC and trade is similar for all dyads. While some writers have criticized the use of 

such pooled data and called for individual dyadic studies, whether or not the relationship is 

indeed similar among dyads has not yet been fully investigated.3

Empirical studies of trade and CC have mostly dealt with the relationship between CC 

and total BT. While one study (Gasiorowski and Polachek, 1982) has partially dealt with 

sectoral trade, only one dyad was looked at and the authors warn that their results "remain 

primarily speculative" (1982:724). Perhaps the strongest statement for a need to study 

disaggregated trade is made by Polachek (1980), who hypothesizes, but without testing it, that 

trade in strategic commodities will diminish conflict more than other commodities. Polachek 

(1992:97) concedes that commodity by commodity trade flows are needed to study the 

relationship between BT and CC but such data are not readily available to him. Hence, the 

relationship between sectoral BT and CC is not yet established.

This study is based on the premise that the relationship between BT and political 

relations or CC depends on both economic and political variables. Specifically, our objective 

is to formally model and empirically investigate the relationship between BT and CC within a
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framework that allows for a two way causation. In such a model, BT and CC affect each 

other. Our model applies to all dyads. While in some dyads the association of BT and CC 

may be weak, we believe that pure economic trade models can not fully explain BT of dyads 

that experience fluctuations in bilateral relations. Moreover, since economies differ, the 

relationship between BT and CC may vary across economic sectors or traded goods and 

dyads. Hence, the practical importance of the BT and CC nexus is an empirical issue.4

By drawing from economics and political science, we develop a formal trade and CC 

simultaneous equation model (SEM), estimate the model, and interpret the results. The term, 

CC, is used throughout to denote that there is no unique measure of conflict and cooperation. 

As estimating this SEM requires hard-to-obtain BT price (index) data, we derive a SEM for 

which price data are not necessary, albeit with some loss of information.

1.1 Organization of the Dissertation

The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the literature. In chapter 

3, we discuss the CC data. Chapter 4 investigates the causality between total BT and CC. In 

chapter S, we investigate the causality between disaggregated BT and CC. In chapter 6, we 

develop a formal and micro founded BT and CC SEM. In chapter 7, we estimate the trade 

flow version of our SEM, using total trade values, and interpret the results. In chapter 8, we 

estimate the SEM from total trade volumes and interpret the results. In chapter 9, we 

estimate the SEM from disaggregated trade volumes and interpret the results. In the last 

chapter, we summarize our investigations, outline our contribution to the literature, and 

highlight possible avenues of future research. Detailed estimation results are presented in 

Appendices 1, 3, 4 and 5. The algebraic development of the model is presented in Appendix
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2. The following discussion summarizes each chapter.

5

1.2 Summa ry  n f  FiniBnys

The literature is reviewed in chapter 2. We start by summarizing the realist and 

liberal paradigms of trade and discussing models of BT which do not include CC as a variable 

and models of CC which do include BT as a variable. The main body of this chapter reviews 

BT and CC theories and empirical studies along three competing arguments: BT brings 

peace, BT brings conflict; and politics is a determinant of BT. It is found that the direction 

of BT and CC causality is highly debated in the literature. Reviewing the small emprical 

literature on the link between disaggregated BT and CC, we find that while authors recognize 

that the BT and CC relationship may vary along goods, but the issue is mostly not 

investigated. We conclude chapter 2 by reviewing the literature on BT and CC causality. 

Researchers admit that the causality is not verified by their models. The possibility of BT and 

CC simultaneity is entertained but not investigated.

Chapter 3 deals with the measurement of CC. In this study, CC are measured from 

large data sets of daily international events. In particular, we use two such data sets: Conflict 

and Peace Data Bank (COPDAB) and World Events Interaction Survey (WEIS). We begin 

this chapter by reviewing studies on the highly debated compatibility of COPDAB and WEIS. 

The COPDAB data from 1948 to 1978 and the WEIS data since 1966 are most widely used in 

the literature. Whether or not the two series are compatible is debated in the literature. We 

investigate the compatibility between the two series by using several statistical tests and time 

series analysis. We find that COPDAB and WEIS are compatible and thus could be 

combined, through a splicing method, to generate long time series of CC.

In Chapter 4, Granger causality between total BT and CC is investigated. The
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hypotheses are that either BT causes CC, CC causes BT, BT and CC cause each other, or BT 

and CC are not related. To this end. Granger causality is formally tested. Trade data are 

from the International Monetary Fund (IMF). A total of 16 dyads are investigated 

individually by assuming that the direction and the strength of CC and BT causality may 

differ from one dyad to another. It is found that Granger causality between BT and CC, 

which is dyad dependent, is reciprocal.

In chapter S, Granger causality between disaggregated BT and CC is investigated. 

Trade data are from the United Nations (UN). Ten Standard International Trade 

Classification (SITC) one-digit commodity groups are analyzed separately. Granger causality 

between BT and CC is found to be reciprocal, dyad dependent, but independent of the size of 

trade in particular commodities and of whether or not two countries are political rivals.

From the results of reciprocal causality in total and disaggregated BT, a model in 

which BT and CC are simultaneously determined is called for. A formal and micro founded 

BT and CC SEM is developed in chapter 6. The BT equations of the model are formulated 

for a multi-country system. The CC equations are formulated for a dyad which is a widely 

used unit of analysis in the quantitative literature on foreign policy interaction.

The empirical model to be estimated is derived under the assumption that BT and CC 

flows of a dyad can be analyzed separately from those of other dyads, or in partial 

equilibrium. This assumption is common in international economics, political science, and in 

the trade and conflict literature. The latter literature, however, does not estimate models in 

which BT and CC simultaneously determine each other. Similarly, the international economic 

literature on bilateral trade does not include bilateral relations as a continuous variable, and 

the quantitative political science literature on foreign policy interaction, with few exceptions 

which are disscused in chapter 2, does not include bilateral trade as a variable.
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In the theoretical model, consumers and producers are assumed to differentiate among 

countries according to bilateral CC. Governments are assumed to choose bilateral CC 

according to a tit for tat strategy while taking BT into account. The optimization problems 

facing consumers and producers are solved to obtain demand and supply functions. The 

SEM from total trade volumes per dyad includes two demand equations, two supply 

equations, and two CC equations. The BT pan of this SEM is solved analytically under 

certain simplifying panial equilibrium assumptions to obtain a model in which BT values are 

given by a dyadic trade gravity like equation.

The testable implications of the model are that the demand for import depends on 

bilateral prices, multilateral import expenditures, tariffs, exchange rate, and CC. The supply 

of export depends on bilateral prices, multilateral export expenditure, and CC. In particular, 

bilateral demand and supply are expected to increase with cooperation. The effect of 

cooperation (or conflict) on the value of BT is, however, theoretically ambiguous. Hence, 

empirically we expect to find that trade value may either increase or decrease with CC. 

Similarly, the theoretical effect of BT on CC are also ambiguous. That is, empirically BT 

may cause either conflict or cooperation.

In Chapter 7 ,1 estimate the SEM from trade values and interpret the results. CC data 

are generated by splicing COPDAB and WEIS time series. Trade and economic data are 

mostly from the IMF or the UN. The sample includes all dyads formed among the United 

States, China, the (former) Soviet Union, Japan, and (West) Germany. Data from 1948 to 

1992 are used. To test the sensitivity of the model to the way CC indices are formed, we 

employ both the sum of weighted conflict and cooperation (net conflict) and separate sums of 

conflict and cooperation. Using both CC measures we find that CC significantly explains BT 

and BT significantly explains CC for most dyads. While the signs of variables conform.
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mostly, to our expectations, certain regularities regarding the sign of the effect of BT on CC 

are identified.

Total bilateral and multilateral trade price, value, and volume data from the European 

Commission are used to estimate the SEM from demand and supply equations in chapter 8.

All dyads formed among the United States, (West) Germany, Japan, and the (former) Soviet 

Union are included. Data from 1963 to 1992 are used. The results from this analysis reveal, 

in most cases, correct slopes of demand and supply with respect to price and multilateral trade 

expenditures. The effect of CC on demand and supply is statistically significant and positive. 

The effect of BT on CC is statistically siginificant, yet its sign is ambiguous.

In chapter 9, disaggregated bilateral and multilateral trade price, value, and volume 

data from the European Commission are used to estimate the SEM from demand and supply 

equations for five goods: (1) agriculture and fishery; (2) fuels and power; (3) minerals and 

chemicals; (4) machines, transport equipment, and electronics; and (5) food, clothing, paper, 

plastics, rubber, and miscellaneous. All dyads formed among the United States, (West) 

Germany, and Japan are included. Data from 1963 to 1992 are used. The estimation mostly 

reveals correctly sloped demand and supply. The effect of CC on BT is mostly statistically 

significant and positive. The effect of BT on CC is statistically siginificant in many cases but 

its sign reveals certain tendencies.

The dissertation’s findings are summarized in chapter 10. The performance and the 

contribution of the model to the literature are evaluated. Future research avenues are 

highlighted. In a nut shell, CC is found to affect BT and BT is found to affect CC. The 

relationship between BT and CC, however, is found to vary across dyads and goods. As 

world politics are constantly in flux and states continually re-evaluate friends and foes, 

economic variables do not fully explain trade patterns and political variables do not frilly
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explain bilateral relations. In short, BT and CC are interdependent. The effect of conflict on 

BT volume is found to be mostly negative but the effect of conflict on BT value is found to be 

ambiguous. BT, however, can generate either conflict or cooperation.
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ENDNOTES

1. International politics is captured, however, only by dummy variables to indicate whether 
or not trading partners belong to the same political and/or economic blocks such as EEC, 
NATO or CMEA.

2. Studies that focus on the link between total trade and various international political 
variables (though without quantity measures of CC) also include Arad and Hirsch (1981), 
Summary (1989), Dixon and Moon (1993), and Gowa (1994). These studies use the trade 
gravity model augmented by political variables. Domke (1988) and Mansfield (1994) study 
the link between international trade and the onset of wars, arguing that traders fight less.

3. For a general criticism of cross sectional studies, see Achen (1986) and Ward (1987). 
Bremer (1992) criticizes this approach in war studies. Sayrs (1989b, 1990) discusses the 
limitations of pooled analysis for trade and conflict.

4. We do not intend to explain the causes of wars and crises, or extreme forms of cooperation 
such as political unification. That is, governments have their own reasons to start bilateral 
conflict or cooperation which we consider as exogenous. However, we argue that after CC 
starts, BT and CC are endogenously and simultaneously determined.
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW AND IMPLICATIONS

In the spirit of an interdisciplinary study, we follow literatures from both economics 

and political science, in particular those developed by students of international political 

economy (IPE), international relations (IR), and applied trade analysis. Our literature review 

is presented in seven parts. We begin by outlining the realist and liberal paradigms of trade. 

The second part of the review summarizes empirical BT studies that do not include political 

determinants and empirical CC studies which do not include BT as a determinant. The third 

pan reviews studies which argue that BT brings peace. The fourth pan presents studies 

which claim that trade brings conflict. The fifth pan discusses studies in which CC is a 

determinant of BT. The sixth pan re-states the BT-CC debate in terms of the direction of 

causality, discusses BT and CC pooled analysis, and evaluates the need to study the 

relationship between dissaggregated BT and CC. Finally, we discuss the implications of the 

literature review for our project.

2.1 The Liberal and t to a l is t  P a ra d ig m s  of I n te r n a t f n n a l T r a d *

Liberal scholars assume that the individual is society’s basic unit and is a rational 

welfare maximizer.1 Economic liberalism became the main paradigm of neoclassical 

economics. At center stage is the notion that free markets will converge to an efficient 

equilibrium in which supply equals demand. Economic exchange increases society’s wealth 

since it maximizes efficiency by rewarding individuals according to productivity. A basic 

harmony of interests underlies market based societies. A market economy will resolve 

internal conflicts of interests as individuals will bargain to harmonize interests. Strictly 

speaking, liberals argue for the practice of laissez-faire economic policies.

Liberals assume that under free trade, open market economies will converge to an
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efficient equilibrium in which some goods are traded. Producing and trading goods according 

to comparative advantage generates absolute gains to all traders. States’ relative gains depend 

on their terms of trade to be determined in bargaining, however, the risk of loosing gains 

from trade will ensure agreements. While leaders may seek to maximize political power, 

masses will force them toward policies that increase welfare. Free markets and trade create 

economic growth. Individuals will resist war because it diminishes welfare; people are "too 

busy growing rich to have time for war" (Blainey, 1973:10). Further, "it is a logical fallacy 

and an optical illusion in Europe to regard a nation as increasing its wealth when it increases 

its territory" (Angell, 1913:34). As trade benefits all parties while conflict inhibits trade and 

since trading states are not expansionary, trade brings peace.

According to liberals, as international economic ties expand, interdependence 

increases and brings peace through the following channels. First, interdependent nations take 

other states’ interests into account when calculating their own policies. This diminishes the 

consequences of a conflict of interests. Second, as national economies become intertwined 

they are more affected by conflicts. However, since interdependence increases the costs of 

war it also reduces the risk of wars. Third, interdependence increases international contacts 

to handle common matters and harmonizes states’ interests. Last, interdependence creates 

groups with vested interests in cooperation. As governments are tuned to interest groups, war 

between states with interdependent economies is not likely.

For realists2, the important feature of IR is the absence of a world government 

(anarchy) which makes world politics a self-help system. Realists assume that states are 

rational unitary actors who maximize security by strengthening capabilities. As one nation’s 

search for security may cause others to feel insecure, states face a security dilemma. Security 

is determined by military power; economic capabilities are important to the extent that they
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enhance national security. States’ actions in world politics are primarily a response to 

external, rather than domestic, forces; the domestic and international systems are assumed to 

be dichotomized.

In contrast to liberals, realists argue that states seek to maximize relative gains from 

economic exchange to enhance their political power. Therefore, states should be self* 

sufficient in critical resources. Trade is a liability since it increases dependence on external 

sources. As the benefits from trade increase, they may become addictive and may be used as 

a tool of coercion by potential enemies. Further, trading states encounter more possibilities to 

disagree on issues of mutual interest. Hence, the likelihood of bilateral conflict increases with 

trade. Interdependence may bring conflict as national policies may collide. Since leaders’ 

political fate depends on economic performance, they may attempt to generate gains at the 

expense of other states. In the .extreme, such conflicts may escalate to wars. Since 

interdependence increases states’ vulnerability, it increases the likelihood of political blackmail 

by potential enemies.

Modem realists argue that national economic policies affect long term national 

security. In particular, strategic trade and industrial policies may generate long-run economic 

growth and change the systemic distribution of power. Since economic power contributes to 

national security, states pursue relative gains from economic exchange. In anarchy, states can 

not trust others to not use relative gains from trade in future conflicts, hence, international 

cooperation is a zero sum game.

2.2 Investigating BT and CC Separately

The majority of the economic literature on international trade does not include 

political variables. Similarly, there are many empirical/quantitative studies of
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conflict/cooperation in the literature on international relations which do not include economic 

variables. As we integrate both those literatures, we review in the following those studies 

which are most relevant for our purpose. We focus on studies employing empirical/statistical 

techniques in both areas of study.

Empirical BT Studies in Economics

We identify four approaches in modeling BT in pure economic terms: (1) 

Differentiation of traded goods based on their origin and/or destination; (2) The trade 

gravity equation; (3) Specification and estimation of demand and supply equations under 

alternative assumptions; (4) computed general equilibrium (CGE) models.

The origin/destination differentiation approach to modeling BT, pioneered by 

Armington (1969), studies import demand for goods that are differentiated by the country of 

origin while assuming an infinitely elastic export supply. Armington (1969a) assumes that 

consumers consider goods produced in different countries imperfect substitutes. That is, they 

differentiate goods according to country of origin. For instance, "French machinery,

Japanese machinery, French chemicals, and Japanese chemicals might be four different 

products distinguished in the model" (Armington, 1969a: 159). Accordingly, each 

consumer’s utility function is assumed to have the following properties: (1) The marginal rate 

of substitution between any two goods of the same kind from different origins, referred to as 

products, does not depend on the quantity consumed of other goods (buyers’ preferences for a 

good do not depend on quantities of other goods). (2) The elasticity of substitution between 

any two products is constant and is equal to the elasticity of substitution between any other 

two products.3 These assumptions imply (and are implied by) weakly separable preferences. 

Hence, we can think of consumers making a two stage decision. In the first stage total goods’
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quantities are determined. In the second stage the total quantity of each good is allocated 

among products. Armington further assumes that the representative consumer has a constant 

elasticity of substitution (CES) utility function.

The assumption of equal elasticities of substitution among products, while simplifying 

the analysis, may be restrictive (Kohli, 1991). Still, as discussed in Walley (1985) and Cox 

and Harris (1985, 1986), it streamlines the presentation of bilateral import models and makes 

empirical work feasible, in particular in CGE trade models.4

Italianer (1986), like Barten (1971) before him, assumes that consumers follow a three 

stage decision process. In the first stage, consumers allocate their income between goods; In 

the second stage, they allocate total expenditures on each good between imported and 

domestic goods. In the third stage, they allocate foreign goods among different products (i.e. 

different suppliers). Only the third stage is estimated, however, by Italianer (1986).

Similarly, Brenton (1989) uses the "almost ideal" utility function to study allocation of U.K. 

imports of manufactures across suppliers.

Some researchers (e.g., Linnemann, 1966; Hufbauer, 1970) argue that non economic 

goods’ national characteristics such as cultural distance, human skills, and historical links, 

affect BT patterns. Kohli and Morey (1988) employ this method in a model of import 

demand by adding goods’ characteristics to consumers’ utility, such as exporter’s economic 

size, population, product availability, and exporter’s reputation.

Other studies develop import demand and export supply equations assuming that 

importers distinguish among imported goods according to their country of origin, and 

exporters distinguish among exported goods according to their country of destination (e.g. 

Geraci and Preow, 1982; De Melo and Robinson, 1985, 1989; Bergstrand 1985, 1989, 

Marquez, 1992, 1992, Gould, 1994). Two approaches are used to differentiate exports
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according to destination: pricing among markets according to the stability of exchange rates 

(Knetter, 1989, 1992; and Marquez, 1991, 1992) and using a constant elasticity of 

transformation production technology (Powell and Gruen, 1968; Geraci and Preow, 1982; De 

Melo and Robinson, 1985, 1989).

The trade gravity approach to modeling BT, employs the gravity model in each good 

or for total trade. The name gravity alludes to the similarity of trade gravity models to 

gravity force equation in physics. Namely, BT flow increases with partners’ gross national 

product (GNP) and decreases with trade resistance (Taplin, 1967). Tinbergen (1962),

Poyhonen (1963a, 1963b), and Pulliainen (1963) are the first to use the gravity model to 

explain BT based on exporter’s and importer’s GNP.S The model became popular because it 

is tractable, flexible, and empirically useful (Learner and Levinson, 1994). Trade resistance 

is a compounded term that encompasses geographical distance, membership in economic 

unions, transportation and insurance costs, protectionism, and trade agreements.6 A common 

finding is that BT values depend on the economic size of partners and the "distance" between 

them (Linnemann (1966). Mostly cross sectional, these studies use geographical distance as a 

proxy for "distance, " trade barriers, and the cost of insurance and freight. Sapir (1981),

Brada and Mendez (1985), and Eichengreen and Irwin (1995), for instance, utilize the trade 

gravity model to investigate the effect of economic blocks and economic integration on BT 

using dummies to mark membership in a block.

Several authors (e.g. Linneman, 1966; Learner and Stem, 1970; Anderson, 1979;

Sapir, 1981; Helpman and Krugman, 1985; Biker, 1987; Bergstrand, 1985, 1989) argue that 

the gravity equation is a reduced form of a model which equates import demand to export 

supply. Critics argue that gravity models lack micro-foundations (Anderson, 1979:106; 

Learner and Stem, 1970:158). Other authors develop a trade gravity equation based on
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microeconomic foundations (Linnemann 1966; Anderson 1979; Helpman and Krugman 1985; 

Bergstrand 1985,1989; and Biker, 1987). While these studies are conceptually similar, 

different gravity equations are derived depending on the assumed functional forms of 

consumption, production, and market structure.

Bergstrand (1989) adds intra-industry trade to the gravity model by assuming that 

consumers’ utility depends on two goods, manufactures and non manufactures, differentiated 

by country of origin and firm. Using two inputs, firms differentiate among destinations.7 An 

equation similar to the trade gravity model is derived and is estimated from an annual cross 

section of OECD for SITC one digit trade data.8

Other studies derive a traditional reduced form equation of BT flows from various 

assumed specific forms of demand and supply functions. See Bond (1985), Haynes,

Hutchison and Mikesell (1986), and Italianer and d’Alcantara (1986), for examples. Italianer 

and d’Alcantara note that "disaggregating BT flows crucially binges on data availability" 

(1986:4), where only data for OECD declaring countries are available. Estimating their 

reduced form under the assumption of constant transportation and insurance costs over the 

sample period, they use their equations to simulate the effect of shocks in exogenous variables 

(1986:22).

The demand/supply specification approach to modeling BT, specifies bilateral import 

demand and export supply equations while assuming that importers differentiate goods 

according to origin and exporters according to destination. Most authors use time series data 

and assume a logarithmic linear form. The specification is dynamic using adaptive 

expectations, or a partial adjustment model, or an autoregressive lag structure where the 

number of lags is determined empirically (see Stem, Francis, and Shumacher, 1976). Only a 

small part of the studies treat trade prices as endogenous and use a simultaneous estimation
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technique (Marquez, 1992: 18:24). Recent empirical studies dealing with the estimation of 

BT demand and supply functions include Ranuzzi (1981,1982), Geraci and Preow (1982), 

Haynes, Hutchison and Mikesell (1986), and Marquez (1991).

Ranuzzi (1981,1982) uses BT price data assembled by the European Commission to 

estimate import demand and export supply equations separately for food, minerals, basic 

materials, and manufactures from 1963-1980 data for France, Germany, Italy, and the U.K.

He finds that demand tends (but not always) to be inversely related to price. For supply, 

Ranuzzi points that "no acceptable resutis were obtained" (1982:27), both when OLS or two 

stage least squares estimates were used.

Geraci and Preow (1982) construct total BT price indicies for five countries from 

19S8 to 1974. While they assume that importers differentiate goods according to origin and 

exporters according to destination, in estimation they pool the data assuming similar bilateral 

demand and supply functions for a country with all trade partners. Ignoring simultaneous 

equations bias, they use linear least squares and find statistically significant negatively sloped 

demand curves for two out of five countries. In supply, they find price elasticities which are 

"highly erratic and insignificant" (p 439). They explain these results by criticizing their 

bilateral price data and call for use of disaggregated trade data.

Haynes, Hutchison and Mikesell (1986) study U.S.-Japan BT using multilateral trade 

unit values in manufacturing to proxy BT prices. These authors include contemporaneous 

prices and lagged moving averages of prices. Signs of price variables are mostly negative for 

Japan’s demand and partially positive for U.S. demand. In supply, the coefficients of 

bilateral price variables are either not statistically significant, or negative and statistically 

significant.

Harigan (1993) assumes monopolistic competition, and identical preferences,
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technology, and factor endowments across countries. He argues that casual observations 

reject Helpman and Krugman’s (1985) model which predicts that the volume of bilateral 

import in good i is given by its share in total world spending times the output of good i 

produced by the exporter. Using bilateral import of a good divided by GNP as the dependent 

variable, and exporter output of that good, tariffs, transportation costs, and non-tariff trade 

barriers as independent variables, he estimates the model by using 1983 trade data for 28 

separate manufactured goods traded among OECD members.

Surveying 102 BT studies written between 1941 and 1991, Marquez (1992:17) finds 

that three quarters ignore simultaneity bias, 95 percent assume an ad-hoc logarithmic 

formulation, and most use multilateral trade prices to proxy BT prices. He uses bilateral total 

trade prices obtained from the European Commission to estimate bilateral demand and supply 

equations in a simoultaneous system and rinds that his results, from a model in which utility 

follows the Rotterdam form and supply behaves according to the pricing-to-market hypothesis, 

are different from others. Three issues are found to be important in estimation of bilateral 

import demand and export supply functions: using BT prices, demand and supply 

simultaneity, and using micro founded models.9

The CGE approach to modeling BT, employs CGE models to study BT. In such 

studies the focus is on BT simulation rather than estimation of BT models. Researchers 

employ elasticities and other numerical parameters published in existing studies and use the 

model to simulate reaction to various policy shocks. In CGE models the economy is 

characterized by a set of prices and quantities in each sector such that all markets clear 

simultaneously. In such models consumers maximize utility and producers maximize profits. 

What makes them computable is the assumption of specific utility function for a representative 

consumer, specific market structure, and specific production technology for a representative
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firm. Typically, a weakly separable form is assumed for both utility and production functions 

(Shoven and Whalley, 1984). In contrast to Heckscher (1919) and Ohlin’s (1933) who 

assume similar technology and tastes across countries and attribute trade to differences in 

factor endowments, a "further characteristic common to most of the multi country and single 

country [CGE] models is the use of the so-called Armington assumption” (Shoven and 

Whalley, 1984:1034).

"The major constraints on the selection of demand and production functions in all the 

applied models is that they be both consistent with the theoretical approach and analytically 

tractable" (Shoven and Whalley, 1984:1017). In consumption, Cobb-Douglas or CES utility 

functions are common. In production, linear, CES, Cobb Douglas, or Constant Elasticity of 

Transformation (CET) functions are used.10 Many CGE models assume that markets are 

perfectly competitive (e.g., Deardorf and Stem, 1986). Such models may involve non linear 

equations in prices and quantities. While the number of endogenous variables equals the 

number of equations, analytical solution is usually not possible. Therefore, researchers solve 

the model numerically.

Empirical CC Studies in International Relations

Following Wilkenfeld, Hopple, Rossa and Andriole (1980), we identify two 

approaches to the study of foreign policy: (1) Foreign policy decision making; (2) Foreign 

policy behaviour.

The decision making approach to foreign policy analysis, studies the process of 

foreign policy decision making. Scholars (i.e. Snyder, Brack and Sapin, 1962; Allison, 1971; 

Maoz, 198S) determine key actors and focus on the process of arriving at foreign policy 

decisions. The majority of decision making studies tend to be descriptive or qualitative.
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These studies further sub-divide according to their perception of government as (1) a unitary 

rational actor with defined goals; (2) an organization of bureaucrats that follows standard 

operating procedures, guided by inertia, and practices incrementalism; (3) a group of agents 

with certain psychological qualities, beliefs, and personal experience; (4) an organization of 

groups representing competing interests that bargain with each other. In such an organization 

"where you sit determines where you stand" (Allison, 1971:134).

The foreign policy behavior (interaction) approach to foreign policy analysis, focuses 

on foreign policy behavioral outputs (response) which are generated by foreign policy inputs 

(stimulus). Scholars (i.e. Boulding 1962; Rosenau, 1966,1968; Phillips, 1978; Ward, 

1981,1982,1985; Dixon, 1986; Rajmaira and Ward, 1992) treat the decision making process 

as a black box whose internal components are not fully identified. This approach is macro 

oriented, that is it does not model the specifics of the decision making process.

In the basic interaction model, bilateral cooperation and conflict are investigated 

separately. Contemporaneous cooperation (conflict) emanating from an actor to a target 

depends on a constant term, cooperation (conflict) sent by the actor in the previous period, 

and contemporaneous cooperation (conflict) emanating from the target. Theoretical 

justification of these assertions may be found in many studies (i.e. Boulding, 1962; Phillips, 

1978; Ward, 1985; Dixon, 1986; Smith, 1987). Various extensions are made. The effect of 

domestic politics and national factors is examined by several scholars (i.e. Wilkenfeld et al., 

1980; Bremmer, 1977,1980). Ashley (1980) investigates the effect of systemic factors. In 

many models coefficients are assumed fixed (Ward, 1981, 1982; Azar, Bennett, and Sloan, 

1974, Dixon, 1986). Boulding (1962), Azar, Bennet, and Sloan (1974), and Ward and 

Rajmaira (1992) argue that coefficients may change over time. Sayrs (1987, 1989) adds a 

measure of BT to the basic model. She deals only with one government. In Smith (1987),
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the coefficient of the target’s conflict or cooperation (reactivity) depends on BT, multilateral 

trade, and political climate. The resulting non-linear model is linearized and estimated by 

restricting the components of reactivity to sum to the constant reactivity of the basic model.

It seems to us that the two approaches to the analysis of foreign policy are 

interrelated. Interaction equations could be considered as structural equations of the 

underlying decision making process. As specifying analytically the micro-foundations of 

foreign policy is hard, some scholars specify the structural equations in a direct, but 

nevertheless theoretical, manner. The analogue on the economic side is the specification of a 

trade gravity equation or modeling aggregate demand and supply without emphasizing 

individual decisions.

2.3 Trade Brings Peace

Free trade, interdependence, and democracy have long been associated with peace and 

international cooperation (i.e. Smith, 1776; Ricardo, 1817; Kant, 1795; Angell, 1911). As 

detailed in Polachek (1978), Blainey (1973) and Read (1967) argue that the long peace in 

Europe starting in 1815 is a result of the increase in the level of free trade. These authors 

claim that the view that more trade will bring peace was shared by British politicians and 

philosophers since the end of the 18th century.11 Modem literature in this vein includes 

Polachek (1978,1980,1992,1995), Gasiorowksi and Polachek (1982), Arad and Hirsch 

(1981,1983), Gasiorowski (1986), and Sayrs (1987,1989).

Studies Using Total Trade Data

Polachek (1978, 1980) provides a formal theoretical justification why trade should 

bring peace. Polachek’s partial equilibrium model portrays a nation state as a rational actor
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whose welfare depends positively on consumption and hostility. Further, he assumes that 

hostility toward a trading partner decreases the price a country gets for its exports and 

increases the price a country pays for its imports. The problem facing a nation state is how 

to maximize welfare by choosing a level of hostility, for a given level of consumption. 

Accordingly, Polachek argues that political leaders will be averse to conflict with their trade 

partners.

Polachek (1978,1980,1992) uses COPDAB to specify net conflict as the dependent 

variable.12 Independent variables include the value of bilateral export or import. In addition, 

he includes 14 country attributes (i.e. population density, secondary school enrollments per 

1000 people, growth national product (GNP) growth rate). The model is estimated from 19S8 

to 1967 for 31 countries in a pooled time series research design. Gasiorowski and Polachek 

(1982) deal with the U.S .-Warsaw Pact dyad. They specify several bivariate models of trade 

and conflict in which yearly net conflict is the dependent variable and the total trade value is 

the independent variable. Both Polachek (1978,1980,1992) and Gasiorowski and Polachek 

(1982) find that trade diminishes conflict.

Sayrs (1987, 1989) pools time series for 172 dyads from 1950 to 1975. She specifies 

separate annual sums of the number of COPDAB based events as dependent variable. The BT 

measure combines export, import, and GDP of both partners. Sayrs finds that trade is 

associated with less conflict. The relationship between cooperation and trade is vague and 

depends on whether a country is a high/low volume trader and whether the U.S. appears in 

the sample. For low volume traders, trade is associated with more cooperation. For high 

volume traders, trade and cooperation are not associated. With the U.S. in the sample, trade 

is associated with less cooperation. Without the U.S., trade and cooperation were not 

associated. Sayrs concludes that "trade does not provide an economic incentive to cooperate
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even though it may serve to diminish the overall level of conflict” (1989:155). Sayrs 

(1989:159) argues that trade in strategic resources does not seem to follow Polachek’s "trade 

brings peace” assertion. However, she does not elaborate on this issue.

Studies Using Disaggregated Trade Data

Polachek (1980:67) argues that "conflict should be most sensitive to trade of 

commodities particularly strategic to an economy.” Small amounts of trade in such goods 

produce large welfare gains. However, measurement of welfare gains requires a knowledge 

about supply and demand curves, data which were not available to him. Therefore, his 

empirical test is indirect. In his 1958-1967 period, Polachek (1980) finds that oil importers 

tend to be friendly to oil exporters which he attributes to the strategic nature of oil.

Gasiorowksi and Polachek (1982:725) hypothesize that "the economic structure of 

different countries will affect their benefits from trade in certain types of goods, and hence 

also the strength of incentives associated with these goods to reduce conflict." [italics in 

original]. When an economic sector is strong, indicative of comparative advantage, trade will 

induce cooperation and vice versa. The authors compute correlations between U.S. trade with 

the entire Warsaw Pact and net conflict between the U.S. and each Warsaw Pact member 

using annual data from 1967 to 1978. They find higher correlations for U.S. exports of 

capital goods and imports of raw materials. Correlation for capital goods increases when a 

member is more industrialized. Correlation for agriculture decreases when the share of 

agriculture in its national products becomes larger. The authors acknowledge, however, that 

the "aggregated data may partially blur the effects of trade with particular countries," and 

warn that the "evidence [presented] is not conclusive and the results of this section [refers to 

the paper] remain primarily speculative" (Gasiorowski and Polachek, 1982:725,726).
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The dependent variable in Polachek and McDonald (1992) is net conflict and the 

independent variables are BT values, actor’s GDP, actor and target GDP difference, and 

bilateral import price elasticity. Polachek and McDonald (1992:277) hypothesize that "the 

more inelastic (elastic) an actor country’s import demand and export supply to a target 

country, the smaller (larger) the amount of actor-to-target conflict." Bilateral import 

elasticities from the IMF world trade model are used. Based on the cross section of 14 

OECD importers in 1973, the authors And that conflict increases with bilateral import price 

elasticity. The study has several limitations, however. Only the single year of 1973 is 

analyzed, the elasticities of substitution among goods from different origins are set to one for 

all goods and dyads; only manufactures and raw material data are investigated; the model 

does not include bilateral price elasticities for raw materials; and only bilateral import demand 

is being investigated. The authors, in fact, label their analysis preliminary and call for further 

research.

Arad and Hirsch (1981) and Arad, Hirsch and Tovias (1983) extend Hirschman’s 

(1945) framework, arriving, however, at different conclusions. These authors deal with the 

question of whether former enemies that recently signed a peace agreement can achieve stable 

trade relations. Trade is beneficial to both partners. If political conflict leads to trade 

cessation, both sides lose. When deciding on the composition of trade with a former enemy, 

leaders are guided by their subjective probability of future trade disruptions and their expected 

cost. However, trade diminishes the propensity of former enemies to be hostile toward each 

other. Focusing on the Israeli-Egyptian case, the authors argue that since the cost of trade 

disruption may vary across goods, analyzing BT of (former) adversaries has to be per traded 

good. The empirical analysis, however, is purely economic, without considering CC. Trade 

value of each good is modeled separately in terms of GNP of countries A and B, the
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multilateral exports and imports of that good, geographical distance, and difference in per 

capita GNP. The model is estimated using 1971 data of 58 sectors from a cross section of 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries.

2.4 Trade Brinys Conflict

The hypothesis that trade causes conflict is advanced by Choucri and North (1975), 

Park, Abolfathi, and Ward (1976), Feld (1979), and Ashley (1980). International trade can 

increase the level of international conflict by raising frictions. Trade increases political 

tension also by enhancing outward expansion, according to Sayrs (1988). This argument is 

mostly made in terms of trade in certain national security enhancing important goods.

The basic assumption in these studies is that international traders compete for scarce 

economic resources (production inputs and markets for final products). With limited 

resources, as the competition for depleting resources intensifies, state power is used to 

guarantee national access to production resources and markets. As the level of state 

intervention increases, one is more likely to observe an increase in protectionism, trade wars, 

economic penetration, colonial expansion, intervention in local conflicts; and hence an overall 

decrease in international cooperation. In the extreme, combined with long waves in world 

prices and economic growths, such dynamics may lead to hegemonic wars (Conybeare, 1985; 

Goldstein, 1985).

Park, Abolfathi, and Ward (1976) investigate Middle Eastern oil exporters from 1947 

to 1974 by constructing an event data set which focuses on oil. As oil exports grow, 

exporters become nationalistic, attempt to restructure relations with importers, and use oil as a 

foreign policy tool. Similarly, Polachek (1980) finds that oil exporters are hostile toward oil
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importers.

Bennet, Rosenblatt, and Wang (1992) investigate the link between BT and CC for the 

U.S.-Japan dyad from 1948 to 1978. They visually inspect trade-related COPDAB events and 

find that periods of conflict are followed by cooperation, and textile, steel, agriculture, and 

electronics are more prone to trade disputes. The link between arms trade and client-patron 

relations is reviewed by Krause (1991). Conflict may increase with the value of arms trade 

when a client state attempts to decrease its vulnerability.

Tyson (1992) and Thurow (1992) connect controlling shares of world trade in leading 

sectors to sustained economic growth. Competition over world markets for manufactures and 

minerals leads to disputes since, argues Sen (1984:7), "most of these industries are also of 

strategic significance for the production of military goods." The state intervenes in the 

production of metals, steel, chemicals, machinery, and transport equipment to ensure its 

military power. Similarly, as high technology manufactured goods create large spill-over 

effects into the production of weaponry, competition over trade shares in leading sectors 

intensifies international political conflict, according to Borrus and Zysman (1992) and Vogel 

(1992).

Finally, several scholars investigate the link from BT to CC assuming that states 

pursue relative gains from trade. In anarchic system, states concern for relative gains apply 

both for national security and economic matters (Gowa, 1989, 1994; Grieco, 1989, 1994; 

Mastanduno, 1991). States measure their national capabilities relative to that of their potential 

enemies. Since economic status is a component of political power, states compare their 

performance to others (Borrus and Zysman, 1992). Therefore, states exploit relative gains 

from economic transactions through trade, financial, and industrial policies. When states are 

interdependent, the pursuit of relative gains from trade induces conflict and may be
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2.5 Politics Determines Trade

We categorize the body of work which argues that politics determines trade along two 

approaches. The first approach advocates that the trade policy is a manifestation of foreign 

policy and studies economic interdependence and influence. The second approach argues that 

political as well as economic variables affect bilateral trade flows. Scholars study empirically 

the effect of CC on BT by combining economic and political variables. In the former 

approach, the actor is portrayed as a political decision maker guided by considerations of 

power and security. In the latter approach, the actor is portrayed as an economic agent who 

is affected by bilateral politics as well as economics.

Interdependence and Influence

The ideas of the first approach to analyzing the effect of politics on trade date back to 

the 18th century at which time mercantilists examined the use of international economics as an 

instrument in the service of the state’s larger foreign policy interests. In the 20th century 

these ideas were embraced by economic realists and nationalists. Two issues are dealt with, 

interdependence, and the use of economic sanctions.

Rosecrance and Stein (1973) discuss three definitions of interdependence: (1) a 

relationship of economic and/or political interests among countries; (Morse and Young, 1969; 

Morse, 1972); (2) a term suggesting sensitivity of one country to economic policies of 

another (Tollison and Willett, 1973; Cooper, 1968); (3) a relationship that involves power 

and implies a connection that would be costly to break—dependence; a situation that increases 

national vulnerability (Hirschman, 1945; Waltz, 1970). The following disscusion dwells on
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the latter interpretation of interdependence.

For Hirschman (1945), dependence implies an asymmetric need, where asymmetry 

refers to a situation in which one trade partner needs the benefits of trade more than the 

other. Dependence is a continuum; on one side there is complete dependence; on the other, 

symmetric interdependence. Hirschman reverses the story told by Ricardo (1817); instead of 

discussing the gains from trade he considers countries suddenly faced with the necessity of 

doing without it. Since both counties gain from trade, both lose when trade is interrupted. 

However, the partner that values gains from trade more is prone to political blackmail.

Hirschman (1945) measures dependence by computing the percentage of BT out of a 

nation's total trade with the world. He claims that during the 1930s Germany’s trade policy 

was set to achieve political domination of Eastern European countries. According to his data, 

60.3% of Bulgaria’s import and 54% of its export, 48.2% of Hungary’s export and 44.2% of 

its import, and 42.1% of Rumania’s import and 33.2% of its export were with Nazi 

Germany. For Germany these numbers were much smaller. This leads Hirschman to 

hypothesize that these countries supported Nazi Germany because they were economically 

dependent on Germany. These ideas are extended by Baldwin (1979) who argues that 

dependence implies actors’ ability to influence others by cutting their supply of a critical 

resource. Hence, a weaker actor that controls a vital resource can still exercise economic 

power to influence stronger parties.

Richardson (1976, 1978), Richardson and Kegely (1980), Armstrong (1981) and Ray 

(1981) argue that foreign policy of economically weak states conforms to economically 

dominant countries’ policies. Weak states anticipate that future policies of dominant states 

will reward and punish them in proportion to their compliance. In turn, dominant nations’ 

trade and aid policies are set according to weak states’ level of compliance. Thus, in a dyad
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characterized by such relations economic dependence explains the foreign behavior of both 

sides.

Richardson (1976,1978), Richardson and Kegely (1980), and Roeder (1985) use 

United Nations (UN) general assembly votes to measure political compliance of economically 

dominated states. Richardson et al. find that voting patterns of small countries follow their 

economic ties with the U.S.; the more dependent a country is on these ties, the more foreign 

policy conforms to U.S. foreign policy. Roeder (1985) finds similar results regarding the 

dependence (in form of trade and economic/military assistance) of Third World countries on 

the Soviet Union from 1954 to 1981. In contrast. Moon (1983,1985) argues that the ability of 

dominant states to affect foreign policy of smaller states should be understood within a North- 

South dependency framework. Using similar empirical measures of political compliance he 

finds that dominant Northern states are able to influence Southern countries only if they have 

managed to build a support base of Southern elites.

For Knorr (1975), interdependence is the mutual effect of countries’ actions on each 

other. The cost of exercising military power rises the more symmetric is states’ 

interdependence. "Power arises from an asymmetric interdependence" (1977:102). To 

enhance national security states should be self sustained or should limit their trade (Knorr, 

1973). Waltz deals mostly with major powers. He argues that "if interdependence grows at a 

pace that exceeds the development of central control, then interdependence hastens the 

occasion for war" (Waltz, 1979:138).

Keohane and Nye (1977) argue that conflicts do not disappear when interdependence 

prevails. However, they may take new forms. While interdependence increase conflicts* cost 

and may reduce the use of military power, costly economic relations may be taken by actors 

in pursue of their political agenda. For Buzan (1984), interdependence makes states
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vulnerable since they are no longer able to steer their domestic economic policies 

independently of other states’ economic goals. Consequently, conflicts may arise precisely 

because of interdependence.

The empirical relationship between interdependence, conflict and cooperation is 

ambiguous, argue Gasiorowski (1986) and Vries (1990). Gasiorowski’s (1986) cross sectional 

study uses COPDAB data for 44 countries. He focuses on the relationship between the 

average weighted net conflict that a country directs to the world and several measures of 

interdependence (i.e. import/export partner concentrations, long/short term capital flows, 

mean total trade as percentage of GDP). He finds that large export/import concentration and 

short term capital flows are associated with conflict. However, large trade volumes 

(beneficial effect of interdependence) increase cooperation when he controls for the costly 

effects of interdependence.

Vries (1990) uses trade flows of 48 nations from 1950 to 1960 and checks their 

correlation to Conflict and Peace Data Bank (COPDAB) based measure of conflict and 

cooperation. He finds that high levels of interdependence increase both conflict and 

cooperation. Explaining his results, Vries argues that interdependence intensifies the 

interaction of nations by generating issues for debate. Asymmetric interdependence further 

increases the likelihood of conflict as one side may attempt to exploit it and the other to 

diminish it.

Paarlberg (1978, 1980) illustrates how trade in food and oil are used to coerce other 

countries. He concludes that petrol-power is a more potent source (than agriculture) of 

diplomatic leverage. Baldwin (1985) discusses the effectiveness of trade as a foreign policy 

tool by using the concept of strategic goods (1985:214), which are defined as goods for which 

there are no readily available substitutes. Trade of such goods can be used to exercise
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leverage on other countries. However, "the strategic quality of a good [italics are original]" 

is also a function of the situation, states Baldwin (1985:215).

In contrast to Paarlberg and Baldwin, Hufbauer, Schott, and Elliott’s (1990) empirical 

investigation concludes that economic statecraft policies, in particular trade sanctions, are 

typically not effective. Attempts to coerce another government into a particular avenue of 

response through the use of trade and financial sanctions have long been part of international 

diplomacy and was already prevalent in ancient Greece (Thucydides, 1972:54). Hufbauer, 

Scott, and Elliott (1990) list 116 cases of using economic sanctions for political purpose. The 

use of sanctions assumes the willingness of the imposing country to intervene in the decision 

making process of another government. An issue related to the effectiveness of sanctions is 

international cooperation with the sending country; the more coordinated the sanctions are the 

more they achieve their political goal (Martin, 1992).

Empirical Models Combining Economic and Political Variables

The second approach to analyzing the effect of politics on trade combines economic as 

well as political variables and studies this relationship empirically. Roemer (1977) 

investigates the extent to which trade of 43 manufactured goods follows the patterns of 

political influence generated by the U.S., Japan, U.K., Germany, and Canada. Trade 

intensities, measured by the ratio of the share of country A’s import from country B and the 

share of country A’s imports from the world in each good, are used to reveal the preference 

of A towards B’s export. Using trade data in a single year of 1971 for 14 regions, Roemer 

(1977) finds that the sectoral pattern of trade in manufacturing goods is biased as countries 

sell disproportionately more out of their weak sectors toward the region of their political 

sphere of influence.
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Savage and Deutsch (1960) argue that trade flows proxy political relations. Mo causal 

mechanism is offered, though. The difference between actual trade and that to be expected if 

countries’ shares of world trade were equally distributed (assuming neutral preferences) 

indicates bilateral preference. Kunimoto (1977) and Nagy (1983) further develop this idea by 

suggesting that nations with cooperative bilateral relations engage in more trade while 

conflictive nations trade less. Pollins (1989a, 1989b) and Bergejik (1994) empirically test 

these assertions.13

The story told by Pollins and Bergejik deals with the relationship between total 

bilateral import and cooperation.14 While his model is not formal, he assumes utility 

maximizing agents (be it private individuals, Arms, interest groups, elites, or governments) 

who trade because it increases their welfare. Agents wish to minimize the risk from disrupted 

trade flows. Therefore, in addition to other variables, they take into account information 

about the bilateral political relations between their country and trade partners. As opposed to 

Polachek’s actor who chooses hostility while constrained by economic considerations, Pollins’ 

agent makes economic decisions while being constrained by politics. Thus, Pollins expects 

that total import of a country will decline (increase) as bilateral relations become less (more) 

cooperative. In empirical test, Pollins (1989a) and Bergejik (1994) hypothesize that BT value 

will be positively correlated with cooperation.13

The studies of Pollins, as those of Bergeijk, do not include formal models. Instead, 

cooperation measures are added to final results of various trade models. Though the original 

hypotheses is specified in terms of specific goods (fuels, high technology, agriculture, and 

food), Pollins only uses total trade data. Pollins (1989a) uses Bergstrand’s (1985) results and 

specifies a trade gravity equation that include price terms.16 Cooperation is treated as an 

additional term of trade resistance. The model is estimated by pooling data of all dyadic
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combinations of 25 countries for the period I960 to 1975. Pollins (1989b) uses Learner and 

Stem’s (1970) empirical model in which total import demand depends on world and domestic 

prices and importer’s GNP. A variable is added to capture the effect of cooperation on total 

import demand. The model is estimated by pooling data of 6 importers and 25 exporters for 

the 1955-1978 period. The results of Pollins point out that BT value is positively associated 

with cooperation.17

Gowa (1989, 1994) predicts trade flows based on the patterns of states’ alliances.

Since trade allows countries to efficiently allocate resources of production, it may enhance 

their military capabilities. States, argues Gowa, pay attention to relative gains from trade. 

Therefore, countries are more likely to trade with allies than with neutrals or enemies. She 

tests this hypothesis for major powers trade using a trade gravity equation enhanced by a 

dummy variable to indicate alliances. Similarly, Hoffmann (1963) and Waltz (1979) argue 

that regional integration is more likely within a military alliance. Gravity models augmented 

by other political variables, such as arms transfers, regime similarity, and regional economic 

blocks are used, for instance, in Summary (1989), Dixon and Moon (1993), and Aitken 

(1973), Sapir (1981) and Brada and Mendez (1985), respectively.18

2.6 BT and CC Causality. Pooled Analysis, and Dfaaoyrgyation

We have demonstrated that trade and conflict models produce different predictions. 

Given their assumptions, the contesting models seem logically correct. Hence, the issue at 

hand is the validity of the assumptions and the debate can be resolved only empirically. Since 

the seminal paper of Polachek (1978) the main trust of the debate has become an empirical 

issue. The results of empirical BT and CC studies, however, are contradictory, mainly 

because the models specified are fundamentally different. There are contrasting models, each
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assuming a different trade and conflict causality. In the models specified by Polachek 

(1978,1980,1992), Gasiorowski and Polachek (1982), Gasiorowski (1986) and Sayrs 

(1987,1989), for instance, CC is the independent variable and trade is the dependent variable. 

In the models specified by Pollins (1989a, 1989b), Bergeijk (1994), Summary (1989), Dixon 

and Moon (1993), and Gowa (1989, 1994), for instance, BT is the dependent variable and CC 

(or a comparable measure of bilateral politics) is the independent variable.

Most BT-CC empirical studies in the literature follow a similar structure. Researchers 

pool time series data of total trade and of CC of many dyads over up to 30 years implicitly 

assuming that the trade and conflict relationship is similar across dyads. Annual BT data are 

from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and CC data are from COPDAB. Given that 

COPDAB’s events collection ended in 1978, authors do not test their models beyond 1978. 

Pooling dyads to study BT-CC relationship, however, is criticized in this literature.

Finally, most empirical studies in the trade and conflict literature use total trade values 

data. While the theoretical importance of the types of goods traded for the relationship 

between BT and CC is disscused by several authors, most of the empirical analysis does not 

use disaggregated trade data. Those studies which emphasize the importance of investigating 

the link between disaggregated BT and CC are reviewed in this section.

Trade and Conflict Causality

The disagreements on the direction of BT and CC causality are at the center of this 

literature. Indeed, the need to study the causality between trade and conflict is clearly stated 

in the literature. Polachek (1980:63) states that the exact relationship between trade and CC 

could not be inferred from his study: "Thus from these tables [tables showing impact of trade 

on CC], it cannot be ascertained whether trade diminishes conflict, or whether in fact the
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reverse is true, and it is really conflict that reduces trade". He then considers the method of

using appropriately lagged trade data in his model in order to resolve the causality, but does

not implement it because the sample size is too small: "Generally, as has been shown, trade is

fairly stable over short intervals (Russett, 1967:144-157). Thus a problem arises with the

relatively small number of years in the sample" (Polachek, 1980:65).

Pollins (1989a:742) argues against Polachek’s (L978, 1980) and Arad and Hirsch’s

(1981, 1983) specification and claims their "insistence" that trade influences CC but CC does

not influence trade contradicts the main assumption of their models. He argues that rational

agents dislike conflict because they are aware that conflict diminishes trade. To resolve the

issue of causality he mentions a possibility of conducting a formal Granger test, but then he

admits that he did not implement it because he did not have enough data.

More sophisticated statistical tests for the direction of causality (such as Granger-Sims 
procedures) are of doubtful value here because I am limited to 16 annual observations 
(Pollins, 1989a:751).

Sayrs (1990), acknowledging that all the empirical studies of international trade and

CC use basically the same approach, argues that the most important point is missing from

those studies; namely, the causality relationships between trade and CC have never been

verified, and in principle, these linkages are still not fully understood.19

Gasiorowski and Polachek (1982) are perhaps most explicit on the causality issue by

stating that they doubt the results of the linear regression models that use a measure of CC as

the dependent variable and a measure of trade as an independent variable, because such

models may simply be misspecified, and therefore their results may be an artifact.

An important issue that must be addressed here is the direction of causality in 
trade/conflict relationship embodied in equations 1 through 3 [equations specifying 
conflict as a function of trade]...Ascertaining the direction of causality in these 
equations is also important because the regression results shown in Table 1 are strictly 
valid only if trade is thought to "cause" conflict (quotation marks are in the original, 
Gasiorowski and Polachek, 1982:721).
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Gasiorowski (1986:31) simply "claims" that CC is the appropriate dependent variable,

but does not report any formal tests to show it: "Since it was beyond the scope of this study

to replicate these elaborate tests [the tests that verified the direction of causality], conflict is

merely assumed to be the appropriate dependent variable here” (emphasis is original).

To our best knowledge, Gasiorowski and Polachek (1982) are the only researchers

who have formally tested the causality, yet only for the U.S. and the Warsaw Pact dyad by

using quarterly BT and net conflict data from 1967 to 1978.20 The total real dollar value of

trade (imports + exports) of this dyad was used for trade data and quarterly weighted net

conflict from COPDAB was used for CC. A linear time trend was included in the regression.

The hypothesis that trade does not Granger cause CC was rejected at the 5% significance

level when 1 to 6 lags of dependent and independent variables were used. The hypothesis that

CC does not Granger cause trade was, however, rejected when 4 to 6 such lags were used.

The authors then concluded that causality runs from trade to CC, and therefore their model

specifying CC as a function of trade is correctly specified for the U.S.-Warsaw Pact dyad.

This indicates that Granger causality for short lag periods runs overwhelmingly from 
trade to conflict, and strongly suggests that causation runs in the direction implied in 
equations 1 through 3 [the equations that specify trade as a function of CC] (emphasis 
is original, Gasiorowksi and Polachek, 1982:723).

However, their causality test invites several comments and criticisms. First, they used 

a limited sample period (1967-1978) for only one dyad. Looney (1991) points out that a 

causality test is sample size sensitive and that using a large sample size increases the 

confidence in the test results. Second, quarterly total trade data, after controlling for 

inflation, are known to contain seasonal fluctuations, which were not controlled for.

Therefore, their equations may have been misspecified, a factor that is known to affect 

causality results. Third, the limitations of real dollar values of exports and imports were 

mentioned by the authors themselves. This measure is also influenced by exchange rate
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fluctuations, which was again not controlled for. Finally, by assuming that the political and 

economic integration of the Warsaw Pact countries created a bloc rather than nation specific 

linkages, they used aggregated trade and CC data of the entire Warsaw Pact rather than those 

of its individual members. But, the causality direction, certainly its strength, may be different 

from dyad to dyad. At any rate, causality tests between trade and CC are best conducted for 

each dyad, at least until we have evidence of common factors across dyads.

Finally, scholars such as Mansfield (1994), Oneal et al. (1996), and Barbieri (1996) 

seek to explain the link between military conflict and/or wars and trade. Military conflict, 

modeled as a dichotomous variable, is assumed in these studies to be the dependent variable, 

and data of many dyads are pooled in the empirical analysis. In contrast, the studies we have 

reviewed seek to investigate the relationship between trade and the wider phenomenon of 

political conflict and cooperation. The above three recent studies make two a priori 

assumptions on the direction of trade and conflict causality: BT Granger causes CC, and the 

BT-CC relationship is similar across dyads. The common finding is that the the incidence of 

interstate military disputes, including wars, declines as BT rises. Clearly, if the assumed 

trade and conflict causality in those studies is not supported by empirical data, those recent 

results in the literature need to be re-evaluated.

Pooled Analysis

Studies on trade and conflict have typically pooled many dyads together and 

performed a time-series-cross-section analysis, presumably, to gain efficiency in the estimation 

by raising degrees of freedom. However, since the pooling forces the coefficients of 

regression models to be the same across dyads "there may be important, patterned variation 

across dyads that this design cannot pick up," as stated by Pollins (1989a:757). Furthermore,
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Gasiorowski (1986) and Sayrs (1988, 1989) report some empirical evidence which supports 

that trade and conflict parameters vary across dyads. Holsti (1986) also criticizes the 

approach in which the relationship between political and economic variables are assumed to be 

similar across countries, because tradeoffs governments make between power and plenty may 

differ across dyads and issues. Empirically, Ashley (1980), Ward (1981, 1982), Goldstein 

and Freeman (1990), and Rajmaira and Ward (1990) find that coefficients in their regression 

analyses of CC interactions vary across dyads.

Since the limitations of this approach are known, I refer only to those that bear on the 

study of trade and conflict. Sayrs (1989b: 15) points out the problem in pooling data: 

"[Discerning different causal relationships is somewhat more perplexing than it sounds 

because it could easily call into question the original justification for grouping independent 

cross-sections (aggregating) as an aspect of the research design". Achen (1986) surveys the 

various limitations of aggregating cross sections in a regression.

Perhaps the strongest criticism against pooling countries comes from Ward (1987:76): 

"[C]omparing China or Taiwan, for example, in the same regression analysis may well have 

the same effect on your regression coefficients as weighing your analysis by including three 

Indias, two Benins, and a half dozen Japans. Regression coefficients ... are only meaningful 

if the data base contains observations on comparable units". Hence, Ward argues that the 

process underlying what seems to be similar economic and political phenomena in different 

countries might actually be different. In such cases, pooling data might give misleading 

results. Gasiorowski and Polachek (1982) argue that different economic structures of 

countries affect their gains from trade in certain goods and, as a result, affect their CC 

behavior. These arguments apply also to our causality investigation. Since the importance of 

trade may differ among countries, dyadic causal directions and dynamic relations between
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trade and CC may vary as well.

Gasiorowski and Polachek (1982) show a significant negative relationship, albeit not a 

causal relationship, between trade and conflict in their U.S.-Warsaw Pact study. Gasiorowski 

(1986) repeats the analysis for 130 dyads in which the U.S. is an actor to find that his results 

only partially agree with Gasiorowski and Polachek (1982): the significant inverse relationship 

between trade and conflict holds up in only 20 out of 130 regressions; in 102 cases no 

significant relationship is found, and eight regressions give a significant positive relationship. 

Hence, although the U.S. is an actor in all his dyads, the results differ across dyads. For 

dyads with different actor and target countries, the discrepancy might be even larger.

Sayrs (1990) notes that studying trade and conflict using pooled analysis is not 

optimal. Sayrs (1990) and Poll ins (in personal communication with Sayrs) are aware that the 

pooled analysis has basic limitations when applied to the trade and conflict debate. According 

to Sayrs (1990), Pollins claims that dynamic non-recursive models of trade and conflict are 

not tractable for pooled samples. "A different research design, perhaps a single time series for 

one trading pair might be an acceptable alternative" (1990:34).

In the literature on international economics, Marquez and McNeilly (1988) evaluate 

pure BT empirical studies. They argue that too much aggregation is applied in this literature, 

both across countries and goods. Aggregation of countries or of goods, or using pooled time 

series cross section data, is useful only if those countries indeed have similar trade elasticities 

with respect to income and price across goods. However, this is "an empirical question that 

has been neglected by previous studies" (1998:307).

The Importance of Studying Disaggregated BT

The literature on the importance of certain commodities to national security originates
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in the nineteenth century. Stressing the important link between manufactured goods and

national security, List (1856:268) argues: "Trade with manufacturing nations is subject to

interruption by war.” Therefore, a country should be self-reliant in the supply of such goods.

Several modem analysts have adopted this line of thought. In his evaluation of the reasons

for the alleged U.S. economic decline, Gilpin (1984) stresses the importance of not being

dependent on foreign machinery and petroleum. Similarly, the Cold War spawned an

extensive debate on controlling East-West trade particularly in high technologies, energy

sources, power generating equipments, and industrial machineries as in Knorr (1975), Deese

(1984), Mastanduno (1992), and Crowford (1993). Recently, these arguments were adopted

by Borrus and Zysman (1992) and Vogel (1992) to formulate a linkage between trade theory

and national security.

Empirical studies of BT and CC since Polachek’s (1978) paper deal mostly with total

trade. The need to study the link between CC and BT in various goods is stated, implicitly

or explicitly, by many authors like Polachek (1980, 1992), Gasiorowski and Polachek (1982),

Arad, Hirsch, and Tovias (1983), Gasiorowski (1986), Domke (1988), Pollins (1989a,

1989b), and Sayrs (1989, 1990). For instance, discussing limitations of his own study,

Pollins (1989a:757) admits that his model "is specified at a very high level of aggregation."

Along similar lines, Pollins (I989b:479) notes:

different importers have different preferences regarding the goods they wish to 
purchase (e.g., some will be more interested in petroleum, while others will be 
particularly interested in high-tech manufactured goods)......

However, while he calls for a study for the link among CC, commercial policy, certain traded

goods, and particular domestic interest groups, his data refer only to total trade.

Similarly to Hirschman’s (1945) trade partner concentration index designed to

measure trade dependence and interdependence, Gasiorowski (1986:33) wants to measure "the
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commodity concentration of exports." Countries that trade in a small number of certain

goods, adds Gasiorowski (1986), are expected to be more vulnerable to trade disruption and

political influence. Unfortunately, however, his statistical analysis of the relationship between

conflict and interdependence does not make use of disaggregated trade data

Domke (1988) analyzes the relationship between trade export and the onset of war.

Explaining why he uses total trade export data, Domke (1988:119-120) writes:

It may be, therefore, that mass publics of economies that import a great deal of 
consumer goods would favor cooperative foreign policies in order to protect their 
supply of such goods. To answer such a question, not only would data on imports be 
required, but they would need to be separated according to the quantity of imports of 
various types o f goods. Because of this difficulty, as well as the ones noted above, 
imports will not be included in the analyses here [italics are added].

In her review of the trade and conflict literature, the basic assumption underlying this

literature, summarizes Sayrs (1990), is that the gains from trade are similar to all traders.

Trade will diminish conflict as all traders’ welfare decreases when trade is disrupted.

However, the literature on trade and conflict does not consider cases in which the gains from

trade may not be equal because of, writes Sayrs (1990:22), "the commodities traded or some

aspect of the trader itself." That is, the composition of trade is an important factor which has

so far been omitted from the empirical analysis of trade and conflict.

Perhaps the strongest statement for a need to study disaggregated trade is made by

Polachek (1980), who hypothesizes, but without testing it, that trade in strategic commodities

will diminish conflict more than other commodities. Polachek (1992:97) concedes that

ideally dyadic commodity by commodity trade flows are needed. Unfortunately, such 
data was not available on an annual basis in each year for which conflict data exist.
On the other hand, aggregate import and export data collected on a country by 
country directional basis are available [italics are added].

Moreover, Polachek (1992:113) argues that "unduly extensive aggregation" of trade data may

imply a biased estimate of the ability of BT to diminish political conflict. Factors which are
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important in finding the true effect of trade on conflict include, continues Polachek 

(1992:113), "the degree of competition in the international market for the goods in question, 

the domestic production possibilities for these goods, the availability of substitute 

commodities, as well as other factors [italics are added].” However, Polachek’s analysis 

focuses only on total trade flows.

2.7 The Implications of the Literature Review

We have reviewed several literatures from economics and political science on the 

topics of modeling BT. modeling CC, and the link between BT and CC. We have found that 

there are several theoretical and empirical debates in the literature. The following 

summarizes the implications of those debates for our project.

First, Polachek and Pollins make different assumptions. Polachek’s actor, a 

government, chooses conflict while BT diminishes his propensity to be hostile. Pollins’s 

actor, a consumer, chooses import level while conflict diminishes his propensity to trade. 

However, Pollins (1989a:742) argues that "ultimately, the causal relationship between 

international politics and commerce should be traced as reciprocal”. Similarly, Polachek 

(1992:14) argues that "one cannot ascertain whether trade diminishes conflict, or whether the 

reverse is true,” and adds that his "paper argues that both are true”. Still, neither Pollins nor 

Polachek modeled a reciprocal trade and conflict relationship. If the true model is one in 

which BT and CC are simultaneously determined, the parameters estimated by Pollins and 

Polachek are biased. Hence, we need to model the BT and CC nexus as a reciprocal 

relationship, provided that BT and CC causality tests (see below) may point us in this 

direction.

Second, except Polachek, authors do not present formal models. While Pollins and
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Sayrs discuss fundamental assumptions and profess intention to build a formal model of trade 

and CC (Pollins, 1989b:477; Sayrs, 1989:156) their empirical models are not formally 

derived from micro economic foundations. Further, researchers consider the behavior of only 

one country and some specified empirical models do not directly follow theoretical reasoning 

(for example, see in Polachek, 1980). Pollins (1989b) is the only one to estimate the bilateral 

demand for import in the presence of CC. Since both supply and demand influence price and 

quantity in equilibrium, simultaneous equations estimation methods need to be used to avoid 

biased results. However, Pollins estimates import demand without simultaneously accounting 

for export supply. Hence, his results may be biased due to a simultaneous equations bias. 

Accordingly, we intend to develop a micro founded model and estimate its parameters. We 

need to model both bilateral demand and supply effects and both countries political and 

economic behaviors need to be accounted for.

Third, the empirical relationship between CC and BT in different goods is almost not 

studied in the literature. Authors argue that this relationship may vary across goods and 

dyads. Consequently, we intend to systematically study the relationship between CC and BT 

in different commodities and dyads.

Fourth, authors are aware that pooling dyads to study trade and CC is problematic 

(Pollins, 1989b). As countries trade in different goods, have different economic structures, 

and may approach bilateral politics from a diverse historical and cultural setup, the 

relationship between trade and CC may vary among dyads. We intend to investigate BT and 

CC with as few restrictions as possible. Causality direction and model estimation need to be, 

therefore, investigated for each dyad and for each good individually by assuming that causality 

between BT and CC may be different across commodity groups as well as across dyads.

Fifth, most of the empirical studies, by using similar approaches, find that trade and
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CC are associated. Typically, statistical models with BT and CC variables are analyzed using 

annual data of many dyads over a time period of (up to) 30 years in a pooled cross-section 

analysis, where many dyads are analyzed together by assuming that the relationship in one 

dyad is exactly the same as that in another dyad. As demonstrated, there are two competing 

models: Polachek (1978, 1980) and others estimate models in which bilateral CC is the 

dependent variable and BT is an independent variable. On the other hand, Pollins (1989a, 

1989b) and others estimates models in which the total import is the dependent variable and 

CC is an independent variable. Most of the researchers, however, admit that the causality 

direction between BT and CC has not been verified by their models. In order to resolve the 

trade and conflict debate, the causality between BT and CC has to be addressed first as these 

results may point out the type of BT and CC model needed.

Sixth, the literature on international political economy of trade and conflict has 

repeatedly called for an investigation of the causality between disaggregated BT and CC. 

Accordingly we may investigate these causality issues and the following questions about the 

dynamic relationship between CC and BT. (1) Does causality between BT and CC for a 

certain dyad vary across goods? (2) Does causality between BT and CC for a certain 

commodity differ across dyads? (3) Does CC systematically cause BT in some goods? (4) 

Does BT systematically cause CC in some goods? (S) Are causality results from 

disaggregated trade data similar to those from total trade data? (6) Is the size of BT in a 

commodity out of a country’s total trade a factor affecting BT and CC dynamic relationship? 

Finally, (7) how sensitive are empirical results to trade data source (UN versus IMF) and to 

data frequency (quarterly versus yearly)?

Seventh, empirical dynamic studies of trade and conflict employ events data to 

measure CC as this is the only currently available way to measure CC as a continuum.
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Existing empirical studies of trade and conflict have used COPDAB for that purpose. Any 

attempt to enlarge the time period covered beyond 1978 requires to use other events data. As 

we pointed out, for practical purposes WEIS is the only events data which are systematically 

being collected for many countries and a wide range of cases. As testing for Granger 

causality and/or estimating trade and conflict SEMs requires large samples, we need to look 

into the issue of WEIS - COPDAB compatibility. Such compatibility, if verified, will allow 

us to create long time series of conflict and cooperation by splicing WEIS and COPDAB 

events data time series.

Finally, if causality results will point the need to model BT as a dependent variable as 

in Pollins’ work, or model BT as a part of simultaneous model of trade and conflict, we 

chose one two practical methods to do so. The first approach is to use the trade gravity 

approach. The second approach is to model demand and supply functions of BT in the 

presence of trade. If the later option is chosen, one may need to collect data on BT prices, 

estimate both supply and demand equations in a simultaneous system to avoid simultaneity 

bias, and use a micro-founded optimization approach.
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1. See in Smith (1776), Kant (1795), Ricardo (1817), Angell (1911), Willson (1918), 
Keohane and Nye (1972,1977,1987), Polachek (1978,1980,1992,1995), Doyle (1986), and 
Rosencrance (1986).

2. The realist argument is rooted in mercantilism (i.e., Hamilton, 1791; List, 1841; 
Schmoller, 1895) and neo-mercantilists (i.e., Magaziner and Patinkin, 1990; Cohen and 
Zysman, 1987; Mastanduno, 1991; Vogel, 1992; Borrus and Zysman, 1992; Tyson, 1992; 
Thurow, 1992; Batra, 1993). On the pursuit of security and relative gains see Can 
(1939,1966), Morgenthau (1973), Waltz(l979), and Grieco (1989, 1994). On trade and 
foreign policy see Hirschman (1945), Waltz (1970), Cooper (1968,1985), Knon (1975), 
Baldwin (1985), and Busch and Milner (1994).

3. Since we are dealing with a multi good case, the elasticity of substitution between good i 
from countries m and 1, in country k, is given by the Allen-Uzawa partial elasticity, where 
Xfe* (XjJ is good i produced in country m (I) and consumed in country k, and P** (PjJ is 
its price.

0 __ d (Xjgdc/Xjlk) _ Pjgtc/Pok
3 ( iW * W

4. Some authors assume that the elasticity of substitution among imports is the same but 
differs horn the one between imports and domestic goods; cf. Markusen (1986) and 
Bergstrand (1989).

5. Some researchers (i.e., Linnemann, 1966; Aitken 1973; Sattinger 1978; Sapir 1981) use a 
version of gravity equation that includes exporter and importer population and their income 
per capita.

6. For surveys of the use of the trade gravity model see Learner and Stem (1970), Deardorf 
(1984), Learner (1992), and Learner and Levinson (1994).

7. Additional assumptions made are: (1) market structure is monopolistic competition; (2) 
there are scale economies in production; (3) identical technology of production across 
countries; (4) the same prices are charged by all firms in an industry; and (5) partial 
equilibrium market clearing per good.

8. Bergstrand’s (1989) test deviates, however, from his model. Only the reduced form is 
estimated and the same independent variables are used for all goods (regardless of the model’s 
predictions).

9. Using the Rotterdam and the Almost Ideal utilities Marquez (1991) finds different results.
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10. CET function is introduced by Powell and Gruen (1968) to model multiple output 
production processes and is further developed by Hasenkamp (1976). It’s form is identical to 
a CES function .however, it is concave (while CES is convex). The partial elasticity of 
transformation measures the effect of a change marginal rate of transformation of two 
variables on their ratio along CET curve. CET function is used in various trade studies (i.e. 
Dixon, Parmenter, Sutton and Vincent, 1982; Geraci and Preow, 1982; De Melo and 
Robinson 1985,1989; Robinson 1988; and Bergstrand, 1989).

11. For example, during the 19th century the British Prime Minister William Gladstone, the 
politician Sir Robert Peel, and the classical economist John Stuart Mill, believed that trade 
brings peace.

12. Polachek (1978,1980,1992) uses the sum of conflict and cooperation weighted events, and 
the yearly difference between the number of cooperative and conflictual events.

13. Spero (1985) and Parrott (1985) analyze East-West trade relations from the 1950s to the 
early-l980s and find that it follows the pattern of East-West political and military conflict.

14. Pollins’ (1989a, 1989b) uses the ratio of squared cooperation to net conflict to measure 
bilateral relations. Thus, his measure (and results) may be biased in favor of cooperation.

15. Pollins (1989b) estimates demand for imports As supply is not modeled, his study is 
subject to a simultaneity bias. While the model requires BT prices, Pollins construct prices 
using multilateral trade prices. Therefore, his results are also subject to measurement error 
(see Marquez, 1991, 1992).

16. While Bergstrand’s (1985) model uses the partners’ domestic and multilateral 
export/import prices, Pollins (1989a) uses the ratio between multilateral export and import
prices.

17. Considering only bilateral import demand, Pollins and Brecke (1987) use elasticities of 
substitution computed in studies surveyed in Stem, Francis and Schumacher’s (1976) work 
which do not involve bilateral political relations as a variable.

18. Summary (1989) studies a cross section of U.S. BT. Cooperation is approximated by 
arms transfers, a measure of political freedom, and the number of partner’s agents registered 
in the U.S. Dixon and Moon (1993) investigate the effect of political regime and foreign 
policy orientation on U.S. bilateral export, using pool fo 76 importers from 1966 to 1983. 
Aitken (1973), Sapir (1981), and Brada and Mendez (1985) investigate the effect of regional 
economic blocks (i.e., EEC, CMEA) on BT. These studies do not distinguish, however, 
between cooperative and conflictual dyads.

19. Sayrs summarizes the issue of BT and CC causality: "Since the model [of trade and 
conflict] has been specified, some important results have emerged but many issues remained 
unresolved. Perhaps most important are the casual linkages between trade and conflict (i.e., 
does trade diminish conflict or does the absences of conflict encourage trade" (1990:19). She 
continues: "There is no systematic evidence that establishes trade as causally prior to lowered 
levels of conflict" (1990:25).
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20. Some researchers have used ad hoc test methods for trade and conflict causality. Pollins 
(1989a) estimates a model in which the total annual import is the dependent variable, while 
lagged values of his CC measure are independent variables. He reports that the lagged CC 
coefficients are statistically significant. Polachek (1980) assumes that the trade CC 
relationship is reciprocal and uses a two-stage least squares estimation for the equations in 
which CC is a function of imports and CC is a function of exports. He then concludes that 
causality runs from trade to CC.
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CHAPTER 3: CONFLICT AND COOPERATION MEASURES

As our project uses concepts from both economics and political science, our dara 

include both political conflict and cooperation data and bilateral trade dara and other related 

economic variables. In this chapter of the dissertation, we present the data and measures of 

CC. CC data are from COPDAB and WEIS data sets. As these events data sets cover 

different time periods, we investigate their compatibility, intending to combine them into one 

long time series.

Past research on the compatibility of COPDAB and WEIS is inconclusive: some 

authors claim that COPDAB and WEIS are compatible, while others claim that they are not. 

We find that, in general, dyadic series of CC from COPDAB and WEIS are compatible and 

we splice them to obtain a longer time series of CC to be used in the investigations conducted 

in this dissertation. A simple method is proposed to combine (or splice) COPDAB and WEIS 

events time series so as to create a single spliced time series. Long time series from 1948 to 

1992 so generated are then used to test Granger causality between international trade and 

bilateral CC, in chapters 4 and 5, and to estimate the model developed, in chapters 7 through

9. COPDAB and WEIS compatibility results are presented here for six dyads. Additional 

results are presented in Appendix 1.

3.1 Conflict and Cooperation Events Data Sets

We view bilateral conflict and cooperation as a continuum of actions. Accordingly, 

our conflict and cooperation data are based on events data sets which are the only source 

available for bilateral relations that are measured as a continuous variable. Events data are 

used extensively in the quantitative study of international relations. COPDAB, covering the 

period from 1948 to 1978, and WEIS, covering the period since 1966, are the most widely
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used events data sets. Both COPDAB and WEIS report dyadic CC events as published by 

daily newspapers. The CC events are then sorted by a group of social scientists according to 

predefined categories and coded into data sets.

Azar’s (1972) COPDAB series covers daily political and economic interactions among 

135 nations, international organizations and non-governmental agencies. The events were 

collected from approximately 70 public sources around the world. Azar (1972) decided that 

multiple sources were necessary to reduce the bias in the data collection. Still, Azar and 

Havener (1976:232) note: "we cannot say that all the biases of newsmen press agencies and 

ministers of information have been eliminated ... we do not underestimate the existence of 

Alters in the perception, prosecution and interpretation of international politics". Attempts to 

aggregate the daily events into wider categories were begun by Azar and Sloan (1975) and 

finalized by Azar and Havener (1976). This categorization differentiates daily events in terms 

of the degree of hostility and friendliness they entail by ordering them according to their 

intensity from the most peaceful event to the most war like one. The data collection of the 

COPDAB project ended in 1978.

McClelland’s (1971) WEIS, on the other hand, covers 243 nations, international 

organizations and non-governmental agencies. It was, according to Goldstein (1992:370), 

"constructed within a conceptual framework that explicitly denies the possibility of reducing 

data to one dimension of conflict-cooperation". The presence of specific "verbs" describing a 

daily interaction of different states was searched in the data collection for WEIS from the 

daily reports of its only source, the New York Times. McClelland (1968:G16) argued that 

several sources might add information if they agreed, but usually these sources did not agree 

with each other: "our investigation of the matter had resulted, tentatively, in the judgment that 

the reports do not agree very closely, cross-nationally". Thus, the use of several sources
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might create noise in the data set. While the selection of the New York Times as the only 

source may add an "American bias," the New York Times is an "exceptionally rich source of 

reports of international political events", which would lower the likelihood of biased news 

reports. Unlike COPDAB in which events are organized in an increasing order of intensity, 

events in WEIS are coded into nominal categories.

To be sure, there are other events data sets such as Behavioral Correlates of War 

(BCOW), Kansas Event Data System (KEDS), Program for the Analysis of Nonviolent 

Direct Action (PANDA), the Global Event Data System (GEDS), and the data set developed 

by Sherman, 1994 and Farris, Alker, Carley and Sherman, 1980 (SHERFACS). But, they 

either cover short time periods or deal with a narrow range of cases or both. Two major 

approaches are utilized in studies that deal with quantitative measurements of international 

political interactions. Some researchers limit the boundary of their inquiries by focusing on 

events related to specific disputes or international and domestic incidents of conflicts. Other 

researchers choose to deal with the overall bilateral political relations -  both conflict and 

cooperation — of many dyads over long periods of time, but without focusing on specific 

episodes of political conflict or cooperation.

SHERFACS and BCOW are two typical examples of "episodic data sets" (Davies and 

McDaniel, 1994:59). SHERFACS was started by Hass (1968), continued by Farris, Alker, 

Carley and Sherman (1980), and recently surveyed by Sherman (1994). This events data set 

measures the dynamics of approximately 700 specific international political conflict episodes, 

and 1,000 specific domestic disputes in different countries from 1945 to 1985. Leng and 

Singer’s (1988) BCOW emphasizes the need to distinguish between verbal and actual activity 

of bilateral state interactions. Events records in BCOW contain relatively detailed information 

and include quotes from news sources. However, BCOW contains a much smaller set of
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cases, especially, in comparison to the number of cases included in COPDAB or WEIS.

The second category of events data sets includes — besides COPDAB and WEIS -  the 

KEDS, PANDA, and GEDS research programs. Schrodt and Gerner (1994) describe the 

KEDS project and compare its results to WEIS. The KEDS project codes events into WEIS’s 

categories. However, there are two main differences between WEIS and KEDS. First,

KEDS is automatically coded by a computer program that reads news texts and sorts them 

into WEIS categories. WEIS is manually coded. Second, WEIS is based on the New York 

Times, while KEDS is based on Reuters’ News Service wire story leads, available as online 

data from NEXIS data service starting in 1979. Schrodt and Gerner (1994) report that 

currently the KEDS data set, from 1982 to 1992, includes daily interactions of seven actors: 

six Middle Eastern actors (Egypt, Jordan, Syria, Israel, Lebanon, and the Palestinians) and 

the United States. The authors compared their machine coded events with manually coded 

WEIS events over the same time periods and for the same actors, and reported that for half of 

the dyads tested, the correlation for the number of reported conflictual events and net 

cooperation were statistically significant. The correlations were computed for each year from 

1982 to 1989 and ranged from 0.59 to 0.99. The differences between WEIS and KEDS are 

attributed by the authors to the different density of events reported by the New York Times 

and the Reuters news agency.

The PANDA project is run by the Center of Nonviolent Sanctions at Harvard 

University. The main focus of PANDA is nonviolent sanctions, an activity which is not the 

main emphasis of other event data sets (e.g. COPDAB and WEIS). Although PANDA has 

not yet been published in regular journals, Schrodt and Gerner (1994) report that the PANDA 

data set uses the KEDS computer program to code Reuters’ News Service wire leads into 

WEIS-like categories. These categories are augmented by additional codes and verbal
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descriptions as needed by the particular focus of the PANDA project. Recently, we have 

learned that the PANDA project has released a global data set covering the years from 1984 

to 1994.

The status of the GEDS project has recently been described by Davies and McDaniel 

(1994). This events data set is not ready yet for public use. It uses the Reuters news agency 

and other news sources to code events starting initially from 1990. Once this goal is met, the 

research program intends to go back and code events from 1979, after which time the 

program will enter events on an almost real time base in a partially automated scheme.

Davies and McDaniel (1994:57) summarize the intent of GEDS: "the GEDS project is 

oriented toward generating a record of daily event reports, rather than a record of "real" 

events as such” (quotations in original). Therefore, each GEDS event record includes direct 

quotes from the news source, in addition to some analytical comments. However, "further 

analysis or interpretation of the report using various coding schemes is left primarily to GEDS 

users" (1994:57).

Therefore, it seems to us that WEIS is, for practical purposes, currently the only data 

set of conflict and cooperation events that is systematically being collected for many countries 

and over a wide range of cases. As a result, as also pointed out by Goldstein (1992), many 

researchers rely on WEIS events data in their studies on the dynamics of conflict and 

cooperation in international relations. WEIS starts in 1966, but COPDAB is available from 

1948 to 1978. The differences in the way the raw data are collected and categorized, and the 

different sources used to construct the two data sets raise a legitimate question: Are the 

COPDAB and WEIS data sets compatible so that they can be spliced into one long time series 

starting from 1948? This question is investigated in this chapter. The literature on COPDAB 

and WEIS compatibility is reviewed next.
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3.2 The Literature on COPDAB and W EIS ffrmpatihilfty

The body of literature on events data is by now extensive. A large part of it deals 

with theoretical issues related to the pros and cons of different approaches of constructing 

such data sets and to their usefulness in studying international relations in general.1 Our focus 

is not on the merits of events data sets themselves or on possible ways to improve them, but 

rather on actual practical utilization of the existing resources.2

In using events data sets, several issues seem to be important: events data scaling, 

events data aggregation over time, COPDAB/WEIS compatibility, and subsequently 

combining COPDAB and WEIS series into one time series. The use of scales, or weights, 

arises due to the relative importance of events. Also important is how to aggregate daily 

events over time. Daily time series are typically noisy and variables with which COPDAB 

and WEIS are to be related, such as international trade data, are often monthly and quarterly 

data. Therefore, some procedures for aggregating events over time are needed. The issue of 

COPDAB/WEIS compatibility has been repeatedly raised in the literature to check whether 

they can be used interchangeably for certain hypothesis tests. The purpose of our 

investigation in chapter 3 is not particularly to discuss whether COPDAB and WEIS are 

interchangeable, but rather to find ways to splice COPDAB and WEIS time series in their 

overlapping time periods and still use the original series (or a simple transformation of the 

those series) in non-overlapping time periods. Our literature review focuses on the 

COPDAB/WEIS compatibility and possible methods to combine them into one series.

The issue of COPDAB/WEIS compatibility is still being debated in the literature. 

While the basic information in COPDAB and WEIS is similar, the two data sets are measured 

differently: they are coded by different people using different procedures. WEIS and 

COPDAB were compared by Vincent (1983), Howell (1983), and Goldstein and Freeman
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(1990). They all used the 1966-1978 COPDAB/WEIS overlapping period as the basis for the 

comparison, but reached different results. Howell (1983:157) concluded: "Some further 

explanation of the circumstances under which the two data sets may be used needs to be 

provided, however, since it seems clear that they [WEIS and COPDAB] are not 

interchangeable". Vincent (1983:166) opposed this conclusion and claimed: "there is a 

reasonably good fit between the data sets between 1968 and 1978, except for the years 1971, 

1972 and 1975”.3 On the other hand, McClelland (1983) alerted researchers! to the basic 

theoretical differences between COPDAB and WEIS. Recently, Goldstein and Freeman 

(1990:39) argued: "in all, the degree of correlation is high enough to show that the different 

series are addressing the same reality".

Howell (1983) investigated COPDAB/WEIS compatibility for the U.S.-U.S.S.R. dyad 

by aggregating the number of cooperative events and separately the number of conflictual 

events (frequencies) into annual series and presented graphs of the yearly frequencies versus 

time from 1966 to 1978. In addition, he generated monthly frequencies (the number of events 

in a month) for both data sets and correlated them to obtain correlation coefficients between 

0.55 and 0.97, and concluded that COPDAB and WEIS were not interchangeable. Then, he 

checked if tests of six specific hypotheses yielded the same results from alternative uses of 

COPDAB or WEIS, and reported that the use of COPDAB and WEIS for testing the same 

hypothesis might lead to different conclusions.

We have several comments on the Howell’s work. First, the choice of frequencies of 

conflictual and cooperative events as the basis for the COPDAB/WEIS comparison is not 

appropriate. A measure related to the weighted conflict and cooperation scale should be the 

variable to use, because this is what these data sets were designed to quantify. Moreover, 

Howell compressed the conflict and cooperation continuum into two discrete levels, which
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might have caused misrepresentation of the reality due to the loss of resolution. Second, the 

frequency of occurrence is most likely to differ between data sets that use a different number 

of newspapers as sources. Third, Howell investigated only one dyad. It is hard to generalize 

from a study of one dyad. Finally, the interpretation of Howell’s results would depend on 

their intended use. For the purpose of splicing COPDAB and WEIS series, his correlation 

coefficients in the range O.SS to 0.97 do not seem to be unreasonably small.

Vincent (1983) compared WEIS and COPDAB for a sample of 128 dyads from 1966 

to 1978 by generating annual COPDAB and WEIS aggregates of weighted net conflict per 

dyad using the Azar and Havener’s (1976) weights for COPDAB and the Vincent’s (1979) 

weights for WEIS. He performed three tests for the yearly data. The first test checked 

yearly correlation between COPDAB and WEIS using all dyads. The correlation coefficients 

were around 0.8, except for the years 1971, 1972, and 1975 in which the correlations were

0.47, 0.14, and 0.36, respectively. In the second test, Vincent generated a standardized 

annual net conflict score, and compared COPDAB and WEIS by checking the number of 

dyads in which this score differed by more than 0.2. He concluded that COPDAB under

reports events related to major powers, European, and Asian states; while WEIS under-reports 

events related to Middle Eastern, African, and Latin American states. The third test 

compared systemic properties of COPDAB and WEIS (the overall world level of CC). The 

weighted yearly reports were summed across all dyads for each year. The match between the 

yearly increase or decrease of this measure was then used to compare COPDAB and WEIS. 

Only in four out of 13 years checked, the change of world systemic net conflict from 

COPDAB matched that from WEIS.

Vincent concluded that in general WEIS and COPDAB can be regarded as similar 

except for systemic purposes, because the global level of conflict and cooperation expressed
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by COPDAB and WEIS did not seem to match. It is expected, however, that the basic 

differences between the two data sets will be most pronounced at a high level of aggregation 

due to the different number of news sources used by COPDAB and WEIS. In addition, 

Vincent pooled 128 dyads together and thus his results would not generally apply to WEIS 

and COPDAB compatibility for specific dyads.

McClelland (1983) reviewed the results of Howell (1983) and Vincent (1983) and 

argued that WEIS is not fundamentally suitable for analysis of conflict or cooperation. Still, 

he acknowledged the possibility that users might treat WEIS as if it was created to reflect 

conflict and cooperation. Thus, for practical purposes, he left the door open to the possibility 

of splicing WEIS and COPDAB. While he alerted the user for potential difficulties in an 

interchangeable use of WEIS and COPDAB, he did not completely rule out the compatibility 

between the two series.

Goldstein and Freeman (1990) studied the relations among the U.S.S.R., the U.S., 

and China using WEIS, COPDAB and ASHLEY (an events data set dedicated to the U.S.- 

China-U.S.S.R. relations from 1950 to 1972) to show that their results did not depend on the 

particular data set used. They first aggregated WEIS and COPDAB into the sums of monthly 

and quarterly conflict and cooperation using the Azar and Havener’s (1976) weights for 

COPDAB and the Vincent’s (1979) weights for WEIS. They then correlated COPDAB and 

WEIS for each of the six dyads formed by their three countries, each country being once a 

target (a country the conflict or cooperation action was directed at) and once an actor (a 

country that generated the conflict or cooperation action). The correlation coefficients were 

around 0.74 for cooperation and between 0.36 to 0.89 for conflict. They concluded that there 

was a fairly high degree of match between the two data sets. More importantly, Goldstein 

and Freeman contradicted Howell’s (1983) third test results: While the latter argued that one
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should not use COPDAB and WEIS to test the same hypothesis, the former did exactly that 

and obtained consistent results.

Ward and Rajmaira (1992) combined WEIS and COPDAB into one series starting in 

1948. They manually re-coded post 1978 WEIS events into COPDAB categories. In cases 

where the textual descriptions of WEIS were inadequate they looked at the original reports of 

the New York Times. Ward and Rajmaira weighted the re-coded and the original data using 

the Azar and Havener’s (1976) weights, and then aggregated them into one series for 

cooperation and another for conflict. This method has, however, several disadvantages. A 

coder who is also an investigator can inadvertently create data in such a way that will later 

influence the analysis. At the same time, the method treats the period starting in 1979 

differently from the 1948-1978 time period. While 1948-1978 COPDAB events were 

interpreted by one group of coders, the events after 1978 were coded by a mixed group of the 

WEIS original coders and Ward and Rajmaira themselves. The fact that the post 1979 events 

are filtered twice increases the likelihood of events misclassifications or coding errors. 

Moreover, the method is time consuming and requires skilled coders. Thus, it is not suitable 

for a study with many dyads over long time periods. A statistical, automated approach would 

be more cost effective.

3.3 Investigating COPDAB and WEIS Compatibility

WEIS and COPDAB are two data sets between which compatibility is investigated 

here. However, the methods and statistical techniques we describe below can, in principle, be 

used to check the compatibility of any events data sets, provided that they include some 

overlapping time period during which they cover the same dyads. In this sense the 

methodology developed here is general and does not apply only to WEIS and COPDAB.
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We assume that both WEIS and COPDAB are designed to measure, or record, the 

same political information. Hence, the question of the compatibility between WEIS and 

COPDAB becomes "to what extent do COPDAB and WEIS record the real world in the same 

manner?" Note that the question is not whether "the two events data sets truly record the real 

world,” which can perhaps never be answered. In our compatibility study, unlike in 

McClelland (1983), WEIS and COPDAB are viewed as two measures for the same political 

phenomenon.

COPDAB and WEIS may indeed be compatible for several reasons. First, both data 

sets record the same type of information. For instance, an event which COPDAB classifies as 

"# 11" and another event which WEIS classifies as "yield” may simply be different units of 

measurement of the same real world phenomenon.4 Second, the fact that WEIS and COPDAB 

coders use different coding procedures is viewed as different mechanisms of measuring the 

same real world phenomenon. Third, the source of COPDAB and WEIS is basically similar, 

being news reports in public newspapers. Since many modem newspapers receive their news 

from the same news agencies, we expect a great deal of overlap and commonality. Finally, 

errors are generally expected in both COPDAB and WEIS. Those errors may come from 

coder’s misclassification of events, coder’s misinterpretation of events, or misrepresentation in 

newspapers themselves. The errors in both COPDAB and WEIS can be -  to a great extent -  

purely random, however.

Consequently, it is important to find ways to extract similar signals from the noisy 

information contained in both COPDAB and WEIS. To this end, we identify three guidelines 

in our COPDAB and WEIS compatibility investigation. Certainly, the most important 

guideline should be to choose dyads in which both COPDAB and WEIS had reports in their 

overlapping period. The second guideline is to compare WEIS and COPDAB on a per dyad
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basis. Previous works in the literature have shown that when compared in the aggregate, 

across many dyads, WEIS and COPDAB do not match very well. The compatibility may 

depend on dyads and its strength may differ from one dyad to another. The third guideline is 

to look for statistical criteria of COPDAB/WEIS compatibility because any events data sets 

inherently contain some random components.

An appropriate set of statistical tests is therefore required to check if WEIS and 

COPDAB are compatible in a given dyad, and if any differences between their measurements 

across time are purely random.

3.4 Methodology

The following steps are taken here to investigate the compatibility of COPDAB and

WEIS:

(1) Create unweighted daily COPDAB and WEIS series for each dyad.5

(2) Decide on a particular weights for CC and how to weigh the daily events.6

(3) Choose a dyadic measure (or measures) of CC.7

(4) Aggregate the chosen dyadic measure(s) over some time period. The length of the time 

period will depend on the need of the particular application. In general, the shorter the time 

period of aggregation is (say, monthly rather than quarterly aggregation), the easier it is to 

discern the dynamics of political processes, but at the same time the political data usually 

become noisier.

(5) Deal with COPDAB and WEIS missing reports.

(6) Create dyadic COPDAB and WEIS series of the chosen index for the COPDAB/WEIS 

overlapping time period from 1966 to 1978.

(7) Present graphs of the chosen index of CC for each dyad for the overlapping time period.
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(8) Apply statistical techniques to check the compatibility of WEIS and COPDAB, per dyad.

(9) If the plots and the tests show that COPDAB and WEIS are compatible, splice them, per 

dyad.

Since WEIS and COPDAB are known to under or over report for some geographical 

regions, as discussed earlier, it is possible that WEIS and COPDAB may not be compatible 

for some dyads. Six dyads are investigated. At the same time, since several ways of 

generating measures of conflict and cooperation from the raw data are mentioned in the 

literature, the compatibility will be tested by using six different indices of conflict and 

cooperation that are commonly used.

Choice of Dyads

Six dyads are chosen for this study: India-Pakistan, Turkey-Greece, the United 

Kingdom-Argentina, Jordan-Syria, Honduras-El Salvador, and Egypt-Libya. All six dyads 

have experienced large fluctuations in their bilateral conflict and cooperation over time. If 

WEIS and COPDAB are compatible in these dyads, then the two time series are more likely 

to be compatible in other dyads with less fluctuations. With large fluctuations, there is 

generally more room for disagreement and discrepancy in the way conflict and cooperation 

are classified and coded. Dyads are also chosen from different geographical regions in order 

to address Vincent’s (1983) regional effects on WEIS and COPDAB. The number of dyads 

studied, being only six, is by no means large. However, in order to pay close attention to 

different conflict/cooperation measures and various statistical procedures, we had to limit 

ourselves to a manageable number of dyads. Further study is needed to investigate the same 

issue for a large number of dyads.
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Choice of Conflict and Cooperation Measures

The first question to be resolved is whether conflict and cooperation are indeed two 

separate variables or they can be regarded as two sides of the same variable. Lebovic (1985) 

claims that conflict and cooperation should be combined into one scale. King (1989) argues 

that the error from aggregating conflict and cooperation events into one index is smaller than 

the error from aggregating them into two separate conflict and cooperation indices. Ward 

(1981, 1982), Havener and Peterson (1975), and Vasquez and Mansbach (1984) argue that 

conflict and cooperation should be analyzed separately. No answer seems to exist for the 

choice of appropriate measures. To this end, the following practice is suggested. Most 

importantly, one should decide which indicator of conflict and cooperation best suits the 

particular application in question. If it is not clear which indicator would be preferred, 

several indicators should be investigated in the same model to find out which indicator best 

explains the data.

Treatment of Missing Reports

Both COPDAB and WEIS contain periods without reports, the extent of which differs 

from dyad to dyad, especially depending on geographical regions. When a particular study 

includes dyads from different geographical regions, and especially when a short period of 

aggregation is used, the likelihood of getting time periods with missing reports will be higher. 

Sayrs (1987) argues that missing reports are one of more disturbing aspects of both COPDAB 

and WEIS since the user cannot distinguish possible coding errors from the true absence of 

news events. Many methods exist to deal with missing data but, in principle, all involve 

different levels of data manipulation. In the following we discuss two methods that are 

practical and tractable.
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In one popular method, periods of no reports are assumed to signal that nothing 

interesting actually happened. That is, if nothing was reported, then there had been nothing 

to report so that missing data are equated with a neutral event with a weight of zero.' Thus, 

in this method missing reports do not add to the aggregation of CC.9 In the second method, 

if nothing is reported it is assumed to mean that the last reported news still holds true. In 

effect, equating no reports to old events amounts to some degree of data smoothing. Since 

there is no clear choice between the two methods for missing data treatment, both methods 

are followed in our statistical analysis. For the results reported here, missing reports have 

been treated as neutral events. Parallel exercises by treating missing reports as being the 

same as old reports yield similar results.

3.5 Statistical Analysis of WEIS and COPDAB Compatibility

Following Howell (1983) and Ball and Mankiw (1993) who prescribe that the first 

stage of any time series study should be to plot the data and visually inspect it because a 

phenomenon that cannot be detected visually will not be significant in most statistical analysis, 

we generated plots of six COPDAB and WEIS indices of conflict and cooperation for each 

dyad from 1966 to 1978. Figures 3-1 through 3-6 plot of quarterly net weighted conflict, 

separate sum of weighted conflict, separate sum of weighted cooperation, maximum 

cooperation, maximum conflict, and average weighted net conflict, in each of the six dyads.

The net weighted conflict, NET, is the sum of weighted conflict and cooperation 

events generated by country A toward country B, over the time period T, either a quarter of a 

year, over which daily events are accumulated.
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NET  = £  ( ^ ( 0 Tt) + Ma [COe) ) (1)
t=i

In (I), Wq, is a vector of weights. Each element of Wq, corresponds to a particular 

conflictual event (CNJ at time t. Similarly, Wm  and C0t are the weights and events of 

cooperation, respectively.

The aggregated conflict or aggregated cooperation, SUMCN and SUMCP, are the 

sums of weighted events separately for conflict or cooperation events, respectively.

T
s u m c n  = £  ( 2 )

e=i

T

SUMCP = ( wco(C01 ) ( 3 )
c=i

The maximum cooperation, SMX, is the most cooperative weighted event within the time 

period.

SMX = maximum( Wco( COx) , , N ^ iC O j.)) (4)

The maximum conflict, SMI, is the most conflictual weighted event within the same time 

period, where the minimum operator is used since the weights of conflictual events are 

negative by definition.

SM I  = minimum{War(CN1) , . . . ,  Wcn(CNt) ) ( 5 )

The sixth measure, the average net weighted conflict, is obtained by dividing the net weighted 

conflict by the number of events in the given time period which is denoted here as NT.

w s  = NET  ( 6 )

Figures 3-1 through 3-6, in their order, relate to the pairs Pakistan-India, Turkey-
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Greece, the United Kingdom-Argentina, Jordan-Syria, Egypt-Libya, and Honduras-El 

Salvador. For each dyad. Figure (a) is for net conflict, (b) is for aggregated conflict, (c) is 

for aggregated cooperation, (d) is for maximum cooperation, (e) is for maximum conflict, and 

Figure (f) is for average net conflict.

[Insert Figures 3-1 through 3-6 here]

Figures 3-1 through 3-6 suggest that COPDAB and WEIS for those dyads exhibit 

similar dynamic patterns for conflict and cooperation. The similarity is greater for the net 

conflict/cooperation index as in Figure (a) than for the separate aggregated conflict or 

aggregated cooperation indices as in Figure (b) or (c). This is expected, because as the level 

of data disaggregation increases, the less WEIS and COPDAB will look alike due to the 

stronger effect of the noise in each series. Yet, we cannot ignore the presence of substantial 

differences between WEIS and COPDAB even for the net conflict in some cases. The extent 

of COPDAB/WEIS compatibility for different indices of conflict and cooperation and for 

different time periods or dyads, according to these figures, appears to be an empirical matter.

A series of statistical tests are performed next.10 First, I checked whether or not 

COPDAB and WEIS series include unit roots for each dyad. When a time series, y(, is 

correlated with the lagged series of yt.t, then the correlation between yt and yM is called either 

the first order serial correlation or autocorrelation. Likewise, the correlation between yt and 

yM, for instance, is called the fourth order autocorrelation. When the correlation between yt 

and yt., is so large to be unity so that dependence of yt on yt., is extremely large (or series yt 

is very persistent), then the series yt is said to contain a unit root, or is said to be 

nonstationary. On the other hand, a series that does not have a unit root is said to be 

stationary. The difference between y( and yM of a nonstationary series usually becomes 

stationary. Whether a time series is stationary or nonstationary is important as it shows a
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degree of persistence in the series and, more importantly, because the distinction between the 

two situations dictates different statistical analysis to be applied. When a rim e series has zero 

autocorrelations for any lags, then it is said to be a white noise series.

Second, the cross correlations between the two data sets are computed. The 

correlation coefficient is between -1 and I. Two series are unrelated, or independent, if they 

are not correlated with each other.

Third, a series of autocorrelations at different lags for each dyadic WEIS and 

COPDAB series are computed, plotted, and visually inspected. If two stationary time series 

have similar autocorrelations at different lags, then they can be viewed as compatible.

Fourth, if dyadic COPDAB and WEIS series do not have unit roots, WEIS is 

regressed on COPDAB, the regression coefficients that are obtained are statistically 

meaningful, and the significance levels of the coefficients and the properties of the error term 

-  namely, autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity — are investigated.

Fifth, if dyadic COPDAB and WEIS series have unit roots, the original series is 

differenced to make them stationary before conducting the tests listed above. If COPDAB 

and WEIS are nonstationary, regressing one time series on the other will in general give 

spurious results. Yet, if the regression error term in this situation is still stationary, the 

presence of cointegration is indicated.11 Cointegration occurs when a (particular) linear 

combination of two nonstationary series becomes stationary. Two nonstationary series should 

be statistically related differently depending on whether they are cointegrated or not. If they 

are not cointegrated, then both series have to be differenced before they are meaningfully 

related. If two nonstationary series are cointegrated, however, an error correction model is 

then required to relate the two series.

Two alternative methods were used for unit root tests: the augmented Dickey and
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Fuller test (ADF) as formulated by Dickey and Fuller (1979, 1981), and the Durbin Watson 

test (DW) from a linear regression of a series in question on a constant. The results are 

presented in Table 3-1.12

[Insert Table 3-1 here: Unit Roots Tests for Weighted Net Conflict]

The null hypothesis tested is that the series has a unit root. The null hypothesis is 

rejected at the 5% significance level from ADF in all cases except for Egypt-Libya. Egypt- 

Libya has the values of -2.35 and -3.07 for ADF, which is larger than the critical value of - 

3.17. The same null hypothesis is rejected in all cases from DW as all the values of DW are 

greater than the critical value of 0.39 at the 5% significance level. Our results thus show that 

both COPDAB and WEIS dyadic weighted net conflict time series are generally stationary.13

Correlations between different quarterly measures of conflict and cooperation of 

COPDAB and WEIS are reported in Table 3-2. The notations of the CC measures used in 

equations (1) through (6) above are also adopted below. Table 3-2 summarizes the 

correlations for the 1966-1978 COPDAB/WEIS overlapping time period for the six measures 

of conflict and cooperation. The country listed above is the actor and the country listed 

underneath is the target.

[Insert Table 3-2 here: Correlations Between COPDAB and WEIS]

The correlation coefficient is asymptotically, normally distributed with mean zero and 

variance 1/NOB, where NOB is the number of observations. In rough figures, correlations in 

the range of ± two standard deviations are not statistically significant at the 5% significance 

level. When NOB is 52 (quarterly data for 13 years), correlations that lie outside the range 

± 0.277 are significant at the 5% significance level. Except for SMX and SUMCP in 

Honduras-El Salvador, SMX in Jordan-Syria, and every measure in the United Kingdom- 

Argentina, the correlations in Table 3-2 are significant at the 5% significance level. That is,
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the weighted COPDAB and WEIS series are linearly related for most of the dyads we tested. 

In the United Kingdom-Argentina dyad, COPDAB and WEIS exhibit low correlations 

(ranging from 0.07 to 0.21) for every measure of conflict and cooperation suggesting that 

they are not compatible. Both COPDAB and WEIS, however, have many missing reports in 

this dyad during the 1966*1978 overlapping period, and the missing data do not occur exactly 

at the same time period. On the other hand, Pakistan-India has large correlations, ranging 

from 0.49 to 0.99. In general, the weighted net conflict (NET) has the highest correlation 

among the six measures. It is also interesting to note that the COPDAB/WEIS correlations 

for conflict events of SMI (or SUMCN) are generally higher than those for cooperation events 

of SMX (or SUMCP). Perhaps, this result is because there bad been some severe conflicts or 

wars in all of our dyads in the sample period.14

Finally, a series of autocorrelations at different lags were computed and displayed for 

quarterly weighted net conflict for each dyad. As already mentioned, autocorrelations are 

important because they characterize the time series behavior of any stationary time series.

Since both COPDAB and WEIS quarterly weighted net conflict series are stationary, they can 

be viewed as compatible when their correlograms (a plot of autocorrelations) look similar. 

Figures 3-7(a) through 3-7(f) are correlograms of the net conflict for the six dyads. In 

general, the COPDAB and WEIS correlograms of all dyads look similar.

(Insert Figure 3-7 here: Autocorrelation]

As before, autocorrelations that lie in the range of ±  0.277 are generally not 

significant at the 5% level. For example, Figure 3-7(b) shows that the autocorrelations for 

Turkey-Greece of both COPDAB and WEIS are statistically zero, from the very first lag. 

Figure 3-7(d) indicates that a similar pattern exists for Jordan-Syria, except for a significant 

(at the 5% level) autocorrelation at the fourth lag of COPDAB. Similar observations can be
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made for the other dyads. The fact that autocorrelations are generally not significant from the 

first lag points out that a nation’s actions toward another nation have a short memory without 

much persistence. The similarity of the correlograms also implies that COPDAB and WEIS 

weighted net conflict series for these six dyads are sufficiently compatible to justify splicing.

3.6 Splicing COPDAB and WEIS

Since various statistical tests performed support the COPDAB/WEIS compatibility for 

each dyad, dyadic COPDAB and WEIS series are spliced to create one long time series of 

conflict and cooperation from 1948 to 1993. The following linear regression equation is 

estimated for quarterly conflict and cooperation indices:

WEISt  = C0 + CxCOPDABe+ec (7)

where C0 is the intercept term, C, is the slope coefficient, and ^  is the regression error or 

residual term. In (7), WEIS and COPDAB stand for all the conflict and cooperation indices 

used in Table 3-2. Using the regression coefficients estimated for the quarterly weighted net 

conflict, WEIS-like COPDAB indices were computed. Events in COPDAB during 1948-1966 

are thus transformed to conform to WEIS.13 Similar regression equations were separately 

estimated for the quarterly sums of weighted conflict and weighted cooperation.

The adoption of a regression method for splicing has several advantages. It uses the 

information only in the original COPDAB and WEIS data sets and thus minimizes jumps in 

the transition period (1966 or 1978) from one series to the other, as the regression estimation 

finds the coefficients that minimize the squared deviations of one series from the other. The 

method is also relatively simple and does not increase the likelihood of additional coding 

errors. The method computes different regression coefficients for each dyad. I therefore do 

not impose a stronger constraint that the same coefficients should prevail in all the dyads.
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Whether or not to include an intercept in (1) depends on two competing 

considerations. If a linear regression does not include an intercept, then the niean of the 

residual will not be zero in general; and if it does include it, then the model transforms a 

neutral event in the original COPDAB series into a non-neutral event in the transformed 

WEIS-like COPDAB series. If missing reports are treated as neutral events, the inclusion of 

the intercept also means that missing reports in COPDAB are transformed into non-neutral 

events, and therefore the 1948-1966 period in the transformed COPDAB will not have, 

strictly speaking, periods of no reports or neutral events at all. Yet, if the intercept term is 

numerically small, these considerations do not matter. At any rate, the intercept terms are 

included in our regressions.16

The results of the regressions are summarized in Table 3-3 for each dyad, where R2’s 

in Panel A are from net conflict (NET), sum of cooperation (SUMCP), and sum of conflict 

(SUMCN) indices. Next to R\ in Panel B, the values of Q> and C, coefficients for net 

conflict with their corresponding standard errors and significance levels (from t-statistics) are 

also presented. For instance, C, for Pakistan-India is 2.244 with the standard error of 0.042. 

The implied t-statistic is 53.43 (2.244/0.042), which has a "p" value, or a significance level, 

of 0.000. That is, the coefficient is significant at any conventional significance level. The 

Durbin Watson statistic, the significance level from Box-Pierce Q statistics, and the White test 

statistic are also listed in Panel C. The White’s (1980) test statistic is distributed as x2, and 

checks for the presence of heteroskedasticity in the regression error term (values greater than 

7.81 imply heteroskedastic error term).17 Only Pakistan-India has White’s statistic greater 

than 7.81 with the value of 13.01 indicating a potential heteroskedasticity. The Durbin 

Watson and the Q statistics check for the presence of the first and higher order 

autocorrelations in the error term. A value of Durbin Watson statistics around 2 and Q
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significance levels larger than 0.05 imply no autocorrelations indicating the residuals are white 

noise series.

Table 3-3 thus shows that, except for the United Kingdom-Argendna which we 

discussed earlier, C, is significantly different from zero and Q  is not significantly different 

from zero at any conventional significance level. (As mentioned above, we nevertheless 

decided to keep Q  in the regression.) The regression error term does not exhibit 

autocorrelations of the first and of higher order, and, except for Pakistan-India, it is also 

homoskedastic. The fact that the error term is mostly white noise suggests that the difference 

between COPDAB and WEIS can be inferred to be purely random. In other words, there is 

no statistical difference between COPDAB and WEIS net conflict measures.18 As we have 

already mentioned, the United Kingdom-Argentina had mostly missing data from 1966 to 

1978, for which the regression splicing method, and for that matter any statistical method, 

will not work. In sum, the regression method has successfully spliced COPDAB and WEIS 

for five out of the six dyads.

3.7 Concluding Remarks

The splicing method developed in this chapter is used to generate time series of CC 

for the dyads investigated in chapters 4-5 and 7-9. In general, these results support the part 

of the literature which advocates that WEIS and COPDAB are compatible.
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ENDNOTES

1. The advantages and disadvantages of events data are discussed by Azar and Ben-Dak 
(1975), Achen (1987), Andirole and Hopple (1984), and Gaddis (1987). Hermann (1988) and 
Alker (1988) suggest constructing different types of events data sets ami Schrodt (1988), 
Schrodt and Donald (1990), and Schrodt and Gerner (1994) looking into automating the 
process of events data collection.

2. There are some researchers who are against the use of any events data sets at all.

3. His sample period was from 1966 to 1978 throughout his paper. Yet, he used 1968 rather 
than 1966 in this statement.

4. We cannot overemphasize the importance of applying similar weighting scales to the 
discrete categories of COPDAB and WEIS before comparing them or using them together.
The latest paper dealing with the issue of scaling WEIS was written by Goldstein (1992), 
which shows, to our best knowledge, the only M l weighting scheme of WEIS. As for 
COPDAB, the weighting scheme of Azar and Havener (1976) is used by most researchers.

5. Both COPDAB and WEIS data sets include several fields of data for each event. Important 
information for our purpose is the conflict and cooperation scale per dyad, which is the value 
from 1 to IS in COPDAB and an abbreviated verb describing the particular event in WEIS. 
For detailed descriptions for COPDAB, see Azar (1982, 1984); and for those for WEIS, see 
World Event Interaction Survey. Coding Manual (1993).

6. Several such weighting schemes exist for both COPDAB and WEIS. Goldstein (1992) 
summarizes this literature and presents a new set of weights for all of the 63 events in WEIS. 
In this study we use the Azar and Havener’s (1976) weights for COPDAB and Goldstein’s 
(1992) weights for WEIS. These weight schemes are widely used in the literature.

7. The choice of conflict and cooperation index is important and can affect empirical results. 
The particular choice should depend on the application at hand. Several types of indices are 
mentioned in the literature: Polachek (1978, 1980) uses unweighted net conflict; Thompson 
and Rapkin (1982), Gasiorowski and Polachek (1982), Gasiorowski (1986) and Pollins 
(1989a, 1989b) use weighted net conflict; Gasiorowski (1986) uses average weighted net 
conflict; Sayrs (1987), Ward and Rajmaira (1992), and Ward (1981, 1982) use separate 
weighted conflict and cooperation indices; and Ashley (1980) mentions the possibility of using 
the extreme values of conflict and cooperation.

8. Sayrs (1987) argues that treating missing reports as neutral events may create too much 
variation of conflict and cooperation across time, and therefore may introduce spuriousness 
into the data. She decides to drop dyads with many periods of missing reports from the 
analysis. However, I do not follow her approach because it is still interesting to study 
COPDAB/WEIS compatibility under the same treatment of missing reports in all dyads.

9. This approach was adopted by Sayrs (1987) and Goldstein and Freeman (1990). Pollins 
(1989a, 1989b), Gasiorowski and Polachek (1982), Gasiorowski (1986), Polachek (1978,
1980) and Ward and Rajmaira (1992) do not explicitly report how they treated missing
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reports.

10. All the statistical analyses are conducted by using RATS version 4.0.

11. For the full treatment of spurious regressions when using nonstationary time series in 
linear regression, see Granger and Newbold (1974) and Phillips (1986). The use of error 
correction models for cointegrated variables is summarized by Banerjee et al. (1993).

12. The results in Table 3-1 are for the quarterly weighted net conflict index. Other indices 
of conflict and cooperation were also checked and they did not have unit roots either. Time 
series from COPDAB from 1948 to 1978 and WEIS from 1966 to 1993 are analyzed 
separately for unit roots.

13. Though similar tests were conducted for other measures of conflict/cooperation, they are 
not reported. The results were qualitatively the same as those reported here.

14. We also used monthly data for three dyads to check if there was any significant 
difference. The results showed that the use of monthly data did not make any qualitative 
difference in the correlation between COPDAB and WEIS.

15. Alternatively, WEIS can be transformed to behave like COPDAB. We decide to convert 
COPDAB into WEIS-like numbers because WEIS is still being updated. Professor Tomlinson 
at the Naval Academy in Maryland, the current manager of the WEIS project, has informed 
us that WEIS will continue to be updated in the foreseeable future.

16. In Table 3-2, the largest intercept term equals 27.221 for Pakistan-India, which should 
still be considered to be small, because Figures 3-1 (a) through 3-6 (a) show that the quarterly 
net conflict indicator is in general, though dyad dependent, in the range of ±  several 
hundreds.

17. The White test regresses the regression residuals on the independent variables and their 
squares.

18. Our splicing method assumes that the coefficients derived from COPDAB/WEIS 
overlapping time period remain the same outside of the sample period. Unfortunately, the 
1966-1978 period is the only period in which we have both COPDAB and WEIS. A test for 
structural change was developed by Chow (1960). We performed a predictive failure Chow 
test for structural stability within the sample period. Possible causes for structural instability 
may be a change in coding procedures, a change in sources, or a change in event data 
collection. Our Chow test results show that our COPDAB/WEIS transformation is indeed 
stable.
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Table 3-1. Unit Roots Tests for Weighted Net Conflict.

75

COPDAB WEIS

Dvad ADF DW NQfi ADF DW NOB

Pakistan-India -4.46 1.57 113 -4.41 1.92 111

Turkey-Greece -4.00 1.41 . 112 -5.95 2.34 101

U. K.-Argentina -3.77 2.08 113 -4.20 2.01 90

Jordan-Syria -3.18 1.26 113 -3.81 1.89 100

Egypt-Libya -2.35 0.77 122 -3.07 1.32 97

Honduras-El Salvador L VO 00 1.80 119 -5.57 1.68 88

Notes: ADF is augmented Dickey-Fuller statistic, DW is Durbin-Watson statistic, and NOB 
is the number of observations. At the 5% significance level for the sample size of 100, the 
critical value for ADF is -3.17, so that there are no unit roots except for Egypt-Libya. The 
critical value is from Greene (1993:565). At the 5% significance level for the sample size of 
100, the relevant critical value for DW is 0.39, so that there are no unit roots. The critical 
value is from Engle and Yoo (1991:128).
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Table 3-2. Correlations between COPDAB and WEIS.

Dvads

Pakistan- Turkey- U. K.- Jordan- Egypt- Honduras-
India Greece Argentina Syria Libya El Salvador

Conflict/Cooperation Measures

NET (net conflict)
0.99 0.49 0.14 0.71 0.50 0.91

SUMCP (sum of cooperation)
0.83 0.56 0.07 0.35 0.30 -0.047

i
SUMCN (sum of conflict)
0.97 0.55 0.19 0.81 0.83 0.92

SMX (maximum score or most cooperative event)
0.51 0.29 0.12 0.15 0.43 0.042

SMI (minimum score or most conflictual event)
0.50 0.55 0.21 0.72 0.71 0.83

WS (weighted net conflict)
0.49 0.25 0.20 0.39 0,59 0.60

Number of observations
52 52 41 51 38 39

Note: The number of observations differs from one dyad to another depending on the reporting periods in WEIS and/or COPDAB.
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Table 3-3. COPDAB and WEIS Compatibility Tests.

Dyads: Pakistan- Turkey- U. K.- Jordan- Egypt- Honduras-
India Greece Argentina Syria Libya El Salvador

Panel A: R2 from the regression of WEIS on COPDAB.

NET (net conflict)
0.982 0.236 0.000 0.499 0.627 0.801

SUMCP (sum of cooperation)
0.692 0.325 0.065 0.123 0.215 0.001

SUMCN (sum of conflict)
0.984 0.318

I
n/a 0.664 0.759 0.860

Panel B: Regressions of WEIS, ■= C, + C, COPDAB, + e, for the net conflict.

C0 27.221 -6.560 3.951 -8.348 3.580 -10.37
C, 2.244 0.795 -0.001 0.584 0.496 0.716
Se(C0) 24.165 8.828 2.168 8.509 9.822 7.764
Se(C,) 0.042 0.202 0.129 0.083 0.063 0.058
Sg(C0) 0.265 0.460 0.075 0.331 0.717 0.189
Sg(C,) 0.000 0.000 0.993 0.000 0.000 0.000

Panel C: First and higher order of autocorrelations of the residual from Panel B.

DW 1.835 2.166 1.776 2.194 1.683 1.601
Sg(Q) 0.461 0.406 0.981 0.426 0.872 0.284
White 13.01 4.12 0.09 0.64 6.54 6.12

Notes: n/a indicates that there are no conflict events. Se(.) is standard error and Sg(.) indicates the significance level. For 
significance, values less than 0.10 (0.01) imply a significance at the 10% (1%) level. DW is Durbin Watson statistic; Sg(Q) is the 
significance level for Box-Pierce Q statistics, and White is White statistic for heteroskedasticity. All statistics in Panel C show that 
residuals in Panel B are white noise. The number of observations for each dyad is listed in Table 3-2.
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Figura 3-1: Pakistan to India
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Figur« 3*2: Turkey to Greece
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Figure 3-3: U.K. to Argentina
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Figure 3-4: Jordan to Syria
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Figure 34: Egypt to Libya
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Figure 3-6: Honduras to El Salvador
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Figure 3*7: Autocorrelation
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CHAPTER 4: TOTAL BT AND CC CAUSALITY

The need for a total and disaggregated trade and conflict causality study is clearly 

established in the literature. This chapter investigates the causality between total BT flows 

and CC. The next chapter investigates the causality between disaggregated BT flows and CC.

4.1 Granger Causality Test Procedure

Pierce (1977:12) summarizes the definition of Granger causality, originally given by 

Granger (1969), as “Granger’s definition is in terms of predictability: a variable X causes 

another variable Y, with respect to a given universe or information set that includes X and Y; 

if present Y can be better predicted by using past values of X than by not doing so, all other 

information available (including past values of Y) being used in either case."

Since Sims’ (1972) seminal study on Granger causality between money and income, 

many papers have investigated the causality for various time series. To be sure, there have 

also been papers written on the shortcomings of Granger’s approach. Guilkey and Salemi 

(1982), Geweke (1984), and Kang (1985) have shown that the Granger test results are 

sensitive to distributed lag length choice. Nelson and Kang (1981, 1984) have shown that 

detrending a series with unit roots generally changes its dynamic properties. Moreover, Kang 

(1985) has shown that detrending nonstationary series will, in general, lead to different 

causality conclusions. Another difficulty arises from missing variables, as was also pointed 

out by Granger himself (1980): the inclusion of a third variable in a bilateral Granger 

causality test may change the test’s results.

Limitations notwithstanding, Granger causality tests have been widely performed 

because they can reject theories that incorrectly assume certain causal relationships. 

Furthermore, a causality study can also serve as a heuristic statistical description of the
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relationship between variables which can be exploited in a subsequent model building process.

The discussion is organized along the following subsections. First, we discuss our 

research design. Second, we describe the dyads, data, and trade and conflict measures used 

in the investigation. Third, we present the causality regressions. Last, we discuss our results 

presented in several Tables.

d .2  B w arch Design

A causality relationship can be viewed as a prerequisite to a formal model building. 

Moreover, this is an important step toward understanding trade and CC dynamics. All the 

studies so far in the literature have used pooled data. The advantages of this approach are 

clear: gaining estimation efficiency and overcoming insufficient data for some dyads. Such a 

research design implicitly assumes that the coefficients of the estimated models are the same 

in all dyads. However, the trade and conflict literature does not support such an approach.

Hirschman (1945) distinguishes economically small and dependent countries from 

large and powerful countries. Keohane and Nye (1977) hypothesize that the economic and 

political behavior of interdependent countries is different from that of dependent or non

dependent countries. Polachek (1980) distinguishes between large countries (e.g., the U.S. or 

the U.K.) and small countries (e.g., Lebanon or Israel). Gasiorowski and Polachek (1982) 

focus on the dyad U.S. - Warsaw Pact, implicitly arguing that the behavior of this dyad is 

expected to be different from other dyads. Arad and Hirsch (1983) distinguish the behavior 

of previous enemies from that of other countries. Gasiorowski (1986) finds that the trade and 

conflict behavior of the U.S. toward one country is different from that toward another 

country. Sayrs (1989a) finds that countries with a large total trade volume behave differently 

from countries with a low volume. Polachek (1995) distinguishes between the behavior of
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democracies and nondemocracies. It is also reasonable to argue that economic relations 

among countries should generally be represented at the same level of analysis as conflict and 

cooperation because the two activities are interrelated. Causality should therefore be 

investigated for each dyad individually, as it is done here.

Since previous studies indicate that Granger tests are sensitive to many factors, we 

take a conservative approach to reduce the risk of obtaining false results. The presence of 

unit roots is checked to find a suitable data transformation and causality is tested by using 

different numbers of lags. We also construct our bilateral BT measures properly.

4.3 Data and Measures of Trade and Conflict

In this section we discuss the dyads in the sample and the measures of BT and CC 

constructed for the causality investigation. Our measures are then compared to those used by 

other studies in the trade and conflict literature.

Dyads

The choice of our 16 dyads is based on several considerations. The availability of BT 

and CC data plays an important role. Not all countries report their trade data to international 

organizations, and some countries do not appear in events data sets for certain time periods. 

Annual total trade data are generally available since 1948 and quarterly data only since 1960. 

Conflict and cooperation events data are available since 1948. For a dynamic analysis of 

dyadic trade and CC, dyads have to show a considerable degree of variations in their trade 

and conflict/cooperation data over time. Diverse dyads are to be selected from different 

geographical regions and with a whole conflict/cooperation spectrum. Our sample, 

accordingly, includes countries that fought a long war and signed a peace agreement.
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countries that fought a short war and reached a settlement, countries that did not fight a war 

but still experienced political tension of different levels of intensity, and countries classified as 

enduring rivalries by Gochman and Maoz (1984). Our 16 dyads thus include countries of 

different sizes and of different types of political and economic regimes by containing 

superpowers, regional powers, democracies, planned economies, medium sized countries, and 

small countries.

Table 4-1 summarizes several characteristics of the 16 dyads.1 Sample periods depend 

on the availability of the data. Generally, the sample period ends at the last quarter when 

WEIS has a non-missing reports. Adopting Azar’s (1982) terminology, target stands for the 

country toward which the political activities were directed, and actor stands for the country 

that originated the political activities toward target. The column titled enduring rivalry 

presents the Gochman and Maoz (1984) classification for the time period 1816 to 1976. In 

the column titled war, a yes/no answer is listed to the question if there was a war between the 

two countries within the time span of our sample. In cases of yes, the years in which the war 

took place are listed. The entry ET indicates a situation of extreme tension, which is listed 

along with the years of the extreme dyadic political tension.

[Insen Table 4-1 here: Dyads in the Sample.]

Conflict/Cooperation and Trade Data

The trade data are from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) data base2 which 

contains annual data since 1948, and quanerly and monthly data since I960. The data in this 

study include the following quanerly time series for each dyad, each reponed by country A in 

nominal dollars: (1) total exports from country A to country B, (2) total imports of country A 

from country B, (3) total exports of country A to the rest of the world, and (4) total imports
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of country A from the rest of the world.

Quarterly trade data are used in this study. The Granger causality test needs a large 

amount of data since its statistical model includes distributed lags of both dependent and 

independent variables. Although annual trade data have less cases of no reports and are 

probably more consistent across countries than monthly and quarterly data, the investigation 

of the dynamics of BT and conflict/cooperation may require data with a higher frequency than 

annual data. This is because, though not tested, the reaction time for firms, private agents, 

and policy makers in response to political changes may probably be shorter than a year. In 

fact, certain BT and conflict/cooperation relationships show drastic economic and political 

changes within a few months and even a few weeks. On the other hand, monthly export and 

import data tend to be noisy with many periods of no reports. Hence, quarterly data are used 

here.

As in most of the previous empirical studies on trade and conflict/cooperation, 

COPDAB is chosen, because, to our best knowledge, this is the only source that consistently 

covers world wide dyads over a long time period. COPDAB’s 1948-1978 coverage is 

augmented by WEIS, which covers events since 1966. In chapter 3 I have shown that 

COPDAB and WEIS are generally compatible so that the two data sets can be spliced 

together. Accordingly, I use a regression method, as in Chapter 3, to splice COPDAB and 

WEIS series into a single time series.

Construction of Trade and Conflict/Cooperation Measures

No exact rules exist for the correct choice of conflict/cooperation and trade measures. 

In order to make our causality study comparable to earlier studies, measures that have widely 

been used in the literature are chosen here. Polachek (1978, 1980) uses exports, imports, and
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net conflict; Pollins (1989a, 1989b) uses imports and cooperation weighted by net conflict; 

Gasiorowsld (1986) uses several measures of economic interdependence and average net 

conflict; and Sayrs (1987, 1989a) uses exports and imports both normalized either by gross 

domestic products or by the total trade with the world, and separate sums of conflict and 

cooperation. The variables in this chapter are chosen in order to capture an "overall" 

phenomenon of bilateral political climate and international trade.

Conflict/Cooperation Measure. Daily weighted conflict/cooperation reports are aggregated 

into a quarterly index of net conflict. As in Polachek (1978, 1980), Gasiorowski and 

Polachek (1982), Gasiorowski (1986), Thompson and Rapkin (1982), Dixon (1983), and 

Pollins (1989a, 1989b); conflict and cooperation are not considered as two separate variables. 

They are instead treated as having opposite signs of the same variable. It is further assumed 

that the "general" bilateral political climate, as opposed to separate indices of conflict and of 

cooperation, is important for the causality. The decision making process by firms, private 

agents, and political leaders is thus assumed to depend on the aggregation of the hill spectrum 

of political relations.3

The net conflict measure was generated as in chapter 3. First, separate conflict and 

cooperation daily series were constructed for WEIS by using the Goldstein’s (1992) weights 

and for COPDAB by using Azar and Havener’s (1976) weights.4 The daily measures are 

from actor toward target countries. Second, the daily measures were summed to produce 

quarterly cooperation and conflict measures, both for WEIS and for COPDAB. Finally, net 

conflict indices were obtained by adding the quarterly conflict and cooperation measures.

Nt denotes net conflict generated by actor A toward target B in period t, the 

"observations period" (a quarter), over which daily events are summed. Missing daily reports 

were assumed to be equivalent to neutral events.3 The splicing of COPDAB and WEIS
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follows chapter 3. A time series of WEIS net conflict was regressed on a similar COPDAB 

time series and a constant term over the overlapping period of 1966-1978. Regression 

coefficients, estimated by ordinary least squares for each dyad were used to linearly transform 

quarterly net conflict COPDAB time series into WEIS-like series, starting in 1948 and ending 

in 1966. Finally, one long series is obtained from 1948 to the early 1990s by using the 

original WEIS series starting from 1966 up to the quarter of the last reports in WEIS. In two 

cases where WEIS and COPDAB showed no compatibility in the overlapping period, two 

separate data periods were adopted one using COPDAB and the other using WEIS.6 

Trade Measure. Nominal dollar figures reflect the effects of inflation, changes in exchange 

rates, economic business cycles, economic growths, and commodity price changes. To isolate 

the relationship between conflict/cooperation and BT, the IMF trade data were normalized. 

Hirschman (1945) is the first researcher to suggest the use of a normalized index, which he 

calls the trade partner concentration ratio. This ratio can measure both the importance of the 

BT to a country and the country’s dependence on its trade partner.

Gasiorowski and Polachek (1982) claim that a bilateral version of Hirschman’s index 

(the percentage of a country’s trade with a given partner) is a proper variable to use in studies 

of trade and conflict. However, they do not use that variable because ”[u]nfortunately, the 

necessary data to compute this measure were not available to us for quarterly time periods.” 

(1982:715). Consequently, they use the real dollar value of total trade, export, and import 

the limitations of which have been mentioned above. Fortunately, we have located the data 

needed to compute the bilateral version of Hirschman’s index. The quarterly dyadic trade 

ratio, BT„ is computed as follows:
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where subscripts A and B denote countries A and B and W indicates the world. In (1), IMP 

(EXP) is the value of import (export) in nominal dollars. Thus, EXP^ is the value of total 

export of country A to country B in period t, and IM P^ is the value of total import of 

country A from country B in period t. All the data are reported by country A, and EXPAWt 

and IMPAWt are, respectively, the total export and the import of country A to and from the 

world, in period t.7 Under the assumption that inflations, exchange rates, and business cycles 

similarly affect trade with the world and BT, their influence on the trade ratio will be 

negligible. Moreover, if the world trade environment is assumed to be perfectly competitive, 

commodity price fluctuations will not substantially afreet the trade ratio.

More About Our Measures.

The current stage of the trade and conflict debate can be characterized as the 

"Polachek-Pollins debate." We thus focus on the differences and similarities between our 

trade and conflict/cooperation measures and those employed by Polachek (1978, 1980) and by 

Pollins (1989a, 1989b). Polachek uses two types of conflict and cooperation measures: one is 

the difference between the number of yearly cooperative and conflictive events (net frequency) 

and the other is weighted net conflict (using the Azar and Havener’s (1976) weights). His 

trade measure is the nominal dollar value of exports and imports of each country. Pollins 

(1989a, 1989b), on the other hand, uses the nominal level of imports from country A to 

country B, and combines dyadic conflict and cooperation into a single measure. His measure 

uses a nonlinear transformation of weighted cooperation sent from country A to country B as 

a portion of weighted net conflict (cooperation + conflict) sent from country A to country B.
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Our trade and conflict measures are thus a synthesis of Polachek’s and Pollins’ 

measures. As in Polachek, both exports and imports are focused; and as in Polachek and 

Pollins, weighted conflict and cooperation are combined into one index. In the study of an 

overall phenomenon of trade and conflict/cooperation, net conflict and trade ratio seem to 

better capture the political economy.8

Finally, our trade measure is a ratio between 0 and 1. As Gasiorowski and Polachek 

(1982) point out, the trade ratio measure captures, in addition to describing BT flows, a 

notion of state power that might be exercised by one nation over another. As such, our 

analysis can be interpreted in terms of a concept like dependence as in Hirschman (1945) or 

vulnerability as in Keohane and Nye (1977). In sum, our trade ratio contains more 

information than the nominal level of imports and exports in that it also reflects how 

important the trade between countries A and B is to country A.

4.4 Causality Tests

Granger (1969) suggests an F test from (2) and (3) below,9 provided that the error 

terms u, and vt are white noise:10

BTC = BT0+£  + £  U j Oj ) + y t  * u c (2)
J =1 J =1 J =1

3

= ^o+E  * £  ( P A - ; )  + £  U / Q j )  * y ' t  * V c  (3)
J =1 J =1 J =1

In (2) and (3), BTt is the BT ratio at t, BTc.j is that ratio in j quarters ago. Nt is the bilateral 

weighted net conflict at time t, and Nt.j is the same measure in j quarters ago. BT0 and N0 are 

the intercepts, t is linear time trend, and Q/s (j=U 2, 3) are seasonal dummy variables.
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Finally, Lf (L’T) and I* (L’N) are the number of quarterly lags of trade ratio and net conflict, 

respectively, and all the greek symbols represent parameters.11

If 0; in (2) are significantly different from zero, the inclusion of the past values of 

conflict/cooperation (along with the past history of trade) will yield better forecasts of future 

trade than the use of past trade alone; hence net conflict Granger causes trade. The roles of 

conflict/cooperation and trade are then reversed in (3) to test if trade Granger causes net 

conflict by testing if a ’; are significantly different from zero. If both ft and a ’; are 

significantly different from zero, the causality between net conflict and trade is reciprocal or 

is said to be bi-directional.

The specifications in equations (2) and (3) are similar to those in Gasiorowski and 

Polachek (1982) except for a few differences. Quarterly dummy variables are included here 

to account for seasonal effects in trade. Different trade and conflict/cooperation measures, 

over a much longer time period, are used here. In addition, whether or not the trade and 

conflict/cooperation measures are stationary time series is investigated. Finally, 

contemporaneous effects of BT on net conflict or those of net conflict on BT are not included 

here in order to test the Granger causality proper.

It is possible, as Hoole and Huang (1989) point out in their causality study of the 

global conflict, that our causality tests miss some relevant exogenous variables. As it is 

standard to any such investigation, our analysis is strictly correct under the assumption "that 

all other things are equal" (Hoole and Huang, 1989:147). To this end, the error terms-or 

residual terms—of Uj and vt are checked to make sure that they are indeed white noise.

Several researchers have debated on the appropriate procedure of selecting the proper 

number of lags in the test of Granger causality. As detailed by Kang (1985, 1989), L,- and Ls 

are usually set to be equal to each other and lags of 4, 6, 8, or 12 are used most often with
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quarterly data. Kang (1989) concludes that the final prediction error criterion used in Hsiao 

(1979) to determine the lag lengths in causality tests is not adequate and suggests an 

alternative procedure. However, the procedure suggested by Kang (1989) involves transfer 

function analysis and is not easy to implement. Instead, we decided to follow a more 

conservative approach used also by other researchers11 and used different (but statistically 

acceptable) lag structures. Under proper lag structures, the error terms of u, and vc should 

become white noise.13

All the variables should be stationary time series in order to make the Granger test 

statistic truly an F distribution. Several unit root tests are advanced in the literature, out of 

which the most widely used are those suggested by Dickey and Fuller (1979, 1981), Phillips

(1987), and Phillips and Perron (1988). Another popular method is to check the Durbin 

Watson statistic from a regression of a time series in question on a constant.

4.S Results

Following the convention in the literature, several tests were conducted to detect the 

presence of unit roots. For each dyad, augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF) tests, augmented 

Phillips Perron (APP) tests, and a test using the Durbin Watson statistic were performed.14 

The ADF and APP tests have yet two versions: one using the "tn statistic and the other using 

the product of the sample size and (l-p)1/z, where p is the first order autocorrelation of the 

series in question. Since unit roots test results depend on the number of lags used, several 

different lags for each dyad were tried in order to make sure that our conclusions are robust. 

Altogether, over two dozen unit roots test results (not reported here) were obtained for each 

time series of trade ratio and net conflict. Except for four trade ratios out of 16, where the 

majority of the tests identified the presence of a unit root; the data series were in general
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stationary. It is fair to conclude that our time series are mostly stationary without unit toots. 

Most series needed detrending with a linear time trend instead of differencing.

As we mentioned above, different lag lengths were tried to make sure that the 

equations were parsimonious in a simple structure and that the residual series became white 

noise. For instance, a lag length of one quarter was tried to see whether residuals became 

white noise. Next, both first and second lags were used, and so on, up to twelve lags. Out 

of many trials, the best two cases obtained are reported in Table 4-2. Under the column,

"best F," the significance level of F that yielded the lowest significance level is given. This is 

followed by the "next best F,” in which the second lowest significance level is achieved. One 

reason for reporting both is to check the sensitivity of the causality result to the lag length, 

which is also important here due to the presence of many no reports. In each case, the 

corresponding lag lengths which provide the best and the next best F are also listed.

[Insert Table 4-2 here: Conflict Causes Trade, Significance Level.]

The results generally show that Granger causality tends to disappear in most dyads 

when the distributed lag structure is too long. That is, as more terms are included in the 

equation, the regression coefficients become, joindy, less significant. Table 4-2 is used to test 

the null hypothesis that conflict does not Granger cause trade.15 Low significance level 

indicates that the hypothesis is rejected. In particular, those values less than 0.05 imply that 

the null hypothesis is rejected at the 5% significance level so that conflict/cooperadon causes 

trade. The results for the other null hypothesis that trade does not Granger cause 

conflict/cooperation are provided in Table 4-3, of which layout is the same as that of Table 4- 

2 .

[Insert Table 4-3 here: Trade Causes Conflict, Significance Level.]

According to Tables 4-2 and 4-3, significant causality is present in eleven out of 16
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dyads. Out of those eleven dyads, the hypothesis that net conflict does not Granger cause 

trade is rejected in four dyads at the 10% significance level and in two dyads at the 5% 

significance level (from the best lag structure).16 The hypothesis that trade does not cause net 

conflict, on the other hand, is rejected in three dyads at the 10% significance level and in two 

dyads at the 5% significance level (again from the best lag structure). In four dyads, the 

causal relationship between trade and net conflict is reciprocal or bi-directional at the 10% 

significance level, and in two dyads at the 5 % level. Whether or not a dyad is an enduring 

rivalry does not seem to affect the direction of causality, however. It should be noted that 

causality results are not uniform across dyads.17 The values of many lag lengths in Tables 4-2 

and 4-3 range from one to four quarters. These lag lengths partially justify the use of 

quarterly data, because annual data might not reveal such lead/lag relationship between BT 

and CC.

The significance levels given in Tables 4-2 and 4-3 only inform us of the direction of 

the causality. They do not show whether, for instance, conflict "positively" or "negatively" 

causes trade. In order to answer such an important inquiry, some of the coefficients in the 

Granger equations (2) and (3) are reported. Table 4-4 lists the values, with their lag lengths 

in parentheses, of the lag coefficients of net conflict in (2) that are most significant from the 

best "F" lag structure. Likewise, Table 4-5 lists those of trade from (3). In Tables 4-4 and 

4-5, NS is used to indicate those cases in which none of the coefficients are significant at the 

10% significance level.

[Insert Table 4-4 here: Coefficients of Conflict in a Regression When Trade is the

Dependent Variable]

[Insen Table 4-5 here: Coefficients of Trade in a Regression When Conflict is the

Dependent Variable]
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The sign of the significant lag coefficients of net conflict is positive in 17 out of 20 

coefficients in Table 4 4  implying that when the bilateral net conflict goes up to be more 

cooperative, in general, the level of the BT increases. Moreover, even in those dyads where 

the hypothesis that net conflict does not cause BT is not rejected at the 10% significance level, 

more cooperation in the past is still associated with increased level of BT. The pattern of the 

signs of lag coefficients is mixed in Table 4-5, however. An increase in the past BT is 

associated with more cooperation in 15 out of 25 significant coefficients at the 10% 

significance level, whereas 10 coefficients show opposite directions. Hence, more trade may 

bring either increased levels of conflict or cooperation.

It is interesting to note that, the number of lags of net conflict that appeared 

(statistically) significantly is relatively short, being from 1 to 4 quarters. This suggests that 

the use of annual data by may be inadequate and that when it comes to profit making 

opportunities, agents in our dyads are guided by rather a short term memory justifying our 

use of quarterly data. Still, in some cases to be studied quarterly trade data are not available 

for the duration required, for example for countries like the USSR or China. Further, some 

BT data, such as bilateral prices or quantities, are available only as yearly data. In these 

cases, yearly data need to be used.

4.6 Concluding Remarks

While some stylized facts about conflict/cooperation and trade have been uncovered in 

this chapter further investigations are suggested by our findings. First, the situations of no 

report can be differently and, perhaps, better treated. Although the assumption of "no news 

equals a neutral event" in conflict/cooperation seems reasonable, unreported trade data can be 

retrieved from additional sources. Most, if not all, of the empirical studies on trade and
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conflict/cooperation in the literature have used IMF trade data (and COPDAB 

conflict/cooperation data). However, the United Nations (UN) also maintains and provides 

bilateral and multilateral trade data. Since the original data sources are different between UN 

and IMF data, tests similar to this chapter would be worthwhile to undertake by using the UN 

trade data. That may also reveal the robustness of our results.1* Yet, the frequency of no 

reports data is not the same across the UN and IMF data sets. This suggests a possible 

strategy of filling unreported data in one from the other source.

Second, our causality study in this chapter does not include those dyads in which 

political relations did not experience large fluctuations over time. Our results tend to point 

out, however, that those dyads which are more peaceful yield a weaker Granger causality 

from conflict/cooperation to trade. For instance, the causality from conflict/cooperation to 

trade for U.S.-U.S.S.R. seems to be weaker in the entire period than in the period before 

1978, and that for UK-Argentina is weaker in the COPDAB period than in the WEIS period. 

More dyads should be investigated. An enlarged sample should include more dyads that did 

not witness large fluctuations in their political relations.

Third, the causality may also depend on the kind of commodities or services traded. 

The importance of different commodities to countries may also be dyad dependent.

Moreover, transaction costs due to the disruption of BT, what Arad and Hirsch (1983) call the 

"cost of dissociation," may differ from commodity to commodity and may also affect the 

patterns of causality. We believe that the use of disaggregated trade data may be a useful way 

to uncover more detailed panems of international trade and conflict causality. We return to 

this issue in the next chapter.

Finally, our causality findings suggest new directions for a theoretical development in 

the area of trade and conflict/cooperation. A fully micro-founded theory of international trade
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and conflict/cooperation should, therefore, be dyadic and should account for the effect of 

politics on both imports and exports as well as the effect of trade on conflict and cooperation. 

Hence, trade should be modeled as determined by both trade variables and 

conflict/cooperation, and conflict/cooperation should be determined by trade and other 

variables. A simultaneous equations model is thus called for, and will be developed in 

chapter 6, to reflect the reciprocity between international trade and political 

conflict/cooperation.
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ENDNOTES

1. Some countries appear more than once. The United States, Chile, Egypt, and Argentina 
appear twice in the sample, but with different trading partners. The sample period for most 
dyads was from the first quarter of L960 to the early 1990s. A few dyads had a smaller 
amount of available data. Egypt and Israel reported trade starting only from 1979. Ethiopia 
and Somalia reported trade only up to 1984. For Bolivia-Chile, Indonesia-Malaysia, Peru- 
Ecuador, and Venezuela-Guyana, we used only 1960-1978 COPDAB data. The U.S. and 
China reported trade starting from the third quarter of 1971. We analyzed US-USSR twice: 
first using the entire period from 1960 to 1991:4 and second using COPDAB data from 1960 
to 1978 to focus on more political turbulent time periods. For UK-Argentina and Chile- 
Argentina, data periods were divided into two, one using COPDAB and the other using 
WEIS, because COPDAB and WEIS could not be spliced into one. Otherwise specified, 
COPDAB periods prior to 1978 are discussed in the text.

2. The trade data are well documented in IMF Direction of Trade Statistics (1992).

3. Some researchers regard conflict and cooperation as two separate variables. Ward (1981, 
1982), Ward and Rajmaira (1992), and Sayrs (1987, 1989a) aggregate COPDAB events into 
two separate annual indicators; one for conflict and the other for cooperation.

4. Weighted daily COPDAB or WEIS numbers were generated by replacing events by their 
appropriate weights. See Azar (1982), Goldstein (1992), and WEIS (1993) for detailed 
descriptions. Weights are positive for cooperation and negative for conflict. In case of more 
than one daily event, weighted events are aggregated, separately for conflict and for 
cooperation, to generate a daily number.

5. Alternatively, one may argue that "no reports were the same as old reports." Treating 
missing reports as neutral events, however, is common in the literature. Indeed, I find that 
treating days with no reports as previous daily events generally alters the original dynamics of 
CC series, especially in cases with consecutive missing reports, which happens in some of our 
dyads.

6. For Bolivia-Chile, Indonesia-Malaysia, Peru-Ecuador, and Venezuela-Guyana; only 
COPDAB data were used, because WEIS contained mostly no reports. As reported by 
Vincent (1983), we have indeed found that WEIS tends to under report events for countries in 
the periphery.

7. When quarterly trade data are not reported, annual data are used to supplement the data, as 
follows: (1) When one quarter is not reported, the annual data and the other quarterly data are 
used to compute the unreported value. (2) When more than one quarterly data are not 
reported, the annual data are divided into quarters according to the previous year’s ratio 
between quarterly and annual data. (3) When quarterly data are consecutively not reported in 
more than one year, the annual data are equally divided across quarters. The percentage of 
dyadic trade data that are supplemented, out of 16 dyads (using the COPDAB period prior to 
1978 for US-USSR), is as follows. It was less than 1.5% in six dyads, between 10% and 
20% in six, between 20% and 30% in three, and it was about 50% in one dyad. Finally, 
when both quarterly and annual data are not reported, they are excluded from the analysis, the
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extent of which is indicated by the number of observations in Table 4-1.

8. Some drawbacks of using the net frequency measure of conflict and cooperation as in 
Polachek (1978, 1980) were already pointed out by Gasiorowski (1986).

9. The original regression in Granger (1969) does not include the linear time trend or 
quarterly dummies. Kang (1985) shows that a failure to detrend a series, when needed, tends 
to introduce or enhance causal relationships; whereas detrending, when not needed, tends to 
remove or weaken causal relationships. Our series needed detrending, but not differencing

10. We also tried Sims’ (1972) formulation for the causality test. This formulation requires 
pre-filtering of the data to purge autocorrelations from the error term. Since the test becomes 
sensitive to particular pre-filters used and since it is difficult to find a theoretical justification 
for the use of such pre-filters, the Granger’s direct approach is used here.

11. All the statistical analyses are conducted by using RATS version 4.0.

12. Sargent (1976) and Sims (1972) use a fixed, but arbitrary, lag length. Mehra (1977) and 
Huang and Kracaw (1984) report results for the different lag lengths they use.

13. Lags from 1 to 12 were tried.

14. In our augmented Dickey-Fuller test, the first difference of a time series is regressed on 
an intercept term, the first lag of the time series, a linear trend term, and a distributed lag 
structure of the first difference of the same time series.

15. We followed Joerding (1986) and verified our lag structures on the basis of a partial 
autocorrelation analysis of both trade and net conflict variables. In most cases, the number of 
lags, with which the null hypothesis of no Granger causality is rejected in the clearest way, 
was close to the number of lags that yielded a white noise error term in the partial 
autocorrelation analysis. In the causality tests, two equations are modeled and estimated 
separately, in contrast to a vector autoregressive regression (VAR) analysis. Error terms are 
thus neither checked for possible cross-correlations nor decomposed by using a variance 
decomposition technique.

16. With the full sample period for US-USSR; conflict/cooperation causes trade in four dyads, 
trade causes conflict/cooperation in three dyads, and the causality is reciprocal in three dyads.

17. For one dyad and at the 5% significance level, Gasiorowski and Polachek (1982) showed 
that trade Granger causes net conflict when 1 to 6 distributed lags are used, whereas net 
conflict Granger causes trade when 4 to 6 lags are used. They nevertheless concluded that 
trade Granger causes net conflict. It is not entirely clear how they come to this conclusion, 
because their results are more consistent with an interpretation that the causality between trade 
and net conflict is rather reciprocal.

18. This methodology was implemented by Goldstein and Freeman (1990). They repeated 
their tests using both COPDAB and WEIS data to show that their results did not depend on a 
particular data set.
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Table 4-1. Dyads in the Sample.

Tvad Rival War Date Data Start/End Obs.

Egypt-Libya No Yes 1977 1960:1-1992:2 130
Jordan-Syria No Yes 1970 1960:1-1988:3 115
Turkey-Greece Yes Yes 1974 1960:1-1991:3 127
Pakistan-India Yes Yes 1965,1971 1960:1-1992:1 129
UK-Argentinac No No n/a 1960:1-1978:4 76
UK-Argentinaw No Yes 1982 1971:3-1991:4 82
Honduras-El Salvador No Yes 1969 1960:1-1990:4 124
Bolivia-Chile No No n/a 1960:1-1978:4 76
Chile-Argentina0 Yes ET 1972,1978 1960:1-1978:4 76
Chile-Argentinaw Yes ET 1972,1978 1966:3-1991:3 101
Egypt-Israel Yes No n/a 1979:1-1991:3 51
Ethiopia-Somalia Yes Yes 1977-1978 1960:1-1984:4 100
Indonesia-Malaysia No ET 1963-1965 1960:1-1977:3 71
Morocco-Algeria No ET 1975 1960:1-1988:2 114
Peru-Ecuador Yes ET 1978 1960:1-1978:4 76
US-China No* No n/a 1971:3-1992:2 84
US-USSRf No* ET 1962,1973,1978,1979 1960:1-1991:4 128
US-USSRC No* ET 1962,1973,1978 1960:1-1978:4 76
Venezuela-Guyana No No n/a 1962:3-1978:4 66

Notes: The first country in each dyad listed is an actor and the second country is a target.
For the superscripts, "C" indicates COPDAB period, "W" WEIS period, and T  indicates full 
data period. The entry n/a stands for not applicable. The column, rival, specifies whether or 
not the dyad is classified as enduring rivalry in the literature. The column, war, similarly 
shows the status of war or extreme tension (ET) during the sample period and the date of such 
conflict is specified under the column, date. (The classification of enduring rivalries is not 
consensus. For instance, Goertz and Diehl (1993) and Geller (1993) classify the US-USSR 
and US-China dyads as enduring rivalries as well.) The column, data start/end, specifies the 
earliest and latest date for which both conflict/cooperation and trade data were available for 
this study. The column, obs., shows the number of observations used in the statistical 
analysis. The number often differs from the span indicated by the start/end due to missing 
trade data.
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Table 4-2. Conflict Causes Trade, Significance Level.

Dvad Sig (Best F) Lags Sic (Next best F> Lags

Egypt-Libya 0.017 4 0.028 2
Jordan-Syria 0.088 12 0.181 9
Turkey-Greece 0.209 12 0.263 11
Pakistan-India 0.053 I 0.070 2
UK'Argentinac 0.258 4 0.271 1
UK-Argentinaw 0.044 3 0.109 4
Honduras-El Salvador 0.000 3 0.000 4
Bolivia-Chile 0.294 I 0.503 4
Chile-Argentinac 0.305 6 0.560 7
Chile-Argentinaw 0.899 5 0.922 6
Egypt-Israel 0.087 9 0.116 8
Ethiopia-Somalia 0.869 I 0.925 2
Indonesia-Malaysia 0.012 I 0.018 2
Morocco-Algeria 0.377 11 0.434 10
Peru-Ecuador 0.112 2 0.264 1
US-China 0.223 8 0.226 7
US-USSRf 0.136 I 0.444 3
US-USSRC 0.031 I 0.106 10
Venezuela-Guyana 0.449 2 0.556 8

Notes: Values in the column, sig, are the significance of F statistics for lag lengths under the column, 
lags. For the superscripts, "C" indicates COPDAB period, "W" WEIS, and "P indicates full period.

Table 4-3. Trade Causes Conflict, Significance Level.

Dvad Sig (Best F> Lags Sig (Next best F) Lags

Egypt-Libya 0.285 10 0.312 12
Jordan-Syria 0.408 I 0.525 10
Turkey-Greece 0.029 1 0.036 2
Pakistan-India 0.165 3 0.171 4
UK-Argentinac 0.195 2 0.223 9
UK-Argentinaw 0.671 I 0.694 12
Honduras-El Salvador 0.000 5 0.000 4
Bolivia-Chile 0.144 3 0.267 4
Chile-Argentina0 0.421 I 0.558 3
Chile-Argentinaw 0.533 2 0.724 1
Egypt-Israel 0.015 I 0.108 2
Ethiopia-Somalia 0.420 3 0.555 11
Indonesia-Malaysia 0.000 7 0.001 8
Morocco-Algeria 0.002 10 0.002 11
Peru-Ecuador 0.231 3 0.453 4
US-China 0.398 2 0.463 3
US-USSRf 0.113 7 0.197 8
US-USSRC 0.064 4 0.065 2
Venezuela-Guyana 0.093 I 0.121 2

Notes: Values in the column, sig, are the significance of F statistics for lag lengths under the column, 
lags. For the superscripts, "C" indicates COPDAB period, "W" WEIS, and "P indicates full period.
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Table 4-4. Conflict Coefficients when Trade is the Dependent Variable.

Dvad Coefficients

Egypt-Libya 0.819** (2)
Jordan-Syria 0.447* (1); 0.386* (6); -0.673** (12)
Turkey-Greece 0.131** (4); 0.123** (9)
Pakistan-India 0.0126* (I)
UK-Argentinac 0.326** (4)
UK-Argentinaw 0.003** (1)
Honduras-El Salvador 0.645** (2); 0.531** (3)
Bolivia-Chile NS
Chile-Argentinac 1.460** (6)
Cliile-Argentmaw NS
Egypt-Israel -0.650* (3); 0.685** (4); 0.595** (6); -0.786** (7)
Ethiopia-Somalia NS
Indonesia-Malaysia 0.272** (I)
Morocco-AIgeria NS
Peru-Ecuador 0.450* (2)
US-China 0.0316* (2)
US-USSRf NS
US-USSRC 0.0411** (1)
Venezuela-Guyana NS

Notes: Coefficients are divided by 10,000. Values in parentheses are lags. * (**) ̂ significant at the 
10% (5%). NS=not significant at 10%. "C" indicates COPDAB, *W" WEIS, and "P full period.

Table 4-5. Trade Coefficients when Conflict is the Dependent Variable.

Dvad Coefficients (Lags)

Egypt-Libya 0.490* (1); 0.815** (6); -0.608* (10)
Jordan-Syria NS
Turkey-Greece -0.325** (I)
Pakistan-India -3.428** (2)
UK-Argentinac 0.194* (2)
UK-Argentinaw NS
Honduras-El-Salvador 0.261** (I); 0.263** (2); -0.241** (3); -0.156** (4); -0.136** (5) 
Bolivia-Chile 0.191** (3)
Chile-Argentinac NS
Chile-Argentinaw NS
Egypt-Israel -0.221** (I)
Ethiopia-Somalia NS
Indonesia-Malaysia -0.486** (1); 0.736** (2); -0.328* (3); -0.407** (6)
Morocco-AIgeria -0.954** (1); 0.704* (2); 0.994** (3); -0.494** (7); -0.388** (8)
Peru-Ecuador NS
US-China NS
US-USSRf NS
US-USSRC -1.562** (1); -1.478** (4)
Venezuela-Guyana 2.110* (I)

Notes: Coefficients are divided by 10,000. Values in parentheses are lags. * (**) — significant at the 
10% (5%). NS=not significant at the 10%. "C* indicates COPDAB, "W" WEIS, and "P full period.
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CHAPTER 5: DISAGGREGATED BT AND CC CAUSALITY 

Through the investigation of 16 trading dyads individually, we have found in chapter 

4 that Granger causality between CC and total BT is dyad dependent and, more importantly, 

tends to be reciprocal. That is, BT causes CC and CC causes BT at the same time. This 

chapter investigates Granger causality between disaggregated BT and CC. To our best 

knowledge, this is the first attempt to systematically study the causal link between BT in 

various commodity groups and CC, over a large number of dyads and for a long data period.

Granger causality between CC and BT is investigated separately for each of ten SITC 

(Standard International Trade Classification) one-digit categories as well as for the total trade. 

Data on disaggregated BT are from the UN. CC data are from COPDAB and WEIS as 

described in chapter 3. When available, both yearly and quarterly data are used. Data period 

is generally between the early 1960s to the early 1990s. Following the research design in 

chapter 4, and as we discussed in the section on the implications of our literature review for 

our project, causality will be investigated here for each dyad and for each good individually 

by assuming that causality between BT and CC may be different across commodity groups as 

well as across dyads.

S.l Data and Measures

We use the same 16 dyads as in chapter 4. The use of the same dyads will enable us 

to compare the results.1 Table 5-1 summarizes the characteristics of dyads. Both quarterly 

and yearly BT and CC data are employed. Disaggregated quarterly BT data are available for 

four dyads, while yearly data are available for all dyads. Sample periods are restricted by the 

availability of both BT and CC data. Typically, the beginning period of the sample is 

constrained by the availability of BT data while the ending period is constrained by the
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availability of CC data. In all cases data frequency is dictated by the availability of BT Hata, 

because CC data are given daily. As in Azar (1982), target refers to a country toward which 

political actions are directed and actor refers to a country generating activities toward the 

target. The classification of dyads as political rivalries follows chapter 4. A yes/no answer 

to the question if there was a war or extreme tension (ET) in the sample period used is listed 

along with the date of such events.

[Insert Table 5-1 here: Dyads in the Sample.]

Disaggregated Trade Data

Learner (1990) states that the main goal in disaggregation of trade data should be to 

enhance understanding and communication. In order to explain the sources of comparative 

advantage, Learner (1984, 1990), Firebaugh and Bullock (1986), and Smith and Nemeth

(1988) use a cross section of post World War II trade data to identify bundles of goods whose 

production requires similar inputs or level of processing. However, they arrive at different 

bundles of goods. This study, however, as in Bergstrand (1989) and others, disaggregates 

total trade along SITC one-digit categories. The description of SITC one-digit categories is 

given in Table 5-8 at the end of this chapter.

Measures

The time series of CC measure used in this chapter are identical to the net conflict 

measure used in chapter 4. Trade data in this chapter are from the United Nations (UN), 

whereas those in chapter 4 are from the International Monetary Fund (IMF). Yearly UN 

disaggregated BT values are available since 1962 and quarterly data only since the early 

1970s.2 Yet, some countries report to the UN only yearly disaggregated trade data and only
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yearly data are naturally used here for those countries. Periods with no reports in a certain 

category are assumed to indicate that those goods were not traded at all or the value of trade 

is negligible so that no reports are assumed to imply zero BT.

As in chapter 4, the ratio is computed between country A’s BT with country B and 

country A’s multilateral trade, in a certain commodity group, all reported by country A. This 

measure captures country A’s dependence on country B. As both export and import may 

affect trade dependence, BT in good i in time t is computed as:

_ a p ^  ♦ iMPABti 
Ci B X P ^  * IMPAWti'

where subscripts A and B denote countries A and B and W indicates the world. In (1), IMP 

(EXP) is the value of import (export) in nominal dollars. Thus, E X P^ is the value of export 

of country A to country B in period t, and EMPABd is the value of import of country A from 

country B in period t, both in good i. Similarly, EXPAWti and IMPAWlj are the trade values 

with the world in good i. As in chapter 4, the effects of inflation, exchange rate fluctuations, 

business cycles, and commodities price fluctuations on BT* are assumed to be negligible.

5.2 Causality Tests

Granger (1969) suggests a statistical test based on F statistics from equations (2) and 

(3) below, provided that error terms of u, and vt are white noise. Equations (2) and (3) are 

estimated separately for each good per trading dyad. When quarterly BT in various goods are 

available and used, equations (2) and (3) include additional three dummy variables to control 

for possible seasonalities in trade data.
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In (2) and (3), BT  ̂denotes the BT ratio in good i at time t, BT^ denotes that ratio j 

periods ago, Nt denotes bilateral CC (measured as net conflict) at time t, and Nw denotes that 

value j periods ago. In addition, Lr and LN in (2), and L T and L'N in (3), are the numbers of 

lags of BT and N, respectively, used in the analysis. All greek symbols represent parameters 

to be estimated, and the time trend, t, controls for the presence of possible deterministic 

trend. 3 The subscripts to denote countries A and B are suppressed in (2) and (3) for brevity.

Equation (2) investigates if CC Granger causes BT in good i. If the coefficients 

(j =  1,...,Ln) are significantly different from zero, including past values of CC in a regression 

that includes past values of BT yields better forecast of BT than when using lagged BT alone, 

or BT is Granger caused by CC. Equation (3) investigates whether or not BT of good i 

Granger causes CC. If the coefficients dp (j= l,...,L ’T) are significantly different from zero,

CC is Granger caused by BT. If both /Sfl (j = I  LN) and dp O’= 1,...,L’T) are significantly

different from zero, the causality between CC and BT is reciprocal. Contemporaneous BT 

and CC are not included in (2) and (3) to test the Granger causality proper.

It should be noted that our bivariate investigation of Granger causality may conclude 

wrong causal relationship if there are some other relevant variables excluded in the 

investigation. Following Hoole and Huang (1989:147) and similar to chapter 4, we assume 

that "all other things are equal," in the test. To this end, the residual terms of Ut and vt in (2) 

and (3) are checked to make sure that they are white noise without containing any systematic
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information. Accordingly, we report causality results only when error terms are white noise 

series.

The appropriate procedure of choosing lag length for Granger test is debated in the 

literature. In this study we follow the conservative approach we used in chapter 4 by 

systematically investigating Granger causality using various lag lengths and examining results 

across different lags. With quarterly (annual) data we use up to 12 (4) lags.

Tests of Granger causality between any two series using the F statistics require that 

series will be stationary with no unit roots. In chapter 4 I tested the presence of unit roots in 

time series of total BT and CC, and concluded that both series do not have a unit root and 

that series need de-trending with a linear time trend instead of differencing. The CC series 

used in this chapter are similar to those used in chapter 4 and therefore should not have unit 

roots.

Since total BT ratio computed from the UN data generally matches that from the IMF 

data, we may simply assume that the total BT used here do not have unit roots. Unit root 

tests for disaggregated BT ratio series are deemed unnecessary because of three reasons.

First, disaggregated BT will likely follow the total BT in their time series behavior. Second, 

results show that regressions (2) and (3) do not exhibit the combination of high Rz and low 

Durbin Watson statistics which typically shows that some variables are nonstationary with unit 

roots. In regressions (2) and (3) the Durbin Watson statistic is between 1.6 to 2.4, while Rz 

is between 0.2 and 0.8. Third, since error terms in (2) and (3) are made sure that they are 

white noise and since CC is shown to be stationary, it is likely (as pointed out by Hamilton, 

1994:561), but not conclusively though, that BT ratios of all goods are stationary without a 

unit root. Hamilton (1994:562) adds that when values of lagged dependent and independent 

variables are included in the regression, as in our case, many of "the problems associated with
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spurious regressions can be avoided".

5.3 Results

Trade data source in this study is the UN and not the IMF of the previous chapter.

We first investigate the extent to which different trade data sources may affect causality 

results. Total BT from the UN data is computed by aggregating bilateral trade data in 

commodities. UN quarterly trade data are available for four out of 16 dyads used in chapter 

4, starting in early 1970s. The comparison of the causality results for those four dyads shows 

that causality directions and lag lengths are in general similar4 regardless of the data sources.

Different lag lengths are tried for each dyad and for each commodity group while 

making sure that the error terms in (2) and (3) are white noise. A large number of causality 

results with different significance levels of F statistic are obtained. We only report, for space 

limitations, the best significance level and its lag length obtained for each good.3

Table 5-2 reports causality results from quarterly data and Tables 5-3 and 5-4 from 

yearly data. For each dyad, eleven (best) F statistic significance levels are reported, one for 

the total trade and ten for SITC one-digit commodities. Table 5-3 and the upper part of Table 

5-2 are used to test the null hypothesis that CC does not Granger cause BT. Low significance 

level indicates that the null hypothesis is rejected. Values in bold indicate that the null 

hypothesis is rejected at the 10% significance level, and therefore CC causes BT. Table 5-4 

and the bottom part of Table 5-2, on the other hand, report results of testing the null 

hypothesis that BT does not Granger cause CC.

[Insert Table 5-2 here: BT and CC Causality Using Quarterly Data.]

[Insert Table 5-3 here: CC Causes BT (Yearly Data): Significance Level and Lag Length.] 

[Insert Table 5-4 here: BT Causes CC (Yearly Data): Significance Level and Lag Length.]
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The causality between BT and CC, in general, tends to be reciprocal. This overall 

causal direction agrees with the result in chapter 4 for the total trade. Hence, for dyads used 

here, the models in the literature that assume a certain unidirectional causality, regardless of 

its direction, are not supported. Instead, the results suggest that models of BT and CC should 

probably be specified as a simultaneous equations model in which both BT and CC are 

interdependent.

From quarterly data in Table 5-2, BT mostly causes CC for Turkey-Greece (TRGR) 

and causality is mostly reciprocal for US-USSR (USSU), whereas no significant causality is 

detected for US-China (USCH) and Egypt-Israel (EGIS). For USSU, CC causes BT in six 

goods and BT causes CC in six goods, four of which show a reciprocal causality. For 

TRGR, CC causes BT in three goods and BT causes CC in nine goods, three of which show a 

reciprocal causality. Causality is much weaker for the USCH and EGIS dyads. Only two 

goods show CC to BT causality, only one shows BT to CC causality for USCH, and none of 

which shows a reciprocal causality. In the case of EGIS, one commodity group shows CC to 

BT causality, two groups show BT to CC causality, and one of which shows a reciprocal 

relationship.

Several additional points should be noted from the yearly data. First, there is a 

statistically significant BT and CC causality (in either direction) for some goods in all dyads 

in Tables 5-3 and 5-4. The smallest number of goods that exhibit a significant causality is 

three in the case of Egypt-Israel (EGIS). In the other extreme, for US-USSR (USSU), nine 

goods show a significant causality, from CC to BT. Further, in cases where total BT does 

not exhibit a causal relationship with CC, disaggregated trade does exhibit causality, in some 

goods. Hence, for dyads tested here, models of disaggregated BT or of CC that presume a 

certain unidirectional causality appear to be misspecified.
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Second, as hypothesized by several researchers without testing it, the use of the total 

BT in studies of trade and conflict may contain some aggregation bias as commodities appear 

to be heterogenous in their relationships with CC. The relationship between disaggregated BT 

and CC may differ across goods (even for the same dyad) and may not agree with that 

between total BT and CC. Moreover, the practice of pooling dyads for the study of BT and 

CC should be used with care. Our results show that BT and CC causality may also differ 

across dyads for the same good.

Third, whether or not a dyad is classified as an enduring rivalry in the international 

relations literature seems to have only a marginal effect on the causal direction. When all the 

political rivalries in the sample are grouped together, the number of goods in which BT is 

caused by CC equals 33, while the number of goods in which CC is caused by BT equals 27.6 

Hence, political rivalries tend to have a more pronounced CC to BT causality than BT to CC 

causality, but only marginally so.

Finally, among political rivalries, causality from CC to BT is most pronounced for 

US-USSR (nine goods exhibit statistically significant causality from CC to BT and four goods 

exhibit causality from BT to CC), whereas causality from BT to CC is most pronounced in 

Turkey-Greece (six commodities exhibit significant causality from BT to CC while two 

commodities exhibit causality in the opposite direction). Our results for US-USSR therefore 

do not agree with Gasiorowski and Polachek’s (1982) conclusion that for the US-Warsaw Pact 

causality runs from trade to conflict (which is interpreted by them as evidence which supports 

their claim that trade brings peace.) However, our analysis differs from their, other than the 

difference between USSR and the Warsaw Pact. They investigate the total trade from 1967 to 

1978, a period which covers mostly US-USSR detente years; whereas we analyze 

disaggregated trade from 1962 to 1991.
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Based on results from yearly data. Table 5-5 reports the number of dyads per each 

good in which CC Granger causes BT(C—>T); BT Granger causes CC (T -> Q ; and BT 

and CC Granger cause each other (C <—>T). Significant results are reported using the 10% 

significance level as a threshold.7 For dyads which appear twice in Tables 5-3 and 5-4 

(USSU, CIAR, and UKAR), we report results from both large and small sample periods 

based on separate COPDAB and WEIS data.

[Insert Table 5-5 here: BT and CC Causality Per Commodity Groups, Across Dyads.]

Table 5-5 shows that BT and CC causality tends to be reciprocal for a large number 

of commodity groups. There is a statistically significant BT and CC relationship in five 

goods in more than 60% of dyads and in all goods, except for SITC 9, in more than 50% of 

dyads tested. Moreover, the number of dyads that exhibit C— >T, for a certain good, is 

larger than the number of dyads that exhibit T—>C. Causality from CC to BT tends to be 

more pronounced in basic manufactures, iron, and steel (SITC 6 ), and in crude materials and 

ferrous metals (SITC 2). For SITC 6 , causality runs from CC to BT in six dyads, from BT 

to CC in one dyad, and it is reciprocal in five dyads. For SITC 2, causality runs from CC to 

BT in five dyads, from BT to CC in one dyad, and reciprocal in three dyads. Other goods 

which demonstrate C -> T  tendency are fuels (SITC 3), fat/oil/processed animals (SITC 4), 

and miscellaneous manufactures (SITC 8). For beverages and tobacco (SITC 1) and industrial 

machinery (SITC 7), causality from BT to CC is more frequent.8

Goods often identified as strategic in the literature are metals, certain manufactures, 

and fuels. These goods tend to exhibit a clearer causality from CC to BT. Although, as 

pointed out by Baldwin (1985), it is hard to quantify how strategic a good is, such goods may 

now be viewed as strategic as their trade is more responsive to politics. For food, beverages, 

and industrial machinery, causality is slightly greater in the BT to CC direction. Such goods
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may be thus viewed as less strategic.

The results reported in Tables 5-2 through 5 are only for the direction of causality 

from F tests, not for the sign of the effects between CC and BT. Needless to say, the signs 

of (significant) coefficients are important.9 To save space, only two dyads of US-USSR and 

US-China are discussed. The number of coefficients that are statistically significant in (2) and

(3), across goods, is provided in Table 5-6. Table 5-6 shows that the effect of CC on BT in 

both dyads is generally positive, meaning that better political cooperations lead to a larger 

trade. The effect of BT on CC is ambiguous, however. Coefficients are positive in roughly 

half of cases and they are negative in the other half. That is, larger trade may bring better 

cooperations or, equally well, it may lead to more conflicts.

[Insert Table 5-6 here: Signs of Significant Coefficients for US-USSR and US-China] 

Finally, causality may also depend on the amount of the share of BT out of a 

country’s total trade in that good. When a country trades a lot in a certain commodity group, 

it may become more strategic by influencing more producers and consumers. Gains and 

losses from trade are generally larger as the volume of trade gets larger mobilizing more 

intense interest groups. Table 5-7 reports the number of dyads in which causality runs in a 

certain direction for goods in which the BT ratio is the first, second, and third largest for each 

reporting country. 10 The effect of the size of BT on the causal direction is ambiguous, as the 

size does not appear to affect the causality. The pattern of causal direction in Table 5-7 is 

about the same as that in earlier tables for other goods.

[Insert Table 5-7 here: Causality and Size of BT Ratio.]

5.4 Concluding Remarks

In this chapter we have investigated the causal relationship between disaggregated BT
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and political CC. For total trade, results seem to be robust; similar causal relations bold 

regardless of the source of trade data (IMF versus UN) and regardless of data frequency 

(quarterly versus yearly). The following summarize additional stylized facts on the causal 

relationship between disaggregated BT and CC uncovered in this chapter.

First, causality between disaggregated BT and CC, which is dyad dependent, tends to 

be reciprocal. In all dyads investigated here there is a significant reciprocal causality between 

BT and CC in some goods indicating that the international trade of goods and political actions 

appear to be interdependent. As we argue in chapter 4, empirical models that arbitrarily 

assume a unidirectional BT and CC causality, in particular, those specified by Polachek 

(1978, L980, 1992) and by Pollins (1989a, 1989b), are equally supported or equally rejected. 

Hence, a better model of BT and CC may be obtained by combining those two models into 

one in a simultaneous equations model.

Second, certain goods show a tendency toward a unidirectional BT and CC causality. 

In metals, petroleum, basic manufactures, and high technologies causality from CC to BT is 

more pronounced, whereas in food, beverages, and miscellaneous manufactures causality from 

BT to CC is more frequent. The relationship between BT and CC varies across traded goods. 

That is, disaggregated BT and CC should be explored through a simultaneous equations model 

which, at the same time, does not constraint parameters to be similar across goods and/or 

dyads.

Third, whether or not a dyad is classified as an enduring rivalry has only a marginal 

effect on the causal direction. While in some rivalries causality runs from CC to BT, in other 

rivalries the opposite results occur. More dyads need to be investigated to clarify the rivalry 

effect on the BT and CC causality.

Fourth, for the US-USSR and US-China dyads, there is a tendency for BT to increase
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in some goods when political relations improve. However, the effect of an increase of BT on 

CC is ambiguous. Similarly, the effect of the size of BT across goods, in all the dyads 

investigated, on causality is not clear.

Finally, similar to chapter 4, the analysis in this chapter points out that the 

methodology of pooled time-series-cross-section analysis, used in virtually all the studies in 

the trade and conflict literature, needs to be re-evaluated. This conclusion is all the more 

important when disaggregated trade data are used. A dynamic model of BT and CC, in its 

lag lengths and coefficients, varies across dyads and should not be constrained to have exactly 

the same coefficients across dyads.

Several limitations of the analyses in chapters 4 and 5 are: First, as in chapter 4 the 

sample used in this chapter does not include dyads that experience very peaceful relations 

throughout the sample period. Second, BT and CC relationship may further depend on other 

variables which were not controlled for in our study as Granger’s analysis is bivariate.

Perhaps most importantly, the investigation of the Granger causality between BT and 

CC is only the first stage toward the specification of a full model. The next stage should be 

to formally specify and empirically test a micro-founded model of BT and CC. Our results 

strongly suggest that a model of BT and CC should be a simultaneous one. A model of BT 

and CC needs to integrate economic and political factors from the behavior of consumers, 

producers, and governments. Thus CGE models of trade, reviewed in chapter 2, seem an 

attractive starting point. I devote chapter 6  to the development of such a model. Regardless 

of the approach chosen in chapter 6 , however, one point comes across clearly: in many goods 

and dyads, neither pure economic models of BT, nor pure political models of CC, fully 

explain the trade and political relationship between countries, or BT and CC appear to be 

truly interdependent.
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ENDNOTES

1. The sample includes countries of different sizes, government types, economic systems, 
and from different regions. Moreover, the sample includes superpowers, middle powers, 
minor powers, dyads that fought a war, dyads that did not fight a war, and political rivalries.

2. Quarterly total BT data from the IMF are available since 1960 and yearly data since 1948.

3. All statistical analyses are conducted by using statistical package RATS, version 4.0.

4. In the case of Egypt-Israel, results are slightly different between the two sources probably 
because of a 1987 fourth quarter spike in trade ratio from the UN data, which is caused by a 
report of low Egyptian trade with the world that is reported in the IMF data.

5. In chapter 4 we also report the second best significance level in order to check the 
sensitivity of results to lag length. For space reasons, only the best levels are reported here.

6 . The fact that some causal directions are reciprocal is ignored here.

7. In general, the use of 5% significance level in Tables 5-2 through 5-4 retains the main 
thrust of the results.

8 . In Table 5-8, the list of SITC two digits goods is provided as well as each SITC one digit 
category.

9. It should be noted that the standard errors of coefficients may not be reliable due to 
potential multicollinearity in equations with long lags.

10. Average trade ratios over the sample period are used for the BT sizes. The lowest BT 
ratio is 0.0024 for Ethiopia-Somalia and the highest is 0.2073 for Chile-Argentina in the 
WEIS period. The average is 0.0679 for the largest BT ratios. For countries that fought a 
war the average is 0.0321.
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Table 5-1. Dyads In the Sample.

Dvad Rival War Datg Yearly Quarterly Obs. Symbol

Egypt-Libya No Yes 77 65-92 n/a 28 EGLI
Jordan-Syria No Yes 70 64-88 n/a 25 JOSY
Turkey-Greece Yes Yes 74 62-91 72:4-93:3 30(77) TRGR
Pakistan-India Yes Yes 65,71 62-92 n/a 31 PKIN
UK-Argentinac No No n/a 62-78 n/a 17 UKAR°
UK-Argentinaw No Yes 82 71-91 n/a 2 1 UKAR"
Honduras-El Salvador No Yes 69 63-90 n/a 28 HUSA
Bolivia-Chile No No n/a 62-78 n/a 17 BOCI
Chile-Argentina0 Yes ET 72,78 62-78 n/a 17 CIAR°
Chile-Argentina" Yes ET 72,78 66-91 n/a 26 CIAR*
Egypt-Israel Yes No n/a 80-91 80:1-91:3 12(47) EGIS
Ethiopia-Somalia Yes Yes 77-78 62-91 n/a 30 ETSO
Indonesia-Malaysia No ET n/a 67-77 n/a 11 EDMA
Morocco-Algeria No ET 75 62-88 n/a 27 MOAL
Peru-Ecuador Yes ET 78 62-78 n/a 17 PEEC
US-China No* No n/a 71-92 71:1-92:2 2 2 (8 6 ) UCCH
US-USSRf No* ET 62,73,78,79 62-91 70:1-91:4 30 (8 8 ) USSUf
US-USSR0 No* ET 62,73,78 62-78 n/a 17 ussu°
Venezuela-Guyana No No n/a 62-78 n/a 17 VNGU

Notes: The first country in each dyad listed is an actor and the second country is a target. For the 
superscripts, "C" indicates COPDAB period, "W" indicates WEIS period, and T  indicates full 
period. The entry n/a means not applicable. The column, rival, specifies whether the dyad is 
classified as a rivalry in the literature. The column, war, shows the status of war or extreme tension 
(ET) during the sample period. The date of such conflict is specified under the column, date. The 
classification of rivalries is not consensus. For instance, Goertz and Diehl (1993) and Geller (1993) 
classify the US-USSR and US-China dyads as rivalries as well. The columns of yearly and quarterly 
specify the earliest and latest date for which both CC and disaggregated trade data are available. The 
column, observations, shows the number of yearly data points and that of quarterly data points in 
parentheses. The column, symbol, indicates the shorthand name of that dyad used in other tables.
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CC Causes BT: Significance Level and Lag Length (below)

Dvad I Sfi SI S2 s i

u ssu 0.64 0.20 0.14 0.05 0.00
2 I 3 9 4

USCH 0.39 0.48 0.56 0.01 0.02
12 9 3 3 8

TRGR 0.02 0.89 0.49 0.36 0.17
12 3 6 2 11

EGIS 0.40 0.42 0.31 0.26 0.30
5 12 12 12 5

S4 SS SS SI s s S9

0.00 0.06 0.03 0.10 0.66 0.66
9 10 10 8 11 1
0.42 0.20 0.50 0.13 0.49 0.39
11 2 9 12 12 8
0.45 0.00 0.01 0.05 0.29 0.57
9 11 I 7 2 5
0.04 0.12 0.41 0.31 0.11 0.49
10 11 12 1 6 11

BT Causes CC: Significance Level and Lag Length (below)

Dvad I SO SI S2 S3

USSU 0.04 0.13 0.15 0.28 0.05
7 7 12 I 1

USCH 0.35 0.65 0.209 0.84 0.18
4 I 4 7 2

TRGR 0.00 0.04 0.05 0.00 0.04
7 7 7 6 7

EGIS 0.11 0.12 0.09 0.22 0.21
6 I 1 1 I

S4 SS S6 SI SS S3

0.01 0.01 0.10 0.38 0.01 0.00
9 10 1 7 i I
0.32 0.54 0.19 0.06 0.20 0.54
I 12 2 6 4 1
0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.61
7 3 7 2 7 5
0.08 0.18 0.13 0.18 0.46 0.74
1 3 1 1 11 11

Notes: T stands for total trade and SO, SI and S9 stand for one-digit SITC commodity
groups. Dyad symbols are listed in Table 5-1. Values are the significance levels of F 
statistics and the corresponding lag lengths are given below. The first country in each dyad is 
the reporter of trade data and is also the actor. Values significant at the 10% significance 
level are shown in bold.
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Table 5-3. CC Causes BT (Yearly Data): Significance Level and Las Length.

Dvad T SQ SI

EGLI 0.01 0.05 0.32
I 2 1

JOSY 0.50 0.24 0.03
2 4 4

TRGR 0.17 0.80 0.61
I I I

PKIN 0.01 0.09 0.58
I 2 2

UKARC0.49 0.01 0.03
3 4 1

UKAR' 0.15 0.23 0.26
I I 2

HUSA 0.00 0.00 0.00
1 3 4

BOCI 0.85 0.71 0.12
L 2 2

CIARC 0.41 0.25 0.25
3 3 3

CIAR" 0.42 0.36 0.96
1 I I

EGIS 0.71 0.00 0.80
I 2 2

ETSO 0.24 0.16 0.00
4 2 4

IDMA 0.61 0.44 0.28
I 1 I

MOAL 0.31 0.03 0.12
3 2 4

PEEC 0.08 0.03 0.04
I I I

USCH 0.25 0.65 0.69
4 1 2

USSUf 0.17 0.10 0.00
3 3 3

USSUC 0.51 0.94 0.10
1 3 I

VNGU 0.00 0.89 n/a
2 2 n/a

S2 S3 S4 &

0.06 0.02 0.31 0.20
4 I 1 I
0.17 0.06 0.23 0.38
4 2 3 2
0.31 0.07 0.31 0.41
4 I I 2
0.11 0.01 0.17 0.16
4 1 2 I
0.63 0.28 0.04 0.03
4 4 4 4
0.44 0.07 0.33 0.12
I I I 1
0.05 0.11 0.22 0.02
I 1 3 4
0.07 0.32 0.01 0.94
I 3 1 2
0.25 0.11 0.35 0.80
3 3 1 4
0.71 0.56 0.14 0.43
I I 1 1
0.78 0.56 0.02 0.06
I I 1 2
0.00 0.66 n/a 0.02
4 I n/a 4
0.12 0.92 0.01 0.38
1 I 1 1
0.03 0.04 0.00 0.36
3 2 2 2
0.02 0.07 0.04 0.20
2 I 1 I
0.01 0.04 0.14 0.72
2 1 3 1
0.04 0.20 0.10 0.04
4 I 2 I
0.00 0.00 0.65 0.20
I 2 4 4
o.u 0.00 n/a 0.00
I 2 n/a 2

SS sz SS SS

0.02 0.11 0.05 0.01
I i 4 l
0.19 0.10 0.03 0.31
3 1 2 2
0.01 0.49 0.51 0.84
1 I 1 3
0.15 0.09 0.00 0.24
I I 1 1
0.01 0.53 0.02 0.14
3 1 4 1
0.18 0.30 0.40 0.24
I I I I
0.00 0.02 0.00 0.04
I 1 1 4
0.02 0.07 0.05 0.09
I 2 2 I
0.19 0.06 0.79 0.06
3 2 1 1
0.14 0.91 0.71 0.71
3 I 2 I
0.18 0.36 0.74 0.49
2 I 2 2
0.02 0.48 0.46 0.52
4 I I 1
0.09 0.40 0.04 0.82
1 1 1 1
0.21 0.64 0.02 0.26
I 2 3 I
0.02 0.19 0.11 0.73
3 2 3 1
0.25 0.07 0.25 0.54
4 4 4 4
0.02 0.02 0.02 0.05
3 2 3 4
0.00 0.02 0.10 0.02
3 1 3 3
0.08 0.22 0.25 0.97
4 3 2 1

Notes: See notes in Table 5-2 and n/a stands for not applicable due to zero trade.
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Table 5-4. BT Causes CC (Yearly Data): Significance Level and Lag Length

Dvad T SO SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S I S8 S9

EGLI 0.19 021 0.71 0.02 0.66 0.29 0.16 0.17 021 0.90 0.29
3 4 I 2 2 3 4 3 4 1 3

JOSY 0.21 0.10 0.72 0.14 0.03 0.03 0.90 0J0 0.01 0.17 0.78
I I 4 I 2 2 I 2 3 4 1

TRGR 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.49 0.00 0.51 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.16 0.47
2 3 j I 2 I 2 2 2 4 I

PKIN 0.50 0.09 0.80 0.70 0.42 0.01 0.08 0.87 0.58 0.15 0.12
2 2 1 3 I 2 2 1 I 3 1

UKARC0.00 0.00 0.61 0.15 0.55 0.36 0.43 029 0.05 0.07 0.00
2 2 1 I 4 2 I 4 2 4 2

UKAR" 0.43 0.81 0.10 0.01 0.00 0.11 0.25 0.73 0.09 0.06 0.74
I 2 I 4 I 4 2 I I 2 I

HUSA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.03 0.00
4 4 4 2 4 4 4 I 2 4 4

BOCI 021 0.18 0.01 0.06 0.10 0.36 0.52 0.08 028 0.00 0.04
4 2 2 4 3 2 1 1 2 2 2

CIAR' 0.00 0.01 0.54 0.76 0.08 0.62 0.19 0.14 0.00 0.36 025
I I 4 3 I I 4 2 I 3 1

CIAR" 0.44 0.45 0.77 0.51 0.73 0.17 0.51 0.58 0.79 028 0.84
4 I 2 I 1 4 I 1 3 4 2

EGIS 028 0.15 0.34 0.87 0.14 0.47 0.33 0.11 0.14 0.81 0.31
I I 2 2 1 I I I I I 2

ETSO 0.02 0.60 0.06 0.00 0.00 n/a 0.00 0.00 0.54 0.00 0.00
4 4 2 4 2 n/a 4 4 3 2 2

[DMA 0.17 0.61 0.47 0.47 0.30 0.55 0.10 0.16 0.07 0.24 0.32
2 2 2 2 2 I I 2 2 I 1

MOAL 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.81 0.00 0.00 0.21 0.00
2 I I 4 4 1 1 2 3 I I

PEEC 0.14 0.02 0.23 0.37 0.11 0.19 0.22 0.62 023 0.21 0.59
4 1 I 1 2 4 4 4 I 4 4

USCH 0.12 0.48 0.05 0.42 0.60 028 0.39 0.13 0.01 0.06 0.24
2 1 2 4 4 4 1 2 2 2 4

USSUf 0.06 0.06 0.39 0.25 0.28 0.17 0.04 0.16 022 0.08 0.06
I I 1 1 2 1 2 2 I I 4

USSUC 0.38 0.34 0.00 024 026 0.63 0.19 0.17 0.23 0.16 0.25
2 2 3 1 4 I 2 3 4 4 3

VNGU 0.02 0.35 n/a 0.17 0.18 n/a 0.52 0.02 0.12 0.52 0.45
3 4 n/a 4 4 n/a 4 3 3 4 2

Notes: See notes in Table 5-3.
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Table 5-5. BT and CC Causality Per Commodity Groups, Across Dyads.

SITC C -> T T ->C T < -> C NJL

7(6)T Total trade 3 4(5) 2
SO Food /Live animals 2 2 5(6) 7(6)
SI Beverages/Tobacco 3(4) 5(4) 2(3) 6(5)
S2 Crude materials/Metalliferous 5 I 3 7
S3 Mineral Fuels/Lubricants 5 3 4 4
S4 Fat /Oil /Processed animals 5 3 1 7
S5 Chemicals 2(3) 3 3(2) 8
S6 Basic Manufactures/Steel/Iron .6 I 5(6) 4(3)
S7 Machinery/Electronics 3 4 3(4) 6(5)
S8 Manufactured Goods 5(6) 3(2) 3 5
S9 Goods not classified 1 (2) 2 3 10(9)

Notes: C -> T  refers to the number of dyads in which causality from CC to BT is significant at the 
10 % level. T—>C refers to the number of dyads in which significant causality is from BT to CC 
and T < -> C  shows that in which significant causality is reciprocal. N.C. indicates the number of 
dyads in which there is no significant causal relationship. The counts in parentheses are from the 
COPDAB periods for the dyads of UK-Argentina, US-USSR, and Chile-Argentina.

Table 5-6. Signs of Significant Coefficients for US-USSR and US-China.

Dvad rc -> x iQ rc-> T iv U -> C k [T-

USSU positive 6 7 5 3
USSU negative 7 2 5 5
USCH positive 12 3 4 5
USCH negative 2 4 2 3
Total positive 18 10 9 8
Total negative 9 6 7 8

Mote: USSU stands for US-USSR and USCH stands for US-China. Positive and negative refers to 
the signs of significant coefficients. Subscript Q indicates quarterly data and subscript Y yearly data.

Table 5-7. Causality and Size of BT Ratio.

Causality Largest Second Largest Third Largest

C—>T 2 6 (8) 3(2)
T—>C 3 2 4
T< —>C 5(6) 1 2
No causality 6(5) 7(5) 7(8)

Notes: Significant causality at the 10% in the three largest sizes of BT. The counts in parentheses are 
from the COPDAB periods for the dyads of UK-Argentina, US-USSR, and Chile-Argentina.
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Table 5-8. SITC-1 and SITC-2 Levels, Revision 2.

d m r is iM SITC-2 deschptkm

Food and live animals 0 | meat and preparations
02 Dairy pmriucts.biids eggs
03 Fob and preparations
04 Cereals and prcparaooas
OS Vegetables and Fruits
06 Sugar and preps, honey
07 Coffte.Tea.CocnaJ>ptcas
01 Feedings for animals
09 Misc edible products

Beverages and tobacco II Beverages
12 Tobacco and Manufacturm

Crude mnerialsJnediblc 21 H idq jk ins.fun jind im ad
except fed 22 Oil seed^lcagiaous fruits

23 Crude rubber including synthetic
24 Code snd wood. Lumber
25 Pulp, waste paper
26 TextileJtbers and wane
27 Crude FemlizefSjniacnJs
21 MetsIIiferouxorcs scrap
29 Crude animal and vegetable material

Mineral fuels, lubricant 32 C oal coke and briquettes
33 Petroleum and products
34 Gas.mniral and manufactured
35 Electrical current

AnimaL Vegetable oiLFat 4t Animals, oils and fats
42 Fixed vegetable oilsjat
43 Processed animalvegctable oil and fat

Chemical related 51 Organic Chemicals
products 52 Inorganic Chemicals

53 Dyes.tanntng.coloring products
54 Medical and pharmaceutical products
55 Perfuraexleaning msterials^Us
56 Fertilizers manufactures
57 Exptosives^ryrotechnics
58 Plastics. Resins, cellulose; ethers
59 Chemical materials and products

Basic mamifac. classified 61 Leatbcr.dressed fbrskuts
chiefly by material 62 Rubber manufactures

63 Woodxorfc manuf excluding furniture
64 PaperJ’aperbcard prod.
65 Texule.yamjabrics
66 Nonmctallic mineral manufactures
67 Iron and steel
68 Non-ferrous metals
69 Manufactures o f  metals

Machines transport equip 71 Power generating equip
72 Machines specialized for industries
73 Metalworking machinery
74 General industrial machinery and parts
75 Office machinenAito. data procaning
76 Telecommunication, sound equipment
77 Electric machincryjppliancea^aiv
78 Road vehicles and pads
79 Other transportarion equipment

Misc manufactured 81 SanitaryJteatiagJigbtiag
goods 82 Fumiture.parts thereof

83 Travel goods, handbags
84 Clothing, apparel and accessories
85 Footwear
87 Pref.scientific.contrQl instruments
88 Photographic equip, and optical goods
89 Misc manufactured goods

Goods not classified 91 Postal, mail
93 Special transactions
94 Zoo. animals, pets
95 War.army equip.Jtrearms^nummition
96 Coirunot goULnot legal tender
97 Gold, platrnumjewcis. monetary
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CHAPTER 6: MODEL DEVELOPMENT

la this chapter we develop a simultaneous equation model, or SEM, of BT and CC. 

Three principles drive the development of this model. First, we model the behavior of each 

dyad separately. Second, following the causality investigations in chapters 4 and 5 ,1 model 

the relationship between BT and CC as interactive. 1 Last, while previous BT and CC studies 

in the literature investigate the interaction between BT and CC of one unitary actor trade 

partner, I model the interaction between both trade partners’ BT and CC flows, and 

distinguish among consumers, producers, and governments in each country. To streamline 

the presentation, in this chapter we present the main steps of the model development.

Appendix 2 presents the algebraic steps required to derive the formulas shown here.

6.1 Brief Overview of the Model

Each nation in the model produces goods for both foreign and domestic markets, and 

consumes domestic and imported goods. The rational actors in the model are consumers, 

producers, and governments. Across nations, consumers are assumed to have the same type 

of utility function and producers the same type of production technology; the numerical 

parameters of the functions, however, may differ from country to country. Actors’ valuation 

of bilateral political relations also varies across countries. As indicated in chapter 2, the term 

good refers to a certain type of traded commodities, where the term product refers to a 

location specific traded good.2

The literature has recognized that consumers and producers may differentiate goods 

according to their origin or destination, respectively. Following Armington (1969), we 

assume that consumers take into account not only quality and relative prices but also the 

country of origin of the product. While this assumption is used in many studies, researchers
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do not explicitly model why consumers differentiate among products. Armington (1969) and 

Parker (1979) argue that such a behavior may be related to historical and cultural ties among 

trade partners. Hickman (1973) attributes it to delivery times and capacity utilization. De 

Melo and Robinson (1989) claim that such an assumption is needed since models do not 

disaggregate products sufficiently. A different approach, explicitly modeled here, is that 

products are distinguished according to bilateral political relations.

Producers are assumed to differentiate goods according to their country of destination 

as in Geraci and Preow (1982), Dixon, Parmenter, Sutton and Vincent (1982), De Melo and 

Robinson (1985, 1989), and Bergstrand (1985,1989). Researchers do not explicitly model 

why producers differentiate products, however. Dixon, Parmenter, Sutton and Vincent (1982) 

argue that products are differentiated by producers since firms engage in joint production for 

various countries using a finite resource pool. De Melo and Robinson (1989) use the same 

reasoning they use for the import side (see above). According to Knetter (1992), firms 

distinguish among destinations in response to exchange rate stability. We assume that goods 

are differentiated by destination according to bilateral political relations of trade partners.3

As in Barten (1971) and Italianer (1986), consumers are assumed to implement a three 

stage decision process. In the first stage, consumers allocate income to broad categories. In 

the second stage, they allocate expenditure on each category to imported and home produced 

goods. In the third stage, they allocate the expenditure on imports among foreign suppliers.

As in Geraci and Preow (1982) and Italianer and d’Alcantara (1986), producers are assumed 

to first decide on the level of production of each good. In the second stage, they allocate this 

level to domestic and foreign markets. Finally, they allocate the export of each category 

among destinations. Following Deardorf and Stem (1986), Bergstrand (1985), and De Melo 

and Robinson (1989), private agents are assumed to be price takers.4 While products are
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imperfect substitutes, goods are assumed to be homogenous within each sector.

As in Pollins (1989a, 1989b), private economic agents are assumed to regard political 

relations as exogenous, or as given. When bilateral relations deteriorate (improve), bilateral 

import is assumed to contribute less (more) to consumers’ welfare and producers are assumed 

to devote less (more) resources to production for that destination/

There are several reasons why bilateral relations may affect economic agents. First, 

consumers or producers may wish to penalize foes. Second, as bilateral relations deteriorate, 

the expected cost of trade disruption increases, and consumers may substitute products from a 

foe and producers may allocate exports to alternative destinations. Third, as bilateral relations 

deteriorate, traders may require additional insurance, and exporters may invest more resources 

in marketing due to bias against unfriendly countries. Fourth, as governments may restrict 

trade with potential foes, traders or agents with vested interests in trade may invest more in 

lobbying for free trade.

In contrast to Polachek (1980, 1992) who assumes that all governments derive a 

positive utility from bilateral conflict, we assume that the utility or disutility that governments 

derive from bilateral CC may change across dyads, traded products, and over time. To 

simplify, governments are assumed to not consume, produce, or intervene in markets, other 

than to impose tariffs. Following the interaction approach to foreign policy, we assume that 

governments’ choice of bilateral CC depends on their own previous CC (inertia) and on CC 

directed at them (reciprocity). However, other factors, such as the value or the volume and 

price of bilateral export and import, may also affect governments’ foreign policy interaction.

6 .2  Demand and Sunnlv

The demand of the product in the model is a modification of Armington’s (1969) and
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Barten’s (1971) studies, while the supply part modifies Geraci and Preow’s (1982) and 

Bergstrand’s (1985) work. The primary features introduced here are endogenous bilateral 

conflict and cooperation terms in demand and supply. In the end, a testable model of bilateral 

sectoral trade, which turns out to be a trade gravity like model (but with some differences) is 

developed.

There are N nations and n goods in the model. The index j denotes producing nations 

with j = 1,2,...,N; and the index k indicates consuming nations, with k=l,2,...,N . The index

i ( i= l,2  n) denotes goods. The quantity and price of good i produced in country j and

consumed in country k (which we defined as a product) are given, respectively, by Q^. and 

Pijk. A vector of products, Qk, is consumed in country k, following Armington (1969).

Consumers in country k maximize utility by choosing Qk given their income.

Modeling and solving the real world consumer’s problem is hard as the number of goods 

which are consumed is very large. "It is thus important to find ways in which the problem 

can be simplified, either by aggregation, so that whole categories can be dealt with as single 

units, or by separation, so that the problem can be dealt with in smaller, more manageable 

units" (Deaton and Muellbauer, 1980). To simplify, we follow Solow (1955), Strotz (1957), 

Armington (1969), Hickman and Lau (1973), and most CGE models in assuming that 

consumers’ preferences are weakly separable. This assumption reduces the scope of the 

problem. We also assume that goods can be aggregated into groups, thus reducing the 

information requirements in empirical analysis. Similarly, following Geraci and Preow 

(1982), Dixon, Parmenter, Sutton and Vincent (1982), De Melo and Robinson (1989), and 

Bergstrand (1985, 1989) we assume that production technology is also weakly separable.

Aggregation implies that the solution of the consumer’s problem can utilize quantity 

and price indices of baskets’ of goods. Separability implies that goods or products can be
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divided into groups that hold commodities of the same kind such that preferences how to 

allocate expenditure among goods within a group can be considered independent of goods in 

other groups. Hence, utility can be divided to components (sub-utilities), each depending on 

goods within a particular group. This implies the existence of consumers’ decision making 

tree.

Under separability, two decision making trees are most widely used in the empirical 

bilateral trade literature. Some authors follow Armington (1969) and assume a two stage 

decision process, as shown in Figure 6-1. In the first stage consumers decide on the amount 

of each good to be consumed from both domestic and foreign suppliers, hi the second stage 

they allocate the good’s quantity among different products (e.g., Geraci and Preow, 1982; 

Bergstrand, 1985; Marquez, 1991, 1992).

[Insert Figure 6 -1  here: Two Stage Decision Making Tree]

Hickman (1973) and Hickman and Lau (1973) further simplify Armington’s (1969) 

approach by assuming that in the eyes of consumers domestic products are not substitutes of 

imports, or alternatively, there is no domestic production of imported products. Equivalently, 

other researchers note that under weakly separable utility further sub division of groups into 

sub groups is theoretically possible (Barten, 1971; Deaton and Muellbauer, 1980).

Accordingly, many studies assume a three stage decision process as shown in Figure 6-2.

[Insert Figure 6-2 here: Three Stage Decision Making Tree]

As bilateral trade data are not readily classified according to the categories of national 

production data, the three stage decision making process assumption greatly simplifies 

empirical work focusing on disaggregated bilateral trade. Ranuzzi (1981, 1982), Italianer 

(1986), and Italianer and d’Alcantara (1986), for instance, apply this assumption in studying 

disaggregated trade. Pollins (1989b), Kohli and Morey (1988), and De Crombrugghe (1995),
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for example, apply this assumption in studying total trade.6

Under separability of preferences, it can be shown that the consumers’ problem which 

is solved in several stages and the one which is solved directly are equivalent (Deaton and 

Muellbauer, 1980). That is, in both solutions the same quantities are purchased given similar 

prices. Out of the several decision stages the more problematic is the first as in this stage 

consumers allocate income to broad groups while utilizing groups’ quantity and price indices 

which depend on the choice of products in other stages. As discussed in Deaton and 

Muellbauer (1980), the theoretical equivalence of the two formulations breaks down unless 

consumer’s preferences are both homothetic and linearly homogenous, or they have a 

particular functional form identified by Gorman (1959). Yet, if we drop the assumption of 

separability the estimation of bilateral trade models, in particular those dealing with 

disaggregated trade, becomes impractical (Italianer, 1986).

I shall adopt the three stage decision process both in consumption and in production. 

Utilizing weekly separable functional form for consumers’ utility function we assume that the 

consumers’ problem may be solved in three stages as in Barten (1971), Italianer (1986) and 

others. We also assume that when consumers allocate income over categories (stage one), 

and when allocating each category over imported and domestic goods (stage two), they do not 

consider bilateral CC. We solve only the allocation of k’s expenditures on multilateral 

sectoral imports (M J among foreign suppliers. This solution approach is similar to the one 

used in Hickman (1973), Hickman and Lau (1973), Ranuzzi (1982), Italianer and D’alcantara 

(1986), De Crombrugghe (1995) and others.

Incorporating CC into bilateral trade theory is not straightforward as current trade 

theory does not consider the role of bilateral political relations. We find that two approaches 

may be used. In the first approach, we may treat conflict, cooperation (and various other
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political factors) as an additional trade resistance in a trade gravity equation. Such approach 

was taken by Sapir (1981), Brada and Mendez (1985), Summary (1989), Pollins (1989a), 

Dixon and Moon (1993), and Gowa (1989, 1994). This approach, however, is not based on 

microeconomic foundations. Another possibility, implemented here, is to use the 

characteristic approach.

Some researchers (i.e. Bhagwati, 1964; Lancaster, 1966; Linnemann, 1966;

Hufbauer, 1970; Gruber and Vernon, 1970) argue that goods’ characteristics like cultural 

distance, human skills, and membership in international economic or political organizations 

affect consumption, in general, and BT patterns, in particular. Kohli and Morey (1988) 

hypothesize that differences in bilateral import flows across exporters are due to different 

characteristics of supplied goods. Accordingly, they add a linear transformation of those 

characteristics to consumers’ utility (modeled as CES function). Solving the consumer’s 

optimization problem, their bilateral import demand includes various exogenous characteristics 

(i.e. exporter’s GNP, population, product availability, exporter’s reputation, products’ content 

of minerals).

In our study, noneconomic factors are introduced into the allocation of imports based 

on the characteristics of goods. In particular, we attach attributes, or goods’ characteristics, 

to products based on bilateral CC with the country of origin. Consumers are assumed to have 

access to the same political information. Agents in countries j and k, however, may value 

bilateral CC differently. Bilateral conflict and cooperation, CC, as viewed by consumers of 

Qijk is modeled as a variable bijk; bijk = exp^^CO*), where 7 * is positive.7 This monotonic 

transformation is chosen so that the logarithm transformation of b0k will produce the full 

spectrum of CC values, from - 00 to 0 0 . Positive CC values imply cooperation while 

negative CC values imply conflict. Hence, bijk approaches zero for extremely high conflict
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levels and infinity for extremely high cooperation levels.

Next, I will solve the third stage of the decision process implemented by consumers 

and producers. The third stage consumers’ sub-utility from import of good i, U4, is given by

(1). The constant elasticity of substitution (CES) among products in country k  is given by a±

(0 £  ff* £  oo) . 8

In (1), consumers’ utility from Qijk increases, other things being equal, when the bilateral 

relations improve.

The price of product Qijk, P"ijlE, is modeled next. P5k denotes the free-on-board 

(f.o.b.) price of Qy*, denoted in the producer’s currency. The ratio of good i’s price 

including the cost of transportation and insurance (c.i.f) to its f.o.b. price is denoted as Cijk so 

that CI]k > 1. TRijk= (1+tjjJ, where t^ is ad-valorem tariff imposed by k on good i from j, 

and Ejk is the spot value of k’s currency in terms of j ’s currency.9

Consumers in k maximize U* by choosing Qw subject to the expenditure allocated to 

good i’s imports (M^. Following the standard procedure, the first order conditions of this 

problem yield N(N-1) Armington like import demand functions shown in (3). The sum of 

weighted prices in the denominator of (3) is referred here to as k’s sectoral import price level.

In (3), as political relations improve so that bijk increases, other things being equal, the

W-l al*
(1 )

PnuC^yTR.
(2 )

D_ b i1k^ P \ 1k-^M ik
Uijk (3)
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quantity demanded by k’s consumers increases.

Assume a single factor of production (say, labor) which is internationally immobile. 10 

The amount of factor of production available for production of exports of good i in country j 

is denoted by R̂ . Producers allocate the factor of production according to a constant 

elasticity of transformation (CET) production frontier in (4), where the elasticity of 

transformation among products is given by t 9 ( 0 ^  t9 £  oo).u Similar to the demand side, 

the bilateral relations as viewed by Qjjk’s exporters are modeled with a variable a^, =

exp(-5r,CCjk), where <5̂ is positive. Hence, a^ approaches infinity for extremely high levels of 

conflict and zero for extremely high levels of cooperation.

ir-i *ij

> l * 'w <4)
Jc=l

In (4), as bilateral relations deteriorate additional resources are required to produce Q^.

The maximization of profits from producing good i by choosing subject to 

generates the supply function of Qllk. The sum of weighted prices in the denominator of 

equation (7) is referred here to as j ’s sectoral export price level. Multilateral export value of 

good i in country j is X,7, where X§ -  W ^ , and W;j is sector i’s wage. See Bergstrand 

(1985) and Appendix 2 for details.

Q  S - _______P j j k  i j X j j ______
if -1 (5)

aijie 2 ~ i i j k
k = l

In (5), as bilateral relations deteriorate, other things being equal, the quantity supplied 

decreases.

Assuming that all markets clear, QDllk = Q5̂  holds for every sector. The complete 

general equilibrium system of (N-l)N non-linear demand and supply equations can be solved,
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in principle, to obtain bilateral quantities and prices in terms of the exogenous variables Ry, 

a^, bp, tp, <rk, and r9 and the endogenous C* The estimation of such a system requires, 

however, hard to obtain BT prices and has not yet been done in the literature.

The model can be modified into a dyadic one by assuming that bilateral sectoral trade 

flows are small relative to multilateral sectoral trade flows, and bilateral CC flows do not 

depend on CC flows between other countries. Dyadic or bilateral empirical models are 

widely used in economics, political science, and in the trade and conflict literature. See 

Bergstrand (1985, 1989), Gould (1994) and actually all purely economic trade gravity models 

for examples of dyadic models which do not involve CC. See Ward (1982), Rajmaira and 

Ward (1990), and most other action-reaction or interaction models of CC for examples of 

dyadic models which do not involve BT. See Polachek (1978, 1980, 1992) and Sayrs (1987, 

1989) for examples of dyadic models in which CC depends on BT. See Pollins (1989a, 

1989b), Bergeijk (1994), Gowa (1989, 1994) and other applications of a trade gravity model 

augmented by political variables for examples of dyadic models in the trade and conflict 

literature.

It follows that the effect of changes in bilateral quantities and prices on other markets 

is small, so that sectoral export and import price levels and expenditures may be assumed 

exogenous. Under the above assumptions each trading dyad may be analyzed separately from 

other dyads, or in partial equilibrium. Two versions of the model may be estimated under 

these assumptions. In one version, bilateral demand and supply equations are estimated using 

bilateral prices data. In a second version, bilateral trade value equations are estimated from a 

model which does not require bilateral trade prices. This second version of the model is 

derived next.

Under the small markets assumption, we can obtain analytical expressions of bilateral
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price, quantity, and value per dyad. From (3), (5) and the market clearing condition, (6 ) is 

obtained for P^, where ETCjjk denotes the term E^/(TR^C^), PTg is the denominator of (5), 

and PS* is the denominator of (3).

In (6 ), as bilateral relations perceived by k’s importers improve (b^ increases), consumers 

pay more for Q^. Similarly, as bilateral relations perceived by exporters improve (a^ 

decreases), producers charge a lower price for Q^.

The solution for Q5k is derived by substituting PSk from (6 ) into (3), or alternatively 

into (5):

As the bilateral relations perceived by importers improve, BT volume increases, other things 

being equal. Similarly, as bilateral relations perceived by exporters deteriorate, BT volume 

decreases.

The sectoral BT value expressed in the exporter local currency is derived by multiplying 

Qiik in (7) by P,lk in (6 ). The result, Tijk, is given by (8 ), where RM* = (M /̂PS*) and RXg = 

(Sjj/PTjj), for further notational simplification.

In the above, PS* and PT, are sums of weighted prices of bilateral imports and 

exports, respectively. In the empirical work in chapters 7 through 9 they are approximated 

by using multilateral sectoral import and export price indices, respectively, or by using 

multilateral unit values if price indices are not available. 12 Hence, the terms RM& and RX,7

i
( 6 )

xi j  ° ik  aik^’t i i * l )  ° ikxi1 ° lk  *11 xi19Uc

* ij+ ° ik

(7)

qik-i ( t^ i)  (i-qik) ixu+i) <°ik) J*.(Tn+i) (oik) fai
*i]*°ik
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may be approximately interpreted as real multilateral import and export, respectively.

Expression (8) resembles the widely used trade gravity model with the following 

differences: (1) it includes real multilateral import and export values in contrast to nominal 

GNP of both trade partners in the typical gravity model; (2) it is specified in terms of 

individual goods; and (3) it includes the bilateral political relations as a determinant of BT 

value which do not appear in the original trade gravity model.

Equation (6) resembles, but only partially, the CC model used by Polacbek.

Similarly, equation (8) resembles, but only partially, the BT model used by Pollins. Polachek 

assumes that "hostility raises the price that must be paid for imports and lowers the prices at 

which exports can be sold (1992:93)." In equation (6), however, it is possible that the 

bilateral price will actually rise with cooperation and fall with conflict. This is the opposite 

result to that assumed by Polachek. This result may be obtained when the cooperation 

induced bilateral demand rise is higher than the induced bilateral supply rise effect. In 

Pollins’ work, trade values are unambiguously expected to increase with cooperation (Pollins, 

1989a). In equation (8), however, it is possible that trade value will fall with cooperation or 

rise with conflict. This result may be obtained, for instance, if a cooperation induced fall in 

prices is larger than the induced rise in quantity.

The above disscusion is clearly illustrated in Figure 6-3 below.

[Insert Figure 6-3 here: Bilateral Demand, Supply, and Cooperation]

Figure 6-3 presents an illustration of shifts in bilateral demand and supply as a result of a rise 

in bilateral CC. The economy starts in equilibrium at point A, with bilateral demand D, and 

bilateral supply S,. As the bilateral CC rises, bilateral demand rises or D, moves to D2, and 

bilateral supply rises or S, moves to S2. The economy moves to the new equilibrium at point 

B. In point B, the bilateral trade volume (Qiik) unambiguously rises relative to point A. The
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bilateral trade price (Pp) in point B may rise, fall, or remain unchanged relative to point A, 

depending on the magnitudes of the shifts of demand and supply. If demand moves up more 

than supply moves down, Pijk rises, and vice verse. The bilateral trade value is given by Pijk x 

Qp. Whether or not the bilateral trade value rises with cooperation depends on how Pijk 

changes with cooperation.

The source of the differences between my results and those obtained in the trade and 

conflict literature is the fact that the scope of my model is wider than the scope of either 

Polachek’s or Pollins’ models or, for that matter, all models in this literature. Since I 

distinguish between the behavior of exporters and importers, the price and value of BT may 

rise or fall as a result of more cooperation or conflict, the effect being determined by the 

relative strength of the demand and supply effects. These results contrast also with the trade 

gravity model based studies of Bergeijk (1992, 1994), Gowa (1989, 1994), Summary (1989), 

and Dixon and Moon (1993) or again, for that matter, with all trade gravity based models 

which assume that CC changes the trade resistance term. That is, assuming implicitly that 

CC (measured in different ways) is but another trade friction, these authors conclude that 

trade values unambiguously increase with cooperation, a result not obtained here.

6.3 Conflict/Cooperation

Our CC model modifies Dixon’s (1986) adaptation of the general partial adjustment 

model to bilateral foreign policy interaction. We assume that j ’s desired CC toward k, CCp, 

depends on k’s actual CC toward j, C^, but with a random shock e^ from j toward k; 

namely,

CC j k =\^X^CCkj e+ejkc, (9)

where, if X, =1, country j employs a tit-for-tat strategy to match k’s actions. If X, > 1 or
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0 < X, < 1, j  reciprocates k in kind but with a stronger or weaker magnitude, respectively. If 

\ ( < 0 , j employs a contrarian strategy; that is, j attempts to appease k’s hostility or extends 

hostility in return for k’s cooperation. An equation similar to (9) is written for k’s desired 

CC action toward j in time t, CC‘kj:

The actual change in CC in time t from the previous time period is assumed to be 

proportional to the desired change in CC:

where, if 7 = 1, CC approaches CC* instantaneously. If 0<  y < l ,  CC approaches CC* 

steadily as t approaches oo. If l <y<2,  CC approaches CC* in a dampened wave pattern. If 

7 = 2 , CC alternates around CC*. If 7  is outside the range 0 to 2, CC diverges from CC* as t 

grows. The basic interaction model is obtained in (12) by substituting (9) into (11):

Governments’ choice of bilateral CC is assumed to be affected by BT as in the studies 

of Ashley (1980) and Sayrs (1989). Equations (13) and (14) are specified by adding BT to 

equation (12) and to its counterpart equation for CC^. The importance of BT in different 

sectors to governments may vary, however, within and across countries. Accordingly, the 

coefficients of BT in the CC equations are assumed to be sector specific. As discussed in 

Sayrs (1990) and in chapter 2 and demonstrated in chapters 4 and S, the sign of the effect of 

sectoral BT on bilateral CC is ambiguous. That is, BT may cause either conflict or 

cooperation. Finally, a linear functional form is chosen to model the effect of BT on CC to 

simplify empirical work.

( 1 0 )

(11)

CCiktr ' tK + '(K C C k j + (1-Y> CCjkc^ y e jk c . (1 2 )
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^ j * t =Y^o+Y ^ i^ * 7 e+ ( 1 “Y) CCik-_, P ir ijJtc+^  t *"ie j k t
i*l i»l

^*jc=Y/̂ o+Y/̂ î '̂ irc+ (I 'yO C'<'jyc.l+̂  Pirijye+JD î îjJtc+Y/ejtjc-
z « i  i » i

In (13) and (14), Tijkt (T ^  is sector’s i trade from j to k (k to j), CC^ (CC**) is CC 

emanating from actor j to target k (actor k to target j), t denotes time, n is the number of 

traded goods, and greek letters are parameters to be estimated. In particular, y \, and y’\ ’0 

are constant terms, ft, ft’, 5; and 5;’ are the effects of sectoral BT on CC, yX, and y’X’, 

measure the reciprocity to CC, and (l-y) and (l-y’) are the inertia effects of CC. The error 

terms, ejfaand e*,, are assumed to be white noise.

Dixon (1986) assumes 0 < y ^  1. This assumption results in positive or zero inertia 

terms in (13) and (14). Ward (1982) and Ward and Rajmaira (1992) postulate equations like 

(13) and (14), but without BT variables. They argue that the signs of (l-y) and (l-y’) are 

ambiguous. As in Phillips (1978) and Maoz (1985), we interpret y as bureaucratic inertia 

and/or institutional constraints which prevent decision makers from arriving at CC* 

instantaneously. We assume, however, that while decision makers are rational in the sense 

that their actions agree with their goal or CC*, they may overreact. It is therefore assumed 

0 < y <  2.

Though the sign of CC reciprocity is theoretically ambiguous, there may be positive 

reciprocity in many dyads as conjectured by Boulding (1962) and Phillips (1978). Many 

empirical studies in the literature find that at least for major powers reciprocity is mostly 

positive as summarized by Goldstein and Freeman (1990) and Patchen (1990). Accordingly, 

and since the actors in our sample are all major countries, we assume that reciprocity will be 

positive.
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6.4 Hypotheses

This section lists testable hypotheses which follow directly from the model. These 

hypotheses will then be tested in the empirical analysis conducted in chapters 7 through 9.

(1) The effect of bilateral cooperation or conflict on the BT volume (quantity) 

demanded and supplied will be positive or negative, respectively. That is, as cooperation 

increases we expect that more traded goods will demanded and more traded goods will be 

supplied.

(2) The effect of cooperation or conflict on BT value (in money terms) is ambiguous. 

As the equilibrium price may rise or fall with CC, BT value may rise or fall as well.

Whether trade value increases with CC depends on the importer’s and the exporter’s 

elasticities of substitution among products and the relative strengths of the effects of CC on 

demand and supply.

(3) BT volume demanded will decrease when the bilateral trade price increases. The 

bilateral trade volume supplied will increase when bilateral trade price increases.

(4) The effect of the real multilateral import or export expenditures on bilateral trade 

volume demanded or supplied, respectively, is unambiguous. The larger those expenditures 

are, the larger the bilateral demand and supply quantities will be.

(5) The larger is the real multilateral total import value, the larger will the BT value 

be. The effect of the real multilateral total export value on the BT value is ambiguous or it 

depends on whether a* is larger or smaller than one.

(6) BT value and the demanded BT volume are expected to increase when tariffs 

decrease or when the exporter’s currency depreciates in terms of the importer’s. The model, 

however, does not distinguish among these two effects.

(7) The effect of the BT terms on bilateral CC is ambiguous. In some dyads BT may
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increase cooperation and in others, it may generate tension. However, the coefficients in the 

model should all be statistically significant.

(8) The sign of the CC reciprocity is expected to be positive. Inertia may be positive 

or negative, but y  is expected to be between 0 and 2.

6.5 Revisiting the Liberal and Realist Trade Paradigm*

Grounded in a liberal paradigm, standard trade theory ignores the role of political 

relations. Since BT is beneficial to both partners, it is assumed that nations will bargain to 

divide the gains from trade. Hence, trade generates cooperation. In contrast, realists assume 

that nations seek to maximize security and acquire power. Since unequal gains from BT may 

translate to a loss of security, states are assumed to maximize relative gains from trade. As 

nations argue about the division of these gains, trade generates conflict.

In modeling the behavior of individuals I followed the liberal trade paradigm and 

assumed that economic agents are rational maximizers of absolute gains and that economic 

outcomes result from the actions of individuals. However, the behavior of individuals in the 

model combines elements from the realist paradigm as individuals take bilateral relations into 

account. While I did not assume maximization of relative gains, we augmented the liberal 

view with elements from political realism.

In the model, governments care about bilateral trade. However, their preferences 

depend on their adherence to the realist or liberal paradigms. While a model in the spirit of 

Polachek supports the notion that trade diminishes the propensity to be hostile, a model in the 

spirit of Ashely or Hirschman will generate the opposite result.
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The BT and CC model in this chapter is different from other models in the literature 

in several ways. First, while a particular direction of causality among BT and CC has been 

simply assumed in past studies, our model is truly simultaneous. We have introduced 

bilateral CC to traditional trade theory. As world politics are constantly in flux and states 

continually re-evaluate friends and foes, economic variables alone will not frilly explain 

bilateral trade patterns. At the same time, bilateral CC is endogenously determined with BT.

Second, while previous studies of BT and CC model the behavior of one trade partner 

as a unitary actor, we model the behavior of both trade partners, exporters and importers, 

symmetrically and simultaneously. In contrast to previous studies in the literature, our 

theoretical BT and CC model also recognizes distinct dyads, goods, governments, consumers, 

and producers.

We may now identify some directions for our research in the following chapters.

First, the SEM model which utilizes trade values may be estimated for dyads in which 

information on bilateral trade prices and quantities is hard to obtain. This is done in chapter

7. Second, using bilateral price and quantity data available for OECD countries, bilateral 

demand and supply functions can be estimated per dyad, deriving clearer implications on the 

effect of CC on BT volumes. This is done in chapters 8 for total trade and 9 for 

disaggregated trade.
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ENDNOTES

1. Both Pollins (1989a:742) and Polachek (1992:14) agree that the causal relationship between 
international bilateral trade and politics may be reciprocal.

2. Studies of trade and CC do not distinguish among consumers, producers, and/or 
governments. Assuming the existence of a representative agent is common in international 
trade models (Deardorf and Stern, 1986).

3. Several studies find deviations from purchasing power parity (PPP) which support the 
assumption of export and import differentiation. For instance, Kravis and Lipsey (1984) 
argue that PPP does not exist as the norm in international trade.

4. Other international trade studies which assume that producers are price takers include 
Whalley (1984), Shoven and Whalley (1984), and Diewert and Morrison (1988).

5. Although Pollins acknowledges the importance of the export-CC link, he does not have an 
explicit model for export.

6. Hickman’s (1973) and Hickman and Lau’s (1973) assumption of no domestic production of 
imported products is equivalent to assuming a three stage decision making tree as in both 
cases consumers allocate the expenditure on total imports over trade origins.

7. CC* denotes bilateral political relations between j and k. CC^, to be used later, denotes 
conflict and cooperation actions sent from j to k.

8. The CES utility function is widely used in theoretical and empirical BT studies. For 
instance, see Armington (1969), Hickman and Lau (1973), Italianer (1986), and Kohli and 
Morey (1988). For 1, the CES utility function becomes the Cob Douglas function.

9. We follow Bergstrand (1985, 1989), Marquez (1991, 1992), Gould (1994), and others and 
assume that protectionism is manifested only through tariffs. The literature, however, did not 
resolve the question of how to combine tariffs and non tariff barriers into one measure. See, 
for example, Walter (1972), Balassa (1978), Olechowski and Sampson (1980), Bhagwati 
(1988), and Grilli (1990).

10. See Mussa (1974), Dixon, Parmenter, Sutton and Vincent (1982), Bergstrand (1985), and 
Gould (1994) for a similar assumption.

11. See Geraci and Preow (1982), Dixon, Parmenter, Sutton, and Vincent (1982), De Melo 
and Robinson (1989), Bergstrand (1985, 1989), and Gould (1994) for a similar modeling 
approach. For rv- = 0, the CET transformation function becomes a technology fixed output 
mix. See Powel and Gruen (1968) for details.

12. See Geraci and Preow (1982), Ranuzzi (1982), Bergstrand (1985, 1989), and Italianer 
(1986) for a similar approach.
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Figure 6-1. Two Stage Decision Making Tree
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Figure 6-2. Three Stage Decision Making Tree
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CHAPTER 7: SEM ESTIMATION FROM TOTAL TRADE VALUES

In this chapter we follow many studies in the literature and assume that there is only 

one traded good, total trade. Under this assumption, the summation over goods in the CC 

equations (13) and (14) in chapter 6 collapses to one term. Similarly, the index i (denoting 

the traded good) in the trade value equation (8) in chapter 6 may be dropped. All dyads 

formed among the US, the (former) USSR, China, (West) Germany, and Japan are included 

in the estimation.

The model in chapter 6 can be estimated using equations (3) and (5) for bilateral 

demand and supply, respectively, or using equation (8) for bilateral trade values. In chapter

8 .1 estimate the demand and supply version of the model. In what follows here, I discuss the 

estimation of a SEM of BT and CC from total trade value data, the sample of dyads we use, 

the data sources, and the preparation of the empirical measures of the economic and the CC 

variables in the theoretical model.

The empirical model here is based on equations (8) for BT value, and (13) and (14) 

for CC flows, presented in chapter 6. Unless specified differently, the term BT in this 

chapter denotes total BT values. Such a model of BT and CC can be applied to most 

countries in the world as trade value data are not hard to locate. Estimating the demand and 

supply version of my model, however, requires harder to get bilateral price and quantity data. 

Such data are available only for some OECD countries and few of their trade partners, as will 

be further discussed in chapter 8.

7.1 Sinniltanenns Equations Model to he Estimated

For empirical analysis, the model is simplified in several ways. First, the model is 

written in a linear form by taking the logarithmic transformation of (8) in chapter 6. Second,
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the price terms of PTj and PSk are approximated by multilateral trade unit value indices, as in 

Ranuzzi (1982), Italianer (1986), Bergstrand (1985, 1989) and others. It should be noted that 

ETC enters the model as a single variable. The parameters should thus be restricted 

accordingly. The imposition of the restrictions will increase the efficiency of the estimates.

It is different from Bergstrand (1985, 1989), Pollins (1989a, 1989b), and Gould (1994), who 

estimate their models without imposing the implied theoretical restrictions.1 Last, in the 

studies of cross sectional BT, transportation cost is typically approximated by geographical 

distance. In our time series analysis, we assume that transportation cost does not change over 

time and therefore it does not appear in the empirical model, similarly to Italianer and 

d’Alcantara (1986), Bergstrand (1986, 1987), Marquez (1991, 1992), and Onitsuka (1994).2

Under the assumption that economic agents in both countries access similar 

information on bilateral political relations, our theoretical model is operationalized in two 

different ways. First, conflict and cooperation are regarded as separate variables so that there 

are four equations for CC, two each from (13) and (14) in chapter 6 to produce two conflict 

equations and two cooperation equations. Yet, economic agents in this case are assumed to be 

sensitive to overall bilateral conflict and overall bilateral cooperation. Second, conflict and 

cooperation are regarded as the same variable so that there are two equations, one each from 

(13) and (14). Economic agents, in this case, are assumed to be sensitive to both directional 

CC flows, namely CCJk and CCkj. The first method gives rise to a six-equation SEM and the 

second method leads to a four-equation SEM.

After taking the logarithmic transformation of (8), CC appears in the model as it is 

but BT appears as log (BT). In order to make the model linear, BT terms in (13) and (14) 

are replaced by log (BT) terms. The values of BT are in the exporter’s currency and 

multilateral trade values are in its own currency. The base year for all price indices is 1990.
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The model Is estimated separately for each trading dyad.

While many models in foreign policy interaction studies are based on (12) in chapter 

6, their exact specification varies among authors. Ward (1982), Dixon (1986), Rajmaira and 

Ward (1990), and Ward and Rajmaira (1992), for example, include current and one lagged 

actor’s CC, as in (12) in chapter 6. Sayrs (1989), Goldstein and Freeman (1990), Goldstein 

(1991), and Moore (1995), however, include several lagged terms of both actor’s and target’s 

CC. The number of lags, however, varies from one study to another.

Although the model developed here is based on the condition of economic 

equilibrium, it is possible that markets may be in disequilibrium. Comparative static 

economic analysis assumes that prices and quantities of traded goods adjust instantaneously to 

shocks in exogenous variables. In practice, the economic adjustment process toward 

equilibrium takes time due to such factors as existing inventories levels, formation of 

producers’ and consumers’ habits, goods’ delivery lags, consumers’ informational lags, lags 

due to uncertainty regarding future price, etc. (Magee, 1975; Grossman, 1982).

Several methods utilized in the literature to account for demand and supply dynamics 

are summarized by Stern, Francis, and Schumacher (1976): (1) directly introducing lags of 

explanatory variables; (2) a stock adjustment framework assumed similar to all variables; (3) 

a geometrically declining lag structure (often referred to as Koyck lag). As we have 

described in chapter 2, the method of handling lags is not uniform across studies in the 

literature. Yet, "the point to be made about handling response lags is that there is no 

unambiguous way to choose a lag pattern on a priori grounds. The choice is essentially an 

empirical one” (Stem et al. 1976:7).

Price and Thomblade (1972), Magge (1975), Geraci and Preow (1982), Grossman 

(1982), Haynes, Hutchinson, and Mikesell (1986), and Bergstrand (1986, 1987) model BT
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with time lags in order to accommodate some changes in the economic environment. 

Gasiorowski and Polachek (1982) and the analysis in chapters 4 and 5 find that lags of BT in 

CC equations are in general different from zero. The dynamic version of (8) therefore 

includes the lags of all the independent variables in the model. Existing theories, including 

my model, do not specify the exact number of lags. Since yearly data are used here, lags will 

not be very large and also cannot be very large for the reasons of the efficiency, or lack of 

efficiency to be precise, of the estimation. It is well known that estimation results are biased 

if some relevant variables are omitted from the specification, whereas the inclusion of 

irrelevant variables leads to inefficient estimation.

Given the large number of equations, variables, and dyads in the sample, intensively 

experimenting with different lags for each variable is not practical. Accordingly, we use the 

same number of lags for all variables, but without imposing similar coefficients for the lags of 

some variables as in Price and Thomblade (1972) or Geraci and Preow (1982). After some 

experimentation, two lags of each variable in equations (8), (13), and (14) are added.1 The 

four-equation SEM is presented in Appendix 3, while the six-equation SEM is presented here 

as below.

Trade flow from j to k:

2

TJK c=aQ+J2 (a isRMKc-s+a2sRXJe_s+aigSCNt..3+atsSCPc_3+assE T Jt_3) +a6t+u  
s=o

( 1 )

Trade flow from k to j:
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2

E
5 =  0

TKJc=ba* Y , ^ l j m J c. s*b2sRXKe.,i-b 1̂ C l lc. s * b ,^ C P c. s *bsJ T K c. ,)  +be C+u

(2 )

Conflict flow from j to k:

5=0

3

CNJKc=cq^  ( CisTJKt:-s+c2sTKJc_s+c-i3CNKJc_3) + £  (c i3CNJKc_3) +u3c(3)
5=1

Conflict flow by from k to j:

CNKJc=dQ+]T (dlsTJKc_3+d2sTKJc_3+d33CNJKc_3) + £  (d^CMKJ^,)+U4C (4)
5=0 5=1

Cooperation flow from j to k:

CPJ*Tt =e0+]T  ( elsTJKc_3+e23TKJc_3+e2sCNKJl:_s) + £  (e i3CPJKc_3) +u5c (5)
s = o 5=1

Cooperation flow from k to j:

CPKJc=£0^  {£l5TJKc_3+£23TKJc_3+£,sCPJKc_3) (£i3CNKJt . 3) +u6t,(6)
5=0 5=1

where u’s are structural disturbance terms.

In the above equations (1) through (6), the definitions of variables are listed below:

TJK = logarithm of the value of trade from j to k in j ’s currency (j’s export or k’s 
import),

TKJ = logarithm of the value of trade from k to j  in k’s currency (k’s export or j ’s
import),

RXJ = logarithm of real multilateral export expenditure of j in j ’s currency,
RMJ -  logarithm of real multilateral import expenditure of j in j ’s currency,
RMK -  logarithm of real multilateral import expenditure of k’s in k’s currency,
RXK = logarithm of real multilateral export expenditure of k’s in k’s currency,
CNJK = level of sum of conflict from j to k,
CNKJ = level of sum of conflict from k to j,
CPJK = level of sum of cooperation from j to k,
CPKJ = level of sum of cooperation from k to j,
ETJ -  logarithm of the combined terms of the tariffs that k imposes on j and the

value of k’s currency in terms of j ’s currency,
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ETK = logarithm of the combined terms of the tariffs that j imposes on k and the
value of j ’s currency in terms of k’s currency,

SCN = sum of the overall bilateral political conflict, which is CNJK + CNKJ,
SCP = sum of the overall bilateral political cooperation, which is CPJK +  CPKJ.

7.2 Dvads and Data

We study five major countries from the yearly data from 1948 to 1992. As already 

mentioned, all dyads formed among the US, the (former) USSR, China, (West) Germany, and 

Japan are included in the estimation. There are ten dyads and a total of 20 flows of BT and 

CC in the empirical analysis, as we distinguish between the actor and the target countries. As 

already mentioned, those ten dyads are all the possible combinations out of the five countries 

in the sample.

In general, the choice of dyads should be based on several considerations. The yearly 

BT and daily CC data are available starting from 1948. Some countries do not appear in CC 

data sets for certain time periods, and not all countries report their economic data to 

international organizations/ Diverse dyads are to be selected from different regions and with 

a whole CC spectrum. At the same time, it is interesting to focus on countries whose 

political and economic relations are extensively investigated.

The CC measures used are based on data from two events data sets widely used in the 

study of international relations, which were described in chapter 3, COPDAB and WEIS.

Using the method developed in chapter 3, COPDAB and WEIS daily conflict and cooperation 

events for the countries in the sample were extracted and processed through splicing to obtain 

annual measures of CC from 1948 to the early 1990s. The frequency of the CC data used 

follows the availability of the trade and other economic data. Annual CC data, however, are 

widely used in many studies of foreign policy interaction (e.g. Ward, 1982; Dixon, 1986; 

McGinnis and Williams, 1989).s
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Bilateral and multilateral total trade values are mostly from the IMF’s (International 

Monetary Fund) Direction of Trade Statistics. Multilateral trade prices and exchange rates for 

the OECD members are from the IMF’s International Financial Statistics. For China, 

multilateral trade values and exchange rates are from China’s Statistical Yearbook, and 

multilateral trade price data are from the World Bank’s World Tables and Pollins (1989a).

For the USSR, multilateral trade values are from the United Nations’ (UN) Yearbook of 

International Trade and Pollins (1989a), and multilateral trade price data are computed from 

multilateral trade quantity index data from the UN’s Yearbook of International Trade.6

Time series data on bilateral sectoral tariffs are not readily available. Tariffs are 

approximated, as in Geraci and Preow (1977), Thompson and Vescera (1992), Marquez 

(1991, 1992) and others, by the ratio of custom revenues to multilateral imports.7 Custom 

revenues for the United States are from the United States Historical Statistics and Statistical 

Abstract. For Japan and Germany, they are from Mitchell (1992, 1995). For China and the 

USSR, however, no tariffs are included in the estimation.

7.3 CC Measures

Our BT data are available on yearly base. To match with BT data, daily CC events 

are aggregated over time by using weights to produce a CC measure. CC measures are 

prepared using the method developed in chapter 3. Summarizing, we apply the following 

procedure. Days without reports are replaced by a neutral event. Weights most widely used 

in the literature (developed by Goldstein, 1992 for WEIS, and by Azar and Havener, 1976 for 

COPDAB) are used to convert discrete CC events into numbers from a CC continuum. 

Weighted events are aggregated into a quarterly series of CC. To splice COPDAB and 

WEIS, the weighted quarterly WEIS series are regressed on COPDAB in their 1966-1978
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overlapping period. The regression coefficients are used to convert COPDAB into WEIS like 

series for years before 1966. From 1966, WEIS is used as it is. Annual values of CC are 

obtained by summing quarterly values.

Several CC measures are possible. As we have mentioned in chapter 2, conflict and 

cooperation are treated as the same variable, so-called net conflict, but with the opposite signs 

in Polachek (1980, 1992), Gasiorowski and Polachek (1982), Dixon (1986), Gasiorowski 

(1986), Pollins (1989a, 1989b), Goldstein and Freeman (1990, 1991), and Goldstein (1991). 

Alternatively, one indicator for conflict (the sum of conflictual events) and another for 

cooperation (the sum of cooperative events) are used in Ward (1982), Sayrs (1989), Rajmaira 

and Ward (1990), Ward and Rajmaira (1992), and Bergeijk (1994). In order to check the 

robustness of our empirical results, both net conflict and separate sums of conflict and of 

cooperation are used here. The positive value of net conflict indicates friendliness while 

negative value means hostility. Likewise, sum conflict is negative and sum cooperation is 

positive.

7.4 Results

The model in equations (I) through (6) is estimated by using two stage least squares 

(2SLS) method, which is a standard method of estimation as in Goldstein and Khan (1978), 

Ashley (1980), Grossman (1982), Ranuzzi (1982), Dixon (1986), Onitsuka (1994) and others. 

A statistical software package RATS, version 4.0, has been used. Consistent standard errors 

or robust errors are obtained by using the method of Newey and West (1987). The Newey 

and West’s method is widely used in the literature including, Barsky and Miron (1989), 

Bergstrand (1989), Attfield (1991), Ward and Rajmaira (1992), Shea (1993), and Nelson 

(1995).8
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The following general hypotheses are then tested. First, individual coefficients in 

each equation are tested for statistical significance (t test). Second, the lag coefficients of 

each variable are tested if they are jointly statistically different from zero (F test). Last, the 

sum of the lag coefficients of each variable is tested to be statistically different from zero (t

test).9

In the tables that follow, US denotes the United States, JA Japan, SU Soviet Union or 

the USSR, CH China, and GE denotes (West) Germany. These notations are also used in the 

discussion. Dyads for BT or CC flows are indicated by country j followed by country k. 

Thus, US-JA, for instance, indicates BT or CC flow from the United States (j) to Japan (k). 

There are 20 flows for CC and 20 for BT flows for all the possible directions among the five 

countries. It should be noted that equations (3) and (4) are each estimated nine times, because 

there were insufficient data points for Japan-Germany conflicts. Here, I only fully discuss 

results from the six-equation SEM. Results from the four-equation SEM, presented and 

discussed in Appendix 3, are basically similar to those for the six-equation SEM. As will be 

detailed below, the coefficient of determination, R2, of the BT equations is typically above

0.9, that of the conflict equations is mostly above 0.6, while that of the cooperation equations 

is mostly above 0.7S. A statistical significance level of 10 percent is used throughout the 

discussion, unless otherwise specified.10

Results from the Trade Flow Equations

The coefficients of the BT equations are generally significant as shown in Tables 7-1 

and 7-2; at least one lag of RMK and RMJ is statistically significant in 18 (out of 20) cases, 

at least one lag of RXJ, SCN, and SCP is significant in 20 cases, and at least one lag of ETJ 

and ETK is significant in 19 cases.
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[Insert Table 7-1 here: Coefficients of Equation (I), Trade Flow from j to k]

[Insert Table 7-2 here: Coefficients of Equation (2), Trade Flow from k to j]

For the US-SU dyad, for instance, four out of six coefficients of multilateral real 

import (RMK and RMJ) are positive whereas those of multilateral real export (RXK and RXJ) 

have mixed signs, both of which are as expected. The effect of conflict and cooperation on 

BT as reflected by the coefficients of SCN and SCP does not show a clear tendency, as 

expected.

Overall, out of 43 significant coefficients of RMK and RMJ, 23 are positive. Out of 

49 statistically significant coefficients of RXJ and RXK, 29 are positive. Out of 40 significant 

coefficients of ETJ and ETK, 26 are positive. Out of 37 (45) significant coefficients of lags 

of SCN (SCP), 15 (30) are positive. For the contemporaneous lags of economic variables 

whose theoretical effect is unambiguous according to our model, out of 15 significant 

coefficients of RMK and RMJ, 11 are positive, while 9 out of 14 significant coefficients of 

ETJ and ETK are positive.11

Tests on the joint significance of coefficients and significance of sums of coefficients 

in the BT equations are reported in Table 7-3. Panel A is for equation (1) and Panel B is for 

equation (2). The majority of lag coefficients in Table 7-3 are jointly statistically different 

from zero. Moreover, the hypothesis that lags of CC are jointly zero is rejected. When 

statistically significant results are counted, 7 lag coefficients of RMK, 8 of RMJ, 9 of RXJ, 8 

of RXK, 10 of ETJ, and 8 lag coefficients of ETK are jointly different from zero.

Comparable figures are 13 (out of 18) of SCN and 18 (out of 20) lag coefficients of SCP for 

CC. In every dyad, at least one group of lag coefficients of SCN or of SCP is statistically 

significant different from zero. That is, in every case out of the total 20 BT flows, politics 

matters for trade.
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[Insert Table 7-3 here: Joint Significance and Sums fo Lags in Equations (1) and (2).]

For the US-SU dyad, in particular, the sum of coefficients of RMK and that of RMJ 

are both positive as expected, while those for RXJ and RXK are mixed. The sign of the sums 

of SCN and SCP does not reveal a clear tendency either.

The signs of the majority of significant sums of coefficients of variables in Table 7-3 

conform our expectations. In 12 out of 18 significant cases, the sign of sums of lag 

coefficients of ETJ and ETK is positive, as expected. Similarly, out of IS statistically 

significant cases, 10 sums of lag coefficients of RMK and RMJ are positive. Hence, a 

reduction in tariffs, a depreciation of exporter’s currency, or an increase in importer’s 

multilateral expenditure on import would yield an increase in BT. The signs of sums of lag 

coefficients of RXJ, RXK, SCN, and SCP have no specific tendency, as expected.

Results from the CC Equations

The coefficients in the CC equations are presented in Tables 7-4 and 7-5 for conflict, 

and in Tables 7-6 and 7-7 for cooperation. In Tables 7-4 and 7-5, at least one coefficient of 

conflict inertia is significant in 11 out of 18 cases, while at least one coefficient of conflict 

reciprocity is significant in 17 out of 18 cases. At least one lag coefficient of BT is 

significant in 13 out of 18 conflict flows. In Tables 7-6 and 7-7 at least one coefficient of 

cooperation inertia is significant in 16 cases, at least one coefficient of cooperation reciprocity 

is significant in all 20 cases, while at least one coefficient of BT is significant in 16 cases. 

Conflict or cooperation does not persist over time, as the sign of the coefficients of CC inertia 

reveals no clear tendency. Reciprocity, however, is overwhelmingly positive for both conflict 

and cooperation. Countries do respond their political reactions in kind: conflict with conflict 

and cooperation with cooperation. An increase in export is found to cause less conflict from
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exporter to importer, while an increase in import causes more conflict from importer to 

exporter.

[Insert Tables 7-4 here: Coefficients of Equation (3), Conflict Flow from j to k.]

[Insert Tables 7-5 here: Coefficients of Equation (4), Conflict Flow from k to j.]

[Insert Tables 7-6 here: Coefficients in Equation (5), Cooperation Flow from j to k.] 

[Insert Tables 7-7 here: Coefficients in Equation (6), Cooperation Flow from k to j.]

For the US-SU dyad, in particular, the coefficients of conflict reciprocity are all 

significant and positive. For cooperation, the significant reciprocity coefficients do not reveal 

a clear sign. The significant conflict inertia coefficients are negative so that there is a 

tendency to reduce conflict relative to previous period, while those of cooperation are positive 

so that cooperation tends to persist. The effect of BT values on CC is theoretically 

ambiguous in our model. However, in our sample, exports decrease conflict sent from 

exporter to importer, whereas imports increase conflict from importer to exporter. The 

coefficients of BT in the cooperation equations are mostly not significant, however.

Test results on the joint significance of lag coefficients and sums of coefficients in the 

conflict and cooperation equations are presented, respectively, in Tables 7-8 and 7-9.12 More 

dyads yield statistically significant results for groups of lag coefficients of CC than for lag 

coefficients of BT. A statistically significant link from BT to CC exists, however, in the 

majority of cases; slightly more so for cooperation than for conflict, when the number of 

significant cases is counted.

[Insert Table 7-8 here: Joint Significance and Sums of Lags in Equations (3) and (4).]

[Insert Table 7-9 here: Joint Significance and Sums of Lags in Equations (S) and (6).]

For the US-SU dyad, for instance, the sums of inertia coefficients are significant for
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both conflict and cooperation. The sum of the inertia coefficients of conflict is negative while 

that of cooperation is positive. The sum of the reciprocity coefficients is positive for both 

conflict and cooperation. The sums of the export coefficients are positive and significant and 

those of import are negative and significant. Hence, export causes less conflict from exporter 

to importer while import causes more conflict from importer to exporter. The sums of BT 

coefficients in the cooperation equations are not significant, however.

CC inertia only weakly explains contemporaneous CC. Out of 18 conflict flows, the 

sums of inertia coefficients of conflict in Tables 7-8 and 7-9, seven are statistically different 

from zero. Similarly, out of 20 cooperation flows, the sums of coefficients of cooperation 

inertia are statistically different from zero in ten cases. Many significant sums of coefficients 

of CC inertia lags are negative. Hence, CC inertia acts as a negative feedback. The sums of 

reciprocity terms, however, are significantly different from zero and are all positive. Out of 

18 conflict flows, 11 sums of reciprocity terms are statistically different from zero. Out of 20 

cooperation flows, all 20 sums of reciprocity terms are statistically different from zero.

In Tables 7-8 and 7-9, BT exerts a statistically significant effect on conflict in 10 out 

of 18 cases, and on cooperation in 11 out of 20 cases. In the conflict equations, out of 8 

significant sums of coefficients of export lags, 6 are positive. Yet, out of 10 significant sums 

of coefficients of import lags, 8 are negative. Such effects, less pronounced though, are also 

present in the cooperation equations. Thus, as before, a country’s export causes less conflict 

and more cooperation toward its trade partner. On the other hand, a country’s import causes 

more conflict and less cooperation toward its trade partner. A possible explanation of that 

tendency may be that import affects domestic competing industries who seek refuge from the 

state. Exporters, on the other hand, have vested interest in bilateral cooperation.
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Results Grom the Four-Equation SEM

In general, results from the four-equation SEM are similar to those from the six- 

equation SEM. In the BT equations, the majority of groups of coefficients are statistically 

different from zero. Importantly, the hypothesis that lags of net conflict are jointly zero is 

rejected. The signs of the majority of significant sums of coefficients conform our 

expectations. A reduction in tariffs, an appreciation of exporter currency, and an increase in 

multilateral import are associated with an increase in BT. The signs of other variables are 

ambiguous, as expected.

In the CC equations, net conflict inertia weakly explains contemporaneous levels of 

net conflict. The majority of the statistically significant sums of lag coefficients of net 

conflict inertia are negative. Most of the reciprocity terms are statistically significantly 

different from zero and are positive. BT exerts a statistically significant effect on net conflict 

in 10 out of 20 dyads. Finally, an increase in bilateral export causes less conflict and more 

cooperation toward a trade partner, where an increase in bilateral import causes more conflict 

and less cooperation.

7.5 Concluding Remarks

The investigation in chapter 7 has identified several regularities on the relationship 

between total BT values and CC. (I) A statistically significant effect of CC on BT is apparent 

in all the trade flows examined. Hence, CC is a determinant of BT in our dyads. (2) The 

effect of BT on CC is apparent in more than half of the cases examined. Hence, in the 

majority of cases BT is a determinant of foreign policy. (3) The interaction of BT and CC is 

driven by both trade partners (see below). (4) The signs of the relationship between BT value 

and CC are ambiguous and may change across dyads. No clear tendency is revealed from the
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signs of the sums of lag coefficients and individual lag coefficients of BT in the CC equations, 

or of CC in the BT equations. (5) CC reciprocity is present in the majority of CC flows, and 

is mostly positive. CC inertia, however, is statistically significant in fewer cases and is 

mostly negative. (6) Bilateral total import value seems to cause conflict toward a trade 

partner. Bilateral export value, however, seems to cause cooperation toward a trade partner. 

As the effect of BT variables on CC is theoretically ambiguous in our model, we further 

investigate this last result in chapters 8 and 9.

The estimation of the model by using equations (3) for demand and equation (5) for 

supply may yield clearer tendencies as the effect of CC on quantities demanded and supplied 

is theoretically unambiguous: as political relations improve, the quantities demanded and 

supplied increase. However, such estimation requires BT price data, which are hard to 

obtain. Disaggregating total trade along sectors may also reveal BT and CC tendencies 

unique to that particular sector. The aggregation of the total BT investigated here might have 

mixed those individual tendencies. These issues are further investigated in chapters 8 and 9.

Most empirical BT studies deal with OECD countries. Our investigations add the 

(former) Soviet Union and China to this set. Our results show that a link among CC and BT 

is not confined only to non-OECD dyads or to political rivals. Though it is hard to obtain 

their data, China and the (former) Soviet Union are major countries in the period analyzed 

here and need to be investigated more in the trade literature. Investigating BT pattern for 

other non-OECD large countries, such as Russia, India, Brazil, or large oil producing 

countries, is as important.

The results presented in this chapter show that the coefficients of SEM models are 

statistically significant in the majority of dyads. The finding that the test results are, in 

general, similar across the two SEM models considered in this chapter and in Appendix 3 (six
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and four equations) can be regarded as sign of robustness and strength of the BT and CC link 

in our model.

The above claim that BT and CC are determined by both trade partners’ economic 

and political behavior is supported by the data, as in many dyads both directions of BT and 

CC flows are statistically significant. Moreover, the result that coefficients differ across 

dyads suggests that pooling dyads to study BT and CC may not be appropriate. Though we 

have not thoroughly tested the hypothesis that coefficients are the same across dyads, our 

results do not seem to support it.

We may now identify possible future research. Following our theoretical model, 

future investigations need to estimate demand and supply equations in the presence of CC, 

possibly deriving clearer implications on the effect of CC on BT volumes. Second, 

disaggregating the BT value, volume, and price data is required as the relationship between 

trade and CC may vary across goods. Using BT price data, available for OECD countries 

and some of their trade partners, BT demand and supply functions for total trade and for 

various goods can be estimated from SEM. To these ends we estimate the demand and supply 

SEM version of model from total or disaggregated BT volumes and prices in chapters 8 and 

9, respectively.
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ENDNOTES

1. Further, Poliins’ (1989a, 1989b) trade price measures are not bilateral (as required in 
Pollins, 1989b) or multilateral (as required in Pollins, 1989a) which may have contaminated 
his results due to measurement error.

2. The IMF reports f.o.b. to c.i.f. ratios from multilateral trade but not from BT. In 
general, the changes in this ratio over time are smaller than 10 percent for Japan and 5 
percent for the U.S. and Germany. For China, the reported ratio is constant and for the 
USSR, no data are reported.

3. In a few dyads we tried from zero up to four lags. The use of two lags appears to be the 
best over all, with lowest significance levels for coefficients and good R2 values.

4. Annual bilateral and multilateral total trade values, multilateral trade prices, custom 
revenues, exchange rates, and daily CC, are available since 1948. The coverage of quarterly 
data is, in general, much shorter. For the USSR and China, only annual data are available.

5. The frequency of CC data to be used in empirical studies is debated in the literature on 
foreign policy interaction models. See Freeman (1990) and Rajmaira and Ward (1990).

6. Trade data for China and the USSR in 1948 and 1949 are from Pollins (1989a). As in 
Bergeijk (1994), zero trade values are replaced by $100,000, which is the smallest possible 
entry. The $100,000 value is also used in European Commission trade data. Some studies 
treat zero trade flows as missing observations. This method may discard relevant information 
as countries may stop trade due to hostility as argued by Bergeijk (1994) and Eichengreen and 
Irwin (1995). In our sample, the zero trade value treatment applies mostly to the US-China 
and USSR-China dyads.

7. This amounts to assuming that multilateral tariffs equal bilateral tariffs, as in Marquez 
(1991, 1992) and others.

8. Robust errors are computed because it is found that the instruments and the residuals are 
not correlated while Q tests find that serial correlation may be present in ten percent of the 
equations. Six lags in the form of moving average terms in the residuals are used. Other 
lags were also tried for few dyads. The computed correlogram of the residuals supports the 
adequacy of this assumption.

9. Grossman (1982), Haynes, Hutchinson, and Mikesell (1986), Bergstrand (1986, 1987), and 
Onitsuka (1994), for instance, report sums of coefficients from BT models without CC. The 
sums of lags coefficients can be interpreted as the long term multiplier of a sustained shock 
for the duration of the number of lags used in the model. See Gujarati (1995:568).

10. The majority of cases are also statistically different from zero at the 5 percent 
significance level.

11. Still, as in other BT studies, our model does not predict signs of coefficients of specific 
lags of variables in the model.
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12. The investigation of reciprocity and inertia from sums of lags of CC terms is used in 
Goldstein and Freeman (1990, 1991), Goldstein (1991), Moore (1995) and others.
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Table 7-1. Coefficients of Equation (1), Trade Flow From j  to It.

Dvad RMK RXJ SCN SCP ETJ * /  R2

US-JA 0.172 1.152** -2.807** -1.487* -0.144 -12.273**
-0.609** 0.951** -3.662** 0.332 -0.129
-0.032 -0.145 -1.520* -0.168 -0.243** 0.993

US-SU 5.317** 5.148** 0.830** -0.630* -1.438 -202.234*
6.232** -3.683** 0.211 -1.800** -1.541*
-2.895** 1.726* -0.801** 1.613** -1.669 0.962

US-CH 2.665** 3.222** 6.237** 11.401** 7.113** -201.248*
3.086** -4.29** 9.944** 6.638** 6.361**
-1.434** 7.891** -1.131 5.502** -8.702** 0.945

US-GE 0.716** -1.401** 0.847** -0.172 1.353** 36.670**
0.157 0.737** -2.059** 0.868** 0.884**
-0.219** -0.635** -0.743* -0.201 0.436** 0.980

JA-SU 4.499** 2.823** -4.443 12.315** 1.041 -182.895**
0.060 1.427 -1.545 -2.470 -5.080**
6.838** -2.224** -2.087 6.535** -2.458 0.935

JA-CH 0.469 1.789* -12.817** -5.100** 0.691* 17.448
-0.380 0.707 -4.560 4.177 -0.980**
-0.058 -2.679** 2.536 9.034** 1.565** 0.909

JA-GE -0357 0.681** NA -10.030** 0.530** 1.777**
0.504** -0.377** 11.474** 0.491**
-0.518** 0.434** 6.976** 0.039 0.997

GE-SU 1.176 -0.145 -4.895** -4.652* -1.718 -42.808**
0.509 1.782** -3.798** -2.280** -2.312
-1.206 1.310 -1,128 -1.248 -2.162 0.867

GE-CH 0.468** -0.017 -23.350** 41.246** -6.530** 32.795**
0.763** -5.617** -28.716** 18.346** 8.033**
0.358** 3.577** -1.086 25.840** 2.824** 0.772

CH-SU -0.498** 1.392** 2.022** 2.446** 0.080 -25.873*
0.619 0.524** 3.937** 1.329* -0.632
1.512** -1.009** 2.697** 3.263** 2.461** 0.961

Notes: Column headings match variable names in the equation. In each group of three numbers, the top is for lag 
0, followed by lag 1 and lag 2. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given in the last column, a,, / R2. 
NA denotes not applicable because there are no events of that kind. Coefficients significant at the 5% (10%) are 
indicated by ** (*). The coefficients of SCP and SCN are multiplied by 10,000.
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Table 7-2. Coefficients of Equation (2), Tirade Flow From It to j.

Dvad RMJ RXK SCN SCP S K bh / R2

US-JA 0.421** 0.691** 2.737** 1.660** 0.389** 7.073**
-0.268 -0124 -0.496 -0.980** -0.640**
-0.756** 0.745** -1.145 0.349 0.366** 0.995

US-SU 3.523** -1.068** -1.270** -0.424** -2.468** -42.102*
1.294** -1.093** -0.190** 1.025** -2.582**
-1.823** 2.039** 0.378** 0.314** -2.925** 0.970

US-CH -1.772 2.875** 14.110** 2.923 2.996** 710.767*
-11.740** -7.357** 14.328** 0.862 0.160
-9.516** -10.584** -1.437 21.869** 19.824** 0.775

US-GE 0.245** 0.997** -5.855** -0.195 -0.612* 1.651
0.608** -0.775** -3.026** -0.864** 0.251
-0.657* 0.519** -4.309** -0.750* 0.095 0.990

JA-SU -1.468** 5.555** 3.477 12.481** -3.855** -158.276**
-1.462** 6.383** -10.770* -3.502** 3.672**
-2.067** 6.556** -0.576 3.479** 6.506** 0.957

JA-CH -1.356** 0.392 -4.251 2.813** -0.244 28.115**
0.781 0.613* 11.907** 6.736** 0.086
0.106 -0.900** -1.788 3.063** 0.577** 0.964

JA-GE 0.941** 0.077 NA 4.870 -0.655** -2.420
-0.234** 1.018* -2.042 0.763**
-0.769** 0.132 -17.866** 0.312 0.989

GE-SU 0.884** -2.654** -2.225** 0.482 5.837** 47.610**
0.382 -3.562** -5.087** -3.710** -4.913**
3.266** 0.408 0.211 1.325** 10.556** 0.943

GE-CH -1.083** 0.490** -13.928** 7.599** 1.287** 33.070**
0.364** 0.423** -12.511** 10.524** -0.873**
-0.320** -0.453** -7.676** 16.104** 0.232* 0.974

CH-SU 0.548** -2.023** 0.818** -I.ill** 0.902** 43.249**
0.252** 0.789** 4.128** 4.525** -1.487**
-0.345** -0.585** 2.238** -0.562 0.252** 0.987

Notes: Column headings match variable names in the equation. In each group of three numbers, the top is for lag 
0, followed by lag 1 and lag 2. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given in the last column, b0 / R2. 
NA denotes not applicable because there are no events of that kind. Coefficients significant at the 5% (10%) are 
indicated by ** (*). The coefficients of SCP and SCN are multiplied by 10,000.
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Table 7-3. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags In Equations (1) and (2).

Panel A: Equation I ( Trade Row from J to ID
Dvad RMK RXJ S£N SCP m
US-JA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

-0.469** 1.958** -7.989** -1.323* -0.518**
US-SU 0.000 0.000 0.010 0.000 0.000

8.654** 3.191** 0.240 -0.816** -4.648**
US-CH 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

4.317** 6.813** 15.051** 23.541** 4.773**
US-GE 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000

0.654** -1.300** -1.955** 0,495 2.676**
JA-SU 0.000 0.000 0.249 0.000 0.000

11.395** 2.026* -8.075 16.380** -6.498**
JA-CH 0.202 0.000 0.040 0.001 0.000

0.031 -0.183 -14.840* 8.111 1.277**
JA-GE 0.000 0.000 NA 0.000 0.000

-0.050 0.738** 8.420* 1.060**
GE-SU 0.606 0.002 0.000 0.144 0.000

0.479 2.947** -9.822** -8.181** -6.192**
GE-CH 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

1.590** -2.057** -53.153** 85.430** 4.326**
CH-SU 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

1.633** 0.907** 8.657** 7.039** 1.910**
Panel B: Eauation 2 (Trade Flow from K to J)
Dvad RMJ RXK SCN SCP ETK

US-JA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
-0.603** 1.314** 1.095 1.030* 0.116

US-SU 0.000 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.000
2.994** -0.122 -1.081** 0.914** -7.975**

US-CH 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
-23.039** -15.065** 27.000** 25.654** 22.980**

US-GE 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.079
0.195** 0.741** -13.190** -1.809** -0.265

JA-SU 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
-4.996** 18.494** -7.869 12.458** 6.323*

JA-CH 0.000 0.049 0.000 0.000 0.000
-0.468 0.105 5.868 12.612** 0.418*

JA-GE 0.000 0.000 NA 0.000 0.000
-0.062 1.228** -15.038** 0.419**

GE-SU 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
4.533** -5.807** -7.548** -2.869** 11.480**

GE-CH 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
-1.039** 0.460** -34.116** 34.238** 0.645**

CH-SU 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.456** -1.819** 7.148** 2.851** -0.333**

Notes: See notes to Table 7-1. The top value is the joint significance level and the bottom figure 
the value of the sum of coefficients of all lags.
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Table 7*4. Coefficients of Equation 0), Conflict Flow from j to k.

Dvad CNJK CNKJ TJK TKJ Ch/R2

US-JA -0.092 0.089 -154.154* 5.794 75.392
0.236 0.133 128.777 55.318
-0.081 0.173* 91.432** -116.453 0.385

US-SU -0.355** 0.770* 216.233* -351.982** 18336.%!**
-0.182 0.327* -41.617 -629.050 **
0.032 0.347* 308.589** -469.622** 0.908

US-CH 0.004 0.0%** 17.078** -12.151 157.181
0.076 -0.015 -16.716* -6.509
-0.457** -0.021 22.518** -18.398** 0.637

US-GE -0.215 0.019 33.201 -53.891 -211.117
-0.182 -0.036* 15.202 -5.121
-0.230 -0.012 -13.252 30.624 0.224

JA-SU 0.173 0.594 -36.340 166.501 -76.450
-0.268 -0.375** 19.274 -133.130*
0.183 -0.076 -64.367 69.958 0.486

JA-CH -0.126 0.005 2.407 -13.637 -14.386
-0.097 0.093* -2.582 -3.042
-0.144 0.085 3.775 12.315 0.183

JA-GE NA NA NA NA NA

GE-SU 0.001 0.756** 59.180 -188.063** 1519.525**
-0.088 0.073 -29.055 13.075
0.0831* 0.087 18.976 51.930 0.782

GE-CH -0.334** 0.082** -0.168 -0.531 -29.843**
0.023 0.029** 2.146* 3.313
-0.109** -0.011 -3.122** -0.273 0.887

CH-SU 0.314** 1.278** 25.425 29.769 -277.200
-0.155* -0.601** 186.420 -72.600
0.118* 0.048 -288.139** 133.321 0.933

Notes: Column headings match variable names in the equation. In each group of three numbers, the 
top is for lag 0, followed by lag 1 and lag 2, except for the coefficients of CNJK, which are for lags l-
3. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given in the last column, Cq / R2- NA denotes not 
applicable because there are no events of that kind. Coefficients significant at the 5% (10%) are 
indicated by ** (*).
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Table 7-5. Coefficients of Equation (4), Conflict Flow from It to j.

Dvad CNKJ CNJK TKJ TJK dn./ R*

US-JA 0.021 0.117 -115.808 200.765* -843.954**
-0.300 0.058 79.834 -74.290
-0.089 0.467** -142.794 126.433 0.530

US-SU -0.239 1.035* 409.843* -109.731 -19971.165**
-0.256 0.379* 697.667* -108.065*
-0.126** 0.142* 453.208 -306.597** 0.887

US-CH 0.473** 1.296* 47.179 51.108 -878.656**
0.193 -1.897** -199.701 13.787
-0.160 -0.867 104.993 8.465 0.758

US-GE 0.188** 0.337 -254.135 86.962 753.924
0.024 -0.778** 234.058** 259.538
-0.079 0.391 -7.687 -361.308* 0.360

JA-SU 0.182 0.374** 25.201 -26.649 41.611
0.154 0.004 3.699 -6.963
-0.372** -0.266** 25.075 -13.558 0.400

JA-CH 0.270 -0.013 -16.770 8.665 -287.647**
-0.075 -0.001 36.510 -21.587
-0.136 0.167 23.527 -14.069 0.334

JA-GE NA NA NA NA NA

GE-SU -0.230** 0.992* 326.592** -107.406 -2744.593**
-0.056 0.184* -17.885 94.068
-0.131** 0.094 -106.145 -58.950* 0.847

GE-CH -0.208 10.122** -4.697 2.966 248.82**
0.224* 2.491 -33.215 -17.126
0.091** -1.617 13.957 26.619** 0.846

CH-SU 0.045 0.559** -0.262 95.340 -617.148
-0.078 -0.023 -5.971 -216.865
-0.006 0.231* -13.571 169.991** 0.929

Notes: Column headings match variable names in the equation. In each group of three numbers, the 
top is for lag 0, followed by lag I and lag 2, except for the group of coefficients of CNKJ, which are 
for lags 1-3. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given in the last column, do / R2. NA 
denotes not applicable because there are no events of that kind. Coefficients significant at the 5% 
(10%) are indicated by ** (*).
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Table 7-6. Coefficients in Equation (5), Cooperation Flour front j to k.

Dvad CPJK CPKJ TJK TKJ

US-JA 0.118 0.920** 0.654 25.533 592.547**
0.096 0.016 330.856* 91.148
0.017 -0.152 -166.185 -271.591** 0.801

US-SU 0.564* 0.847** 25.785 194.550 -1220.834
0.045 -0.468** -46.352 -123.597
-0.070 -0.087 27.131 1.467 0.941

US-CH 0.170 0.900** 25.089** -10.399 -160.936*
-0.261* -0.078 -12.557 24.764
-0.072 0.098 20.651** -32.341* 0.883

US-GE -0.068 0.453** -121.806 -182.502 3394.433**
-0.020 0.027 -130.697 -115.469
-0.216** 0.010 152.248* 263.054** 0.719

JA-SU -0.227* 0.907** 4.883 21.620 -70.482
0.116 0.217* -9.083 -10.682
-0.019 -0.056 1.195 -3.029 0.889

JA-CH 0.002 0.743** 24.660** -32.093 -19.216
-0.494** 0.001 -12.650 8.670
-0.041 0.369** 0.805 10.560 0.939

JA-GE -0.081 0.934** -9.849 17.387* -12.749
-0.073 0.076 18.071 -18.819**
-0.333** 0.152 -22.569** 19.748** 0.810

GE-SU -0.206* 0.818** -22.826 15.837 -44.022
-0.313* 0.140*** -72.928** 39.399**
0.018 0.337** 15.529 34.109* 0.867

GE-CH -0.381** 0.884** 8.232 -17.236 -157.092**
-0.265** 0.304* 11.904 11.432
-0.052 0.184 -19.482** 12.503 0.894

CH-SU 0.145 0.777** 52.492 -58.999* -236.218*
0.094 0.075 -23.417 35.753
0.034 -0.394** -57.379* 68.011* 0.837

Notes: Column headings match variable names in the equation. In each group of three numbers, the 
top is for lag 0, followed by lag I and lag 2, except for the group of coefficients of CPJK, which are 
from lags 1-3. The constant term at the top and Rz below are given in the last column, e*, / R2. 
Coefficients significant at the 5% (10%) are indicated by ** (*).
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Table 7-7. Coefficients in Equation (©, Cooperation Flour from It to j.

Dvad CPKJ CPJK TKJ TJK £._/ R2

US-JA 0.288** 0.704** -74.946 -0.659 -362.091*
-0.045 -0.113 47.257 -312.023**
0.001 -0.029 196.941* 121.843 0.530

US-SU 0.411** 1.027** -157.696 -22.848 1984.734
0.028 -0.445* 88.144 54.968
0.072 0.008 -51.925 -26.135 0.922

US-CH 0.125 0.874** 17.808 -17.917 117.608
-0.082 -0.175* -31.726 25.774*
0.006 0.229 35.079 -37.842** 0.862

US-GE 0.206** 0.951** 405.203** 15.584 -2663.445**
-0.160** -0.164 68.057 101.794
0.076 0.221 -373.660 -106.324 0.610

JA-SU -0.232 0.974** -13.098 -7.405 98.243
0.042 0.272 4.505 10.106
0.010 -0.104 8.807 -6.550 0.891

JA-CH -0.033 1.185* 63.283* -37.110** 67.250
-0.311** 0.011 -23.973 22.447**
0.014 0.421** -35.134 7.337 0.937

JA-GE -0.194 0.722* -16.357** 6.927 31.091
0.066 0.212 19.244** -29.160
0.226** -0.004 -14.057** 30.297** 0.781

GE-SU -0.065 1.106** -19.008 34.524 62.490
-0.431** 0.134 -52.834* 78.324**
-0.002 0.420** -30.161 -21.319 0.934

GE-CH -0.368* 0.899* 16.548 -6.203 63.410
-0.192 0.306* -8.262 -8.771
-0.036 0.167* -12.390 16.392** 0.867

CH-SU -0.058 0.924** 64.007** -37.628 200.593
0.354** -0.051 -41.656 5.198
-0.063 -0.095 -47.470 45.989 0.789

Notes: Column headings match variable names in the equation. In each group of three numbers, the 
top is for lag 0, followed by lag I and lag 2, except for the group of coefficients of CPKJ, which are 
from lags 1-3. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given in the last column, / R2. 
Coefficient significant at the 5% (10%) are indicated by ** (*).
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Table 7*8. Joint Significance and Suns of Lags in Equations (3) and (4). 

Panel A; Equation 3 (Conflict Flow from J to ID
Dvad CNJK CNKJ TJK TKJ

US-JA 0.146 0.202 0.017 0.566
0.063 0.395** 66.055 -55.342

US-SU 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000
-0.505** 1.444** 483.205** -1450.654**

US-CH 0.000 0.141 0.001 0.054
-0.377 0.059 22.881** -37.057**

US-GE 0.385 0.098 0.037 0.221
-0.626* -0.029 35.151 -28.388

JA-SU 0.077 0.008 0.089 0.160
0.087 0.143 -81.432 103.330

JA-CH 0.158 0.001 0.892 0.494
-0.368* 0.183** 3.600 -4.365

JA-GE NA NA NA NA
GE-SU 0.289 0.000 0.162 0.056

-0.004 0.916** 49.101* -123.059**
GE-CH 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003

-0.421 0.100** -1.143** 2.508**
CH-SU 0.002 0.000 0.313 0.530

0.276* 0.724** -76.293 90.489
Panel B: Eauation 4 (Conflict Flow From K to J)
Dvad CNKJ CNJK TKJ TJK

US-JA 0.063 0.000 0.000 0.000
-0.368 0.642** -178.767** 252.908**

US-SU 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000
-0.621** 1.556** 1560.719** -524.393**

US-CH 0.000 0.000 0.424 0.236
0.507** -1.468 -47.527 73.361

US-GE 0.209 0.007 0.168 0.276
0.133 -0.050 -27.764 -14.807

JA-SU 0.000 0.000 0.080 0.127
-0.036 0.112 53.975 -47.171*

JA-CH 0.152 0.586 0.026 0.060
0.058 0.152 43.266** -26.992**

JA-GE NA NA NA NA
GE-SU 0.006 0.000 0.000 0.190

-0.418** 1.272** 202.561** -72.287**
GE-CH 0.000 0.000 0.075 0.048

0.108 10.996** 12.460 -23.955*
CH-SU 0.973 0.000 0.990 0.443

-0.039 0.767** -19.804 48.467

Notes: See notes to Tables 7-4 and 7-5. The top value is the joint significance level and the bottom 
figure is the value of the sum of coefficients of all lags.
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Table 7*9. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags in Equations (5) and (6). 

Panel A: Equation S (Cooperation Flow from J to K1
Dvad CPJK CPKJ TJK JM

US-JA 0.532 0.000 0.086 0.019
0.232 0.785** 165.325** -154.910**

US-SU 0.000 0.000 0.635 0.478
0.539** 0.292** 6.564 72.420

US-CH 0.039 0.000 0.100 0.008
-0.162 0.920** 33.183** -17.976*

US-GE 0.000 0.000 0.068 0.017
-0.305 0.491** -100.256* -34.918

JA-SU 0.001 0.000 0.823 0.756
-0.132 1.069** -3.005 7.908

JA-CH 0.000 0.000 0.007 0.001
-0.533** 1.114** 12.816** -12.822**

JA-GE 0.000 0.000 0.032 0.000
-0.487* 1.162** -14.348** 18.317**

GE-SU 0.098 0.000 0.000 0.000
-0.501** 1.297** -80.225** 89.346**

GE-CH 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.448
-0.699** 1.373** 0.655 6.699

CH-SU 0.500 0.000 0.000 0.003
0.273 0.459* -28.304 44.766

Panel B: Eauation 6 (CooDeration Flow from K to Ji
Dvad CPKJ CPJK TKJ TJK

US-JA 0.144 0.000 0.081 0.002
0.244* 0.562** 169.250** -190.250**

US-SU 0.010 0.000 0.385 0.472
0.512** 0.574** -121.477 5.985

US-CH 0.560 0.000 0.001 0.001
0.049 0.928** 21.161** -29.986**

US-GE 0.009 0.000 0.244 0.588
0.122 1.008** 99.600 11.054

JA-SU 0.009 0.000 0.812 0.787
-0.180 1.143** 0.213 -3.850

JA-CH 0.006 0.000 0.156 0.098
-0.330* 1.617** 4.176 -7.326*

JA-GE 0.001 0.000 0.003 0.001
0.099 0.930** -11.169 8.064*

GE-SU 0.008 0.000 0.007 0.000
-0.497** 1.659** -102.004** 91.528**

GE-CH 0.093 0.000 0.521 0.000
-0.597* 1.372** -4.104 1.417

CH-SU 0.056 0.000 0.008 0.174
0.233 0.777** -25.119 13.660

Notes: See notes to Tables 7-6 and 7-7. The top value is the joint significance level and the bottom 
figure is the value of the sum of coefficients of all lags.
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CHAPTER 8: SEM ESTIMATION FROM TOTAL TRADE VOLUMES

Chapter 7 was devoted to an empirical investigation of a SEM from total trade value 

data under the assumption of one traded good. Chapter 8 retains the one traded good 

assumption but empirically investigates a SEM from total trade volumes in partial equilibrium. 

While in chapter 7 the economic part of the model is solved to obtain a trade gravity like 

equation for BT value, in this chapter we estimate bilateral demand, bilateral supply, and CC 

equations for each dyad. The empirical model is estimated for all dyads formed among the 

United States (US), the (former) Soviet Union (SU), Japan (JA), and (West) Germany (GE) 

which are four major political and economic actors. The choice of dyads, as well as sample 

time and data frequency, however, is also affected by the availability of multilateral and BT 

values, volumes, and prices.

A SEM from total trade volumes has an advantage over a SEM from total trade 

values since it implies clear hypotheses on the effect of CC on BT. As in the case of the 

SEM from trade values, however, the effect of BT on CC in the SEM from trade volumes is 

theoretically ambiguous and needs to be investigated empirically.

8.1 Empirical Model

The SEM in chapter 7 is estimated from net conflict and separate sums of conflict and 

cooperation as the measures of CC. In the SEM of chapter 7, the use of separate sums of 

conflict and cooperation entails six equations where the use of net conflict entails four 

equations. In chapter 8, a SEM using separate sums of conflict and cooperation as the 

measures of CC entails eight equations, while that using net conflict includes six equations.

The results in Chapter 7 and Appendix 3 reveal, however, a relatively low sensitivity to the 

type of CC measure used in the estimation. Furthermore, while bilateral and multilateral total
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trade values are available starting in 1948, bilateral and multilateral total trade volumes and 

prices are available only since 1963. Given the larger complexity of this SEM, the robustness 

of chapter’s 7 results to the type of CC measure used, and the fewer BT volume and price 

data points available, the SEM from total BT trade volumes is estimated here using net 

conflict as the measure of CC.

The SEM is estimated from chapter 6’s equations (3), (5), and (13) which are written 

below for the case of one traded good which is produced in j and consumed in k and for CC 

sent from j to k. As (3) and (5) in chapter 6 include BT prices and volumes, (13) is modified 

to include BT prices and quantities, or and Q* respectively, as separate variables to 

maintain simultaneity. A similar set of equations may be written for BT volumes and CC 

flows from k to j. To simplify the notations, the sums in the denominators of equations (3), 

for the bilateral demand and (5), for the bilateral supply, are replaced by PTkand PSj, 

respectively. These three equations, with a short title for each, are as follows.

Demand of k from j:

y»py-«. ,

J* PTt

Supply from j to k:

Qik=  *k - J  (2)
a  P T  a jk

CC from j to k:

CCjke~y^Q +y ^ l (~^'kjc+ d - Y ) CCjjtc.1 + PP^jkc*P (f ljk c+^ P^kj c+^ k j  C+Y®y*c'

(3)
Operationalizing CC as net conflict, the number of equations in the SEM from total 

trade volume is six: demand of j from k, supply of k to j, demand of k from j, supply of j to
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k, net conflict from j to k, and net conflict from k to j. In empirical analysis, the terms PTk 

and PSj in (1) and (2), are approximated by the multilateral trade price indicies (or trade unit 

values).

The variable P*k is included in the estimation as one term since the theoretical model 

implies the same regression coefficients for its components as disscused in chapter 6 and 7. 

Similarly, the model constrains the coefficients of the multilateral import and export 

expenditures, Mk, Mj, Xj, and Xk, to be equal, with opposite signs, to those of the multilateral 

import and export prices, PSk, PS,, PTj, and PTk, respectively. Accordingly, real multilateral 

import and export expenditures are used as explanatory variables by computing the ratios 

between Mk and PSk, M,- and PSj, Xk and PTk, and X, and PT, and using those ratios in the 

estimation.

The logarithm transformations of (I) and (2) are taken to make them linear in 

logarithms. Following this transformation, (1) and (2) include the levels of CC, logarithms of 

total BT prices and volumes, and logarithms of real multilateral import and export 

expenditures. To maintain simultaneity, total BT prices and volumes in (3) are replaced by 

their logarithm transformations.

Consumers and producers in j  and k are assumed to observe both the CC flows going 

from j to k and from k to j. As before, all economic agents are assumed to have access to the 

same information set on the bilateral relations. Accordingly, CCjk and CC^, in the form of 

net conflict flows, are included in the demand and supply equations as independent variables. 

The governments of j and k are assumed to act on a net conflict scale. The empirical model 

is estimated separately for each dyad.

Equations (1) and (2) are written under the assumption of market clearing. In reality, 

however, the process of reaching economic equilibrium may not be instantaneous, as was
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disscused in chapter 7. To accommodate possible changes in the economic and the political 

environments over time, equations (4) - (9) below include lagged variables.1 As in Grossman 

(1982), the lags are entered into the demand and the supply equations unconstrained.2 As in 

chapter 7, the number of lags to be used is determined empirically.3

The equations to be estimated, with a short title for each, are written as follows. 

Bilateral demand of k from j:

1 2 (4)
0JX-e=ao+ £  (a l3RMKc_3+a23NJKc_3+a23NKJc_3) + £  (aA3PJK+a53TEJK)

5=0 5=0

Bilateral supply of j to k:

QJKc=b0+^2 (b lsR X Jc_s +b23NJKt_3+b2sNKJc_3) + £  (b 43PJK) +u ,c (5 )
5=0 s=o

Bilateral demand of j from k:

1 2 ( 6 )
QKJt =cQ+Y, ( c lsRMJc_s +c2sNJKe_3+c:i3NKJ-c_3) + £  (c^P K J+ c^T E K J)  +u3c'

5=0 5=0

Bilateral supply of k to j:

Q K I^ d 0* '£  (dlsRXKc_s +d2sNJKc_s +d23NKJc_3) + £  (disPKJ) + U i c  (7 )
2

I
5=0 5=0

Net conflict flow from j to k:

NJKe=e0+Yf e l3 (NKJc_3) + £  (e23NJKe_3) +PQJKc+u2t (8)
5=0 5=1

Net conflict from k to j:

i

NKJc= fQ+ '£ ( f 13NJKc_s) + £  ( f 23NKJc. s ) +PQKJc+u6c . (9)
S=0 5=1
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PQJKt and PQKJ, in (8) and (9) are given by:

i

PQJKc=52 (^ Q J K ^ e ^ Q K J ^ e ^ J K ^ e ^ K J ^ )  (10)
s=o

PQKJc=J2 (fZ3QJKt_3+fASQKJc_s+f5sPJKt_s+£6aPKJt:_a) , (11)
5=0

and the u’s are structural disturbance terms.

In the above equations (4) through (11), the definitions of variables are listed below:

QJK = logarithm of total trade volume from j to k,
QKJ = logarithm of total trade volume from k to j,
PJK = logarithm of total BT price paid by k to j,
PKJ = logarithm of total BT price paid by j to k,
RMK = logarithm of total multilateral real import value of k,
RMJ = logarithm of total multilateral real import value of j,
RXJ = logarithm of total multilateral real export value of j,
RXK = logarithm of total multilateral real export value of k,
NKJ = level of net conflict sent from k to j,
NJK = level of net conflict sent from j to k,
TEJK = logarithm of the combined terms of the tariffs that k imposes on j and the

value of k’s currency in terms of j ’s currency,
TEKJ = logarithm of the combined terms of the tariffs that j imposes on k and the

value of j ’s currency in terms of k’s currency.

The subscript t denotes time and the subscript s denotes lag number. The estimates of

the parameters a,...,f are the regression coefficients. The coefficients of TEJK and PJK, and

TEKJ and PKJ, respectively, are constrained to be equal as dictated by the theoretical model,

where TEJK and TEKJ are presented in (2) in chapter 6.4 The imposition of these restrictions

and those from using the real multilateral trade values is expected to increase the efficiency of

the estimation.

8.2 Dvads and Data

There are six dyads and 12 trade or CC flows in the sample as we distinguish between 

the actor and the target countries. The dyads used here, however, are a subset of those used
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in chapter 7. The estimation of demand and supply equations requires a complete set of 

bilateral and multilateral trade prices, volumes, and values. Such data are not available, 

however, for dyads which include China. For dyads which include the (former) Soviet 

Union, it is possible to generate missing trade data under a certain assumption which is 

disscused below. The CC data, exchange rates, and tariffs for all countries, and the 

multilateral trade values of the SU are from chapter 7. The following description of the trade 

data applies also to chapter 9 which uses (disaggregated) data from the same sources used 

here.

Data on BT prices in precise measures over long time periods for any country are not 

available (see Geraci and Preow, 1982; Ranuzzi, 1981, 1982; Italianer, 1986; Bergstrad,

1986, 1987; and Marquez, 1991, 1992).5 Accordingly, authors use various approximations to 

generate BT prices. Ranuzzi (1981,1982), Italianer (1986), and Marquez (1991, 1992) use 

BT unit values as a proxy for prices.6 Warner and Kreinin (1983), Helkie and Hooper 

(1988), Kohli and Morey (1988), Kohli (1991), Shilies (1991) and others use multilateral 

trade unit values as a proxy for BT prices. Geracci and Preow (1982) and Pollins (1989b) 

compute BT prices for total trade from weighted multilateral trade unit values. Marquez and 

McNeilly (1988) and Marquez (1991, 1992) argue, however, that studies using multilateral 

trade prices to compute, or approximate, BT prices run the risk of biased results due to 

measurement errors.7

In this study, BT unit value indices which are constructed from highly disaggregated 

trade data are used to approximate BT prices. Multilateral and bilateral total and 

disaggregated trade unit value indices, volume indices, and values from 1963 to 1980 are 

from Italianer (1986), and from 1979 to 1994 they are from the European Commission’s 

VOLIMEX. Both data sets include total as well as disaggregated trade data.
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Italianer’s (1986) data include yearly unit value indices and values for 13 reporters 

and partners from the OECD and five trading blocs partners. The data, computed from 

dollars, are disaggregated along five categories which are listed in chapter 9 and are expressed 

using 1975 as the base year for all indicies. Italianer’s methodology was adopted by the 

European Commission’s VOLIMEX project in the mid 1980s. The Commission increased the 

number of reporters, partners, and goods, changed the format of reports, and changed the 

source of raw data from the OECD to the U N . VOLIMEX data include yearly un it values 

indicies, values, and volume indicies from 1979 to 1994, for 24 reporters and partners from 

the OECD, some non OECD partners, and a few trading blocs. Data are available in the 

SITC one digit or the NACE-R44 trade classifications. These data are computed from dollars 

and are expressed using 1990 as the base year for all indicies.

As mentioned above, VOLIMEX data are based on national reports to the UN where 

Italianer’s (1986) data are based on national reports to the OECD. The reports, however, 

include trade values and volumes adjusted for the cost of insurance and freight and 

disaggregated along SITC five digits categories. Both data sets are constructed using a similar 

methodology as follows.8 For each low level SITC category, a bilateral and multilateral 

trade unit value is created by dividing values by volumes. Disaggregated values and unit 

values are aggregated into values and unit value indicies for groups of goods. In VOLIMEX, 

unit value indicies are used to generate aggregated BT volume indicies. Since Italianer’s 

(1986) data do not include volume indicies, they are computed here by converting values into 

indicies and dividing them by the unit value indicies from the same base year, as done in 

Grossman (1982).

Italianer’s trade categories are aggregates of VOLIMEX’s NACE-R44 categories 

(Italianer, 1986:258). At our request, the European Commission sent us VOLIMEX trade
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data aggregated into Italianer’s categories for our dyads. Trade time series from 1963 to 

1994 are created by splicing the "Italianer like” VOLIMEX and Italianer’s (1986) data sets 

using the following procedure. First, indicies in both data sets are expressed using 1980 as a 

common base year. Second, trade indicies and values in 1979, which is the only remaining 

overlapping year between VOLIMEX and Italianer (1986) data when expressed in base year 

1980, are compared to each other. As the difference between the two data sets is found to be 

mostly smaller than five percent, the two data sets, expressed in base 1980, are spliced by 

using VOLIMEX data from 1979 to 1994 and Italianer’s data from 1963 to 1978. The 

resulting time series is then expressed using 1990 as the base year.

Each BT flow is available as reported by the two trade partners in a dyad. These 

reports may not match, however, for a given good and/or point in time although they apply to 

the same flow. This is a known problem in all BT data sets.9 VOLIMEX data include a 

yearly quality flag per each variable, pointing out the percent of missing reports in the data 

used to generate it. Accordingly, we choose the reporter country for both VOLIMEX and 

Italianer’s data sets as the one with the highest data quality in VOLIMEX. This procedure 

was recommended to me by the European Commission.

Italianer’s (1986) data set does not include the SU as a trade partner. Instead, the 

Community of Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA) economic bloc is included as a trade 

partner. VOLIMEX data include the (former) SU as a trade partner. Under the assumption 

that the 1963-1980 growth rates of US, JA, and CE trade with the CMEA bloc are similar to 

the growth rates of their trade with the SU, data for the SU are generated by extrapolating 

VOLIMEX backwards, from 1979 to 1963, using the CMEA growth rates from Italianer

(1986). As the two data sets overlap in 1979 and 1980, it is possible to check their match for 

the SU generated data in 1979 when 1980 is used as a base year. The differences between
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those SU trade series in 1979 are found to be smaller than 10 percent in most cases.

8.3 Summariring the Hypotheses

The testable hypotheses derived from the model which are relevant to an emprical 

analysis of BT and CC from total trade volumes, are rewritten below as follows.

The total BT demand equation will have a negative slope with respect to the total BT 

price, and a positive slope with respect to the real multilateral total import expenditure.

The total BT supply equation should have positive slopes with respect to the total BT 

price and the multilateral total real export expenditure.

The bilateral demand and supply equations will both have a positive slope with respect 

to net conflict, or demand and supply will decrease with conflict and increase with 

cooperation.

The signs of the inertia term in the CC equations is ambiguous. CC inertia, however, 

is expected to be statistically significant. Following many results in the literature on foreign 

policy interaction, the sign of reciprocity is expected to be mostly positive.

The effect of BT on CC, while ambiguous, should be statistically siginificant. Several 

forces may determine the sign of the effect of BT prices or volumes and CC. For instance, 

higher import price may prompt importers, or actors, to be hostile toward exporters, or 

targets. As actors’ imports are the targets’ exports, higher export price may prompt targets’ 

cooperation, which may prompt actors’ reciprocity. Yet, actors facing higher import price 

may also become friendly toward exporters hoping to reduce price, and so on.10

8.4 Results

The model in equations (4) through (9) above is estimated per dyad by using two
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stage least squares. A statistical software package RATS version 4.0 has been used. As in 

chapter 7, consistent standard errors are obtained by using the method of Newey and West

(1987). Three hypotheses tests are conducted: (1) t tests on the significance of lags 

coefficients; (2) F tests on the joint significance of lags coefficients; and (3) t tests on the 

sums of lags coefficients.11

The estimation results are summarized below and are fully presented in Appendix 4.

In general, results from testing the joint significance of lags coefficients show that the 

variables in the model significantly contribute to the explanation of the dependent variables.

At least one sum of lags coefficients of CC is found to be significant in 11 out of 12 demand 

equations and in 9 out of 12 supply equations. Hence, CC matters for demand and supply 

from total trade. Similarly, at least one sum of lags of trade coefficients is found to be 

siginificant in 8 out of 12 CC flows. Hence, trade is a determinant of CC in most dyads in 

the sample.

Table 8-1 and 8-2 summarize results from testing the significance of the sums of lags 

coefficients and individual lags coefficients. A statistical significance level of 10 percent is 

used throughout the disscusion.12 Typically, the results from lags coefficients and from sums 

of lags coefficients reveal similar patterns while the majority of the results confirms our 

hypotheses.

Results from the Demand and Supply Equations

The signs of lags coefficients and sums of lags coefficients in the demand and supply 

equations are summarized in Table 8-1.13

[Insert Table 8-1 here: Signs of Coefficients in Demand and Supply]

In Table 8-1, the majority of the signs of lags coefficients and sums of lags
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coefficients of bilateral prices and real multilateral trade expenditures have the expected signs. 

In demand and supply combined, 51 lags coefficients of price out of 72 in Panel A and 17 

sums of lags coefficients of price out of 24 in Panel B reject the hypothesis of a wrong sign.

In the case of the real multilateral export and import expenditures, 43 individual lags 

coefficients out of 48 in Panel A, and 22 sums of lags coefficients out of 24 in Panel B, reject 

the hypothesis of a wrong sign.

The number of wrong price signs in Table 8-1 is slightly lower compared to several 

economic studies estimating BT demand and supply equations. Direct comparison, however, 

may not be possible as studies differ in data sources, model specification, estimation methods, 

sample times, and data frequency. Price and Thornbiade (1972), Stone (1979), Geraci and 

Preow (1982), Grossman (1982), Ranuzzi (1982), Hutshinson et al. (1986), Marquez (1991, 

1992), and Onitsuka (1994) for instance, also find, at times, a positively price sloped bilateral 

demand function. In supply, the frequency of wrong BT price slopes is slightly higher in 

those studies than in our study.14 The frequency of correctly signed or expected expenditure 

elasticities of demand and supply in those studies is mostly as in our study.

In Panel A, 27 out of 48 CC coefficients reject the hypothesis that a rise in conflict is 

associated with more demand, and 38 out of 48 CC coefficients reject the hypothesis that a 

rise in conflict is associated with more supply. In Panel B, results from sums of lags 

coefficients of CC in supply greatly confirm our hypothesis as 18 out of 24 sums reject the 

hypothesis of a wrong sign. Results from the sums of lags coefficients of CC in demand 

partially agree with our expectations as 11 out of 24 sums of lags coefficients reject the 

hypothesis of a wrong sign. In 13 cases demand is found, however, to increase with conflict. 

We will return to this point in the end of this chapter.
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Results from the Net Conflict Equations

The signs of the lags coefficients and sums of lags coefficients in the CC equations 

are presented in Table 8-2.

[Insert Table 8-2 here: Signs of Coefficients in CC Equations.]

In Panel B, the sums of lags coefficients of reciprocity are statistically significant in 

10 out of 12 CC flows, inertia in 5, export volume in 5, import volume in 4, export price in 

6, and sums of lags coefficients of import price are statistically significant in 6 out of 12 CC 

flows.

In Panels A and B, the signs of the majority of lags coefficients and sums of lags 

coefficients of reciprocity are positive while those of inertia are mostly negative. In Panel A, 

two lags coefficients of inertia are found to be positive while eight are negative. For 

reciprocity, 12 lags coefficients are positive while two are negative. In Panel B, The sums of 

lags coefficients of inertia are all negative while nine out of 10 sums of lags coefficients of 

reciprocity are positive. Hence, in our sample, inertia acts as a negative feedback while 

reciprocity acts as a positive feedback.

Combining results in Panel A and B of Table 8-2, the signs of lags coefficients (Panel 

A) and sums of lags coefficients (Panel B) of bilateral prices and volumes are mostly 

ambiguous. That is, no clear effect of BT prices and volumes on CC is revealed either in the 

theoretical model or in the empirical test. This result agrees with our hypotheses. The 

association of export with cooperation and import with conflict which was revealed by the 

estimation results from the SEM in chapter 7 is generally not supported, however, by the 

estimation results in this chapter.15

Last, we may use our results to evaluate Polachek and McDonald’s (1992:277) 

prediction. These authors argue that the lower is the price elasticity of an actor’s bilateral
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import demand and export supply, more bilateral cooperation will be induced by BT. As was 

discussed in chapter 2, this prediction is based on the assumption that governments derive 

positive utility from both trade and conflict. In general, argues Polachek, bilateral trade will 

induce cooperation, the size of which depends on those price elasticities. We, however, do 

not find in favor of this prediction. In our results, the effect of BT on CC is not clear, 

regardless of the magnitude of the price elasticities of bilateral import demand or export 

supply. This was demonstrated in chapter 7, as well as here.

8.5 Concluding Remarks

In chapter 8 we estimated a SEM from total trade volumes and prices for all dyads 

formed among the United States, Japan, (West) Germany, and the (former) Soviet Union.

Time series data from 1963 to the early 1990s are used. CC is measured as net conflict.

In the bilateral demand and supply equations, the price slopes of demand and supply 

are found to have the expected sign. The trade expenditure slopes of demand and supply are 

found to be mostly positive as expected. Overall, the effect of CC on bilateral demand and 

supply is found to be positive in most cases, or demand and supply mostly increase with 

bilateral cooperation and decrease with bilateral conflict. While the bilateral supply is found 

to increase with cooperation in the majority of cases, the bilateral demand is found to increase 

with conflict in some cases, an effect which is not anticipated by the model.

In the CC equations, reciprocity is found to be statistically significant in the majority 

of cases and is always positive. A statistically siginificant inertia is present in a smaller 

number of cases and is mostly negative. Hence, it is found that conflict begets conflict while 

past conflict sent by an actor tends to attenuate the conflict sent in the current period. The 

effects of trade volumes and prices on CC are found to be empirically unclear. This is in
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accordance with our prior expectations. That is, BT may generate conflict or cooperation 

when investigated from an interaction model embedded in a SEM. This result is different 

from the one obtained by Polachek (1978, 1980, 1992) and others who find that BT causes 

cooperation. Those models, however, are not SEMs and do not model the behavior of both 

trade partners.

Finally, two explanations are offered to account for the increase of bilateral demand 

with conflict which is found in some cases. First, this result may be related to our relatively 

small sample size. Second, it is possible to conjecture social forces which may push to 

increase the bilateral demand in response to bilateral conflict. For instance, when an actor 

expresses conflict toward a target, in particular over unbalanced trade, the target may import 

more to appease the actor. An increase in conflict may also be mitigated by vested interests 

in trade which may increase bilateral demand as a signal to feuding governments. Our 

emprical analysis, however, can not distinguish among such effects as they are not included in 

the theoretical model.
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ENDNOTES

1. Some studies estimate demand and supply equations without lags under the assumption of 
instantaneous adjustment. For example, see Goldstein and Khan (1978), Stone (1979), and 
Marquez (1991, 1992).

2. Price and Thornblad (1972), Wilson and Takas (1977), Geraci and Preow (1982),
Grossman (1982), Ranuzzi (1982), Haynes, Hutchinson and Mikesell (1986), Marquez and 
McNeilly (1988), and Onitsuka (1994) specify demand and/or supply equations without CC 
using lags of explanatory variables. The number of lags used varies, however, from few 
quarters to few years.

3. The lags used appear to be the best over all, with low significance levels for the 
coefficients, the largest number of anticipated signs of price and expenditures elasticities, and 
good R2 values.

4. We have experimented with alternative specifications. As in Price and Thornblad (1972), a 
trend term is found to be mostly not significant with fewer correctly signed elasticities. Other 
alternatives included a Koyock lag specification without a trend as in Ranuzzi (1982), and 
Italianer and d’Alcantara (1986), and instantaneous adjustments without lags and trend as in 
Goldstein and Khan (1978), Stone (1979), and Marquez (1991, 1992).

5. BT prices are only available from the US Bureau of Labor Statistics. The data start in 
1991 and are only available for total trade. The U.S. is the only reporter. Partners include 
DCs, LDCs, the EU, and the NICs as a trading blocs, and Canada and Japan as individual 
countries.

6. Ranuzzi (1981,1982) constructs bilateral and multilateral unit value indices for France, 
Germany, Italy, and UK, from 1970 to 1978, in food, basic materials, mineral fuels, and 
manufactures.

7. The limitations of using unit values as a proxy for prices are discussed by Kravis and 
Lipsey (1971) and others. According to Italianer (1986) and Marquez (1991, 1992), 
however, if unit values are constructed from highly disaggregated trade data they may serve 
as a reasonable approximation for prices.

8. See Italianer, 1986:chapter 7; and VOLIMEX Classification Plan, 1993:Version 1.3 for 
details.

9. Matching trade reports of counties for the same trade flow is a problem faced by all 
reporting organizations. To our best knowledge, based on our disscusion with both the UN 
and the European Commission, this problem is still not solved. We ignore differences 
between the reports of the two trade partners for the same trade flow.

10. Other reasoning are also possible. For instance, as the importer sends conflict toward 
the exporter due to higher import price, the target may reciprocate with conflict. Similar 
reasoning apply to the effect of BT volume on CC.
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11. For coefficients with theoretically unambiguous signs, one tailed t tests are performed as 
in Stone (1979) and Bergstrand (1985). Otherwise, two tailed t tests are performed, hi log 
linear models, coefficients which are not different from zero may be interpreted as zero 
elasticities as in Goldstein and Khan (1978), Stone (1979), Grossman (1982), and Haynes et 
ai. (1986).

12. The spirit of results does not change when a 5% significance level is used.

13. Grossman (1982) refers to the sums of lags coefficients in BT demand or supply as "total 
elasticities." Studies specifying BT models from lags report the sums of lags coefficients 
and/or the individual coefficients (i.e. Haynes, Hutchinson, and Mikesell 1986; Bergstrand, 
1986; 1987; and Onitsuka 1994).

14. Stone (1979), Ranuzzi (1981, 1982), and Geraci and Preow (1982) report that the 
estimation results of the BT supply functions are significantly poorer than those of BT demand 
function.

15. A weak tendency is revealed, however, for the effect of export price on CC. A rise in 
actors’ export price causes conflict from actor to target in 6 out of 10 cases in Panel A and in 
4 out 6 cases in Panel B.
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Table 8-2. Signs of Coefficients in CC E q u a tio n s

Panel A: Results from individual lags coefficients

Variable Positive Sign Negative sign

Inertia 2 8
Reciprocity 12 2
Export volume 5 5
Import volume 4 3
Export price 4 6
Import price 7 6

Panel B: Results from sums of lags coefficients

Variable Positive Sign Negative sign

Inertia 0 S
Reciprocity 9 1
Export volume 3 2
Import volume 3 2
Export price 2 4
Import price 3 3

Notes: Inertia refers to the lag(s) of actor’s net conflict. Reciprocity refers to the current and 
lag(s) of the target net conflict. Export and import volumes are the quantities exported or 
imported by the actor, respectively. Export and import prices refers to those received and 
paid by the actor, respectively. Positive and negative signs refer to those of statistically 
significant coefficients or sums of coefficients in the level of 10 percent from a two tailed t 
test.
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CHAPTER 9: SEM ESTIMATION FROM DISAGGREGATED TRADE VOLUMES 

Price and Thomblade (1972:46) argue that while many researchers in the literature 

write about the need to empirically study disaggregated trade, "the major argument against 

disaggregation is the very large data handling problem that it presents” In our view this quote 

is still relevant today, in particular when applied to the trade and conflict literature. As 

demonstrated in chapter 2, the investigation of disaggregated trade and conflict is called for in 

the literature but is very rarely performed.

The models in chapters 7 and 8 are estimated under the assumption that there is only 

one traded good, total trade. Chapter 9 relaxes the assumption of one traded good and 

investigates the relationship between CC and BT in various goods using a SEM from trade 

volumes. The sample includes all dyads formed among the United States (US), Japan (JA), 

and (West) Germany (GE).

9.1 Empirical Model

The empirical model in chapter 9 consists of equations (3) for bilateral demand, (5) 

for bilateral supply, and a modification of (13) for CC, which are presented in chapter 6. In 

chapter 6, the CC equation was developed assuming that governments consider trade in all 

sectors when deciding on CC. Under this assumption, however, the number of required 

instruments or first stage regressors exceeds the sample size.

The use of partial equilibrium analysis is common in the disaggregated BT literature 

(i.e.. Price and Thornblade, 1972; Arad, Hirsch, and Tovias, 1983; Bergstrand, 1989,

Harigan, 1993). In the trade and conflict literature, Polachek (1980) investigates the 

relationship between trade flows in oil and CC, separately from other goods. Similarly, 

Polachek and Gasiorowski (1982) investigate the correlation between US trade with the entire
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Warsaw Pact and CC from the US toward each of the Pact members, separately for capital 

goods, raw materials, and agriculture.

For the analysis to be done here, I assume, in the spirit of the above partial 

equilibrium investigations, that governments’ CC due to a certain BT category is not affected 

by BT in other categories. This assumption greatly simplifies the empirical analysis as it 

allows to estimate the model separately for each good in a dyad.1

The equations to be estimated here are similar to those estimated in chapter 8 except 

that the bilateral and multilateral total trade price and quantity terms are replaced by the 

appropriate dissagregated trade terms. As the only difference between chapter’s 9 and 

chapter’s 8 models is the index i (denoting a good) added to the names of trade variables in 

chapter 8 ,1 do not present the estimated equations here, referring the reader to chapter’s 8 

equations (4) through (11) for a detailed account of the variables and lags used here.

As in chapter 8, consumers and producers are assumed to observe net conflict sent 

from j to k and from k to j, while governments are assumed to act on a net conflict scale. 

When CC is measured as net conflict, the model includes six equations for each good: 

demand of j from k, supply of k to j, demand of k from j, supply of j to k, net conflict from j 

to k, and net conflict from k to j. As before, the variables PT* and PS9 are approximated by 

multilateral disaggregated trade unit values, and P’ijk is included as one term for each good.2 

Real multilateral disaggregated trade expenditures are used as explanatory variables by 

computing the ratios between M* and PS*, My and PS0, X* and PT*. and Xfl and PT9, 

respectively.

The logarithm transformation is taken to make the equations linear in logarithms. As 

in chapter 8, the BT terms in the CC equations are operationalized as the logarithms of prices 

and volumes and unconstrained lags of all the explanatory variables are used. The number of
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lags used is determined empirically as in Price and Thomblad (1972), Grossman (1982), and 

Marquez and McNielly (1988).3

9.2 Dvads and Data

Five trade categories or goods are analyzed as in Italianer (1986) and Italianer and 

d’Alcantara (1986). Using Italianer’s notations the rive goods are as follows: (I) agriculture 

and fishery or good A; (2) fuels and power or good E; (3) minerals and chemicals or good 

Q; (4) machines, transport equipment, and electronics or good K; and (5) food, clothing, 

paper, plastics, rubber and miscellaneous or good C. The goods included in each of these 

trade categories are listed in Table 9-10 (Italianer, 1986:258).

In general, the choice of dayds, as well as the sample time, data frequency, and goods 

is determined by the availability of multilateral and BT value, volume, and price data. Yearly 

bilateral and multilateral disaggregated trade data from 1963 to 1980 are from Italianer (1986) 

and from 1979 to 1994 are from the European Commission VOL1MEX.*

There are three dyads and six trade flows for each good in the sample. The dyads 

used are a subset of those used in chapters 7 and 8. The estimation of disaggregated BT 

demand and supply functions requires the use of bilateral and multilateral trade prices, BT 

volumes, and multilateral trade expenditures, for each good. A complete set of the required 

data was not available for China and the (former) Soviet Union.5 In sum, dyads formed 

among the US, JA, and GE are used here. The CC data, exchange rates, and tariffs, are 

similar to those used in chapters 7 and 8.

9.3 Hypotheses

The testable hypotheses in chapter 9 which are directly implied by the model are
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similar to those disscused in chapter 8 for total trade. Namely, for each good we expect to 

find negatively sloped bilateral demand and supply with respect to price, positively sloped 

bilateral demand and supply with respect to multilateral trade expenditures, positive effect of 

CC on both bilateral demand and supply, and positive reciprocity in the CC equations. As 

before, according to our model the signs of the coefficients of CC inertia, and the effects of 

disaggregated BT prices and quantities on CC are theoretically ambiguous.

We may further hypothesize about the relationship between BT and CC in various 

goods. The model developed in chapter 6 implies that the more elastic are bilateral demand 

and supply of a certain good with respect to price, the more responsive they will be to a 

change in CC. A high price elasticity for a certain good implies that it has readily available 

substitutes. Thus, we expect to find a stronger tendency of bilateral conflict to reduce BT, 

the higher is the elasticity of bilateral demand and supply with respect to bilateral price, for 

that good.

9.4 Results

The model is estimated separately for each of the three dyads and the five goods 

included in the sample. A statistical software package RATS 4.0 is used. As in chapters 7 

and 8, the equations are estimated using two stage least squares and consistent standard errors 

are obtained from Newey and West’s (1987) method. Hypotheses tests are conducted per 

equation, as in chapters 7 and 8. A statistical significance level of 10 percent is used 

throughout the disscusion.

The estimation results which are summarized here are fully presented in Appendix 5. 

As in the previous chapters, the results include sums of lags coefficients, the joint significance 

of lags coefficients, and individual lags coefficients. In general, results from the joint
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significance of lags coefficients show that the variables in the model significantly contribute to 

the explanation of the dependent variables. Thus, the results presented below are mostly from 

the sums of lags coefficients and are summarized in two parts: one for bilateral demand and 

supply and the other for CC. Although we study three dyads and five goods, the number of 

estimated parameters which are obtained in the estimation is already large. The need for a 

meaningful summary of empirical results, across goods and dyads, is obvious. Clearly, there 

is more than one way to summarize our estimation results. Summarizing the results as 

follows seems meaningful as it presents them both across goods and across dyads.

Results from the Demand and Supply Equations

Tables 9-1 through 9-4 summarize results from sums of lags coefficients in demand 

and supply. These results are fully presented in Appendix 5’s Tables A5-1 through A5-4, 

A5-7 through A5-10, and A5-13 though A5-16. Specifically, the signs of lags coefficients of 

prices, real multilateral trade expenditures, and bilateral CC are presented for each traded 

good in a dyad. According to the hypotheses formulated in chapter 6, the slopes of the 

bilateral demand and supply with respect to price are expected to be negative or positive, 

respectively. The slopes with respect to the real multilateral import and export expenditures, 

however, are expected to be positive, while the slopes of demand and supply with respect to 

cooperation are expected to be positive.

Table 9-1 presents results from counting the number of cases which reject the 

hypotheses that bilateral demand and supply have wrongly signed slopes with respect to price 

and real multilateral import and export expenditures.

[Insert Table 9-1 here: Signs of Sums of Price and Expenditure Coefficients in

Demand and Supply.]
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The results from signs of sums of lags coefficients of price and real trade expenditure are as 

follows. Out of 30 cases, the hypothesis that demand has a positive slope with respect to 

price is rejected in 25 cases, the hypothesis that supply has a negative slope with respect to 

price is rejected in 21 cases, the hypothesis that demand has a negative slope with respect to 

real multilateral import expenditure is rejected in 28 cases, and the hypothesis that supply has 

a negative slope with respect to multilateral real export expenditure is rejected in 29 cases. In 

all, with few exceptions, the economic variables in the bilateral demand and supply equations 

are correctly signed.

The effect of bilateral CC on BT volumes is investigated next. CC is operationalized 

as two variables in each economic equation, net conflict sent from actor A to target B and net 

conflict sent from actor B to target A. In all, there are 20 sums of coefficients of net conflict 

per dyad.6 The effect of CC on BT demand and supply is expected to be positive. Tables 9-2 

through 9-4 summarize estimation results from the signs of sums of lags coefficients of net 

conflict.

Table 9-2 shows the number of statistically significant sums of lags coefficients of net 

conflict in demand and supply, across goods and dyads.

[Insert Table 9-2 here: Significance From Sums of CC Coefficients in Demand and

Supply per Good]

In Table 9-2, the number of statistically siginificant sums of CC terms in demand and supply 

is 81, across all goods and dyads. This is more than double the number of non-siginificant 

CC terms which is 39. Hence, for the dyads used here, bilateral CC is found to be a 

statistically significant determinant of bilateral demand and supply. While the number of 

statistically significant CC effects varies along goods and dyads, it is always higher than the 

number of non significant effects.
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The signs of the sums of lags coefficients of net conflict in the bilateral demand and 

supply of all goods (combined) in a dyad are shown in Table 9-3.

[Insert Table 9-3 here: Signs from Sums of CC Coefficients in Demand and Supply.]

In Table 9-3, a decrease in net conflict (less cooperation) is mostly associated with a decrease 

in trade volumes, as expected. There is a total of 60 cases for demand or supply in the 

sample. The hypothesis that an increase in conflict is associated with more trade is rejected in 

34 equations of bilateral demand and in 47 equations of bilateral supply. Over all, in 81 out 

of 120 cases an increase in net conflict is associated with an increase in BT volumes. Yet, in 

26 cases out of 60 the hypothesis that demand increases with bilateral conflict is not rejected. 

As in chapter 8, two explanations may be offered. First, this result may be related to our 

relatively small sample size. Second, we may conjecture the presence of social forces 

pushing to increase import with conflict which are not included in the model.

Results from the signs of the sums of lags coefficients of net conflict in different 

goods are presented in Table 9-4.

[Insert Table 9-4 here: Signs from Sums of CC Coefficients in Demand and Supply 

per Good. ]

In Table 9-4, the number of cases which reject the hypothesis that an increase in conflict leads 

to higher BT volumes is counted for each good. For each good in a dyad, there are eight 

sums of CC coefficients, four in demand and four in supply. The hypothesis that conflict 

leads to more bilateral demand or supply is mostly rejected. As before, the tendency of 

bilateral conflict to reduce BT volumes is found to be stronger in supply than in demand. In 

supply, this tendency is strongest in machines, transport equipment and electronics (good K) 

and fuels and power (good E), and weakest in good, paper, plastic, rubber, and miscellaneous 

(good C). In demand, this tendency is strongest in agriculture and fishery (good A),
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noticeable in fuel and power (good E) and minerals and chemicals (good Q), and weakest in 

good C.

Results from the Net Conflict Equations

Results from the estimation of the net conflict equations are summarized next from 

sums of lags coefficients and individual lags coefficients which are hilly presented in 

Appendix 5 in Tables A5-5, A5-6, A5-23, A5-24, A5-U, A5-12, A5-29, A5-30, A5-17, A5- 

18, A5-3S, and A5-36. Specifically, the signs of bilateral prices and volumes and CC inertia 

and reciprocity are investigated here. The model includes two net conflict equations, one for 

the flow from j to k and the other for k to j. Tables 9-5 and 9-6 present results from sums of 

lags coefficients, across dyads. Tables 9-7 and 9-8 present results from sums of lags 

coefficients and individual lags coefficients across goods. As in chapter 8, export price 

(volume) is the price (volume) an actor charges (sends to) a target, and import price (volume) 

is the price (volume) the actor pays (receives from) the target.

The signs of the sums of lags coefficients of reciprocity and inertia are summarized in Table 

9-5.

[Insert Table 9-5 here: Signs of Reciprocity and Inertia from Sums of Coefficients in 

Net Conflict.]

There is a total of five sums of lags coefficients of reciprocity and inertia per each CC flow as 

the model is estimated separately for each good. The sums of lags coefficients of reciprocity 

are found to be statistically significant in 22 out of 30 cases and are all positive. The sums of 

lags coefficients of inertia are found to be statistically siginfficant in 14 out of 30 cases and 

are mostly negative. The spirit of these results is similar to those disscused chapter 7 and 8.7 

The signs of the statistically significant sums of lags coefficients of bilateral prices and
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volumes in the equations of net conflict are presented in Table 9-6.

[Insert Table 9-6 here: Signs of Trade Variables from Sums of Coefficients in Net Conflict.] 

In Table 9-6, as the volume of Japan’s export to the US increases, it becomes friendly toward 

the US. This effect is also noticeable, but weaker, in the behavior of Germany toward the 

US. A negative effect of import price on cooperation is strongest in the case of Japan’s 

import from the US, and US’s import from Germany. Counting statistically significant cases 

across dyads, in nine out of 12 cases a rise in export volume causes cooperation from 

exporter toward the importer, while in nine out of II cases a rise in import price causes 

conflict from importer toward the exporter. The effects of import volume and export price on 

net conflict do not reveal a clear pattern. These results partially support our hypotheses.

They also seem to support results which are reported in chapter 7, as a similar tendency is 

revealed here from the effect of BT terms on CC. The spirit of these results, however, does 

not agree with chapter’s 8 results. We return to this point in the end of this chapter.

The number of statistically significant sums of lags coefficients and individual lags 

coefficients of bilateral prices and volumes across goods in all dyads, is reported in Panel A 

and Panel B of Table 9-7, respectively, and is found to vary across goods.

[Insert Table 9-7 here: Significance of Trade Variables in Net Conflict per Good.]

In Table 9-7, Panels A and B reveal similar tendencies. In Panel A, the highest total number 

of siginificant sums of lags coefficients of trade terms occurs in Good Q (minerals and 

chemicals) and the lowest in good A (agriculture). In Panel B, the highest total number of 

significant individual lags coefficients of trade occurs in good Q and the lowest in good E 

(fuels and power).

The signs of the sums of lags coefficients and of individual lags coefficients along 

goods, in all dyads, are reported in Table 9-8.
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[Insert Table 9-8 here: Signs of Trade Variables in Net Conflict per Good.] 

Combining results in Panel A and B in Table 9-8, the positive effect of export volume on 

cooperation from exporter to importer is strongest in good Q and, somewhat less, in good K. 

A rise in export price of good K tends to cause cooperation from exporter to importer but this 

effect is not strong in our results. The effect of import volume on cooperation from importer 

to exporter is most pronounced in good Q and is negative. The effect of import price on 

cooperation from importer to exporter is clearest in good K and is negative. Other goods’ 

prices and volumes do not show a clear pattern in the results.

Additional Investigations Across Goods

The price elasticities of the bilateral demand and supply are presented in Table 9-9.

[Insert Table 9-9 here: Average Price Elasticities from Sums of Lags Coefficients.]

Table 9-9 presents the average price elasticities from sums of lags coefficients of bilateral 

price in demand and supply, for each good. These results were obtained as follows. For 

each good in all dyads, the correctly signed sums of lags coefficients of price (negative ones 

for demand and positive ones for supply) were obtained from Appendix 5. The average of 

these figures, for each good, are computed and presented.

Our model predicts an unambiguous fall in the BT volume when bilateral conflict 

rises. The responsiveness of the bilateral demand and supply volumes to conflict, however, 

depends on demand and supply price elasticities. The higher those price elasticities, the more 

responsive to CC the bilateral demand and supply are. The five goods categories in Table 9-9 

can be grouped according to their sums of the bilateral supply and demand price elasticities.8 

We find that the bilateral trade volume in fuel and power (good E) is the most responsive to 

bilateral conflict.9 Next in the level of sensitivity to bilateral conflict are bilateral trade
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volumes in machines, electronics and transport equipment (good K) and agriculture (good A). 

Minerals and chemicals (good Q) and miscellaneous goods such as paper, plastics etc. (good 

C) are the least sensitive to bilateral conflict.

Finally, Polachek and Gasiorowski (1982) hypothesize that the stronger is an 

economic sector in a country, indicative of comparative advantage, trade in that sector will 

induce a higher level of cooperation. This prediction follows directly from Polachek’s (1978, 

1980, 1992) assumption that governments derive a positive utility from both conflict and trade 

(chapter 2). Clearly, our model is not suited to evaluate this claim as it does not include the 

strength of various national economic sectors, or their comparative advantage, as variables. 

Still, we may use our estimation results to indirectly evaluate this prediction.

To simplify, we look at the US-Japan dyad. Investigating only one case is clearly not 

sufficient for generalizations and is only used here as an illustration. As we did not study the 

comparative advantage of US and Japan, we can only assume their strong and weak sectors, 

relative to each other. Thus, we assume that Japan has a comparative disadvantage in fuel 

and power (good E) and minerals and chemicals (good Q), and a comparative advantage in 

machines, electronics, and transport equipment (good K). The US is assumed to have a 

comparative advantage in chemicals and minerals (good Q) and agriculture (good A), and a 

comparative disadvantage in machines, electronics and transport equipment (good E).

In the following, we use results from sums of lags coefficients of trade volumes in 

Table A5-5 in Appendix S. We may summarize these results as follows. First, the effect of 

good K trade volume (Japan’s good of comparative advantage) on CC from Japan to US is not 

statistically siginificant. Second, a rise goods Q and E trade volumes (Japan’s goods of 

comparative disadvantage) generates cooperation from Japan to US. Third, a rise in good Q 

trade volume (US’ good of comparative advantage) generates conflict from US to Japan.
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Fourth, a rise in good A trade volume (US’ good of comparative advantage) generates 

cooperation from US to Japan. Only the fourth result agrees with Polachek and

Gasiorowski’s (1982) prediction.

9.4 Concluding Remarks

In all, the results obtained in chapter 9 support our hypotheses. In most cases, the 

slopes of the bilateral demand and supply equations with respect to price and trade 

expenditures are signed as expected. The effect of CC on BT is found to be positive in most 

cases. That is, bilateral demand or supply volumes increase with cooperation and decrease 

with conflict. As in chapter 8, however, in some cases the bilateral demand is found to 

increase with conflict. As discussed in chapter 8, while these results may be related to our 

relatively small sample, it is also possible that social forces which are not modeled here are at 

play.

In the net conflict equations, reciprocity is found to be statistically siginiticant in the 

majority of cases and is always positive. A statistically siginificant inertia is found in a 

smaller number of cases and, to a great extent, is negative. Combining results across goods 

and dyads, a rise in export volume is found to cause cooperation from exporter to importer, 

and a rise in import price is found to cause conflict from importer to exporter. The effect of 

import volume and export price on CC is found to be ambiguous.

Across trade categories, a rise in the export volume of minerals and chemicals (good 

Q), and machines, transport equipment, and electronics (good K), is found to cause 

cooperation from exporter to importer. A rise in the export price of machines, transport 

equipment, and electronics seems to cause cooperation from exporter to importer, while a rise 

in the import price of that category seems to cause conflict from importer to exporter. A rise
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in the import volume of minerals and chemicals is found to cause conflict from importer to 

exporter. The comparative advantage hypothesis which was formulated by Polachek and 

Gasiorowski (1982) is mostly not confirmed here, at least not for the US~Japan dyad.

In bilateral supply, the tendency of bilateral conflict to reduce trade volumes is strong 

in the trade categories of machines, transport equipment, and electronics, and fuels and power 

(good E). In bilateral demand, the tendency of bilateral conflict to reduce trade volumes is 

found to be strong in the category of agriculture and fishery (good A) and is noticeable in the 

categories of fuel and power, and minerals and chemicals. The effect of CC on bilateral 

demand and supply is found to be weakest in the trade aggregate of food, clothing, paper, 

plastics, rubber and miscellaneous (good C). These results are also confirmed by the 

investigation of the price elasticities in Table 9-9 and above. The more price elastic demand 

and supply of a good are, the more sensitive that good is to CC. Bilateral trade volumes in 

fuels and power are found to be the most sensitive to bilateral conflict.

The estimation results from the effects of BT on CC partially agree with our 

expectations. Yet, certain tendencies, which were not expected, are revealed from the 

analysis. Three explanations may be offered to account for these results. First, as before, the 

results may be related to the relatively small sample size. Second, the dyads analyzed in 

chapter 9 involve only industrialized market economies. Finally, it is possible that the effect 

of BT on CC is not entirely ambiguous. These results, however, are not confirmed in chapter 

8 and are partially supported in chapter 7. Thus, more research is needed before definitive 

conclusions may be reached at. We will return to this issue in the conclusion chapter of the 

dissertation.
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ENDNOTES

1. The full information maximum likelihood (FIML) estimation method may alleviate the 
number of instruments problem. FIML is not used here because: (1) it is not available in 
RATS; (2) it involves non linear optimization which is known to be very sensitive to model 
specification (Intriligator, Bodkin, and Hsiao, 1996:389); and (3) a multi trade sector SEM 
from FIML is complicated and, to our best knowledge, was not yet tried in the literature.

2. Tariffs computed from total import are used as sectoral tariffs were not available.

3. As in chapter 8, the lags used here appear to be the best overall, with good t statistic for 
sums of lags coefficients, largest number of correctly signed demand and supply elasticities, 
and good R2 values.

4. To our best knowledge, Italianer (1986) and the European Commission are the only 
sources which compile relatively long time series of disaggregated BT prices and volumes.

5. Bilateral disaggregated trade data for the SU may be generated as in chapter 8.
Multilateral disaggregated trade data for the SU are, in principle, available for some years, 
but not in Italianer’s (1986) trade categories which are used here. Converting those data into 
Italianer’s (1986) categories requires highly disaggregated data which we could not locate.
BT data for China are available in VOLIMEX, but not in Italianer’s (1986) data.

6. There are five goods per dyad, two demand and supply equations, and two CC terms per 
equation. In all, there are 20 cases per dyad.

7. The individual lags coefficients of reciprocity are mostly significant and positive. The 
significant individual lags coefficients of inertia are mostly negative.

8. The sum of those price elasticities is used because both the shifts of demand and supply 
with conflict cause BT volume to decline.

9. We would like to emphasize that these are elasticities of bilateral demand and supply. 
While the multilateral demand for oil of a country may not be price elastic, for instance, this 
need not be the case for bilateral demand (or supply) of fuels and power due to the 
availability of competing trade origins and destinations.
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Table 9-1. Signs of Sums of Price and Expenditure Coefficients in Demand and Supply.

Dvad Wrong Sian PfD) PfSt MfDl X(S)

US-JA Reject 8 6 10 10
Not reject 2 4 0 0

US-GE Reject 9 7 9 10
Not reject I 3 1 0

JA-GE Reject 8 8 9 9
Not reject 2 2 1 I

All Dyads Reject 25 21 28 29
Not reject 5 9 2 I

Notes: Wrong Sign is theoretically unexpected. A 10 percent significance level from a one t tailed test 
is used. P(D) and P(S) are demand and supply price slopes, respectively. M(D) and X(S) are import 
and export expenditure slopes, respectively. (Not) Reject indicates (not) rejecting the wrong sign.

Table 9-2. Significance from Sums of CC Coefficients in Demand and Supply per Good.

Dvad Sienificant A E Q K £ All eoods

US-JA Yes 6 4 4 6 6 26
No 2 4 4 2 2 14

US-GE Yes 4 6i  7 4 8 29
No 4 2 1 4 0 11

JA-GE Yes 6 5 5 4 6 26
No 2 3 3 4 2 14

All Dyads Yes 16 15 16 14 20 81
No 8 9 8 10 4 39

Notes: A= Agriculture and fishery; E - Fuels and power; Q=Minerals and chemicals;
K=machines, transport equipment, and electronics; C—Food, clothing, paper, plastics,
rubber, and miscellaneous. A 10 percent significance level from one tailed t test is used.

Table 9-3. Signs from Sums of CC Coefficients in Demand and Supply.

Dvad Wrona Sign Demand Sunnlv Total ("Demand and SupDlv)

US-JA Reject 12 18 30
Not reject 8 2 10

US-GE Reject 10 13 23
Not reject 10 7 17

JA-GE Reject 12 16 28
Not reject 8 4 12

All Dyads Reject 34 47 81
Not reject 26 13 39

Notes: Wrong Sign is theoretically unexpected. The entry (Not) Reject indicates (not) 
rejecting the wrong sign. A 10 percent significance level from one tailed t test is used.
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Table 9-4. Signs from Sums of CC Coefficients in Demand and Supply per Good.

Dvad Wrone sign A I Q £ £

US-JA D: Reject 3 2 2 2 3
D: Not reject 1 2 2 2 I
S: Reject 3 4 4 4 3
S: Not reject 1 0 0 0 I
T: Reject 6 6 6 6 6
T: Not reject 2 2 2 2 2

US-GE D: Reject 3 3 2 2 0
D: Not reject 1 1 2 2 4
S: Reject 4 4 2 3 0
S: Not reject 0 0 2 1 4
T: Reject 7 7 4 5 0
T: Not reject I 1 4 3 8

JA-GE D: Reject 3 2 3 2 2
D: Not reject 1 2 1 2 2
S. Reject 3 3 3 4 3
S: Not reject 1 I 1 0 I
T: Reject 6 5 6 6 5
T: Not reject 2 3 2 2 3

All Dyads D: Reject 9 7 7 6 5
D: Not reject 3 5 5 6 7
S: Reject 10 11 9 11 6
S: Not reject 2 1 3 1 6
T: Reject 19 18 16 17 11
T: Not reject 5 6 8 7 13

Notes: D (S): denotes demand (supply) T: denotes total number of cases. A,E,Q,K,C 
denote goods. A= Agriculture and fishery; E=Fuels and power; Q=Minerals and 
chemicals; K=machines, transport equipment, and electronics; C=Food, paper, plastics, 
rubber, and miscellaneous. (Not) Reject indicates (not) rejecting the wrong sign. A 10 
percent significance level from one tailed t test is used.
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Table 9-5: Signs of Reciprocity and Inertia from Sums of Coefficients in Net Conflict.

Net conflict Sign Reciprocity bn

US-JA >0 5 0
<0 0 2

JA-US >0 5 0
<0 0 2

US-GE >0 2 0
<0 0 2

GE-US >0 1 0
<0 0 3

JA-GE >0 4 3
<0 0 I

GE-JA >0 5 0
<0 0 I

All dyads >0 22 3
<0 0 11

Notes: The first country is the actor; the second is the target. Entries are number of cases 
where the sums of reciprocity and inertia coefficients are significant at the 10 percent from a 
two tailed t test.

Table 6. Signs of Trade Variables from Sums of Coefficients in Net Conflict.

P ImportDvad Sign O ExDort O Import P Exnort P

US-JA >0 0 I 0 0
<0 I I 1 1

JA-US >0 3 1 0 0
<0 0 0 1 2

US-GE >0 I I 1 0
<0 0 I I 2

GE-US >0 2 0 I 0
<0 0 2 0 1

JA-GE >0 2 1 2 0
<0 0 I 1 2

GE-JA >0 I 2 I 1
<0 2 I 1 I

All Dyads >0 9 6 5 2
<0 3 6 5 9

Notes: The first country is the actor; the second is the target. Entries are number of cases 
where the sums of coefficients of export volume, import volume, export price, and import 
price, are significant at the 10 percent from a two tailed t test. Negative sign indicates 
conflict. Net conflict is from actor j to target k. Q Export is the quantity exported by j. Q 
import is the quantity imported by j. P Export is the price j charges for its export P Import 
is the price j pays for its import.
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Table 9-7. Significance of Trade Variables in Net Conflict per Good.

Panel A: Result from sums of coefficients

Variable A E Q & £

Q Export I 3 4 2 2
Q Import 2 1 4 1 4
P Export 0 I 4 2 3
P Import 2 1 3 2 3
Total 5 6 15 7 12

Panel B: Results from individual coefficients

Variable A E Q K C

Q Export 6 5 6 6 6
Q Import 4 3 9 6 7
P Export 4 6 8 9 5
P Import 5 3 8 6 4
Total 19 17 31 27 22

Note: Net conflict is from actor j to target k. Q Export is the quantity exported by j. Q 
import is the quantity imported by j. P Export is the price j charges for its export P Import 
is the price j pays for its import. Total is the number of statistically significant effects of 
trade variables on net conflict. A,E,Q,K,C are goods. A= Agriculture and fishery;
E=Fuels and power; Q=Minerals and chemicals; K=machines, transport equipment, and 
electronics; C=Food, paper, plastics, rubber, and miscellaneous. A 10 percent significance 
level from two tailed t test is used.
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Table 9-8. Signs of Trade Variables in Net Conflict per Good.

Panel A: Result from statistically siginificant sums of coefficients

Variable Sign A I Q & Q

Q Export >0 I 2 3 2 i
<0 0 I I 0 i

Q Import >0 2 1 1 0 2
<0 0 0 3 I 2

P Export >0 0 0 2 2 I
<0 0 1 2 0 2

P Import >0 0 0 I 0 1
<0 2 1 2 2 2

Panel A: Result from statistically significant individual coefficients

Variable Sign A E a K Q

Q Export >0 4 3 5 4 4
<0 2 2 I 2 2

Q Import >0 3 2 2 2 3
<0 I 1 7 4 4

P Export >0 2 4 4 5 2
<0 2 2 4 4 3

P Import >0 2 1 4 2 2
<0 3 2 4 4 2

Notes: Net conflict is sent from actor j to target k. Q Export is the quantity exported by j. Q 
import is the quantity imported by j. P Export is the price j  charges for its export P Import 
is the price j pays for its import. A,E,Q,K,C are goods. A=Agriculture and fishery;
E=Fuels and power; Q=Minerals and chemicals; K=machines, transport equipment, and 
electronics; C=Food, paper, plastics, rubber, and miscellaneous. A negative sign means 
more conflict. A 10 percent significance level from a two tailed t test is used.
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Table 9-9. Average Price Elasticities from Sums of Lags Coefficients

Good Demand nrice elasticity Sunnlv nrice elasticity Sums of elasticities

A -0.392 0.451 0.843

E -1.881 1.660 3.541

Q -0.223 0.309 0.532

K -0.206 0.608 0.814

C -0.350 0.312 0.662

Notes: A,E,Q,K,C are goods. A= Agriculture and fishery; E=Fuels and power;
Q=Minerals and chemicals; K=machines, transport equipment, and electronics; C=Food, 
paper, plastics, rubber, and miscellaneous. "Sums of elasticities" denotes the sum of the 
absolute values of the price elasticities of the bilateral demand and supply.

Table 9-10. Italianer’s (1986) Trade Categories

Italianer’s Cateeorv Nace-CIio catezories Descrintion

A 01 Agriculture, forestry and fishing products

E 03 Coal, lignite (brown coal) and briquettes
05 Products of cooking
07 Crude petroleum, natural gas and petroleum products
09 Electric power, gas. stem and water
11 Production and processing of radioactive materials/ores

Q 13 Ferrous and no-ferrous ores and metals, non-radioacdve
15 Non-metallic mineral products
17 Chemical products

K 19 Metal products except machinery and transport equipment
21 Agricultural and industrial machinery
23 Office and data processing machines, precision and optical instruments
25 Electrical goods
27 Motor vehicles
29 Other transport equipment

C 31 Meats, meat preparation and preserves, slaughtered animals products
33 Milk and dairy products
35 Other food products
37 Beverages
39 Tobacco products
41 Textiles and clothing
43 Leathers, leather and skin goods, footwear
45 Timber, wooden products and furniture
47 Paper and printing products
49 Rubber and plastic products
51 Other manufacturing products and goods not classified.
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CHAPTER 10: CONCLUSION

A common theme characterizes the results from the different investigations performed 

in this study. As states continually re-evaluate friends and foes, economic variables do not 

fully explain BT patterns and political variables do not fully explain CC relations. The two 

are interdependent and as such the use of SEM, or possibly Vector AutoRegression (VAR) 

model, in future BT and CC research appears to be unavoidable.

Our theoretical analysis and empirical results demonstrate that international BT and 

political CC are simultaneously determined. Although we have identified certain regularities 

on the interaction of BT and CC, this relationship is found to vary across dyads and goods.

In our theoretical model, a rise in CC is expected to cause a rise of BT volume. The effects 

of CC on BT value and price and of BT variables on CC in the model are ambiguous but 

expected to be statistically siginificant. The model’s predictions are mostly confirmed by 

empirical results.

The conclusion chapter is presented in three parts. First, the various investigations 

performed in the dissertation are summarized. Second, the contribution of our study to the 

literature is highlighted. Finally, possible avenues to be taken in future research on the 

relationship between BT and CC are outlined.

10.1 Sipimgry of the Investigations

Chapter 2 reviews the literature on BT and CC. While many authors recognize that 

the relationship between BT and CC may vary across dyads and goods, all quantitative studies 

use a similar approach by pooling total BT values and CC data and estimating models in 

which the BT and CC causality is assumed to flow in a certain direction. Yet, many authors 

in the literature argue, without analysis, that the BT and CC causality may be reciprocal. A
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causality investigation is recommended in the literature but is not performed. The BT and CC 

causality is investigated in chapters 4 and 5 by splicing the COPDAB and WEIS to generate a 

long time series of CC.

Chapter 3 investigates the highly debated issue of the compatibility of the COPDAB 

and WEIS. It is found that COPDAB and WEIS are compatible in many cases and a 

regression based splicing method is developed. While the degree of match between COPDAB 

and WEIS differs across dyads, there are dyads in which the splicing method works well.

The developed splicing method is used to generate the time series of CC for the dyads 

analyzed in the dissertation. In principle, this method can be applied to splice any type of 

events data sets and thus be useful in future applied research in international relations. The 

fact that our splicing method is dyad dependent can be regarded as important, as it does not 

constrain us to assume the same behavior of COPDAB and WEIS for all the dyads.

The splicing technique developed in chapter 3 does not guarantee success for all 

dyads. It is possible that different measures of conflict and cooperation from the ones used in 

chapter 3 may produce a better match between COPDAB and WEIS. It is also possible that 

our splicing method may not work for some dyads. At least for the dyads investigated in the 

dissertation, however, WEIS and COPDAB can be regarded as compatible data sets.

The investigation of BT and CC causality is called for by many authors in the 

literature. Chapters 4 and 5 were devoted to BT and CC Granger causality analyses in 16 

dyads. While the Granger analyses are bivariate and their limitations are well documented in 

the literature, many studies in the literature have used Granger’s method as a heuristic device 

to investigate the causal relationships between economic and/or political variables. We regard 

the results of chapters 4 and 5 as a strong indicator for certain directions to take in subsequent 

analyses and not as a substitute for a fully specified model of BT and CC.
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The BT and CC causality from quarterly total trade data reported by the IMF is 

investigated in chapter 4. It is found that the causal relationship between total BT and CC is 

generally reciprocal. These results are distinctly different from those in previous studies in 

the literature. At the same time, our results strongly suggest that the methodology of pooled, 

time-series-cross-section analysis which is widely used in the literature for trade and conflict 

has to be re-evaluated, as they show that a dynamic model is different across dyads. The 

empirical models of trade in Pollins (1989a, 1989b) and the empirical models of CC in 

Polachek (1978, 1980, 1992) are equally supported in their assumption on BT and CC 

causality so that a better model may be obtained by modifying and/or combining them into 

one.

The BT and CC causality from dissagregated trade reported by the UN is investigated 

in chapter S. First, the causality analysis from chapter 4 is repeated using total trade data 

computed by aggregating the UN data. Similar causal relations are found to hold when UN 

or IMF data, yearly or quarterly, are used. It is found that the Granger causality between 

disaggregated BT and CC, which is dyad and good dependent, tends to be reciprocal.

Whether or not a dyad is classified as an enduring rivalry is found to have only a marginal 

effect on the causal direction. Certain goods show some tendency toward a unidirectional BT 

and CC causality. In metals, petroleum, basic manufactures, and high technologies causality 

from CC to BT is more pronounced, whereas in food, beverages, and miscellaneous 

manufactures causality from BT to CC is more frequent.

In all, we find a reciprocal causality between BT and CC when total or disaggregated 

trade data are used. These findings indicate that BT and CC appear to be interdependent. 

Limitations of Granger causality analysis not withstanding, the findings in chapters 4 and 5 

suggest the need to develop a simultaneous equation model (SEM) to study the BT and CC
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relationship. Such a model needs to distinguish among dyads and goods.

A theoretical SEM of the interaction between disaggregated BT and CC is developed 

in chapter 6. The actors in the model are consumers, producers, and governments of two 

trading countries. Consumers are assumed to distinguish among goods according to their 

country of origin. Producers are assumed to distinguish among goods according to their 

country of destination, based on bilateral CC. Governments are assumed to choose the level 

of CC based on an interaction or action/reaction model of foreign policy while taking BT of 

all goods into account. The consumer’s utility maximization and the producer’s profit 

maximization problems are solved. Two dyadic SEMs are derived, a model from BT values 

and a model from BT volumes and prices.

In the SEM from BT values, the value of BT is expressed analytically as a function of 

CC and other variables under the assumption that BT markets are small. Governments are 

assumed to observe BT values of all goods. This SEM may be used when BT prices are not 

available. The CC pan of this SEM is, to some extent, like the model in Polachek (1978, 

1980, 1992). Polachek, however, considers only one trade partner, and assumes that 

governments derive a positive utility from conflict. The BT pan of this SEM is, to some 

extent, like the model in Pollins (1989a). Pollins, however, considers only total imports of 

one trade partner, does not deal with exports, and deals only with cooperation.

In the SEM from BT volumes, demand and supply equations which include CC as an 

explanatory variable are obtained for each good. Governments are assumed to observe BT 

volumes and prices of all goods. The estimation of this SEM requires disaggregated BT 

prices. The CC pan of the SEM from BT volumes relates to Polachek’s model as disscused 

above. In addition, in this SEM CC depends on BT volumes and prices of all goods while in 

Polachek’s model CC depends on total BT value. The BT pan of this SEM is, to some
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extent, like the one in Pollins (1989b). Pollins (1989b), however, considers only one trade 

partner, deals only with the effect of cooperation on total BT demand, and does not use BT 

prices proper.

The following hypotheses, grouped in four categories, are formulated from our SEMs: 

BT and CC hypotheses:

1. A rise in cooperation or conflict will cause a rise or decline in BT volume, 

respectively.

2. The effect of CC on BT value and price is ambiguous.

4. The effect of CC on BT value and price will be statistically siginificant in the

estimation.

5. The effects of BT value, volume, or price on CC are ambiguous.

6. The effects of BT value, volume, or price on CC will be statistically siginificant in the

estimation.

7. The relationship between BT and CC will change across dyads and/or goods.

CC hypotheses:

1. The effect of inertia on CC will be ambiguous.

2. The effect of reciprocity on CC will be positive.

2. Reciprocity and inertia will be statistically significant in the estimation.

BT volume hypotheses:

1. BT demand (supply) volume will decline (rise) with BT price.

2. BT demand (supply) volume will rise with real multilateral import (export)

expenditures.

3. BT demand volume will decline with tariffs or exporter’s currency appreciation.
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BT value hypotheses:

1. BT value will rise with the real multilateral import value.

2. The effect of real multilateral export expenditure on BT value will be ambiguous.

3. The effect of real multilateral export expenditure on BT value will be statistically

siginificant.

4. BT value will decline with tariffs or exporter’s currency appreciation.

SEMs from total BT values for all dyads formed among the United States, Japan, 

(West) Germany, the (former) Soviet Union, and China are estimated per dyad in chapter 7. 

Met conflict and separate sums of conflict and cooperation are alternately used as the measures 

of CC resulting in two SEMs, one with six equations and the other with four equations per 

dyad. A SEM from total BT volume for all dyads formed among the United States, Japan, 

(West) Germany, and the (former) Soviet Union is estimated per dyad in chapter 8. A SEM 

from disaggregated BT volume for all dyads formed among the United States, Japan, and 

(West) Germany and for five goods is estimated in chapter 9 per dyad.

The pure BT value and volumes hypotheses are confirmed by the empirical analysis to 

a large extent and are not summarized here as this is not the focus of our dissertation. We 

refer the reader to the concluding remarks of chapters 7-9 for that purpose. The CC-BT link 

is not confined to dyads in which one or both countries are not from the OECD and is 

generally driven by the behavior of the exporter and the importer as in many cases both 

directions of BT and CC are found to be statistically significant. The results are generally 

robust to the way CC is operationalized. This is regarded as a sign for the robustness or 

strength of the BT-CC link in the model. Finally, pooling dyads to study BT and CC needs 

to be further investigated as our results do not seem to support the hypothesis that coefficients 

are similar across dyads.
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Other empirical results which deal with BT and CC may be summarized as follows.

First, a statistically significant effect of CC on BT values or volumes is found in most 

cases. The effect of BT values or volumes on CC is statistically significant in smaller number 

of cases than the effect of CC on BT, but still in most cases. At least one BT variable in the 

CC equations is found to be statistically siginificant in all goods. In all, the estimations’ 

results indicate that CC is a statistically significant determinant of BT and BT is a statistically 

siginificant determinant of CC. That is, BT and CC are found to be interdependent.

Second, the sign of the effect of CC on BT value is mostly not clear. BT demand and 

supply volumes are found to increase with CC in the majority of cases. These results greatly 

confirm our hypotheses. Results for demand are less clear than for supply as in some cases 

the demand for import is found to rise with conflict. In supply, the positive effect of CC on 

BT is most apparent in the aggregates of machines, transport equipment and electronics (good 

K), and fuels and power (good E). In demand, it is most apparent in agriculture and fishery 

(good A).

Third, CC reciprocity is found to be statistically significant and positive in most cases 

and in all the SEMs, as expected. Hence, CC reciprocity is positive regardless of the way BT 

is measured. This is regarded as a sign of robustness or strength of the concept of reciprocity 

in the model. Inertia is found to be significant in fewer cases and its sign is not clear when 

investigated from BT value, and mostly negative when investigated from BT volumes.

Fourth, the effect of BT on CC follows certain panems when investigated from values 

and, to some extent, disaggregated volumes but not when investigated from total volumes. A 

rise in total import value is found to cause conflict from importer to exporter while a rise in 

total export value is found to cause cooperation from exporter to importer. Combining results 

from disaggregated BT across goods and dyads, a rise in export volume causes cooperation
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from exporter to importer, a rise in import price causes conflict from importer to exporter, 

but the signs of the effects of import volume or export price are not clear. Across goods, BT 

in minerals and chemicals (good Q), and good K affect CC in more cases than other goods.

A rise in the export volume of goods Q and K causes cooperation from exporter to importer.

A rise in export price of good K causes cooperation from exporter to importer. A rise in 

import volume of good Q and import volume or price of goods K and E causes conflict from 

importer to exporter. Hence, these results partially agree with the prediction that the effect of 

BT on CC will be ambiguous.

10.2 Contribution

This dissertation contributes to the literature in several ways. While in past studies a 

particular causality direction between BT and CC has been simply assumed, we answer a 

need, clearly stated in the literature, to investigate the causality between BT and CC. Our 

structural model of BT and CC is simultaneous and is substantially different from BT models 

or BT and CC models in the literature. Using our model we are able to demonstrate that 

economic variables alone do not fully explain BT while CC is endogenously determined with 

BT.

Previous studies deal with the relationship between total BT and CC and model the 

behavior of one trade partner by pooling many dyads. We recognize distinct dyads, goods, 

consumers, producers, and governments of both trade partners, symmetrically and 

simultaneously. The call to distinguish among dyads and goods and to investigate BT and CC 

simultaneity, however, is frequently mentioned in the literature, but was not fulfilled until 

now.

Answering a call in the literature to investigate the relationship between BT in various
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goods and CC, we develop such a model and estimate it for three dyads and for five goods. 

For the dyads in the sample, we are able to identify goods in which BT is more sensitive to 

CC and goods in which BT generates conflict. Using our model we are partly able to identify 

which BT variable — export price, export quantity, import price, or import quantity -  

generates conflict or cooperation.

BT studies in economics deal mostly with OECD countries. Our investigations 

enlarge this set by including countries such as Indonesia, Egypt, Turkey, Argentina, Peru, the 

(former) Soviet Union, and China. Though it is hard to obtain their data, China and the 

(former) Soviet Union are major economic and political states in the period studied. Yet, we 

find that CC is also a determinant of BT for OECD countries such as the United States, 

Germany, and Japan.

In sum, we contribute to the following literatures in economics and political science: 

(1) the relationship between BT and CC; (2) empirical BT; (3) Granger causality studies; 

and (4) quantitative models of foreign policy.

10.3 Future Research

We may now suggest several avenues to be taken in future research. More dyads and 

goods need to be investigated. Once a large number of dyads and goods is investigated, 

patterns may be identified in the results depending on the type and existence of rivalries, 

regions, regime type, size of governments, the size of BT, and geographical/cultural distance. 

If coefficients are similar across certain dyads, then those dyads can be pooled together in 

order to increase the statistical efficiency of the estimation.

The empirical investigation from disaggregated BT may be extended. In particular, 

the assumption on the separability of CC decision making along goods may be removed and a
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full multi- sector BT and CC SEM may be estimated where all traded sectors appear in the 

CC equations. This requires the use of the full information maximum likelihood estimation 

method which is available in some statistical software packages such as SAS. The effort 

involved in such an analysis is not small and the estimation may encounter problems unique to 

non linear optimization such as convergence problems. Nevertheless, such analysis may 

increase our understanding of the link between BT in various sectors and CC.

The effects of BT on CC and of CC on bilateral demand need to be further 

investigated as our empirical results identify some tendencies which do not support our 

predictions. In general, in some cases export is found to cause cooperation from exporter to 

importer, import is found to cause conflict from importer to exporter, and conflict is found to 

stimulate the demand for import. The results on the effect of BT on CC, however, are not 

conclusive as they are supported by the investigations from total BT values, not supported by 

the investigations from total BT volumes, and partially supported by the investigations from 

disaggregated BT volumes. The results on the positive effect of conflict on bilateral demand 

may be due to our relatively small sample but may also point out that certain social forces are 

missing from our model.

Whether or not the BT and CC link depends on the level of CC or BT or the level of 

BT is also to be considered. While we have partially touched this issue in chapter 5, more 

research is called for. It is possible that CC or BT need to surpass a certain threshold level 

before their effect on each other becomes noticeable.

Finally our model can be utilized to investigate the interaction of CC and BT of 

systems containing more than two countries. While BT and CC models in the literature are 

dyadic, a few studies argue that a dyad may not be the optimal unit of analysis to analyze 

foreign policy interaction, in particular for great powers. Goldstein and Freeman (1990) and
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Goldstein (1991), for example, argue that the political relations of the United States, the 

(former) Soviet Union, and China need to be investigated as a triangle. Vector 

AutoRegression (VAR) models involving CC are used but without BT. Enlarging our 

analysis to apply to more countries may not be easy but is in principle possible. We believe 

that a microfounded structural approach is to be preferred over the VAR approach. Yet, at 

the initial stage of such a project, a VAR analysis involving BT and CC variables may play 

the role played by the Granger analysis used here. That is, the VAR analysis may serve as a 

heuristic device to point out relationships between BT and CC in a multi-country research 

design.

Results from a pure CC VAR analysis (without BT) which I have conducted recently 

reveal two interesting findings. First, bilateral political relations of great powers dyads seem 

to be affected by the dyad members’ bilateral political relations with other great powers in the 

system. Second, it seems that the triangular unit of analysis used by Goldstein and Freeman 

(1990) may not be sufficiently large to investigate the political relations of great powers. My 

initial findings point out that a five country unit of analysis containing the US, the (former) 

USSR, China, Germany and Japan, seems to better capture their post 19S0 bilateral political 

relations. These results, however, should be regarded as preliminary and are clearly outside 

the scope of my dissertation.

In future research I intend to enlarge the above VAR model by including bilateral 

trade variables to create a multi-country trade and conflict/cooperation empirical model. The 

dyadic-based theoretical and empirical analyses presented in this dissertation, however, 

provide a firm foundation for future work on more complex multi-country political economic 

models.
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APPENDIX 1: RESULTS FROM SPLICING COPDAB and WEIS

The splicing method described in chapter 3 is used to generate time series of CC. The 

following are results from the regression of quarterly WEIS on COPDAB during their overlapping  

period. Table AI-1 shows results from net conflict. Table Al-2 from sum cooperation, and Table 

A1-2 from sum conflict. All CC series are tested for unit root and are found to be stationary.

Dyads’ names follow chapters 4-9. The first two letters in a name denote the actor and the last two 

the target. A<, is the intercept and A, is the slope. The compatibility between COPDAB and WEIS is 

generally good with slope coefficients significantly different from zero at the 5%. Only exceptions 

are for JA-GE and GE-JA, where the slope coefficients are not significant. For these cases, CC for 

the COPDAB and WEIS are used as if they are continuous series, instead of using the small slope 

coefficient estimates obtained from the regression equations.

TABLE Al-1: Splicing COPDAB and WEIS from Net Conflict

Dvad Ao A,

ETSO -12.061 1.379**
MOAL -25.757** 1.487**
CIAR -0.468 0.052
SUCH -27.613* 1.350**
CHSU -24.124* 1.640**
USSU 42.085 2.132**
suus -13.559 2.453**
USJA 39.507* 0.792**
JAUS 27.596 0.780**
USGE 33.029* 1.171**
GEUS 18.479 0.990**
SUJA 2.724 0.912**
JASU 3.636 0.873**
SUGE -4.044 1.860**
GESU -12.444** 1.884**
JAGE 2.377** 0.032
GEJA 0.554 0.106
USCH 37.978* 0.892**
CHUS -59.505** 1.307**
JACH 9.998 0.731**
CHJA -13.775 1.198**
CHGE -4.188 0.958**
GECH 0.900 0.731**

Notes: A<j is the intercept. A, is the slope. Coefficients siginificant at the 5 % (10%) are indicated by ** (*).
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TABLE Al-2: Splicing COPDAB and WEIS from Sam Cooperation

Dvad ^0 A,

SUCH 0.857 1.053**
CHSU 2.772 1.252**
USSU 36.299 2.615**
SUUS 85.047 2.597**
USJA 16.315 1.488**
JAUS 59.842** 0.918**
USGE 45.245** 1.058**
GEUS 42.255** 1.075**
SUJA 29.630** 0.633**
JASU 28.755** 0.563**
SUGE 1.707 2.049**
GESU -10.166 1.786**
JAGE 2.386** 0.030
GEJA 0.528 0.107
USCH -3.132 1.475**
CHSU 18.269** 2.258**
JACH 5.416 0.805**
CHJA -0.546 1.117**
CHGE 2.014 0.465**
GECH -0.811 0.849**

Notes: AO is the intercept. A, is the slope. Coefficients siginificant at the 5% (10%) are indicated by ** (*). 

TABLE Al-3: Splicing COPDAB and WEIS from Sum Conflict

Dvad A„ A,

SUCH -27.887** 1.277**
CHSU -25.206** 1.593**
USSU -133.604** 1.602**
SUUS -264.873** 1.569**
USJA -23.495** 0.776**
JAUS -30.613** 1.289**
USGE -10.293** 0.603**
GEUS -10.104 1.970**
SUJA -16.671** 1.014**
JASU -6.834 1.418**
SUGE -7.568 1.994**
GESU 0.096 1.828**
JAGE NA NA
GEJA NA NA
USCH -14.542** 0.184**
CHSU -108.204** 1.187**
JACH -4.765** 0.180
CHJA -12.016** 1.118**
CHGE -1.584 2.632**
GECH 0.138 0.304**

Notes: Ao is the intercept. A, is the slope. Coefficients siginificant at the 5% (10%) are indicated by ** (*).
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APPENDIX 2: MODEL DEVELOPMENT

This Appendix presents the solution steps of the consumers’ and the producers’ 

optimization problems. To simplify, without loss of generality, it is assumed that there are 

four trading units, where j denotes the place of production; k denotes the place of 

consumption.; and i (i=l,2,...n) denotes goods. A good is denoted by Q;. Consumers are 

assumed to differentiate goods by type and country of origin. Qijk denotes the quantity of 

good i produced in country j and consumed in country lc which we designate as a product.

Pijfc denotes the price of product Qijk. denotes the quantity of a product which is produced 

domestically. is the price of that product. Producers are assumed to operate in perfect 

competition, hence they are price takers. Producers in each sector produces for all countries, 

however, goods shipped to different destinations are assumed to be considered by producers 

as imperfect substitutes. Within a sector goods are assumed to be homogenous. Thus, food 

from Holland is considered the same product by consumers in Denmark regardless of which 

firm in Holland’s food industry produces it, or consumers do not distinguish between firms in 

a sector.

A3.1 C o n su m ers

Consumers are assumed to maximize utility by allocating their income among goods. 

Consumers’ preferences are assumed to be weakly separable to reduce the scope of the 

problem at hand. It is also assumed that goods can be aggregated into groups to reduce the 

size of the information set required. Aggregation implies that the solution can utilize quantity 

and price indices of baskets’ of goods. Separability implies that goods can be divided into 

groups that hold commodities of the same kind such that preferences how to allocate income 

among goods within a group can be considered independent of goods in other groups. Hence,
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utility can be divided to sub-utilities, each depending on goods within a particular group. 

This implies the existence of a decision making tree.

The decision making tree of consumers is assumed to have three stages. In the first

stage, consumers allocate income over goods i= 1,2 n. In the second stage, consumers

allocate the expenditure allocated to good i in the first stage over imported and domestic 

sources. In the third stage, consumers allocate the expenditures on imports of good i among 

suppliers (or, exporters).

A representative consumer in country k consumes products produced in all units, 

including domestic products. In equation (I), Qk denotes a vector of all the quantities 

consumed by country k. Similarly, in equation (2), Pk denotes a vector of prices paid in 

country k.

Grouping all products of good i, the vectors of quantities and prices in equations (1) and (2) 

can be written as in (3) and (4) where, Q* is a quantity index of a good i and P* is the price 

index of that good (or, group of products).

The utility function of a representative consumer in country k , denoted as Uk , 

depends on the quantities of all products consumed in country k, Qk, and on BR, a generic 

bilateral political relations term, fully introduced in equation (9).

• e nlk• n2k' c n3k' * aik■Pa4k)  k ~ 1 ,  2 , 3 , 4  (2>

Ok ~ (Q\k> O-ik' • • @ak) (3)

PK = (P\k> &2k' * * ^nk^ (4)
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0* = Uk{Qk ,  B R )  (5)

Since Uk is weakly separable it is possible to collapse it as in equation (6), where Uft 

is the sub-utility from good i’s products. Bilateral relations enter the sub-utility of each good 

and is assumed to be exogenous to the consumer.

^ k = ^ k ^ i k ^ l l k r @ l2 k ' 1̂3 k '  @ u k r & R )  t • • • r ^ a jc ^ O a z k ' Q n 2 k ‘ Q n 3 k f QnrfJc' 1

(6)

Equation (6) holds under the assumption that the marginal rate of substitution among any two 

products is independent of the quantities consumed of other goods (Annington, 1969).

Consumers in k maximize utility by choosing Qk given their income Yk. Utilizing 

separability of preferences the problem is solved in three stages while assuming that when 

consumers allocate income over broad categories (i.e. food, shelter) in stage one, and among 

foreign and domestic sources in stage two, they do not consider bilateral conflict and 

cooperation. (7) and (8) give the first stage optimization problem:

max Uk (Qlk , Q2K, . . . .  Q^.BR) w . r . C .  Qik ( i = l , 2 , . . , n ) (7)

5 .  T. £  P u P u  -  r t  <8 >
i=1

The solution of the optimization problem stated in equations (7) and (8) is given by:

Q i k  = Q i k ( Y k ' P i k ' B R ) { i - 1 , 2 , . . ,a )  (9)

A similar optimization problem to that stated in equations (7) and (8) is solved by 

consumers to decide on the allocation of the expenditure on Q* among domestic and foreign 

sources. The outcome of this process determines M4, the consumers’ expenditure on 

imported good i. Below, we focus on the allocation of M* among products Qijk while taking 

bilateral CC into account.
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All consumers are assumed to have access to the same information on CC. Agents in 

countries j and k, may value CC differently. The bilateral relations between countries j  and 

k, CC* as viewed by consumers of Q;jk are modeled as a variable bp; b^ =  expfy^CC*), 

where y* is positive. This monotonic transformation is chosen so that the logarithm 

transformation of b5k will produce the full spectrum of CC values, from - o s  to oo.  Positive 

CC values imply cooperation while negative CC values imply conflict. Hence, approaches 

zero for extremely high conflict levels and infinity for extremely high cooperation levels.

Assume that the sub-utility from good i, Uk, is a CES function as in (10). Country k 

imports from each of the three units, or it consumes goods produced in j where, j = 1,2,3.

The constant elasticity of substitution among products i in country k  is given by <rft ( 0 <  a*

<  oo) in  (1 1 ) .

* W W "  * ^  - (10>

* T ^ ~  (11)1 a ik

The price of Qijk is modeled in (12). Pllk is the price of free on board (f.o.b.) in 

the producer’s currency. Cjjk is the ratio of good i’s price including cost insurance and freight 

(c.i.f), to its f.o.b. price; (Cijk ^  I). Tijk is the effect of tariff imposed by k on good i from j; 

TR*« (1+tjk), where t^ is ad-valorem tariff. Ejk is the spot value of k’s currency in terms 

of j ’s currency.

P i i k Ci i k TRi j k  ( 1 2 )
J E-t.a j k

A consumer in country k maximizes sub-utility LT*. by choosing the quantities Qitk,

Qoic, and Qak to consume or import from each of the three units, subject to the constraint
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that his expenditures on good i can not exceed his total expenditures on import for that good, 

M*. This optimization problem is given in equations (13) and (14) below.

max uu  w . r . C .  Qilk , Qi2k, Qi3k (13)

S ’ P ilkQ ilk  + & i2kQi2k + & i3kQi3k ~ ^ik  (14)

In (13), w.r.t. denotes "with respect to" (or, by choosing), and S.T. denotes "subject to." 

Solving this optimization problem we maximize the lagrangian in expression (IS).

L = CTik + MMik- p - ilkQilk - p - i2kQi2k- P ' i3kQi3k) (15)

In (15), X denotes the lagrange multiplier of this problem. Taking the first order conditions 

of equation (15) we get equations (16), (17) and (18).

— -1 .  , (16)
^ i z k Q u k ik+bi2kQi2kik+bi3kQi 3 **) b ilkQ*?k -  XPilk  = 0

i
( b n k Q i i k  lk* b i2 k Q i2k lk+ b i3kQi3k **) ik b iZkP i2k  ~ ^ P i2 k  ~ ®

«  - i  ( 1 8 )
(bukQ nk lk+b i2kQi2k lk+bi3kQi3k ik) lk b i3kQi3k ~ ^Pi3k -  0

Solving equations (16), (17), and (18) for the demand of product Qijk we get equation 

(19), for the demand for good i of country k from country j. (19) is written under the 

assumption that country k imports good i from N countries instead of only 3. For a system of 

four countries there are six bilateral import demand functions each as in (19). For a system
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of N countries there are N(N-l) bilateral demand functions.

(19)

A3.2 Producers

Assume a single factor of production (i.e. labor) which is internationally immobile. 

The amount of factor of production available for a sector i in country j, is denoted by R̂ . 

Producers in sector i of country j allocate production among the domestic market and the 

other three units. Under separability as in consumption, only the allocation of resources 

among export destinations is solved here. A representative producer is assumed to allocate 

factor of production among export products according to a constant elasticity of 

transformation function (CET). In each sector the elasticity of transformation between any 

two products is assumed to be constant and producers are price takers. The allocation of 

sectoral resources to production are modeled in equation (20).

In (20), the constant elasticity of transformation between products, (0  <  t9 < oo) is 

given by :

Bilateral relations as viewed by producers of Qijk is modeled as a variable a^ which 

multiplies the quantity of each product in (20). Similar to the demand side, bilateral relations 

as viewed by Qijk’s exporters are modeled with a variable a^, a^ =  exp(-5sCCjk), where is 

positive. Hence, a,̂  approaches infinity for high levels of conflict and zero for high levels of

(2 0 )
+aij2Qij2 +aij3Qi]'3l >
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cooperation.

Sector i’s expenditure on factor of production, X,, is given in equation (22), where,

Wg is the price paid for one unit of factor of production. Since in perfect competition profits

equal zero, XVl equals sector i’s expenditure on factor of production.

%  = wijRi j  (22)

The profit of a representative producer in sector i of country j, H*,, is given in 

equation (23):

n « =E  (2 3 >k= 1

Producers maximize profits by choosing Q01 , Qij2 and Qij3, while taking prices as 

given. Substimte Rg from equation (20) in equation (23) and write the first order conditions 

for profit maximization with respect to Qgi, Qij2 and Qp . This gives equations (24), (25) and

(26).

<E  ̂= 0 <24>

< E  ^  = 0 <2S)
“ ij fc=l

< £  ^  * 0  (J6)

Solving (24), (25) and (26) for Qijlt Qip and Qp while using (22) gives the supply 

function of product Qllk. As before, (27) is written assuming there are N export markets. In 

a system of N export markets there are N(N-1) bilateral supply functions.
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(27)

A3.3 Market flpariny

We assume that all markets clear. Hence, equation (28) holds for all sectors i in j and

k.

Equations (14), (19), (20), (22), (27), and (28) produce a system of equations that can 

be solved to obtain quantity and price of products in terms of a^, bft, t^, c ^  <7*, and r5.

Such solution does not produce a reduced form as conflict and cooperation are endogenous. 

We rewrite those expressions below as equations (29) to (34) for the case of three importers 

and exporters.

Three sectoral import expenditure equations:

@ijk ~QijkS~Qijk (28)

^  ilkQ ilk  + & i2kQi2k + & i3k@i3k ~ ^ik (29)

Six bilateral import demand functions:

(30)

Three sectoral resource allocation in production for export:

i
( 3 1 )

*i j=< a w Q i]?+ * ij2Q il2** iJ3Q iJ3  >

Three sectoral export expenditure equations:
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(32)

Six bilateral export supply functions:

(33)

Six market clearing conditions:

0ijk D-Qijk 5 (34)

In the case of 3 exporters and importers expressions (29H34) include 27 equations per sector. 

Other than CC, there are 27 endogenous variables per sector: 6 QijkD, 6 Q ^ , 6 Pjjk, 3 M*, 3 

Xjj, and 3 W,. For the case of N exporters and importers there are 3N2 endogenous variables 

and equations.

Assume that the market of product Qijk is small relative to other markets. It follows 

that the effect of changes in bilateral quantities and prices on the expenditures M4 and X9 and 

the price terms in the denominators of QD and 0 s, denoted as PS* and PT5 accordingly, is 

small. Hence, PS*, PTy, M* and X0 may be assumed exogenous. Hence, equations (30),

(33) and (34) define partial equilibrium for product Qijk

Assuming partial equilibrium for each product, the economic part of our model can be 

solved analytically. Equations (30), (33) and (34) are used to obtain expressions of price and 

quantity in terms of exogenous variables (t^, cjjk, X̂ ,, M4, PTg, PS*) and the endogenous CC 

variables (a^, bijk). Substituting (30) and (33) into (34) and solving for the bilateral price 

while holding the above variables exogenous, we get equation (35) for Pijk, in which PT5 and 

PS* are given in (36) and (37) and ETCg* is given by E^ / (TR^C^.
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e n ^ i « u ^ 3 ^ i j t u”'btlk’‘‘PTs3PSlk-iBTC‘j i )  ’ « " < *  ( 3 S >

3

W * * *  V * "  (37)

The solution for the quantity of bilateral trade in product Qljk is derived by substituting Pijk 

from equation (35) into equation (30), or (33), and is given in equation (38).

XH Oi**n Ojjr T i f  *i1°lk (38)

The sectoral trade value is derived by multiplying in (38) by from (35). The result, 

Tijk, is given in (39), where PL1]k is given in (40). In (39), bilateral trade value depends on sector 

sizes, bilateral relations, weighted sectoral price levels, and trade resistance.

gjjt-l <*ti+U (1-ajje) (ti7»l) (aye) (tjf-1 ) lau)
Ti3k’« A “ '°“ Xiy i "“ ‘ a ijk  '« * •“  b 1Jk'‘!'°“  PLijk ETCi] k '“ "’“  (39>

P L ^ - P T j " " *  « ?„ '"* * “  <40)

Expression (39) can be rewritten as (41), which appears in equation 8 in chapter 6, by noting that the 

exponent of PT5 is similar to that of and the exponent of PS* is similar to that of PS^

ti7*l oiJt-l (1-Ojjt) ( * i j+ D  (Qik) (tjj*l) (Ojjt) (41)

TiJk= (RMik) x̂ â (RXtj) ' ^ ikaijk Zii'9i* bijkXii*0ik ETCijk'iraik

In equation (41), RMUt=Mlk/PSlk and RX5=XS / PTi•r
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APPENDIX 3: SEM FROM TOTAL TRADE VALUES AND NET CONFLICT 

This appendix reports estimation results from SEM in which CC is measured as net 

conflict, which is the sum of conflict and cooperation emanating from an actor to a target. 

While economic agents are assumed to observe the overall levels of conflict and of 

cooperation in the six equations SEM, they are assumed to observe net conflicts from both 

directions in the four equations SEM. Moreover, whereas governments in the six equations 

SEM are assumed to act on separate conflict and cooperation scales, governments in this SEM 

are assumed to act on a net conflict measure. The notations in (Al) through (A4) follow 

chapter 7, except that NJK (NKJ) is net conflict from j to k (from k to j), and a*, b., Cj,, and 

dj, are regression coefficients. The following are the model’s equations:

Equation (Al), trade flow from j to k:

2

TJKc=a0+J^ (a l3RMKc.s+a2sRXJc_3+a2sNJKc_3+ai3NKJc_3+aS3E TJc. 3) +a6t+ u 1
s-o

Equation (A2), trade flow from k to j:

2

T K J = b Q+ Y , (b xJlMJc_3+b23RXKe_a+b33irJKe_s +bA3NKJt:_3+bSsETICt _s ) +£6t+u2
s=o

Equation (A3), net conflict flow from j to k:

<-c \ s TJKe-s*c2aTK^e-,*C2^IK Jc-,)  + £  *U3t
3

ES*0 S=1

Equation (A4), net conflict flow from k to j:

2 3

M^c=tfo+£  (dx3TJKc-s+d2sTKJc_3+d:isMJlCc_3) + £  (d i3NKJc. 3) +U4(
S=0 S=1

The four equations SEM is estimated by two stage least squares with the consistent 

robust standard errors from Newey and West (1987). As before, three hypotheses are tested:
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tests on individual coefficients, tests on groups of lags of each variable, and tests on sums of 

lags of each variable to investigate if they are different from zero. A significance level of 10 

percent is used throughout. Results are reported in Tables A3-1 through A3-6.

Tables A3-1 and A3-2 report coefficients of the BT equations. There are altogether 

20 cases. Results on the joint significance of lag coefficients and those on the sums of 

coefficients of lags, in the BT equations, are reported in Table A3-3; Panel A is for equation 

(Al) and Panel B is for equation (A2). Tables A3-4 and A3-5 report the coefficients of 

variables in the net conflict equations. Results on the joint significance of lag groups and 

those on the sums of lags in the net conflict equations are reported in Table A3-6, where 

Panel A is for equation (A4) and in Panel B is for equation (A5).

In Tables A3-1 and A3-2 At least one lag of RMK and RMJ is statistically significant 

in 13 cases and at least one lag of RXK and RXJ is significant in 14 cases. For NJK and 

NKJ, at least one lag is significant in 17 cases, and one lag of ETJ and ETK is significant in 

17 cases. Out of 24 significant coefficients of RMK and RMJ, 15 are positive; and out of 23 

significant coefficients of RXJ and RXK, 14 are positive. Out of 27 statistically significant 

coefficients of ETJ and ETK, 18 are positive. Out of 49 significant coefficients of lags of 

NKJ and NJK 28 are positive. For contemporaneous lags, 8 are positive out of 9 significant 

coefficients of RMK and RMJ, and 9 out of 13 significant coefficients of ETJ and ETK are 

positive.

In Table A3-1, the majority of groups of coefficients in (Al) and (A2) are statistically 

different from zero. Moreover, the hypothesis that lags of CC are jointly zero is rejected.

For statistically significant results, 8 groups of lag coefficients of RMK, 8 of RMJ, 8 of RXJ,

8 of RXK, 12 of net conflict from exporter to importer, 13 of net conflict from importer to 

exporter, and 16 groups of lag coefficients of ETJ and ETK, combined, are jointly statistically
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different from zero. The majority of cases are also statistically different from zero at the 5 % 

level. Furthermore, in 15 trade flows out of 20, politics matters for trade. That is, in 15 

dyads at least one group of lag coefficients of NKJ and/or NJK is statistically significantly 

different from zero. The signs of the majority of significant sums of coefficients of variables 

in Table A3-3 are consistent with our expectations. In 11 out of 13 significant cases, the sign 

of sums of coefficients of lags of ETJ and ETK is positive. Similarly, out of 13 significant 

cases, 9 sums of lag coefficients of RMK and RMJ are also positive. Hence, a reduction in 

tariffs, an appreciation of exporter currency, and an increase in importer multilateral income 

cause an increase in BT. The signs of RXJ, RXK, NKJ, and NJK are empirically ambiguous. 

In particular, in 10 cases cooperation increases BT while in 8 cases cooperation decreases BT.

In Tables A3-4 and A3-5, at least one coefficient of net conflict inertia is significant 

in 16 out of 20 cases, while at least one coefficient of net conflict reciprocity is significant in 

all cases. At least

one lag coefficient of BT is significant in 16 dyads. The sign of coefficients of conflict inertia 

is negative in 16 cases and positive in 8 cases. Reciprocity, however, is overwhelmingly 

positive as 33 out of 35 significant coefficients are positive. Similarly to the six equations 

SEM, export causes more net conflict or more cooperation from exporter to importer, while 

import causes less net conflict or 

less cooperation from importer to exporter.

In Table A3-6, net conflict inertia weakly explains contemporaneous net conflict. Out 

of 20 flows, sums of lag coefficients of NJK in Panel A and those of NKJ in Panel B are 

statistically different from zero in 11 cases. The majority of the statistically significant sums 

of lag coefficients of net conflict inertia are negative. Therefore, for many dyads in the 

sample, net conflicts are attenuating over time. Most of the reciprocity sums are statistically
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significantly different from zero. Out of 20 net conflict flows, 18 are statistically different 

from zero and are all positive.

Finally, BT exerts a statistically significant effect on net conflict in all 10 dyads. Out 

of 7 significant sums of coefficients of export lags, 5 are positive. Yet, out of 10 significant 

sums of coefficients of import lags 6 are negative. Thus, bilateral export causes less conflict 

and more cooperation toward a trade partner, while bilateral import causes more conflict and 

less cooperation toward a trade partner.
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Table A3-1. Coefficients of Equation (Al), Trade Flow From J to K.

Dvad RMK RXJ NJK NKJ ETJ a„/R2

US-JA 0.340 0.766** 4.398* -0.746 -0.464** -10.403**
-0.725** 1.159** 0.037 -0.427 0.722**
0.136 -0.290 1.846 -1.457 -0.709** 0.994

US-SU 8.658** 4.996** -0.913 -0.977 1.411 -145.825**
-1.377 -1.780 -0.562 0.514 -1.358
1.354* -2.836** 3.255* -0.844 -0.979 0.977

US-CH 3.770** 7.224 -0.832 12.020 5.058** -184.636**
-0.343 -2.219 -6.518 9.424 -1.815
-0.221 2.117 4.713 0.413 2.459 0.956

US-GE 0.178 0.147 -0.154 1.455 0.264 35.787**
0.269 -0.266 -0.151 2.607** 0.201
0.019 -0.996** -0.197 2.778 1.472* 0.988

JA-SU 3.427** 2.289 9.075 -0.669 -0.182 -203.018**
4.273* 4.013 -3.043 0.083 -3.669*
3.573** -2.805** 12.686 -1.798 -4.295 0.954

JA-CH 0.168 3.809** 42.457** -35.41** -1.222 81.404
-0.135 -0.077 73.048* -11.307 0.873
0.517 -6.391** 34.306** 5.512 1.706** 0.926

JA-GE -0.185 0.523** 5.754 -35.803** 0.614** 5.729**
0.426 -0.013 22.369** -13.604 0.832**
-0.191 -0.071 -28.586* 55.740** -0.226 0.998

GE-SU 2.650 0.976 7.510 -12.177 -7.346 -75.980**
-1.262 -1.819 11.004 -15.551* 11.683
3.713 1.061 20.208 -14.428 * -4.660 0.912

GE-CH 0.120 -0.858 46.565 -21.043 -7.837** 9.771
1.715* 0.157 17.711** -78.749** 7.043**
-1.118** 0.571 10.321** 13.305* 0.326 0.931

CH-SU -0.233 1.021** 7.608** -7.429** 0.989** -32.127**
0.907 0.129 6.756** 1.862 -0.580
1.665** -0.625** -0.330 8.735** 2.163** 0.984

Notes: Column headings match variable names in the equation. In each group of three numbers, the top is for
lag 0, followed by lag 1 and lag 2. The constant term at the top and Rz below are given in the last column, a„ / R2- 
Coefficients significant at the 5% (10%) are indicated by ** (*). The coefficients of NJK and NKJ are multiplied 
by 10,000.
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Table A3-2. Coefficients In Equation (A2), Trade Row From K to J.

Dvad RMJ RXK NKJ NJK ETK b^_R2

US-JA 0.142 0.340 -1.230 3.678 0.752** 6.968
0.015 0.237 -0.157 -1.786 -0.574*
-0.417 0.271 -0.959 1.337 0.548 0.996

u s-su 2.510** -0.499 1.450* -2.870** -1.072* -27.019**
I.I10 -0.200 -0.024 -0.114 -1.797**
-1.343** 0.556 -0.572 1.542** -1.425** 0.956

US-CH -2.667 3.563* 21.496** -22.455* 1.836 112.450
-1.726 0.823 7.545 -13.106* -2.348
2.780 -8.521** 0.944 -0.940 5.195 0.929

US-GE 0.465* -0.095 2.591** -0.934 1.055** 9.814**
0.118 0.069 0.312 -1.854 -0.461
-0.535* 0.456** 0.806 -2.408** 0.079 0.995

JA-SU -1.540* 4.368** -18.459 43.943** -4.604** -122.053**
-2.234* 4.971** -0.822 -2.736 0.208
-1.431 5.124** -3.744 9.714 4.286** 0.961

JA-CH 0.432 1.586** 25.730** -23.035* -0.341 25.621*
1.737** -0.499 4.765 -14.817 1.314*
-1.813** -1.757** 14.311** -12.934* -0.059 0.977

JA-GE 0.886** -0.736 -42.617** 42.683** 0.391* 9,751
0.023 0.383 -49.259** 39.768** 0.191
-0.552** 0.532* -7.141 -10.825 0.073 0.994

GE-SU 1.909** -4.697** 1.516 -11.826** 5.796** 26.678**
0.262 0.711 0.266 -7.360** -2.528
1.729** -0.113 -5.693** 0.588 6.475** 0.984

GE-CH 0.164 0.629** -8.824* 9.884 1.133** 21.061**
-0.268 0.318 -9.136** 31.911** 0.443
-0.440 -0.388** -1.499 17.637** -0.480 0.990

CH-SU 0.742** 0.537 -5.111** 5.542** 0.746* 17.754**
0.553 -0.217 0.169 5.603** -0.432
-0.457** -I.Il l 5.421** 0.410 •0.486 0.961

Notes: Column headings match variable names in the equation. In each group of three numbers, the top is for
lag 0, followed by lag 1 and lag 2. The constant term at the top and Rz below are given in the last column, b0 / R:. 
Coefficients significant at the 5% (10%) are indicated by ** (*). The coefficients of NJK and NKJ are multiplied 
by 10,000.
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Table A3-3. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags Equations (Al)and (A2). 

Panel A: Equation Al (Trade Flow from J to IP
Dvad RMK RXJ NJK NKJ ETJ

US-JA 0.000 0.000 0.298 0.695 0.010
-0.249* 1.635** 6.282 -2.631 -0.450**

US-SU 0.000 0.002 0.309 0.458 0.870
8.635** 0.360 1.779 -1.307 -0.926

US-CH 0.000 0.000 0.433 0.000 0.000
3.205** 7.123** -2.636 21.857** 5.702**

US-GE 0.000 0.036 0.622 0.013 0.000
0.466** -1.114** -5.034 6.840** 1.937**

JA-SU 0.000 0.004 0.516 0.996 0.150
11.274** 3.498 18.717 -2.385 -8.147

JA-CH 0.791 0.000 0.001 0.043 0.000
-0.670 -2.658* 149.812** -41.208* 1.356**

JA-GE 0.207 0.018 0.003 0.000 0.000
0.049 0.439** -0.462 6.332 1.220**

GE-SU 0.076 0.670 0.554 0.212 0.444
5.100 0.217 38.718 -42.157 -0.322

GE-CH 0.000 0.681 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.716** -0.130 326.889** -86.487** -0.468

CH-SU 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
2.339** 0.525** 14.034** 3.167 2.572**

Panel B: Equation A2 (Trade Flow from K to J>
Dvad RMJ RXK NKJ NJK ETK

US-JA 0.418 0.001 0.604 0.158 0.000
-0.260 0.848** -2.416 3.229 0.727*

US-SU 0.000 0.953 0.238 0.000 0.000
2.277** -0.143 0.854 -1.442 -4.294**

US-CH 0.120 0.003 0.000 0.137 0.298
-1.614 -4.134** 29.985** -44.965* 4.683

US-GE 0.010 0.000 0.029 0.001 0.000
0.049 0.430** 3.708 -5.196** 0.673**

JA-SU 0.000 0.000 0.096 0.000 0.000
-5.205** 14.463** -23.024* 50.921** -0.109

JA-CH 0.017 0.000 0.017 0.378 0.028
0.355 -0.670 44.806** -50.789* 0.914**

JA-GE 0.000 0.392 0.001 0.008 0.000
0.358 0.180 -99.019** 71.626** 0.654**

GE-SU 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.036 0.000
3.901** -4.099** -3.916 -18.598** 9.744**

GE-CH 0.000 0.000 0.008 0.000 0.079
-0.545** 0.559** -19.458 -59.431** 1.096**

CH-SU 0.000 0.018 0.019 0.000 0.000
8.380** -0.792** 2.000 11.556** -0.172

Notes: See notes to Tables A3-1 and A3-2. The top value is the joint significance level and the 
bottom figure is that of the sum of coefficients of all lags.
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Table A3-4. CoeHIdents in Equation (A3), Net Conflict From J to K.

Dvad NJK NKJ TJK TKJ I R2

US-JA 0.010 0.714** -223.367* 92.476 1484.804**
-0.417** 0.125 223.917** -72.73
0.257** 0.209** 36.289 -97.509 0.670

US-SU -0.253** 0.722** 206.864** -142.244 15394.823**
0.004 0.202** -12.108 -581.189**
-0.034 0.083 280.081** -571.130* 0.866

US-CH 0.409** 0.398** 113.713** 10.532 92.357
-0.168** -0.434** -91.121* -14.324
-0.141 0.100** 43.964 -56.121** 0.761

US-GE 0.045 0.544** -90.289 -31.736 2695.144**
-0.090 -0.022 -257.687** -260.429
-0.287** 0.124 269.364** 267.327** 0.570

JA-SU 0.241 0.709** -14.573 125.397 -101.436
-0.333 -0.058 -3.371 -85.412
0.211* 0.333* -29.807 25.451 0.658

JA-CH -0.453** 0.778** 19.850 -12.040 483.856**
-0.537** 0.009 -0.782 -12.986
-0.249** 0.286** 39.177** -61.878** 0.717

JA-GE -0.094 0.934** -5.014 16.224* -13.788
-0.069 0.079 13.185 -17.028**
-0.331** 0.143 -22.201** 18.758** 0.813

GE-SU -0.050 0.818* 45.015 -125.690** 1014.232*
0.088 0.157* -105.453 28.351
0.016 -0.098 24.758 88.818 0.813

GE-CH -0.382* 0.353** 6.009 -11.105 -256.946**
-0.376* 0.002 25.722** 10.971
-0.056 0.135 -25.120** 6.240 0.713

CH-SU 0.243** 1.035** 105.108 96.666 -2012.451**
0.036 -0.592** 103.519 -83.100
0.122* -0.094 -328.638** 211.477 0.915

Notes: Column headings match variable names in the equation. In each group of three numbers, the
top is for lag 0, followed by lag 1 and lag 2, except for the group of lag coefficients of NJK, which are 
for lags 1 through 3. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given in the last column, Cq / R2. 
Coefficients significant at the 5% (10%) are indicated by ** (*).
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Table A3-5. Coefficients in Equation (A4), Net Conflict From K to J.

Dvad NKJ NJK TKJ TJK /R*

US-JA •0.098 0.927** -115.156 365.497** -1952.039**
-0.279** 0.168* 57.072 -349.848**
-0.199** 0.386** 157.738 -58.694 0.679

US-SU -0.248 1.127** 385.457 -190.262** -19733.919**
-0.055 0.458** 505.880* -76.660
-0.037 -0.013 755.355* -336.417** 0.855

US-CH 0.616** 0.893** -14.077 -14.077 -1008.525**
-0.060 -0.808** -169.894* 156.439**
-0.099 -0.016 121.634** -86.768** 0.771

US-GE 0.172* 0.314* -59.072 -86.675 363.579
-0.534** -0.267 168.384 267.380**
-0.056 0.406* -39.915 -264.875** 0.514

JA-SU 0.055 0.816** -62.496 1.732 100.947
-0.164 -0.006 42.672 12.514
-0.251** 0.110 6.118 -6.440 0.533

JA-CH 0.090 0.883** 57.708 -28.374 -389.887**
-0.380** 0.391** -5.880 5.822
0.192 0.601** 18.197 -24.816 0.741

JA-GE -0.189 0.725* -13.872* 5.507 28.423
0.053 0.213 17.468* -27.870**
0.220** 0.010 -14.393** 30.213** 0.783

GE-SU -0.267* 1.015* 189.520** -52.579 -1633.576**
0.090 0.187** -40.090 146.488
-0.033 -0.061 -129.422 -42.217 0.843

GE-CH -0.100 1.086** 8.617 -0.456 -248.251
-0.182 0.351 5.595 -20.566
-0.192 0.111 8.496 8.888 0.580

CH-SU 0.142 0.549** 31.955 158.358 -781.044
-0.034 -0.093 -30.457 -354.936**
-0.085 0.229** 8.701 226.228* 0.916

Notes: Column headings match variable names in the equation. In each group of three numbers, the 
top is for lag 0, followed by lag 1 and lag 2, except for the group of lag coefficients of NKJ, which are 
for lags 1 through 3. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given in the last column, do / Rz. 
Coefficients significant at the 5% (10%) are indicated by ** (*).
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Table A3-6. Joint Significance and Sum of Lags in Equations (A3) and (A4). 

Panel A; Equation A3 (Net Conflict Flow from JJP-JQ
Dvad NJK NKI TJK TKJ

US-JA 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.023
-0.150 1.048** 36.839 -77.766*

US-SU 0.178 0.000 0.000 0.000
-0.283* 1.006** 474.837** -1294.562**

US-CH 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.007
0.100 0.065 66.561** -59.913**

US-GE 0.000 0.003 0.016 0.206
-0.331** 0.647** -78.611 -24.838

JA-SU 0.193 0.000 0.695 0.693
0.119 0.984** -47.752 65.437

JA-CH 0.002 0.000 0.000 0.000
-1.240** 1.074** 58.244** -86.904**

JA-GE 0.000 0.000 0.052 0.000
-0.494* 1.157** -14.030** 17.954**

GE-SU 0.531 0.000 0.570 0.016
0.055 0.877** -35.680 -8.519

GE-CH 0.000 0.003 0.000 0.794
-0.814** 0.490** 6.690 6.106

CH-SU 0.142 0.000 0.095 0.032
0.369** 0.349** -120.011** 225.043**

Panel B: Equation A4 (Net Conflict Flow  from K to J)
Dvad NKJ NJK TKJ TJK

US-JA 0.002 0.000 0.292 0.005
-0.577** 1.481** 99.654 -43.046

US-SU 0.327 0.000 0.000 0.000
-0.339* 1.572** 1646.691** -603.339**

US-CH 0.000 0.000 0.107 0.000
0.457** 0.069 -8.363 55.594

US-GE 0.000 0.000 0.732 0.154
-0.417* 0.454* 69.397 -84.170

JA-SU 0.018 0.000 0.725 0.711
-0.359** 0.920** 7.807 -13.706

JA-CH 0.004 0.000 0.041 0.133
-0.098 1.877** 70.024** -47.368**

JA-GE 0.006 0.000 0.004 0.002
0.084 0.949** -10.796 7.851*

GE-SU 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.311
-0.210 1.142** 20.008 51.691*

GE-CH 0.066 0.000 0.532 0.286
-0.474 1.548** 22.808 -12.133

CH-SU 0.417 0.000 0.996 0.142
0.023 0.689** 10.199 29.649

Notes: See notes to Tables A3-4 and A3-5. The top value is the joint significance level and the 
bottom figure is that of the sum of coefficients of all lags.
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APPENDIX 4: SEM FROM TOTAL TRADE VOLUMES 

This appendix presents estimation results of lags coefficients, sums of lags 

coefficients, and joint significance of lags coefficients for the SEM from total trade volumes 

which was presented and disscused in Chapter 8. Lags coefficients are reported per equation 

in Tables A4-1 and A4-2 for total BT demand, 3-4 for total BT supply, and in Tables A4-7 

and A4-8 for CC. Sums and joint significance of lags coefficients are reported in Table A4-5 

for total BT demand and supply and in Table A4-9 for CC. Results are from net conflict as 

the measure of CC.
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Table A4-1. Coefficients of Equation 1, Demand of K from J.

Dvad PJK RMK NJK NKJ ETK 3o / R2

US-JA 0.055
0.168**
-0.657**

0.237*
0.470**

1.787**
1.054

-0.744
-2.555**

0.055
0.168**
-0.657**

-10.091**

0.888

US-GE -0,229**
0.096
-0.102

0.409**
0.182

-1.067**
-3.334**

-1.183**
-0.464

-0.229**
0.096
-0.102

-10.810**

0.954

JA-GE -0.284**
-0.117*
0.572**

1.205**
0.998**

33.496**
-66.523**

-91.667**
90.728**

-0.284**
-0.117*
0.572**

-42.471**

0,983

US-SU 0.319*
-0.907**
0.765**

2.380**
0.082

3.452**
1.708**

-1.443**
-0.915**

0.319*
-0.907**
0.765**

-45.884

0.921

JA-SU -0.869**
-0.516**
-0.652*

0.890**
1.879*

-6.209*
2.783**

-3.918**
-6.183**

-0.869**
-0.516**
-0.652*

-61.549*

0.940

GE-SU 0.710**
-0.773**
1.122**

0.574**
-1.047**

-5.253**
-7.633**

9.228**
11.020**

0.710**
-0.773**
1.122**

-9.904**

0.840

Notes: Headings match variables’ names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by lag 1 and, for BT price, by lag
2. Significance is from a one tail t test. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given under ao / R2. K is the second country
in a dyad and J is the first. Significance at the 5 % (10%) is indicated by *♦ (*). NJK and NKJ’s coefficients are multiplied by 10*.
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Table A4-2. Coefficients of Equation 2, Demand of J  from K.

Dvad

US-JA

US-GE

JA-GE

US-SU

JA-SU

GE-SU

Notes: Headings match variable names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by lag 1 and, for BT price, by lag
2. Significance is from one tail t test. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given under b0 / R2. K is the second country in
a dyad and J is the first. Significance at the S % (10%) is indicated by ** (*). NJK and NKJ’s coefficients are multiplied by 10*.

PKJ RMJ NKJ NJK ETJ b0/R 2

0.056 -0.160 5.601** -4.331* 0.056 8.963*
0.564** -0.689** 3.835** -10.505** 0.564**
-0.312** -0.312** 0.216

-0.676** 0.822** 0.418 -1.917** -0.676** -51.280
0.281** 1.097* 0.287 1.593** 0.281**
-0.286** -0.286** 0.632

-0.215** 2.220** 31.663** 0.246 -0.215** -22.437**
0.054 -1.135 -67.549** 60.181** 0.054
0.328** 0.328** 0.950

-0.515** 1.193** -0.359 -0.067 -0.515** -27.801
-0.271 0.357 1.076** -0.996** -0.271
-0.011 -0.011 0.917

-0.860** 1.649** -0.551 7.006** -0.860** -14.336**
0.832** -0.905 -3.449** 6.245** 0.832**
-0,059 -0.059 0.795

0.066* 1.191** 5.338** -7.160** 0.066* -28.675**
-0.450** 0.307** 2.566** -5.225** -0.450**
-0.252** -0.252** 0.948
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Table A4-3. Coefficients of Equation 3, Supply of J  to K.

Dvad PJK RXJ NJK NKJ cn /R 2

US-JA -0.618** 0.727** -1.720 5.028** -12.931**
0.186 0.458 0.645 3.992**
0.411** 0.889

US-GE -0.176 0.378** -2.318** -0.896 -9.591**
0.009 0.396** -3.653** 1.068**
-0.132 0.929

JA-GE 0.838** 0.675** 10.832 -6.126 -14.522*
-0.572* 0.067 -13.164 -31.557
0.589** 0.983

US-SU -0.464* 2.771** 13.039** 0.419 -45.164**
0.235 -0.517* 32.368** -2.188**
1.319** 0.958

JA-SU -0.173 0.807** -5.334* -0.795 -24.885
0.229 0.482 2.429 -5.175
-0.331** 0.961

GE-SU 0.654* 0.726** -7.813** 6.687** -16.028
0.102 0.092 -5.734** 6.762**
-0.533 0.926

Notes: Headings match variable names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by lag 1 and, for BT price, by lag
2. Significance is from one tail t test. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given under Cq / R2. K is the second country in
a dyad and J is the first. Significance at the 5 % (10%) is indicated by ** (*). NJK and NKJ’s coefficients are multiplied by 10*.
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Table A4-4. Coefficients of Equation 4, Supply of K to J.

Dvad PKJ RXK NKJ NJK d0 / R2

US-JA -0.619** 1.211** 1.897** 0.428 -27.529**
0.111 0.229 -0.583 0.643
-0.140 0.930

US-GE 0.253 2.523** 0.007 -1.880** -27.185**
-1.292** -1.151** 0.082 1.847
0.579** 0.869

JA-GE -0.215* 2.220** 31.664** 0.246 -22.437**
0.054 -1.135** -67.548** 60.181**
0.327** 0.950

US-SU -0.728** 0.269 0.457 0.261 -25.361**
0.441 1.086** -0,126 0.489*
0.346 0.923

JA-SU -0.705** 0.320** -0.957 6.219** -25.158**
-0.202 1.033** -0.940 3.590**
0.149 0.948

GE-SU -0.126 0.926** 5.065** -4.983** -23.429**
-0.034 0.331 5.812** -6.059**
-0.324** 0.958

Notes: Headings match variable names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by lag 1 and, for BT price, by lag
2, Significance is from one tail t test. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given under do / R2. K is the second country in
a dyad and J is the first. Significance at the 5 % (10%) is indicated by ** (*). NJK and NKJ’s coefficients are multiplied by 10*.
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Table A4-5. Joint Significance and Sums of Coefficients of T-agg in Demand.

Panel A; Fqnadnn t  (Demand of K from J)
Dvad PJK RMK NJK NKJ ETK

US-JA 0.001 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
-0.434** 0.707** 0.944** -3.299** -0.434**

US-GE 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
-0.235** 0.591** -0.234** -1.647** -0.234**

JA-GE 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.171** 2.209** -33.027** 1.984 0.171**

US-SU 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.176** 2.462 5.160** -2.359** 0.176**

JA-SU 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
-2.037** 2.770** -3.425** -1.501** -2.037**

GE-SU 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
1.056** -0.473** -12.887** 20.249** 1.056**

Panel B: Eauation 2 (Demand of J  from K)
Dvad PKJ RMJ NKJ NJK ETJ

US-JA 0.120 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0.310** -0.894** 9.440** -14.835** 0.310**

US-GE 0.000 0.000 0.044 0.406 0.000
-0.681** 1.920** 0.705 -0.323 -0.681**

JA-GE 0.000 0.000 0.027 0.000 0.000
0.167** 1.086** -35.885** 60.427** 0.167**

US-SU 0.014 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.014
-0.797** 1.560** 0.717 -1.062** -0.797**

JA-SU 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
-0.087** 0.744** -4.000** 13.251** -0.087**

GE-SU 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
-0.636** 1.498** 7.905** -12.385** -0.636**

Note: Headings match variables in the equation reported. The top figure is the joint significance and 
the bottom figure is the value of sum of lags’ coefficients. K is the second country in a dyad and J is 
the first. Sums significant at the 5 % (10%) are indicated by ** (*). Significance levels of sums of 
coefficients are from one tail t test. Sums of NJK and NKJ’s coefficients are multiplied by 104.
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Table A4-6. Joint Significance and Sums of Coefficients of Lags in Supply.

Panel A: Equation 3 (Supply of J  to K)
Dvad PJK RXJ NJK NKJ

US-JA 0.000 0.000 0.660 0.006
-0.021 1.843** -1.075 2.830**

US-GE 0.625 0.001 0.000 0.001
-0.298 0.774** -5.971** 0.172

JA-GE 0.000 0.000 0.754 0.631
0.856** 0.184** -2.331 43.755

US-SU 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
1.091** 2.254** 4.541** -1.769**

JA-SU 0.000 0.165 0.001 0.020
-0.275 1.290** -2.911 -2.944*

GE-SU 0.343 0.139 0.005 0.041
0.222 0.818* -13.548** 13.448**

Panel B: Eauation 4 fSunnlv of K to J)
Dvad PKJ RXK NKJ NJK

US-JA 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001
-0.649* 1.441** 1.313 1.071

US-GE 0.000 0.000 0.994 0.102
-0.459 1.371** 0.089 -0.032

JA-GE 0.132 0.000 0.265 0.758
0.098 1.198** 60.604 17.364

US-SU 0.026 0.005 0.565 0.058
0.059 1.355** 0.330 0.750

JA-SU 0.000 0.000 0.050 0.000
-0.758** 1.353** -1.897** 9.809**

GE-SU 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
-0.483 1.257** 10.878** -11.042**

Note: Headings match variables in the equation reported. The top figure is the joint significance and 
the bottom figure is the value of sum of lags’ coefficients. K is the second country in a dyad and J is 
the first. Sums significant at the 5 % (10%) are indicated by ** (*). Significance levels of sums of 
coefficients are from one tail t test. Sums of NJK and NKJ’s coefficients are multiplied by 104.
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Table A4-7. Coefficients of Equation 5, Net Conflict from J  to K.

Dvad NJK NKJ OJK OKJ PJK PKJ SolM

US-JA 0.085 0.753** -420.235** 213.264 -316.910 418.313** 64.865
-0.221** 0.110 402.929 -351.958 490.651 -449.513** 0.689

US-GE -0.322** 0.082** -173.506 53.502 1147.692 -172.036 209.824**
-0.183 -0.038 110.873 -253.614 -172.036 -1247.183 0.388

JA-GE 0.257* 0.807** 64.872** 8.348 91.605** -84.178** -5.932
-0.154 -0.506** -50.250** -4.518 -74.522** 38.648 0.873

US-SU -0.112 0.944** 221.120* -19.816 -885.386 5007.319** -268.920
0.302** 0.043 -613.108** -1752.769** -458.784 -1520.911* 0.946

JA-SU -0.067 0.338* 169.079 304.004** 494.610** 13.011 130.220**
•0.169 0.102 -229.661** -91.819 -715.473** 8.758 0.774

GE-SU -0.445** 0.942** -215.837 -238.763** 644.077** 51.040 -41.107
0.049 0.409** 26.274 105.286 -328.662** -205.935* 0.854

Notes: Column headings match names in the equation. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by lag 1. In the 
case of NJK the figures are for lags 1 and 2. Significance levels from two tailed t tests. The constant term at the top and R2 below 
are given under e,, / R2. K is the second country in a dyad and J is the first. Coefficients significant at 5 % (10%) are indicated by 
** <*)•
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Table A4-8. Coefficients of Equation 6, Net Conflict from K to J.

Dvad NKJ NJK OKJ QJK PKJ PJK fn / R2

US-JA 0.110 0.688** -6.073 569.716** -323.038 143.362 106.507**
-0.161* 0.019 237.727* -429.047** 320.386 -500.674** 0.766

US-GE -0.075 0.142 125.198 -279.844 525.946 1853.436** 76.296
-0.248** -0,692** -353.930** 355.017** -2938.626** 1573.711** 0.581

JA-GE 0.244 0.827** -12.307 -33.220 46.318 -62.278 7.031
-0.012 -0.199 7.063 30.827* -58.450** 85.028** 0.804

US-SU 0.089 0.833** -321.816 157.734 -4243.736** 817.282** 581.569**
-0.262** 0.037 1967.168** 358.500 610.961 22.414 0.954

JA-SU -0.009 0.509** -129.733 13.187 -268.992* 141.604 101.994**
-0.100 0.068 108.538 148.523 -47.442 -120.936 0.613

GE-SU -0.509** 0.821** 290.372** 156.539 -36.507 -623.286** 95.997*
-0.102* 0.571 3.212 24.193 187.078** 189.364* 0.868

Notes: Column headings match names in the equation. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by lag 1. In the 
case of NKJ the figures are for lags 1 and 2. Significance levels from two tailed t tests. The constant term at the top and R2 below 
are given under f0 / R2. K is the second country in a dyad and J is the first. Coefficients significant at 5 % (10%) are indicated by 
** (*>•
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Table A4-9. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags in Net Conflict.

Panel A: Equation 5 (Net conflict from J  to K)
Dvad NJK NKJ OJK QKJ PJK PKJ

US-JA 0.182 
-0.135

0.000
0.863**

0.044
-17.306

0.254
-138.694

0.319
173.741

0.015
-31.201

US-GE 0.116 
-0.505*

0.557
0.043

0.806
-62.633

0.280
-200.112

0.066
2038.422**

0.017
-1419.220**

JA-GE 0.205 
0.103

0.000
0.301

0.058
13.622

0.569
3.830

0.000
17.082

0.000
-45.529

US-SU 0.000 
0.189

0.000
0.988**

0.007
-391.988**

0.000
-1772.586**

0.000
-1344.170**

0.000
3486.408**

JA-SU 0.253 
-0.236

0.150
0.440**

0.113
-60.583

0.000
212.185**

0.004
-220.863

0.955
21.770

GE-SU 0.000 
-0.395**

0.000
1.352**

0.25*
-189.562

0.002
-133.477

0.005
315.415

0.202
-154.895

Panel B: Eauation 6 (Net conflict from K to J)
Dyad NKJ NJK QKJ OJK PKJ PJK

US-JA 0.195 
-0.051

0.000
0.707**

0.015
231.654**

0.000
140.668

0.360
-2.652

0.003
-357.312**

US-GE 0.055 
-0.323*

0.000
-0.550**

0.001
-228.732**

0.052
75.173

0.003
-2412.680**

0.041
3427.148**

JA-GE 0.113 
0.231

0.000
0.627**

0.349
-5.244

0.083
-2.393

0.003
-12.132

0.000
22.750

US-SU 0.000 
-0.173*

0.000
0.869**

0.000
1645.352**

0.128
516.235*

0.000
-3632.775**

0.000
839.696**

JA-SU 0.340 
-0.111

0.001
0.578**

0.715
-21.195

0.046
161.710**

0.104
-316.435**

0.782
20.667

GE-SU 0.000 
-0.611**

0.000
1.393**

0.000
293.584**

0.383
180.732

0.002
150.571**

0.003
-433.921**

Note: Column headings match variable names in the equation. The top figure is the joint significance 
level and the bottom figure is the value of the sum of lags’ coefficients. K is the second country in a 
dyad and J is the first. Sums significant at the 5 % (10%) are indicated by ** (*). Significance 
levels are from two tailed t test.
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APPENDIX 5: SEM FROM DISAGGREGATED TRADE VOLUMES 

This appendix presents estimation results of SEM from disaggregated trade volumes 

which was presented in chapter 9. Sums of lags coefficients and the joint significance level of 

groups of lags coefficients in the model are reported in Tables A5-1 through A5-18. Tables 

A5-1 through A5-6 report estimation results from the U.S.-Japan dyad, Tables A5-7 through 

A5-12 from the U.S.-Germany dyad, and Tables A5-13 through A5-18 report estimation 

results from the Japan-Germany dyad. For each dyad, the first table reports results from 

estimation of the demand equation of nation A from nation B, the second from the supply of 

B to A, the third from the demand of B from A, the fourth from the supply of A to B, the 

fifth table from the net conflict sent from A to B, and the sixth table reports results from the 

estimation of the net conflict equation sent from nation B to nation A. Goods are identified 

by their Italianer’s nomenclature (A, E, Q, K , Q .

Tables A5-19 through A5-36 follow the structure of tables A5-1 through A5-18 but 

report results from individual lags coefficients for each estimated equation in the model.

Tables A5-19 through A5-24 report individual lags coefficients from the estimation of the 

model for the U.S.-Japan dyad, Tables A5-25 through A5-30 from the U.S.-Germany dyad, 

and Tables A5-31 through A5-36 report lags coefficients from the estimation of the model for 

the Japan-Germany dyad.
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Table A5-1. Joint Significant and Sums of Lags Coefficients, Demand of Japan (K) from US (J).

Good RMK PJK NKJ NJK ETK
A 1.221* 0.023 1.354* -1.718* 0.023

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
E 0.270** -0.943** 9.111** -6.835** -0.943**

0.000 0.000 0.006 0.010 0.000
Q 0.961** 0.336** -3.006** 1.144 0.336**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.317 0.000
K 0.883** -0.043** -2.341** 2.235** -0.043**

0.000 0.000 0.001 0.000 0.000
C 0.866* 0.124** -1.271 2.268** 0.124**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Notes: Headings match equation's names. In each two numbers group, the top is the sum of lags coefficients and the bottom is the joint 
significance. Net conflicts entries are multiplied by 10,000. Significance at the 5% <10%) from a one tail t test is indicated by ** (*).

Table A5-2. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags Coefficients, Supply of US (J) to Japan (K).

Good RXJ PJK NKJ NJK
A 0.772** 0.179* 9.939** -4.391*

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.116
E 0.477* -0.116 -2.648 2.400

0.278 0.002 0.835 0.836
Q 0.286** 0.569** 7.994** -2.948

0.017 0.000 0.000 0.318
K 0.780** -0.135 9.523* -1.617

0.000 0.000 0.165 0.697
C 0.956** 0.288** 6.946** -1.064

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.736
Notes: Headings match equation’s names. In each two numbers group,
significance. Net conflicts entries are multiplied by 10,000. Significance at the 5% (10%) from a one tail t test is indicated by ** (*).
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Table A5-3. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags Coefficients, Demand of IIS (J) from Japan (K).

Good RMJ PKJ NKJ NJK ETJ
A -0.230 -0.523** 5.715** 7.092** -0.523**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.050 0.000
E -0.007 -5.272** 25.517** -39.590** -5.272**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q 1.154** -0.413** 1.109** -3.155** -0.413**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
K 0.508** 0.000 8.420** -2.302** 0.000

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
C 0.386** -0.477** 8.463** -3.224** -0.477**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.008 0.000
Notes: Headings match equation’s names. In each two numbers group, the top is the sum of lags coefficients and the bottom is the joint 
significance. Net conflicts entries are multiplied by 10,000. Significance at the 5% (10%) from a one tail t test is indicated by *♦ (*),

Table A5-4. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags Coefficients, Supply of Japan (K) to US (J).

Good RXK PKJ NKJ NJK
A 0.884** -0.387** -1.912 5.989**

0.000 0.000 0.180 0.050
E 0.584 -2.356 12.793 -16.526

0.585 0.424 0.346 0.154
Q 0.521** -0.055* 0.285 -0.171

0.000 0.005 0.002 0.059
K 1.168** -0.286** 2.540** -2.078

0.000 0.000 0.109 0.001
C 0.633** -0.268** 9.950** -6.688**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Notes: Headings match equation’s names. In each two numbers group,
significance. Net conflicts entries are multiplied by 10,000. Significance at the 5% (10%) from a one tail t test is indicated by ** (*).
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Table A5-5. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags Coefficients, Net Conflict from US (J) to Japan (K).

Good NJK NKJ QKJ OJK PKJ PJK
A -0.133 0.757** 263.282** -1.938 75.958 127.480

0.275 0.002 0.007 0.996 0.003 0.044
E -0.431** 0.804** -28.212 1.800 47.314 25.274

0.039 0.000 0.134 0.001 0.494 0.571
Q -0.330* 0.902** 71.527 -329.869* 791.670 -672.618*

0.187 0.000 0.000 0.183 0.122 0.084
K -0.182 0.673** -9.421 62.450 -44.193 -42.541

0.076 0.000 0.034 0.000 0.003 0.000
C -0.152 0.727** -324.938* 67.852 1142.351 -1575.509

0.067 0.000 0.021 0.713 0.367 0.005
Notes: Headings match equation names. In each two numbers, the top is the sum of lags coefficients and the bottom is the joint significance. 
Significance from two tail t test at the 5% (10%) is indicated by ** (*),

Table A5-6. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags Coefficients, Net Conflict from Japan (K) to US (J).

Good NKJ NJK QKJ £JK PKJ PJK
A -0.534** 1.182** -84.753 216.878 37.230 -379.530**

0.000 0.000 0.126 0.001 O. 927 0.003
E -0.287** 1.178** 86.972** 54.567 -25.702 -160.782**

0.000 0.000 0.006 0.444 0.383 0.106
Q -0.093 0.730** 268.858** 408.880** -571.000** 207.538

0,476 0.000 0.055 0.000 0.021 0.453
K -0.026 0.691** 70.473 165.798 -161.320 -131.866

0.000 0.000 0.714 0.086 0.000 0.281
C -0.260 0.770** 394.710* 121.937 -987.672 1091.318

0.266 0.000 0.052 0.207 0.527 0.533
Notes: Headings match equation names. In each two numbers, the top is the sum of lags coefficients and the bottom is the joint significance.
Significance from two tail t test at the 5% (10%) is indicated by ** (*).
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Table A5-7. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags Coefficients, Demand of Germany (K) from US (J).

Good RMK PJK NKJ NJK ETK
A -1,335* -0.972** 3.770** -8.521** -0.972**

0.002 0.029 0.000 0.024 0.029
E 1.274** 0.992** -4.440** 2.496** 0.992**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q 0.392** -0.052 0.000 -4.939** -0.052

0.000 0.010 0.181 0.000 0.010
K 0.706** -0.216** -0.482** -4.427** -0,216**

0.000 0.000 0.076 0.000 0.000
C 0.556** -0.371** -5.474** -6.284** -0.371**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.000
Notes; Headings match equation names. In each two numbers, the top is the sum of lags coefficients and the bottom is the joint significance. 
Significance from a one tail t test at the 5% (10%) is indicated by ** (*). Entries of net conflicts are multiplied by 10,000,

Table A5-8. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags Coefficients, Supply of US (J) to Germany (K).

Good RXJ PJK NKJ NJK
A 0.032 0.149 4.279** 2.421

0.579 0.900 0.103 0.611
E -0.374 0.388** -0.862 3.378

0.289 0.029 0.296 0.708
Q 1.186** -0.634** 1.158* -5.532**

0.000 0.000 0.157 0.000
K 0.316** 0.594** 3.025** -7.640**

0.004 0.000 0.004 0.000
C 0.410* 0.530 -2.008* -10.763**

0.232 0.002 0.192 0.001
Notes: Headings match equation names. In each two numbers, the top is the sum of lags coefficients and the bottom is the joint significance.
Significance from a one tail t test at the 5% (10%) is indicated by ** (*). Entries of net conflicts are multiplied by 10,000.
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Table A5-9. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags Coefficients, Demand of US (J) from Germany (K).

Good RMJ PKJ NKJ NJK ETJ
A 2.186** 0.990** 11.600** 3.292 0.990**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
E 5.038** -0.518** 19.075** 50.000** -0.518**

0.000 0.022 0.010 0.000 0.022
Q 1.231** -0.189** 2.030** -2.762** -0.189**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
K 0.618** -0.324** 0.648 1.008 -0.324**

0.000 0.012 0.606 0.473 0.012
C 1.213** -0.740** -2.119** -4.224** -0.741**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Notes: Headings match equation names. In each two numbers, the top is the sum of lags coefficients and the bottom is the joint significance. 
Significance from a one tail t test at the 5% (10%) is indicated by ** (*). Entries of net conflicts are multiplied by 10,000.

Table A5-10. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags Coefficients, Supply of Germany (K) to US (J),

Good RXK PKJ NKJ NJK
A 0.745** 0.888** -0.101 -2.597

0.000 0.023 0.994 0.067
E 0.576 2.215** 42.71** 39.185**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q 1.406** -0.532** 1.235* -2.901**

0.000 0.000 0.138 0.001
K 1.157** -0.221 -1.587 2.562

0.000 0.000 0.567 0.385
C 1.941** -2.074** -3.100** -6.721**

0.000 0.000 0.020 0.048
Notes: Headings match equation names. In each two numbers, the top is the sum of lags coefficients and the bottom is the joint significance.
Significance from a one tail t test at the 5% (10%) is indicated by ** (*). Entries of net conflicts are multiplied by 10,000.
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Table A5-11. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags Coefficients, Net Conflict from US (J) to Germany (K).

Good NJK NKJ OKI QJK PKJ PJK
A -0.206 0.231 189.273* 296.065* -631.148** -161.818

0.666 0.327 0.000 0.007 0.032 0.624
E -0.197 0.285** 9.800 76.364 8.224 -167.883**

0.466 0.001 0.854 0.023 0.040 0.040
Q -0.242* 0.144 34.308 -175.684 -46.794 -75.025

0.184 0.084 0.702 0.354 0.941 0.904
K -0.435 0.098 70.996 -251.622 41.736 4.525

0.359 0.050 0.905 0.009 0.691 0.555
C -0.583** 0.342** -136.072** -15.346 -679.410** 1054.148**

0.001 0.037 0.061 0.921 0.033 0.014
Notes: Headings match equation names. In each two numbers, the top is the sum of lags coefficients and.the bottom is the joint significance. 
Significance from two tail t test at the 5% (10%) is indicated by ** (*).

Table A5-12. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags Coefficients, Net Conflict from Germany (K) to US (J).

Good NKJ NJK QKJ QiK PKJ PJK
A -0.248 -0.227 69.328 230.340 -964.811 437.810

0.000 0.141 0.157 0.290 0.019 0.321
E -0.0418** -0.269 68.399** 53.117 5.788 -324.554

0.000 0.000 0.001 0.373 0.906 0.017
Q -0.412** -0.128 110.898 -656.933** 383.737 -377.175

0.000 0.000 0.708 0.000 0.000 0.000
K -0.600 -0.353 737.813** -610.507* 1225.757** -1645.290**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.255 0 .040 0.001
C -1.010** 0.437** -7.968 -292.675 303.385 -127.244

0.000 0.000 0.032 0.218 0.000 0.000
Notes: Headings match equation names. In each two numbers, the top is the sum of lags coefficients and the bottom is the joint significance.
Significance from two tail t test at the 5% (10%) is indicated by ** (*).
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Table A5-13. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags Coefficients, Demand of Germany (K) from Japan (J).

Good RMK PJK NKJ NJK ETK
A -0.550** -0.0008 18.891 23.052** -0.0008

0.000 0.000 0.372 0.027 0.000
E 0.179 -2.285** -43.428** 266.440** -2.285**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q 1.692** -0.241** -339.918** 106.798** -0.241**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
K 1.907** -0.240** 13.804 -31.922** -0.240**

0.000** 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
C 0.560** -0.034** 84.090** -28.643** -0.034**

0.000 0.002 0.000 0.004 0.002
Notes: Headings match equation names. In each two numbers, the top is the sum of lags coefficients and the bottom is the joint significance. 
Significance from a one tail t test at the 5% (10%) is indicated by ** (*). Entries of net conflicts are multiplied by 10,000.

Table A5-14. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags Coefficients, Supply of Japan (J) to Germany (K).

Good RXJ PJK NKJ m
A 0.359** -0.211** -9.691 35.165**

0.003 0.000 0.489 0.063
E 0.819** -0.487** -299.063** 7.001

0.000 0.000 0.113 0.607
Q 1.102** 0.049 -141.39** 107.860**

0.000 0.186 0.089 0.122
K 1.035** 0.870** 52.291 -17.840

0.000 0.000 0.076 0.090
C 0.608** 0.117 -76.501 21.518

0.000 0.046 0.090 0.209
Notes: Headings match equation names. In each two numbers, the top is the sum of lags coefficients and the bottom is the joint significance.
Significance from a one tail t test at the 5% (10%) is indicated by ** (*). Entries of net conflicts are multiplied by 10,000.
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Table A5-15. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags Coefficients, Demand of Japan (J) from Germany (K).

Good RMJ PKJ NKJ NJK ETJ
A 1.708** -0.063 -2.095** 126.789** -0.063

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
E 1.810** -0.388 -770.249** -456.236** -0.388

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q 0.929** 0.215** 10.080 -5.711 0.215**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
K 0.528** 0.149** -140.164** 156,701** 0.149**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
C 0.837** -0.126** -161.511** 109.355** -0.126**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Notes: Headings match equation names. In each two numbers, the top is the sum of lags coefficients and the bottom is the joint significance. 
Significance from a one tail t test at the 5% (10%) is indicated by ** (*), Entries of net conflicts are multiplied by 10,000.

Table A5-16. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags Coefficients, Supply of Germany (K) to Japan (J).

Good RXK PKJ NKJ NJK
A 0.139 0.558** -258.817** 155.544*

0.309 0.000 0.043 0.196
E -4.028** 2.379** -276.002 -122.351

0.000 0.000 0.476 0.339
Q 1.325** -0.511 105.798** -64.359

0.000 0.391 0.104 0.338
K 0.951** 0.361** 15.071** 15.418

0.000 0.020 0.019 0.945
C 1.025** -0.110 -249.669** 16.509**

0.000 0.034 0.000 0.000
Notes: Headings match equation names. In each two numbers, the top is the sum of lags coefficients and the bottom is the joint significance.
Significance from a one tail t test at the 5% (10%) is indicated by ** (*). Entries of net conflicts are multiplied by 10,000,
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Table A5-17. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags Coefficients, Net Conflict from Japan (J) to Germany (K).

Good NJK NKJ QKJ QJK PKJ PJK
A 0.223** 0.707** 1.623 8.563 7.295 -12.035

0.023 0.000 0.937 0.043 0.095 0.056
E -0.042 0.935** 0.246 -4.709 3.088 -2.952

0.063 0.000 0.253 0.203 0.853 0.193
Q -0.690** 1.625** -16.460** 37.827** -138.423** 110.996**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
K 0.200** -0.074 2.238 14.999** -78.292** 54.889**

0.004 0.000 0.664 0.002 0.000 0.000
C -0.101 1.206** 17.182** -8.013 14.372 -28.934**

0.619 0.000 0.000 0.206 0.619 0.010
Notes: Headings match equation names. In each two numbers, the top is the sum of lags coefficients and the bottom is the joint significance. 
Significance from two tail t test at the 5% (10%) is indicated by ** (*).

Table A5-18. Joint Significance and Sums of Lags Coefficients, Net Conflict from Germany (K) to Japan (J),

Good NKJ NJK QKJ OJK PKJ PJK
A 0.006 0.624** -5.721 0.132 -2.821 9.695

0.646 0.000 0.055 0.044 0.571 0.149
E 0.066 0.510** -4.108** 8.737* -5.549 1.838

0.886 0.000 0.053 0.213 0.724 0.798
Q -0.270** 1.162** 15.762** -31.554** 106.213** -87.032**

0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
K 0.527 0.586** -1.083 -8.518 28.702 -13.757

0.104 0.000 0.746 0.244 0.006 0.030
C -0.332 0.828** -19.218** 26.358** -41.232** 42.773**

0.127 0.000 0.000 0.049 0.131 0.004
Notes: Headings match equation names. In each two numbers, the top is the sum of lags coefficients and the bottom is the joint significance.
Significance from two tail t test at the 5% (10%) is indicated by ** (*). Entries of net conflicts are multiplied by 10,000,
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Table A5-19. Coefficients, Demand of Japan (K) from US (J).

Good RMfC PJK NKJ NJK ETK an/R2

A 0.898** 0.049 1.841** -1.849** 0.049 -21.031**
0.323 -0.L79** -0.486 0.131 -0.179**

0.153** 0.153** 0.969
E -0.461 -0.044 4.253** -1.867 -0.044 9.512**

0.731* -0502** 4.858* -4.968** -0.502**
-0.396** -0.396** 0.633

Q 1.419** -0.031 0.242 -0.264 -0.031 -21.557**
-0.459** -0.100* -2.765** 1.409* -0.100*

0.468** 0.468** 0.951
K 0.957** -0.152** 0.941* 1.105** -0.152** -13.601**

-0.075* -0.147** -3.282** 1.129** -0.147**
0.256** 0.256** 0.996

C 0.895** 0.078** -2.193** 3.181** 0.078** -16.513**
-0.029 0.173** 0.923** -0.912** 0.173**

-0.126** -0.126** 0.996

Notes: Headings match equation’s names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by 
lag 1. Lag 2 is used for PJK and ETK. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given under a<, / 
R2. Coefficients significant in one t tailed test at the 5 % (10%) are indicated by ** (*). Coefficients of 
NKJ and NJK are multiplied by 10,000.

Table A5-20. Coefficients, Supply of US (J) to Japan (K).

Good RXJ PJK NKJ NJK bn / R2

A 0.986** -0.753** 4.800** -3.333** -13.312
0.213 0.572** 5.140** -1.061

0.360** 0.957
E 0.085 0.810** 2.256 -1.563 -7.952**

0.391 -0.557** 0.144 -1.084
-0.370** 0.130

Q 0.683** -0.201 4.768** -1.814 -4.906**
-0.398** -0.059 3.226 -1.133

0.829** 0.890
K 0.571** -0.435 7.063** -3.097 -14.142

0.209 -0.240 2.460 1.481
0.541** 0.706

C 0.055** 0.703** 4.070** 0.258 -16.481
0.897** 0.108 2.875* -1.319

-0.523** 0.975

Notes: Headings match equation’s names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by 
lag 1. Lag 2 is used for PJK and ETK. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given under b0 / 
R2. Coefficients significant in one t tailed test at the 5 % (10%) are indicated by ** (*). Coefficients of 
NKJ and NJK are multiplied by 10,000.
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Table A5-21. Coefficients, Demand of US (J) from Japan (K).

Good RMJ PKJ NKJ NJK ETJ c„/R2

A 1.070** -0.384** 7.106** 3.782* -0.384** 7.086*
-1.370** 0.369** -1.391 3.331** 0.369**

-0.508** -0.508** 0.791
E 2.034** -2.633** -3.844 -10.633** -2.633** 26.209**

-2.041** 1.580** 29.361** -2.895** 1.580**
-4.219** -4.219** 0.857

Q 0.966** -0.415** -1.392** -1.339** -0.415** -17.953**
0.187** 0.011 . 2.501** -1.817** 0.011

-0.008 -0.008 0.903
K -0.341** 0.218** -0.911 -5.615** 0.218** -9.210**

0.849** 0.434** 9.331** -17.415** 0.434**
-0.652** -0.652** 0.481

C 1.822** -0.932** 8.773** -3.320** -0.932** -4.537**
-1.435** 0.053 -0.310 0.095 0.053

0.401** 0.401** 0.537

Notes: Headings match equation’s names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by 
lag 1. Lag 2 is used for PJK and ETK. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given under q, / 
R2. Coefficients significant in one t tailed test at the 5 % (10%) are indicated by ** (*). Coefficients of 
NKJ and NJK are multiplied by 10,000.

Table A5-22. Coefficients, Supply of Japan (K) to US (J).

Good RXK PKJ NKJ NJK b|> / R2

A 1.252** 0.044 -0.0004 3.608** -11.683**
-0.367** -0.227 -1.912 2.381*

-0.205 0.885
E 0.868 -0.782 4.426 -4.590 -0.849

-0.285 -0.804* 8.367* -11.935**
-0.770 0.867

Q -0.132 -0.033 -I.Ill** 1.405** -8.853**
-0.033 -0.370** 1.391* -1.576*

0.347** 0.906
K 0.872** -0.611** 1.412 0.238 -21.297**

0.296** 0.309** 1.112* -2.326**
0.0157 0.989

C -0.470** -2.134** 3.306** -3.013** -9.885**
1.102** 0.201 6.664** -3.675**

1.664** 0.685

Notes: Headings match equation’s names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by 
lag 1. Lag 2 is used for PJK and ETK. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given under do / 
R2. Coefficients significant in one t tailed test at the 5 % (10%) are indicated by ** (*). Coefficients of 
NKJ and NJK are multiplied by 10,000.
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Table A5-23. Coefficients, Net Conflict from US (J) to Japan (K).

Good NJK NKJ QKJ OJK PKJ PJK eo/R2
A 0.039 0.489** 186.746** -16.431 469.422** -780.761** 154.921**

-0.172* 0.268* 76.536 14.493 -393.464** 908.241** 0.758
E -0.177* 0.473** -98.013** -351.389** 110.172 -59.933 224.000**

-0.254* 0.332** 69.801** 353.189** -62.858 85.207 0.719
Q -0.042 0.665** 2 78.680** -321.716 155.263 278.680** 72.732

-0,288** 0.237* -207.154** -350.902 636.407** -270.156** 0.687
K 0.069 0.551** 373.319** -338.739** 474.135** -390.552** 89.852**

-0.250** 0.122 -382.740** 401.189** -518.329** 348.011** 0.728
C 0.099 0.660** 366.532* -90.372 767.222 -346.560 56.778

-0.250** 0.066 -691.469** 158.224 375.128 -1228.949** 0.674
Notes: headings match equation’s names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by lag I. The constant term at the top and 
R2 below are given under e0 / R2. Coefficients significant at the 5 % (10%) from one t tailed test are indicated by *♦ (*),

Table A5-24. Coefficients, Net Conflict from Japan (K) to US (J).

Good NKJ NJK QKJ OJK PKJ PJK L L B tA -0.418** 0.867** 59.277 -322.610* -25.011 795.954** -12.978
-0.116 0.315** -144.031** 549.489** 62.241 -1175.485** 0.758

E -0.076 0.827** 51.295 163.421 -142.451 -138.579 10.019
-0.210** 0.351** 35.677 -108.854 116.747 -22.203 0.678

Q -0.020 0.621** 45.608 459.902** -378.708** 299.959 42.505
-0.073 0.109 241.249* -51.020 -192.292 -92.420 0.762

K 0.216 0.751** -191.548 450.994** -558.081* 144.904 45.639
-0.243** -0.060 262.022 -285.1%** 3%.761 -276.771 0.733

C -0.109 0.683** -259.621 258.054 -135.361 425.536 27.680
-0.151 0.087 654.331** -136.117 -852.311 665.781 0.748

Notes: headings match equation’s names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by lag 1. The constant term at the ton and
R below are given under e„ / R2. Coefficients significant at the 5 % (10%) from one t tailed test are indicated by *♦ (*).
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Table A5-25. Coefficients, Demand of Germany (K) from US (J).

Good RMK PJK NKJ NJK ETK V R 2

A -1.861** -0.457** 2.611 -1.983** -0.457** 31.992*
0.526 -0.090 3.510** -6.539** -0.090

-0.425* -0.425* 0.704
E -3.609** -0.822** -0.674* 4.357** -0.822** -32.502**

4.883** 1.412** -3.731** -1.860** 1.412**
0.402** 0.402** 0.139

Q 0.824** -0.178 7.805** -3.520** -0.178 -6.294**
-0.431** -0.115 -7.860 -1.421** -0.115

0.241** 0.241** 0.664
K 0.391** -0.175** -0.715** -2.004** -0.175** -10.207**

0.315** -0.002 0.233 -2.383** -0.002
-0.038 -0.038 0.981

C 1.079** -0.739** -3.343** 0.244 -0.739** -6.281
-0.523* 0.846** -2.131** -6.528** 0.846**

-0.478** -0.478** 0.894

Notes: Headings match equation’s names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by 
lag 1. Lag 2 is used for PJK and ETK. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given under ao / 
R2. Coefficients significant in one t tailed test at the 5 % (10%) are indicated by ** (*). Coefficients of 
NKJ and NJK are multiplied by 10,000.

Table A5-26. Coefficients, Supply of US (J) to Germany (K).

Good RXJ PJK NKJ NJK bn/ R 2

A 0.431 0.192 1.717 1.704 -1.078
-0.399 -0.037 2.562** 0.716

0.005 0.139
E 0.180 -0.124 -1.243* 2.587 5.828*

-0.554 0.820** 0.380 0.790
-0.307* 0.344

Q 0.839** -0.638** 0.229 -3.768** -20.548**
0.347** -0.785** 0.929* -1.765**

0.789** 0.847
K 2.988** 0.797** -0.697 -0.694 -21.357

-1.831** -1.445** -0.890 3.256*
0.426 0.749

C 0.088 -0.333 -1.549 -3.699** -7.131
0.322 0.837** -0.459 -7.064**

0.025 0.792

Notes: Headings match equation’s names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by 
lag 1. Lag 2 is used for PJK and ETK. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given under b0 / 
R2. Coefficients significant in one t tailed test at the 5 % (10%) are indicated by ** (*). Coefficients of 
NKJ and NJK are multiplied by 10,000.
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Table A5-27. Coefficients, Demand of US (J) from Germany (K).

Good RMJ PKJ NKJ NJK ETJ SoLBt

A 2.219** 0.114 6.295** -3.758** 0.114 -45.526
-0.033 -0.445** 5.304** 7.051** -0.445**

1.321** 1.321** 0.451
E 1.662** -0.507** 3.824* 23.610** -0.507** -87.392**

3.377** 0.008 1.525** 26.391** 0.008
-0.019 -0.019 0.570

Q 1.834** 0.41I** -0.363** -1.597** 0.411** -19.425**
-0.604** -0.765** -2.399** 3.627** -0.765**

0.165** 0.165** 0.839
K 0.346** -0.243** 0.656 0.756* -0.243* -8.122**

0.272** -0.071 -0.008 0.252 -0.071
-0.011 -0.011 0.520

C 0.330** -0.218** -1.902** -1.253** -0.218** -14.374**
0.883** -0.193** -2.322** -0.866 -0.193**

-0.329** -0.329** 0.967

Notes: Headings match equation’s names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by
lag L. Lag 2 is used for PJK and ETK. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given under a, /
R2. Coefficients significant in one t tailed test at the 5 % (10%) are indicated by ** (*). Coefficients of
NKJ and NJK are multiplied by 10,000.

Table A5-28. Coefficients, Supply of Germany (K) to US (J).

Good RXK PKJ NKJ NJK dfl/R2

A 0.699 -0.157 0.158* -3.620** -10.746*
0.046 0.607** -0.258 1.022
0.438* 0.885

E 8.024** 1.007** 21.737** 8.747 -9.055
-7.447** 0.112 20.972** 30.438**

1.097** 0.741
Q 1.416** -1.063** 0.798* -2.923* -24.643**

-0.010 -0.149 0.438* 0.014
0.680** 0.937

K 2.988** 0.797** -0.697 -0.695 -21.357
-1.831** -1.445** -0.890 3.256*

0.426 0.749
C 0.605** -0.976 -1.573** -2.550** -33.686**

1.336** -0.801* -1.527 -4.171**
-0.297 0.846

Notes: Headings match equation’s names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by 
lag 1. Lag 2 is used for PJK and ETK. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given under do / 
R2. Coefficients significant in one t tailed test at the 5 % (10%) are indicated by ** (*). Coefficients of 
NKJ and NJK are multiplied by 10,000.
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Table A5-29. Coefficients, Net Conflict from US (J) to Germany (K).

Good NJK NKJ QKJ OJK PKJ PJK e«/ R2
A -0.164 0.097 -300.351** 41.722 -613.574 -226.443 252.995**

-0.042 0.134 489.624** 254.342** -17.573 64.625 0.439
E -0.046 0.227** 7.152 -207.029** -166.631** -124.278 240.018**

-0.150 0.057 2.648 283.393* 174.855** -43.605 0.432
Q -0.121 0.192 -144.427* -264.107 -297.435* 95.290 263.968**

-0.121 -0.048 178.735 88.422 250.641 -170.315 0.337
K -0.214 0.133* 98.271 -931.219** 323.949 -665.961 367.710

-0.221 -0.035 -27.275 679.597** -282.213 670.487* 0.429
C -0.321** 0.190* 803.969* 11.950 21.921 404.324 285.452**

-0.262 0.152 -940.042** -27.296 -701.331* 649.824** 0.575
Notes: headings match equation’s names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by lag I. The constant term at the top and 
R2 below are given under e0 / R2. Coefficients significant at the 5 % (10%) from one t tailed test are indicated by ** (*),

Table A5-30. Coefficients, Net Conflict from Germany (K) to US (J).

Good NKJ NJK QKJ QJK PKJ PJK ULSL
A 0.213** 0.213 -128.105* 477.643 -362.289 214.099 218.706

-0.461** -0.440* 197.434* -247.303 -602.521 223.711 0.538
E 0.192* 0.327** -26.315 -186.522 -71.661 -44.169 163.752

0.536** -0.596** 94.715 239.640 77.449* -280.386* 0.526
Q 0.042 0.357 101.000* -398.599** 1869.007** -1283.894** 147.240

-0.454** -0.485** 9.898 -258.333** -1485.270** 906.719* 0.560
K -0.018 0.181 612.780** -1208.887* 1074.189* -1207.129* 367.999*

-0.583** -0.534* 125.033 598.379 151.568 -438.162 0.575
C -0.383 0.531** -1104.631* -340.072* 1851.882** -1241.767** 170.638*

-0.627** -0.094 1096.663* 47.397 -1548.497** 1114,524** 0.722
Notes: headings match equation’s names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by lag 1. The constant term at the top and
R2 below are given under f0 / R2. Coefficients significant at the 5 % (10%) from one t tailed test are indicated by ** (*).
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Table A5-31. Coefficients, Demand of Germany (K) from Japan (J).

Good E m PJK NKJ NJK ETK 3o L E

A -0.057 -0.483** -18.580 51.373** -0.483** 8.805**
-0.493* -0.040 37.470 -28.321 -0.040

0.522** 0.522** 0.714
E -4.014** -1.386** -366.626** 265.844** -1.386** 7.140

4.193** -0.850** -67.655 0.596 -0.850**
-0.050 -0.050 0.594

Q 0.943** -1.090** -201.391** 105.250** -1.090** -27.705**
0.749** -0.839** -13.852** 1.547 -0.839**

1.688** 1.688** 0.869
K 1.240** -0.100 -24.048 15.650* -0.100 -32.308**

0.668** -0.272** 37.853** -47.573** -0.272**
0.132** 0.132** 0.996

C 1.208** 0.127** 50.371** -20.213** 0.127** -10.083**
-0.648** -0.126** 33.719** -8.431 -0.126**

-0.034 -0.034 0.763

Notes: Headings match equation’s names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by 
lag I. Lag 2 is used for PJK and ETK. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given under ao / 
R2. Coefficients significant in one t tailed test at the 5 % (10%) are indicated by ** (*). Coefficients of 
NKJ and NJK are multiplied by 10,000.

Table A5-32. Coefficients, Supply of Japan (J) to Germany (K).

Good RXJ PJK NKJ NJK bn/R2

A 0 .348** -0.490** -21.045 47.539** -4.961
0.011 -0.001 11.354 -12.374

0.280** 0.802
E 0.253 -0.899** -9.813 -88.066 -9.861**

0.566* -0.083 -289.249 95.075
0.495** 0.694

Q 0.629* -0.168 -65.893* 39.469 -18.599
0.473 -0.594 -75.500 68.391*

0.811** 0.879
K 0.883** 0.670** -3.016 23.360 -18.786**

0.152** 0.057 55.308** -41.200*
0.144 0.992

C 1.708** 0.783** -49.199* 28.258* -10.290**
-1.100** -0.518** -27.301 -6.739

-0.148 0.796

Notes: Headings match equation’s names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by 
lag 1. Lag 2 is used for PJK and ETK. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given under b0 / 
R2. Coefficients significant in one t tailed test at the 5 % (10%) are indicated by ** (*). Coefficients of 
NKJ and NJK are multiplied by 10,000.
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Table A5-33. Coefficients, Demand of Japan (J) from Germany (K).

Good RMJ PKJ NKJ NJK ETJ &LB2

A 0.127 -0.488** -45.878** -38.167** -0.488** -27.718**
1.581** 0.337** -16.366** 16.495** 0.337**

0.089 0.089 0.870
E 8.146** 5.117** 46.684** -1213.509** 5.117** -24.487

-6.336 -6.109** -1237.097** 757.273** -6.109**
0.604 0.604 0.190

Q 1.484** 0.302** 64.535** 40.920** 0.302** -18.778**
-0.555** -0.382** -54.451* 64.535** -0.382**

0.294 0.294 0.942
K 0.283** -0.086 -69.799** 80.926** -0.086 -10.712

0.245** 0.711** -70.365** 75.775** 0.711**
-0.475** -0.475** 0.913

C 0.707** -0.253** -10.488** 82.153** -0.253** -12.108**
0.129** 0.337** -56.662** 27.019** 0.337**

-0.210** -0.210** 0.985

Notes: Headings match equation’s names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by 
lag 1. Lag 2 is used for PJK and ETK. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given under Cq / 
R2. Coefficients significant in one t tailed test at the 5 % (10%) are indicated by ** (*). Coefficients of 
NKJ and NJK are multiplied by 10,000.

Table A5-34. Coeffidents, Supply of Germany (K) to Japan (J).

Good RXK PKJ NKJ NJK <y R2

A 0.127 -0.489** -45.878** -38.170** -27.718**
1.580** 0.337** -16.367** 16.495**

0.089 0.870
E -2.837* -2.776* -56.122 -37.107 65.742**

-1.191 1.769 -219.880 -85.244
3.386** 0.793

Q 2.250** -0.272 52.525* -32.880 -23.266
-0.925** -0.048 53.274** -31.478

0.269* 0.933
K 4.255** 0.820** 107.417** 11.042 -17.582**

-3.304** 0.013 43.295* 4.375
-0.472 0.860

C 1.244** 0.243* -104.942** 72.837** -17.760**
-0.219 -0.163 -144.726 92.249**

-0.190 0.974

Notes: Headings match equation’s names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by 
lag 1. Lag 2 is used for PJK and ETK. The constant term at the top and R2 below are given under do / 
R2. Coefficients significant in one t tailed test at the 5 % (10%) are indicated by ** (*). Coefficients of 
NKJ and NJK are multiplied by 10,000.
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Table A5-35. Coefficients, Net Conflict from Japan (J) to Germany (K).

Good NJK NKJ OKJ OJK PKJ PJK e«/R2
A 0.304** 0.920** 1.131 37.212** -7.250* 29.568* 1.014

-0.081 -0.213* 0.491 -28.648 14.546** -41.603** 0.825
E 0.120 0.932** -1.564 1.413 0.898 1.323* 2.528

-0.162** 0.022 1.810* -6.122 2.189 -4.276 0.791
Q -0.502** 1.127** 5.096 51.394** -148.614** 166.384** -10.535**

-0.188** 0.497** -21.555* -13.567 10.191 -55.388** 0.904
K 0.363** 0.670** -0.432 67.346** -102.784** 118.568** -7.066**

-0.163** -0.744** 2.671 -52.347** 24.492** -63,679** 0.898
C -0.023 1.009* 33.559** 11.955* -3.741 0.898 -7.377**

-0.078 0.195 -16.377* -19.968 18.114 -29.832* 0.846
Notes: headings match equation’s names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by lag 1. The constant term at the top and 
R2 below are given under e0 / R2, Coefficients significant at the S % (10%) from one t tailed test are indicated by ** (*).

Table A5-36. Coefficients, Net Conflict from Germany (K) to Japan (J).

Good NKJ NJK QKJ OJK PKJ PJK
A 0.059 0.771** -5.420** -29.394** 5.579 -26.454** 6.095

-0.053 -0.146 -0.301 29.527** -8.400 36.149* 0.781
E 0.045 0.705** -2.660 1.875 -5.222 -0.057 2.744

0.020 -0.195 -1.448 6.686 -0.326 1.894 0.753
Q -0.435* 0.713** -9.589** -43.407** 127.373* -140 .802** 9.511*

0.164* 0.448** 25.351** 11.853** -21.159 53.770** 0.911
K 0.515 0.925** -3.696 -43.033* 70.616* -90.916* 8.694**

0.012 -0.339** 2.612 34.514 -41.914* 77.160** 0.776
C -0.288 0.761** -34.900** 7.512 -19.521 16.070 11.223

-0.044 0.066 15.682* 18.845 -21.711 26.702** 0.831
Notes: headings match equation’s names. In each group of numbers, the top is for lag 0, followed by lag 1. The constant term at the top and
R2 below are given under f0 / R2. Coefficients significant at the 5 % (10%) from one t tailed test are indicated by *♦ (*),
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